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Foreword

The rapid growth of cities across the globe, and cities’ essential role as drivers of economic development, require that city leaders from both the public and private sectors come together in the financing, design, and implementation of urban policies that ensure sustainable and inclusive urbanization. Providing city leaders with adequate financing mechanisms and frameworks that fit the economic, social, and regulatory context is the foundation on which city leaders will achieve the goals of the New Urban Agenda.

A study on financing sustainable urbanization cannot come at a better moment as world leaders are discussing the New Urban Agenda that will be adopted at Habitat III in Quito. The New Urban Agenda is an action-oriented plan that aims at effectively addressing the complex challenges of urbanization, including its financing. It is a set of five strategies consisting of National Urban Policies, Urban Legislation, Urban Planning and Design, Planned City Extensions, and Financing Urbanization. The Habitat III process offers an exceptional opportunity to build a new model of urban development promoting equity, welfare, and shared prosperity.

Finance for City Leaders presents an up-to-date, comprehensive, and in-depth analysis of the challenges posed by rapid urbanization and the various financing tools municipalities have at their disposal. By providing city leaders with a wide array of financing solutions that emphasize sustainability, inclusion, and financial autonomy, this publication contributes to the growing conversation on how cities can look inward to finance major capital expenditures, infrastructure maintenance and operation, and public services.

It is essential that the new approach to urbanization put forth at Habitat III rises to the challenge presented by changing urban dynamics. It is with enormous pride and a united voice that the United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat) presents Finance for City Leaders—a landmark publication that draws on the combined expertise of over 30 contributing authors from more than 15 public, private, and multilateral institutions all working towards equipping cities with the tools they need to build and sustain urban prosperity.

Dr. Joan Clos
Secretary-General of Habitat III
Executive Director, UN-Habitat
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Introduction

Overview of municipal finance

Cities are a driving force of the 21st century. Through bringing large numbers of people into close proximity, they spark economic growth, foster innovation, and generate prosperity. But they face the pressing challenges of creating a livable environment for their residents, enabling economic activity that benefits all citizens, and fostering urban development that is environmentally sustainable, equitable, and resilient to disruptive forces. Particularly urgent is the need to finance this development: To achieve the Sustainable Development Goals, an estimated $3 trillion to $4 trillion is needed annually. In an increasingly urban world, cities play a pivotal role in closing this financial gap.

Decentralization of authority is critical to surmounting all of these challenges. Decentralization provides a path towards responsive governance, enabling local governments to address the specific needs of residents and businesses. However, in many countries, increased local responsibility has not been accompanied by a proportionate increase in local financial resources. In the context of an urbanizing world, cities are being asked to do more with less. In particular, as cities grow (especially in Africa and Asia), the need for infrastructure and basic services also increases—sometimes at a pace even more rapid than population growth, due to low-density sprawling development and disproportionate expansion of the urban footprint. While the need for new capital investments is pressing, the cost of ongoing service provision and maintenance of existing infrastructure is also growing—and is often unmet. As a result, in many places the social contract between citizens and their local governments has frayed.

Given their finite resources, local governments are asked to make difficult choices, balancing a range of urgent needs. Their actions must promote fundamental human rights for housing and basic services; consider the needs of women, youth, and the poor; and be environmentally sustainable and supportive of economic growth. Moreover, deficiencies in technical capacity, legal frameworks, and governance are high barriers preventing many cities from fulfilling their mandates. Though for cities political issues are intractable and sometimes overwhelming, many other issues are technical in nature and are thus possible for city leaders to overcome.

Indeed, many tools exist to help cities improve their financial situations. The first steps for many cities are to improve basic financial management, including administration of local and endogenous revenues, and to match good planning for a better urban future with the required budgets and financial plans. Local governments must find ways to link revenue generation with their ongoing activities and with urban growth in order for local finances to be sustainable in the long term. National governments can support capacity building in this area, as well as create supportive regulatory frameworks and national-level institutions.
Once basic financial management has begun to be addressed, opportunities for borrowing to support much-needed urban investments become available. These opportunities come in a variety of forms, including municipal bonds, commercial bank loans, and loans from national and regional development banks. Cities, with the assistance of national governments, should match borrowing instruments to their capacity to service debt, ability to bear risk, and capital investment needs.

In addition to traditional financing instruments, there are a range of innovative financing options that have been increasingly tested in middle-income countries. These include green bonds, inter-municipal coordination for pooled financing, and land-based financing instruments.

Cities’ immense financial challenges cannot be met through public sector actions alone. The private sector plays a critical role in creating socially, economically, and environmentally sustainable urban development. There are a multitude of ways for cities to work with the private sector to achieve this goal, including various public–private partnership (PPP) structures. Furthermore, improved municipal finance must be integrated with other elements of responsive governance and urban management, including urban planning and regulatory frameworks, in order to support the coordinated realization of a common urban vision by all involved stakeholders.

City leaders’ increased familiarity with these various municipal finance instruments can increase the likelihood that these tools are implemented successfully. This is the primary purpose of this publication.

Overview of the publication

Finance for City Leaders is organized into three parts: Principles of Municipal Finance (Chapters 1–4), Designing Financial Products (Chapters 5–15), and Crosscutting Issues (Chapters 16–18). In Chapters 1 and 2, Dominic Burbidge and Nic Cheeseman set the context for the rest of Finance for City Leaders. They lay out the guiding principles of municipal finance, explain why municipal finance matters, and introduce a number of tools for raising local own-source revenues discussed in greater detail in Part 2.

Chapter 3 by Michael Lindfield, Marco Kamiya and Huascar Eguino, discuss the challenges local governments face such as insufficient and unreliable transfers from central government, poor tax collection, weak fiscal management and others. The authors then give general recommendations to address these challenges including the mechanisms on how to improve outdated governance systems, enhance endogenous and exogenous revenues and build better local financial asset management systems.

Chapter 4, authored by Armando Morales, Daniel Platz, and Leonardo Elias Letelier, examines the theory behind, arguments for and against, and success factors of fiscal decentralization. The authors argue that fiscal decentralization is an important component of sustainable and autonomous municipal finance, and that it must take place within a regulatory and legal context that empowers municipal governments while also holding them responsible for their expenditures and own-source revenue.
Part 2 (Designing Financial Products) begins with **Chapter 5**, by Lourdes Germán and Elizabeth Glass, who discuss non-tax own-source municipal revenues. They introduce a number of non-tax tools for generating own-source revenues including, among others, user fees, fines, and land use fees. This chapter argues that non-tax own-source revenues are essential to boosting municipal revenues and supporting municipal fiscal autonomy.

**In Chapter 6**, John Probyn and Joshua Gallo discuss the concept of creditworthiness and its importance to cities in establishing long-term financial sustainability and receiving improved terms of financing from the capital market. They provide an overview of different concepts in regards to creditworthiness and what a city needs to demonstrate to be deemed creditworthy. There is also a brief review on a sample of rating agency criteria, differentiated as those under the direct mandate of a city and those that are exogenous to the local government.

**In Chapter 7**, Devashree Saha and Skye d’Almeida argue that green municipal bonds are an effective financing tool for projects that stand to benefit both the environment and society. The authors begin by explaining what green bonds are and examine the current state of the green bond market. The last half of the chapter reviews some of the challenges to obtaining green municipal bonds and how municipalities can access this important source of financing.

**Chapter 8**, by Lars M. Andersson and Pavel Kochanov, discusses pooled financing mechanisms in which a group of municipalities aggregate their borrowing needs and raise their total financing needs together on the capital market. The authors argue that this form of raising capital is especially important for small to medium-sized cities to be able to access long-term and fairly priced debt.

**In Chapter 9**, Le-Yin Zhang and Marco Kamiya discuss the pros and cons of public–private partnerships (PPPs). The authors argue that PPPs are important financing mechanisms that have had widespread success in both developing and developed countries. Despite having their own set of regulatory challenges, they have proven to be a powerful tool for financing important infrastructure projects.

**Chapter 10**, by Liz Paterson Gauntner and Miquel Morell, develops a methodology for financing planned city extension (PCE). The authors argue that PCE provides the necessary framework for sustainable urban growth, which must be implemented following a “three-pronged approach,” incorporating urban planning and design, rules and regulations, and public financial management.

**Chapter 11**, by Siraj Sait and Dr. Rami AbdelKafi gives an overview of Islamic Municipal Finance, detailing its growth and prominence over the past two decades. The author’s differentiate between Islamic Finance to different forms of conventional finance and discuss why Islamic Finance matters in the global context. Lastly, they examine the different types of Islamic Bonds (Sukus) and describe how they generally work.

**In Chapter 12**, Lawrence C. Walters and Liz Paterson Gauntner review the instruments commonly used to engage in land value sharing and raise revenue based on land value and land attributes. The authors argue that while both theory and practice support the use of land-based revenue sources, challenges to successful land value sharing must be understood when implementing it.
In Chapter 13, Greg Clark, Tim Moonen, and Doug Carr examine the role of real estate development in developing cities. The chapter begins with a discussion of the merits of managed urban growth, followed by an explanation of how cities can use planning and asset management to create and capture value. The authors then assess the emerging role of city growth planning and the need for analytical frameworks for intelligent planning, followed by an overview of the role and value of coordinated land use planning. The chapter then explores ways in which public authorities can attract private capital co-investment, which is followed by a discussion of the need to acknowledge underlying issues that often affect real estate investment in developing cities. The chapter concludes with an examination of the role of real estate planning and development in making cities competitive.

Chapter 14, authored by Dmitry Pozhidaev and Mohammad Farid, provides an overview of tools for improving capital markets for municipal finance in least developed countries (LDCs). After examining the various methods of using capital markets for municipal finance in LDCs, the authors describe financial and non-financial mechanisms most suitable for municipalities in LDCs. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the decision-making process and specific steps used by municipalities to access market-based funds (conventional or otherwise).

Yoel Siegel and Marco Kamiya conclude the second part with Chapter 15 on local infrastructure development funds in small and medium-sized cities. The chapter presents both a background and implementation framework for financing local infrastructure using local infrastructure development funds. The authors emphasize the need for an appropriate legal and regulatory framework for infrastructure development funds, as well as a comprehensive approach to long-term sustainable financing.

Part 3 concludes the book with three chapters on crosscutting issues. In Chapter 16, Kerstin Sommer, Katja Dietrich, and Melissa Permezel explain how financing participatory slum upgrading promotes inclusive urbanization, adequate living conditions, and prosperity for all. They also examine the challenges of creating inclusive urban spaces and detail UN-Habitat’s Participatory Slum Upgrading Programme, a promising template that exemplifies many of the concepts discussed in the chapter.

Chapter 17, by Taib Boyce, Sonja Ghaderi, Brian Olunga, Javan Ombado, Rocío Armillas-Tiseyra, Judith Mulwa, Douglas Ragan, Imogen Howells, and Hazel Kuria, explains how youth, gender, and human rights—major mandates of the United Nations and issues at the core of the Sustainable Development Goals—relate to municipal finance and why they matter for city leaders. The chapter offers frameworks and specific examples to help city leaders incorporate these issues into their local agenda for promoting city prosperity.

Chapter 18, authored by Younghoon Moon, Marco Kamiya, and Yasuo Konishi, examines local economic development from the perspective of spatial analysis and urban layout bringing value chains and supply analysis into the urban development realm. The chapter introduces an innovative local economic development methodology to help city leaders spur economic growth, promote competitive sectors, and generate jobs, which provides the foundation for sustainable local own-source revenue generation.
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Part 01:
Principles of Municipal Finance
Introduction

The world’s population is becoming increasingly urbanized, with estimates suggesting that by 2050, two-thirds of humanity will live in cities and towns. This shift will require governmental reforms—particularly on the part of local governments, which will be responsible for managing many of the socioeconomic consequences of large-scale urbanization. The scope and complexity of this transformation precludes a fully accurate prediction of the changes it will require of a particular local government. Nonetheless, by comparing experiences and discussing strategies, it is possible to establish principles that can serve as general guides for reform. It is crucial that this reform process remain grounded in formulating and implementing policy changes that benefit citizens.
Because of its role in funding these changes, municipal finance is an essential part of the reform process. Unless municipal governments expand revenue flows to meet this challenge, high levels of in-migration are likely to result in deterioration in the quality of public services and falling living standards. This chapter provides background on municipal finance and explores the principles that guide its management. As with all areas of local government, city leaders can reflect on the extent to which their municipal finances are optimally serving citizens, and what can be done to improve on this position.

What is municipal finance?

Municipal finance consists of the revenue and expenditure of local government in urban areas. Although the remit and capacities of local governments to engage in financial decisions vary enormously, across countries municipal finance generally aims to generate the resources needed to fund local services to the satisfaction of citizens through fair taxation and use of external resources. This is, of course, a difficult task, but it is a goal shared by the administrative structures and institutions that comprise the world’s municipal authorities. Fulfilling the goal depends not only on successful programs of taxation and spending, but also on coordination among local government units, such that they help each other work efficiently, and together enable citizens to easily access government services and assistance.

Local government revenue can be split into two main sources (as depicted in Figure A). The first is internal revenue, which is collected by local governments themselves according to their rules and mandates. The types of revenue that a local government can collect are defined by law and vary enormously among countries. However, generally speaking, local governments often collect taxes or fees for the services they provide (such as garbage collection or organizing parking spaces), and collect property taxes or rates on privately owned properties within their jurisdiction.

The second form of revenue that local governments receive is external revenue from outside sources. Usually, local governments receive support in the form of intergovernmental transfers, whereby national governments allocate a portion of their revenue to their local counterparts. National governments can also provide backing for local governments to take out loans, if such loans are agreed upon as important for development, and if it is believed the local government can repay them in time. A further type of external revenue is development assistance, which can come directly from the national government in times of need (for example, following an earthquake that has affected some parts of the country more than others), or from international development institutions as part of an aid package. Generally speaking, a municipal government must ensure that over time the sum of its revenue equals the sum of its expenditure.

The world’s population is becoming increasingly urbanized, with estimates suggesting that by 2050, two-thirds of humanity will live in cities and towns.
Municipal finance matters for the sustainability of local government provision of goods and services. With global recognition of the need to pursue Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), it is clear that these can only be achieved hand-in-hand with the reform and enhancement of municipal governments across the world. Municipal governments are uniquely suited to respond to challenges of poverty, education, water, and the environment; an over-reliance on central government and international institutions risks the danger that responses become out of touch with local people and therefore harder to implement. Well-functioning municipal governments are especially necessary for SDG 11, which seeks to make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable.

Developing more effective municipal finance is essential for a number of reasons (Figure B). Without strong and consistent revenue flows, it is not possible to develop sustainable towns...
and cities. One implication of this is that municipal authorities will lack the resources that they need to effectively plan for the impact of urbanization. This is likely to have a negative effect both on the livelihoods of citizens but also on the way in which high levels of in-migration impact the environment. In turn, this can have long-term implications for residents’ quality of life and for the ability of the area to attract investment in the longer term. At the same time, unless clear lines of revenue generation from local citizens are established, ties of financial accountability—through which society holds the government responsible for its use of tax revenues—are unlikely to develop, which can stymie pressure for good governance.

Figure B: Why does municipal finance matter?
How can local authorities enhance the sustainability of municipal finance?

There is a great need to improve the sustainability of municipal government finances across the world. Given how much depends on the successful performance of local governments, poor finances can make local service delivery faulty and inconsistent, and can damage future development prospects. Unfortunately, attempts at reforming local government revenue through decentralization have often proven more challenging than originally envisaged. International expert Paul Smoke writes:

“Fiscal decentralization has been particularly disappointing given how much consensus there has been on specific reform advice, with own source revenue generation arguably being the most problematic of fiscal concerns. Available empirical literature strongly indicates that subnational revenue generation, more often than not, falls short of expectations.”

If subnational revenue generation often falls short of expectations, how can it be improved to become a more sustainable feature of municipal government?

This question is not easy to answer. To begin, it is important to realize that there are many different ways in which countries decentralize political administration to allow for local decision-making. This means it is not always appropriate to recommend the same policy across the board. Some countries allow very little discretion for local governments, while others allow a great deal. The level of discretion afforded depends on the constitutional provisions of what municipal governments can and cannot do.

Figure C illustrates the different levels of decentralization around the world. Those in yellow are federal states: countries where most decision-making power is held at the level of regions, provinces, or sub-national states. Some of the most well-known examples of federal states include Nigeria, the United States of America, and Brazil. Federal constitutions usually provide the greatest degree of regional autonomy, allowing local governments wide discretion over the types of taxes they collect.

Those countries displayed in red are unitary states with a centralized political administration, but whose constitutions provide for devolution. Devolution is a constitutional provision that allows for regional decision-making over a set list of government functions. The functions for which there is local political autonomy are established by the political center, and usually cannot be changed without difficulty (for example, requiring constitutional amendment). In terms of local government finance, some discretion is usually given under devolution for local political actors to set budgets and decide the taxation levels to be implemented. While, like under federalism, this has the potential complication of varied tax rates and levels of spending among different provinces or counties, large benefits can be realized by involving citizens in decision-making through electing local representatives, and through engaging in public participation when planning how to carry out local government functions.

In blue, the map shows non-federal and non-devolved unitary states. This kind of heavily centralized political system prevails in Africa and the Middle East.
Constitutional law and national legislation dictate what powers local governments hold, and what they can do to meet their costs through revenue generation. This is important not only for ensuring municipal governments do not engage in any activity that lies outside their purview, but also for encouraging appropriate care when drawing comparisons among case studies of success or failure in municipal finance. Some examples, however good, cannot be repeated in one’s own jurisdiction because it is not possible to raise funds in that way, given the constitutional and legal context. A starting principle of municipal finance, therefore, is to follow the law at all times—both those laws that pertain to local government and those enumerated in a country’s constitution—and to design revenue generation and expenditure plans accordingly.

**What should count as local, and what as national?**

At times the law provides for discretion over choosing what taxes and public service provision should be done locally, and what should be left to national government. This is a crucial issue for many involved in municipal finance, and can mean the difference between a sustainable municipal government and one bloated with too many duties, or starved with insufficient funds.

A key principle for answering this question is the principle of subsidiarity. The legal philosopher John Finnis describes the principle of subsidiarity as requiring “that larger associations should not assume functions which can be performed efficiently by smaller associations.” The basic idea is that government is best when it is local, and one should
only take away the decision-making of local actors when there are clear efficiency gains to be realized. As Finnis describes further, “[T]he proper function of association is to help the participants in the association to help themselves or, more precisely, to constitute themselves through the individual initiatives of choosing commitments [...] and of realizing these commitments through personal inventiveness and effort in projects.”

The need for cherishing individual initiative is not just a case of citizens versus government, but among government institutions themselves. At times, the greater authority of those higher up in government can be used to nullify individual creativity among local government practitioners, and this can harm municipal governments’ capacity to grow their revenue base.

**Principles of municipal finance: The “benefit principle” and the “ability-to-pay” principle**

There are two main principles around which systems of taxation can be arranged. One is the “benefit principle,” a long-held idea put forward by public finance theorists, which argues that “an equitable tax system is one under which each taxpayer contributes in line with the benefits which he or she receives from public services.” This approach ties taxation to public service delivery, helping develop a close correlation between the money generated in tax revenue and the money spent delivering the particular good or service.

To help understand the benefit principle, it can be contrasted with an alternative approach, the “ability-to-pay principle.” As the name suggests, this principle entails that “each taxpayer is asked to contribute in line with his or her ability to pay.” The difference between this and the benefit principle is that there is no direct connection with what is being paid for. Citizens contribute according to their ability without necessarily seeing the results of their contributions.

In reality, most tax systems combine elements of both approaches, with wealthier citizens contributing more, but some contributions being directly linked to services. The advantage of this approach is that linking taxation to services helps to generate a social contract between citizens and the government, such that citizens know what they are contributing to and are able to witness its effects. This, it is believed, will help increase compliance in taxpaying. There is an element of fairness in consumers of a publicly provided service being the ones who pay for it.

In order to maximize the advantages of the benefit principle, some practitioners have recommended earmarking certain taxes for specific uses. This can make citizens more willing to pay the tax because they know exactly where the money goes, and can also help reduce corruption. Tax expert Wilson Prichard writes:

> “The aim of such tax earmarking is to build greater trust between governments and taxpayers, while providing a foundation for improved monitoring of public expenditures. The case for such tax earmarking is particularly strong in low-income countries where trust is frequently limited and monitoring particularly difficult.”

Prichard describes the example of increases in value-added tax (VAT) in Ghana, which was implemented by connecting VAT to the provision of specific public services, and “served to increase trust amongst taxpayers while also making it somewhat easier for the public to monitor government performance.”
Nevertheless, criticism has been levied at the benefits approach. Some counterargue that tying taxes to specific benefits restricts governments’ spending autonomy. Because a government’s hands are tied by the decision to earmark the money, it cannot change the way in which the money is used if something more urgent arises. Secondly, this approach may lead to favoritism in the provision of public services; if only some are paying for the service, why should anyone else gain access? Such arguments threaten to turn the public good into a “club” good received only by a select group. Finally, public service provision is good for development in the long term because it can solve coordination problems by adopting a multi-sector approach and providing services on a large scale that generates greater efficiency and reduces costs. However, providing more public services to those who pay more taxes can exacerbate economic inequalities over time by developing more public services in rich areas than in poor areas.

For all of these reasons, a mixture of the benefits approach and the ability-to-pay approach is often thought to be the most suitable.

Principles of municipal finance: Local government autonomy

To meet some of the shortcomings of the benefits approach, theorists have begun placing greater emphasis on the need for local governments to be given the autonomy to determine what works best for their local economy. Among these suggestions are the following:

- Local governments should be allowed to set local tax rates.
- The tax rate should be in line with expenditure responsibilities across the area of jurisdiction.
- Incentives should be in place to help local governments be fiscally responsible.12
Development economists such as Amartya Sen believe that it is not just a question of fiscal autonomy, but of providing the freedom for citizens and public policy practitioners to engage with local notions of development when making governance decisions. If local government is to work for citizens, it must be in dialogue with the goals and aims of local residents.

When it comes to the principles of municipal finance, this new emphasis takes the form of advocating greater freedoms for local governments to experiment, so as to determine what works and what does not in their area. This is not, however, a license for bureaucrats to do whatever they feel like; the aim is to promote a sense of responsibility for decision-making among local government personnel. As much as possible, city leaders should know the revenue coming in and the costs of the services currently provided, and be able to nurture the link between these two so that all involved act with responsibility and care—citizens and bureaucrats alike. Ilias Dirie, a municipal finance expert, explains:

“The development of responsible and responsive local government is thus dependent on local government having at least some degree of freedom with respect to local revenues, including the freedom to make mistakes and be held accountable for them. This means that local government must have control over the rates of some significant revenue source if they are to be fiscally responsible and able to innovate as to the way they finance basic services.”

For federal or devolved states, fiscal responsibility can also involve political responsibility as citizens vote on representatives who are in a position to lead and direct local governments. When this is the case, it is all the more important that a social contract is developed between citizens and the government, where both sides understand their duties towards the common good, and both realize the benefits of good governance.

Political representatives also have a responsibility to ensure that national–local relations are fostered in support of the sustainability of municipal finances. As a 2015 UN-Habitat report explains:

“Where local authorities are able to derive revenues from property taxes and service charges, meaningful tax increases are sometimes refused or delayed by central governments for fear of eroding political support from the urban population; or even rejected by the local authorities themselves for fear of political backlash from local taxpayers.”

It can be difficult to achieve sustainable municipal finances within the narrow time of an electoral cycle. However, the accountability provided by elections can act as an excellent check on corruption, and the disruptive impact of elections often declines over time. In addition, changes in leadership can create new opportunities for thorough monitoring and evaluation of systems of municipal finance by city leaders.
Conclusion

The demands placed on municipal governments are likely to increase with the growing urbanization of the world’s population. At the same time, there are clear principles that allow local government practitioners to guide their finances towards a position of self-sustainability. Robust municipal finances are integral to development, and play a unique role in governance because of the closeness of local governments to citizen needs.

The discussion in this first chapter has generated the following checklist that can foster reflection on the sustainability of one’s municipal finances:

- Are the powers of taxation exercised by my government lawful and in line with the constitution?
- Is my government reliant more on internal or external revenue sources?
- Have the benefits of the goods and services my government provides been tied to specific taxes or service fees?
- Do government decision-makers feel they have the freedom to change policies based on citizen needs? Do they have room for experimentation in seeing what might work better?
- Have we given sufficient care and attention to the need to build citizen support for our taxes and fees, and to the question of how we can form an effective social contract?
- Could our relations with the national government be improved to avoid unnecessary volatility in our budget?

In the midst of all of these concerns and decisions, it is important to keep in mind the principle of subsidiarity: Those duties carried out locally are done so because they can be implemented with efficiency and local creativity. This principle can aid in assessing the appropriateness of government duties at the local level.
**Endnotes**


Introduction

The costs that municipal governments face are likely to increase every year in line with the processes of urbanization taking place around the world. Thus, raising municipal revenues is among the most pressing challenges facing city leaders today. It would normally be assumed that a growing population increases the tax base proportionately, with a greater number of local residents simply paying in line with the greater number of services provided. However, this common assumption has been proven wrong on two counts. First, changing demographics go hand-in-hand with changes in lifestyle, economic specializations, and income distribution. These shifts mean that citizens do not always have the same needs from their local governments as before, and will change how they contribute to the funding of local government services. Second, local population increases do not usually lead to immediate adjustments by central governments in the amounts transferred to the municipal level. As the “front line” when
What generates local government revenue?

Municipal revenues are raised from taxes or fees charged to local residents, usually in return for the goods and services the local government provides. The amount generated varies enormously among countries, as there is wide variety in countries’ legal provisions concerning what taxes and levies are allowed to be collected locally. Figure A displays the percentage of GDP collected through local government fees, with data taken from five OECD countries. The gradual upward trajectory over the past 15 years reflects the growing relevance of these types of fees and taxes for 21st century governance.

At this point it is important to delineate the differences between taxes and fees, and to provide examples of each:

- **Taxes** refer to charges levied on citizens and businesses to enable the government to fund its core activities. Although taxes may be enforced for a specific purpose, such as to fund a particular infrastructure project or to deal with a specific challenge, they typically generate income that the government can allocate to a range of different activities as it sees fit. Depending on a country’s constitutional and legal framework, subnational taxes can include:
  - Property taxes
• Income taxes (e.g., pay-as-you-earn, or PAYE)
• Consumption taxes
• Tourism taxes
• Sales taxes (e.g., value-added tax, or VAT)
• Business taxes
• Trade taxes (excises)

Fees and levies (sometimes called “rates”) typically refer to charges directly incurred by citizens or companies in return for the delivery of specific services. They are therefore analogous to the kinds of charges that would be imposed by a private company. Subnational fees and levies can include:

• Garbage collection fees
• Electricity fees
• Water fees
• Permit and license fees

In seeking to expand municipal finances, the question is not only which of these can be added, but also which are already being used but are in need of reform or, in cases of gross inefficiency, in need of cutting.

Each option for revenue generation must serve a dual aim of making local government financially sustainable and fostering a general culture of tax compliance among citizens. Even if a tax or levy is profitable for local government, it should be administered in a way that enhances citizens’ feelings of inclusion and ownership, and that makes citizens proud to pay their taxes. In this way, the administration of each tax or levy has repercussions for the way taxes in general are viewed by the citizenry, affecting levels of compliance and citizen-led mechanisms of accountability. This is particularly significant in new democracies and less-developed contexts, where the idea of tax payment at the subnational level may be relatively new, and the enforcement mechanisms to ensure compliance may be limited.

Figure A: OECD local government user fees as a percentage of GDP, 1990–2014

Note: The graph shows the five OECD countries with the longest longitudinal dataset. Data on locally generated user fees is not inclusive of user fees collected at the state or provincial level. Countries that only collect user fees at the state or provincial level were excluded from analysis.

A government perspective: Expanding municipal revenues through internal reform

Significant and sustained revenue is essential if cities are to provide services to their populations, and to upgrade their infrastructure to cope with increasing numbers of residents. Most cities receive a portion of their income from central government transfers, but are empowered to collect certain revenues locally. A predictable and sustainable income stream is essential to ensure that key financial commitments, such as the salaries of government officials, can be met not only in the short-term but also in years to come. Thus, most experts recommend that, where possible, city governments generate a diverse portfolio of income streams so that they are not dependent on any given flow of revenue. This requires city leaders to think about how revenue can be generated not just from different taxes, but also from taxes on a diverse range of economic activities. Building a city’s income in this way ensures that a shock to one part of the economy will not undermine its revenue base.

The source of income also matters for other reasons. A number of academic studies have found that the more dependent subnational governments are on central government transfers to fund their budget, the more likely they are to embrace national policy priorities. This can stymie local innovation and make it difficult for city leaders to respond to local concerns.

Four starting principles can help guide thinking about expanding revenue collection:

1. The greater the share of revenue generated locally, the more the local authority will be able to set its own priorities, free from national agendas and constraints.
2. A diverse portfolio of revenue sources is important to ensure a local authority can cope with shocks to any specific income stream.

3. The greater the share of revenues raised through fees and levies, the more careful and accountable local authorities are likely to be in their expenditures.

4. Long-term stability and self-sufficiency is key, so government should manage expectations of tax and levy generation to ensure that targets given to tax collectors can be communicated reasonably to citizens.

As discussed in Chapter 1, many governments have found it beneficial to earmark certain tax or fee payments towards specific goods that citizens enjoy, because voluntary compliance is more likely when citizens consider their payments worthwhile. In a local government context, this link is often already present when fees are paid by citizens for specific services such as garbage collection or parking spaces. However, it is important to note that the manner in which money is collected can also greatly affect citizen perceptions. For example, issuing receipts for parking fees can help citizens feel that the money is accounted for and less likely to be misappropriated. When public infrastructure is being developed, a simple sign saying the upgrade is funded by the city’s tax contributions can go a long way towards helping local residents see the benefits of paying their taxes.

However, one of the least explored strategies for expanding municipal revenues has nothing to do with choosing what fees to charge but, instead, looks at enhancing the training of tax collectors. Collecting taxes is a difficult job, and one that lies at the forefront of many citizens’ dissatisfaction with poor local public service provision. As such, it is important to bear in mind that government employees can suffer from:

- Lack of awareness of the good things the collected money goes towards
- Lack of training on how best to collect taxes and fees, especially those fees newly introduced
- A preference to do things according to an outdated system, even though that older method may involve serious costs and impose an undue bureaucratic burden on local residents
- A low opinion of their profession in the eyes of citizens, and a feeling that there is little to no upward career trajectory
- A low salary, increasing the attractiveness of short-term gain through corruption
- A feeling that some policies they are implementing are ultimately unfair to citizens, without knowing of a safe route for communicating this to their superiors

These challenges to the work of tax collection can be allayed through additional training, the widening of channels of communication with superiors, and affirmation of the value of tax collectors’ work. In this way, effective public relations exercises about the benefits of tax payment can help both taxpayers and tax collectors fulfil their roles.

An economics perspective: Expanding municipal revenues through efficient taxation

In addition to administrative feasibility, it is important to think about taxes’ economic impact. Economists ask whether a tax is being collected efficiently. By this, they do not mean whether the tax is being collected quickly, but rather how it affects other parts of the economy. It may be that a tax is so high that it is slowing the economy as a whole, or placing an undue burden on doing business in particular sectors. To succeed in expanding municipal revenues, it is crucial to be aware of taxes’
and fees’ effects on local economic growth. Even though the provision of public services tends to help speed economic growth by providing things that would be costly for individuals to provide on their own, it is important not to impose taxation levels that are rejected by the public or that lead to a fall in overall revenues because they discourage economically productive activities.

To help understand what should count as efficient taxation, the economist Arthur Laffer helped describe the relationship in graph form, outlining how the tax rate relates to government revenue. Before the “Laffer curve” was popularized, it was commonly assumed that the more a government taxes, the more it receives in revenue. Laffer helped explain, however, that after a certain point businesses and the population can be taxed too much, such that the decrease in economic activity caused by the taxes reduces overall government revenue. City leaders must be aware of this dilemma, and tailor their decisions regarding local taxes and fees to ensure they are economically efficient. For example, they should consider questions such as: Given all of the fees and taxes that local residents pay, is the overall total an undue burden on their economic activity? Does effective taxation require greater data and knowledge sharing between local and national governments to ensure there is a clear picture on how local entrepreneurs are to continue producing goods and services, and ensure their employees receive a fair wage?

As the tax rate increases, the amount of government revenue at first increases. However, at a certain point any further increase in the tax rate will not increase government revenue as citizens stop seeing the value in doing business or spending their money, or international companies take their production chains elsewhere. Figure B presents the graph.

Figure B: The Laffer curve

![Graph showing the Laffer curve with the point of most efficient taxation indicated.](image-url)
It is also important to consider the different costs of collecting taxes, which vary depending on the type of tax. After reviewing the costs of collection, it may become evident that a certain tax or fee does not generate sufficient revenue for the local authority. This is not necessarily a reason for immediately abandoning it, however. The following checklist should be consulted before deciding to abandon a tax:

1. **Is the decrease in revenue from this tax a short-term dip or a long-term trend?** If the former, it could be advisable to avoid wholesale change until the longer-term trends become clear.

2. **Is the tax’s lack of profitability caused by unnecessarily high collection costs?** Rather than abandoning the tax, it could be that a different way of collecting would render its relatively low revenue stream profitable.

3. **Is the tax connected to the provision of a good or service that citizens deem essential?** If so, although the removal of the tax could save money, there could be large and potentially destructive repercussions in removing its associated services, which could undermine confidence in the local government as a whole.

4. **Will the current costs of administering the tax be entirely removed if the tax is abandoned?** At times, employee and institutional costs are not eliminated when a tax is cancelled. There must be some evaluation, therefore, of whether the network of personnel, institutions, and administration will remain a burden on local government even if a tax is cancelled. If so, the municipal government will not save money overall by abandoning the tax.

**A political perspective: Expanding municipal revenues through democratic dialogue**

A third, again complementary, point of view can be found by examining the challenge from the perspective of local populations and their relationship to the political sphere. Most constitutions encourage a clear distinction between the civil service and politicians. This is, of course, a very positive thing, as it helps avoid the manipulation of government employees for the purposes of short-term political goals. A clear separation of roles also helps protect civil servants by making sure they are chosen based not on their political opinions or party affiliations, but on their professional expertise. These lines of distinct professional roles should not be crossed. However, there is still a need for understanding different actors’ goals in order to implement any reform successfully. Nowhere is this more the case than in expanding municipal revenues. Taxes are often unpopular, which makes an increase in local taxes or fees something that a local politician will often want to oppose. In the context of local political leadership, how can a tax increase find public support?

Increasing municipal revenues and garnering public support need not be in opposition to one another. Indeed, the two can run in tandem if there is the right leadership on the part of city leaders. The provision of public goods and information about how tax revenue is being used can have a strongly positive impact on citizens’ willingness to pay taxes. If citizens feel the fees, levies, and taxes they pay are being put to good use, this increases trust in, and support for, the government itself. This makes sense both for purposes of tax compliance and for obtaining support for tax reform from local politicians.
What is required is to identify what services or goods citizens think are most important, and to begin by demonstrating a real commitment to using tax revenues to improve these areas, thereby publicly demonstrating the link between tax payment and service provision. When this is done well, tax payment and service delivery can interact to generate a positive cycle. If greater government revenue is used to provide highly visible public goods (e.g., roads, hospitals, public parks), this is likely to increase public support for the local government and local politicians together.

Political leaders often lack high-quality information about the least-well-provided services in their jurisdiction, which means they can sometimes neglect to improve those items most in need of reform. This problem is often especially pronounced in Africa, where comprehensive data on local service provision is often difficult to collate. Such data deficiencies can lead to inefficiencies in the distribution of resources, with too many goods and services deployed in some places and too few in others. At first it can seem that politicians are simply biased towards a particular area, but the real reason may be that they are simply unaware of the benefits to be gained from diverting small amounts of government resources to help previously neglected areas.

Budget plans must therefore start with an effective mapping exercise to record what is already being provided and to identify priorities that jointly make sense to civil servants, politicians, and citizens. This should involve assessing which areas, and which citizens, live farthest away from key services, and so are in greatest need. Civic engagement and public participation are critical to this process, because they offer an important and valuable mechanism to gather ideas and share information on what the government plans to do.
Civic engagement and public participation offer a range of very important benefits to municipal governments. Recent research shows that “greater access to public information together with effective public engagement can help reduce corruption and enhance socioeconomic development.”¹ Most obviously, effective participation and communication means that local governments are more likely to implement policies that match citizens’ preferences, and are more likely to be given credit for doing so. Less obviously, significant benefits can be reaped in terms of revenue generation and popular support for the government. The case study explains how Governor Fashola of Lagos, Nigeria, successfully expanded local government revenue generation while increasing his vote share through successfully communicating the value of these tax increases to local citizens.²

One of the most important issues to keep in mind when seeking to build a social contract and increase tax payment is the difference between regressive and progressive forms of taxation. Regressive taxes are those that have a uniform rate, applied to everyone regardless of each person’s income level (e.g., sales tax or value added tax [VAT]). Progressive taxes modify the rate of payment based on the payees’ income or wealth level (e.g., income tax). Regressive taxes are generally understood to affect poorer citizens disproportionately. There is also a second important difference when it comes to the form of taxation: Citizens tend to be more aware that they are paying direct taxes, such as income tax, than indirect taxes, such as VAT. As a result, researchers have often suggested that direct taxes are more significant when it comes to forming an effective social contract around tax payment and public service delivery.

These variations are relevant because when evaluating which local taxes or fees will expand municipal revenues, it is important to pay attention to citizen

---

**Case Study 1: Lagos, Nigeria, under Governor Fashola**

In 2007, Babatunde Fashola won the governorship, having been chosen as successor to the previous governor, Bola Tinubu, with a modest majority. In the years that followed, he furthered Tinubu’s earlier efforts to expand state revenues by introducing a new consumption tax on hotels and eateries, and pursuing higher levels of tax enforcement throughout Lagos State. These measures initially drew criticism from some sectors, but because these resources were channelled into issues of major public concern—reducing crime, improving roads, providing health clinics, etc.—they actually increased his popularity over time. Significantly, his political strategy, including a heavy emphasis on the link between tax payment and public service delivery, built support for the expansion of the tax net. Ultimately, he won the 2011 elections with a significantly increased majority, securing just over 80 percent of the vote.
perceptions of fairness, which can be connected to whether the tax is being progressively or regressively administered. At the same time, it is not as simple a question as saying that all progressive taxes are fairer than their regressive counterparts. For example, while a sales tax on diamonds affects everyone who buys diamonds, it is mainly the rich who buy diamonds in the first place, and so it is they who will pay the regressive tax in this case. It is also possible to make certain goods, such as food, books, or shoes, exempt from regressive taxes altogether, which means an increase in regressive taxes need not affect all consumption groups in the same way. All these points help to demonstrate how decisions regarding the expansion of municipal revenue must keep in mind the effect on the local economy as a whole, and local citizens’ perceptions of the fairness of taxes and fees.

Public–private partnerships: Costs versus benefits

Public–private partnerships (PPPs) came into vogue in the late 1980s as a way to help expand government activities while avoiding the inefficiencies normally associated with government service delivery and procurement processes. For the purposes of expanding municipal revenues, there are many potential benefits to partnering with the private sector—for example, when it comes to the difficult job of tax collection—but also some potential pitfalls.

The benefits include gaining efficiency in tax collection by incentivizing collection performance, and encouraging competition among tax collection service providers. Further, PPPs can allow public sector employees to learn management and leadership skills from their counterparts in the private sector. Additionally, partners usually share in the risks of failure, which is particularly relevant when deploying a new tax collection initiative.

In terms of potential costs, PPPs generate fresh ideas and manpower for the government, but mean that a cut of revenues goes to private providers in order to cover their fees. This reduces the overall amount that goes to local government—although of course this may still increase through a PPP if the total amount of revenue collected goes up by a greater amount. The use of the private sector can also give the impression among citizens that the tax or levy is not going to the government at all but to a third party, reducing citizen trust in government. Additionally, the private sector may have less-direct channels for citizen accountability. This is relevant in cases where private operators break the law, where there is an increase in corruption, or where citizens feel themselves to have been mistreated. Because private partners cannot be removed by citizens through normal democratic channels, it can take longer to identify these issues. It is thus particularly important for the government to establish good oversight mechanisms where this strategy is pursued. Finally, private actors often have less legal authority over citizens who fail to comply with tax payments, which means that they can struggle to enforce the collection of unpopular taxes. This can increase the costs to local government of following up on cases of tax evasion.

These pros and cons show that the choice to engage in PPPs should be guided by an informed awareness of how suitable a particular tax or fee is for third-party implementation, and how partnerships can be established to ensure transparency and effective coordination.
Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed various mechanisms and strategies for expanding municipal revenues. In particular, it has explored the issue from three distinct, but complementary, perspectives: government, economists, and political leaders. Each helps us to see core issues at stake. Expanding municipal revenues is not simply a question of increasing the number of taxes and fees, but also of exploring how taxes can be implemented that are both efficient and locally popular. Ideally, local government revenue should be considered by citizens to be fair, appreciated by the whole economy as conducive to growth, and understood by politicians to be a necessary part of their communication strategies and relationships with voters.

The preceding discussion has generated the following checklist for considering how a city leader can increase his or her municipality’s revenues:

- Are there taxes, levies, or fees that other countries regularly use that my municipality could adopt?
- Do local residents of my area view the taxes and fees we charge as fair? Do they feel they are getting something back for what they are charged?
- Are the collectors of taxes and fees in my local area properly trained? Do they see the purpose behind the money they collect? Are they paid enough to ensure they do not need to seek supplementary income?
- Are the taxes and fees that we charge efficient? Do they lead to a decline in overall revenues, or inhibit the growth of the economy and therefore stifle future tax revenue?
- Do local politicians understand the value of local government revenue generation? Are they committed to communicating the work done by local government in this regard, and do they realize the political capital they can obtain through showing citizens how important tax payments have been to the provision of services and infrastructure?
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Sustainable Municipal Finance for Development:

Policies and Cases of Subnational, Municipal and Metropolitan Finance for the New Urban Agenda

Local Governments need to achieve sustainable sources of finance to be able to invest in urban infrastructure and offer basic services. However, local governments face several challenges such as insufficient and unreliable transfers from central government, poor tax collection, weak fiscal management and other constraints that affect their institutional capacities. This chapter discusses the basis for sustainable municipal finance and draws experiences from Latin America, Asia and Africa.
The Imperative for Better Financing of Cities: The Engines of Sustainable Growth

Cities in the national economic agenda

Like globalization, urbanization is growing at a rapid rate. Today there are more than 4000 cities with a population of over 150,000, of which some 500 have over one million inhabitants (UN-DESA). This has induced municipal governments to assume greater responsibilities in the provision of infrastructure and services and has created the imperative for better and more reliable sources of financing and funding.

Cities generate over 80 percent of the global GDP. Many cities now have populations and economic product equivalent to that of some nations. Surprisingly, this occurs more in some developing regions such as in Asia and Latin America than in most OECD economies with higher levels of urbanization. This makes cities very important to the national agenda pursuit of sustainable economic development.

There is a wide range of experience among developing countries. For example, in Asia in 2012, urban areas contributed about 80 percent of the gross national product (GDP) and represented 46 percent of the total population. The rates of urbanization varied from the city states of Singapore and Hong Kong, that produce almost all their GDP in urban areas, to Myanmar and Laos where urban centres contributed about 50% of the total national GDP. A huge variety of experiences can also be found in Latin America and Africa.

Rapid urbanization has been the key driver of global growth—and of the poverty reduction that has resulted. Thus, as a strategic priority, national governments need to enable cities to mobilize financial resources to meet the challenges associated with the increasing urban population. They should do this by ensuring the fiscal sustainability of local governments, which is crucial for continued national development.

However, municipal governments often struggle to finance the delivery of infrastructure and services. Cities, even megacities, are still overly dependent on national and state/provincial government transfers. Although local taxes and other revenue sources (such as user fees) are major potential sources of finance for development, municipal governments often underuse them and/or are constrained from expanding their revenue bases. In developing countries subnational taxes typically constitute only 2.3% of GDP, whereas in industrial countries they constitute 6.4%.

Closing infrastructure deficits

The economic cost of inadequate infrastructure is not only high, but is beginning to threaten the competitiveness and productivity of cities and national economies. For example, India needs to invest US$1.2 trillion to wipe out the deficits in urban infrastructure, to meet the requirements of the urban population likely to be added over the next twenty years, and to enhance national economic growth. The current urban infrastructure deficit cost in India is about 4.3 per cent of its GDP per year, which has had significant repercussions on its economic growth.

Despite some progress in terms of fiscal decentralization, IMF data shows that local governments are less self-sufficient today than they were 15 years ago. They are heavily dependent on transfers from
national governments and do not fully exploit their own revenue sources. At the same time, national governments do not transfer enough funds or provide access to finance to match service delivery obligations. It is true that wholesale transfer of funds to local levels has been cautioned by evident issues of accountability and transparency by municipal governments, which have not always been seen as fiscally responsible or effectively meeting the needs of their constituents.

Besides poor support from the national governments, local governments, particularly in developing countries, have been limited in their access to capital markets, creating inter-generational inequities, where they have had to raise current taxes to pay for the development of urban infrastructure services which will benefit future residents.

Local governments are thus under pressure to do more with less. In many cases, municipal functions are becoming increasingly complex, encompassing issues of employment generation, social inclusion, and climate change. So, they need to be creative about finding innovative sources of revenues and rationalizing their expenditures. A great deal of effort should also be placed to reduce the dependency on central governments. Many local governments are learning to deliver services more effectively when they are given more responsibility and autonomy. A World Bank study covering 190 projects involving 3000 municipal development investments, for example, concluded that more local autonomy resulted in better access to services at the local level.

Despite challenges, there are numerous opportunities for local governments to leverage their own resources and finance local infrastructure and services – with the support of the national government, the international community, and greater participation of the private sector. However, local governments, especially in developing countries, rarely use alternative sources of funding such as those available from the private sector in the form of loans from commercial banks or public private partnerships. Only 4% of 500 cities in low income countries have access to international markets. Many local governments are a long way from creditworthiness and need to go through the unglamorous steps of keeping their books in order before entering the world of borrowing.

Urban Finance Issues in the Context of Global Urban Trends

Most central and subnational governments recognize the importance of cities to their national economies. They understand that cities need certain conditions to unlock their endogenous resources to achieve sustainable development. To utilize their endogenous resources, cities need effective financing mechanisms operating within a strong legal and institutional framework. However, most cities’ financing systems are outdated and do not follow best practices. Part of the problem lies in the disconnect between governance structures. In many cases, local governments are far too small to address the needs of the metropolitan economy – defined as the region of clear economic influence of the city. To address this specific issue, many local and regional ‘hybrid’ governance systems have been established, but few have been comprehensive enough to effectively manage the multi-dimensional issues involved in metropolitan management.

Some countries provide a clear definition on the responsibilities of subnational authorities for the delivery of urban infrastructure and services. They
have clearly indicated mandates for local revenue generation to encourage efficiency in service provision, and in the management of resources for operations and capital investment. However, this is not sufficient. This process also needs to be effectively systematised. The sections below set out the key drivers in the development of an effective system of finance for both local and regional governments.

Improving Outdated Governance Systems

Governance systems not only provide the political and organizational context for the process of resource mobilization, but, more importantly, also determine the revenue to be mobilized. There are three key common shortfall areas in global urban governance systems:

a) Incoherence of Urban Institutions

Urban institutions very often do not cover the totality of the urban area. On top of this, planning and coordination among various institutions is usually poor with different sectors working in silos. This leads to redundancy and incoherency in urban planning and development. In effect, this means that local governments are often too small to have a long-term development vision and to have sufficient financial leverage to achieve it.

b) Poor implementation of urban planning

While not immediately obvious, planning is strongly linked to financing as real or potential revenue from taxes and fees comes from urban development. Thus, the scale and efficiency of a city’s revenue collection is largely controlled by the planning process. In many developing countries, however, the link between planning and development does not exist due to lack of enforcements. This leads to a poor financial performance and revenue collection at the local level.

c) Inadequate support for building institutional capacity

There is insufficient support for strengthening institutional capacities, which often undergo rapid evolution. Many countries have programs or initiatives to strengthen the performance, including the financial performance, of local governments. However, the programs often tend to be very focused on building individual skills – which is essential, but not sufficient. More structural approaches to build broad based capacity need to be implemented.

Bridging Shortfalls in Endogenous Resources

Although national transfers are important, critical to the sustainability of cities in the medium to long term is their ability to raise revenues from sources under their control. There are several issues related to this. The first is whether local governments are levying all the taxes and user charges to which they are entitled; whether they are collecting them; and whether they are levying them at the correct levels.

The second issue is the design of local tax systems as determined by national and/or state/provincial governments. The key question here is: are there sufficient incentives in place to ensure that local governments collect all the taxes they are supposed to collect? An example of a taxation reform that looks for better performance based on local taxation, is found in the case of the Semi-Autonomous Tax Agencies (SAT) in Peru (see Box 1).
The third issue is the need for a well-designed and well implemented resource mobilization system, particularly in the context of insufficient resources for urban development. This requires introducing further taxes or extending existing ones, with a specific objective of increasing the resources which are at the disposal of the local governments. For example, such measures may take the form of creating surcharges on national and state/provincial sales, income and corporate taxes, or the levying of surcharges on land for specific purposes. One example is the betterment levies in Colombia (see Box 2).

Box 1: Local Taxation: The Role of Semi-Autonomous Tax Agencies in Peru

Semi-Autonomous Tax Agencies (SAT) can play an important role in strengthening the effectiveness, efficiency and legitimacy of decentralized tax systems, as shown in nine Peruvian cities. These agencies are autonomous in their budget decisions, internal organizational structure and human resources management. Their main source of finance is a commission on the taxes and non-tax revenues they collect.

Financing tax administration through a commission gives strong incentives to collect tax. In Peru, the SAT model incorporates basic New Public Management principles, such as the introduction of results-based management, private-sector management tools and the reform of existing incentive structures.

Some of the results of the Peruvian SATs include:

- Municipalities with SAT increased local revenue generation more than municipalities with a conventional tax administration.
- They have succeeded in lowering compliance costs, thus improving the allocative efficiency of the local tax system.
- There was a growing public acknowledgement that the SAT model offers benefits to both citizens and local governments.

Some weaknesses of the SAT model include the lack of incentives for improving municipal cadastres and the modernization of the entire local tax systems.

Box 2: Betterment Levies in Medellin, Colombia

Medellin has successfully implemented betterment contributions in the past to recover the costs of specific improvement projects. Current law limits the revenue collected through this instrument to the actual costs incurred for a specific project, plus a percentage for administration.

Betterment contributions are a frequently used instrument in Colombia and other countries. The logic of betterment charges is that a public infrastructure investment or service improvement in a specific area benefits adjacent private landowners more than other more distant landowners.

Implementation involves identifying the benefited land, assessing the relative benefit to each parcel, and assigning the cost of the public investment to each parcel based on the proportion of benefit received. Both in Colombia and elsewhere, betterment contributions are generally limited in scope to the recovery of the actual cost of the infrastructure or service improvement rather than value sharing in a broader or more extensive sense.

It is estimated that more than 50 per cent of Medellin’s main road grid was paid for using betterment levies, clearly indicating that, historically, betterment levies have been extremely successful in their ability to provide funding for projects in Medellin.

Building Better Local Financial and Asset Management Systems

Both from a theoretical viewpoint and from available evidence, funding local projects from local sources is seen as being efficient. However, the devil, as they say, is in the implementation. Once revenue is mobilized, it is essential that the proceeds be used as efficiently as possible.

To improve implementation, subnational governments must first improve transparency, providing easily accessible public data on the provision of infrastructure and services. They should further link those expenditures to the collection of taxes/fees. It is essential that local governments report their financial situation in a transparent and accountable manner to their Ministries of Finance, their citizens and their financial partners.

Local governments should also budget their expenditures based on the implementation needs of the agreed plan. Prioritization of expenditures – whether capital or recurrent – should be done by choosing the most cost-effective way of delivering the planned and mandated services to the city. The city has the responsibility of ensuring it gets value for money during the procurement processes. Since procurement systems are critical components of city’s financial systems, they must be transparent, flexible and rigorous.

Developing Systems for Effective Use of Exogenous Sources of Finance

Improving municipal finance is an incremental process and the mechanisms used evolve over time as the circumstances at the city and national levels change. Critically, local governments should focus first on getting the basic conditions right, by maximizing the potential of their endogenous resources and strengthening and improving their financial capabilities. When the “house is in order” local governments can leverage their endogenous resources and tap wider sources of finance. In the case where the national legal framework allows municipalities to acquire long term sub-sovereign debt, cities should aim to attain the credit ratings needed to access capital markets in international markets. Where such conditions do not apply, however, a sound financial base will enable them to access more conventional forms of finance such as municipal development funds, pooled financing mechanisms or bank loans.

National policy needs to squarely address the issue of city financing and the need for national systems to evolve. With respect to facilitating better city access to the capital markets, there are both supply-side and demand-side actions required. Supply-side actions which enable institutions such as pension funds to invest in municipal bonds are essential. Demand-side measures such as building the institutional capacity of cities are equally important. In this respect, developing a system of credit rating for local governments, and providing them with ‘credentials’ recognized by the capital markets can have tremendous impact on cities. Some national governments have recently encouraged cities to improve their credit rating as a pathway towards improved municipal finances and expanded resources. This has allowed some cities to aim for investment grade ratings that can allow them to access international markets.

Implementation Issues

During policy formulation, the diversity of numerous legal frameworks across and within countries needs to be clearly understood and taken into account. This is because significant differences exist between
countries with respect to the local governments ability and restrictions to tap local and exogenous resources. The structure of the economy is also an important factor to consider. For example, if a large proportion of the economy of a city is in the informal sector, revenue raising instruments that depend on business taxes will have limited effectiveness until the level of informality is reduced. On the other hand, more reliance on land-based taxation is likely to be more effective.

Within countries, urban areas in different levels of urban hierarchy require different approaches to revenue mobilization. What is possible in a metropolitan area of 10 million people might not be possible in a town of 50,000 people. National systems of inter-governmental fiscal transfers also need to take such differences into account, and each country should have its own solutions based on its unique circumstances. There are, however, best-practice principles on establishing effective revenue mobilization mechanisms which can be applied across countries.

Implementing revenue mobilization mechanisms requires innovations in governance and financial and asset management that is in turn supported by reforms in the capital markets and by international development assistant agencies and the private sector. This requires taking immediate steps, for example:

- Central and subnational governments need to work together on enhancing the potential sources of finance through mechanisms such as municipal development banks or municipal development corporations, according to the financing needs of cities.

- The technical capacity for planning, accessing and administering the range of financing instruments is a major challenge for mid-size and smaller municipalities. Therefore, capacity building programs that provide the basis for effective financial management can make a big difference and produce rapid results.

- Land based financing is an under-utilized major potential source of funding and needs appropriate institutional arrangements (legal framework, cadastre systems, etc.) to be effective.

- For larger cities, there is a need to diversify sources of finance. Thus, the central government should encourage the cities to tap into capital markets and to involve the private sector through mechanisms such as credit from commercial banks and public private partnerships.

**Metropolitan Finance Analytical Framework**

Boundaries of urban infrastructure and markets for labour and goods typically extend beyond administrative boundaries, especially in rapidly growing urban areas. This metropolitan-administrative mismatch poses several challenges for effective financial planning and management. This is mainly because local capacity to manage complex financing is often constrained by the relatively small size of administrative entities in a metropolitan region. On top of this, it is extremely difficult to resolve this issue, since administrative boundaries are notoriously difficult to change.

This situation provides a strong rationale for project finance arrangements that cut across municipal boundaries. Since economies of scale often apply in the provision of infrastructure and services, metropolitan cooperation can reduce the costs of regional-level services such as waste disposal, power generation, or large investments in regionally significant projects such as sanitary landfills, water treatment plants or specialized hospitals.
Besides economies of scale and limited local capacity, there are other justifications for the establishment of institutions that are designated for coordinating numerous administrative units. For example, economic incentives and regulatory frameworks including tax policies, business regulations, and subsidies can have spatially distorting impacts if applied unevenly across an urban economy. Competition between municipal jurisdictions can undermine regional collaboration and exacerbate spatial inequality, reinforcing pockets of poverty and isolation and creating social instability in the longer term.

Consequently, given the diverse and jurisdictionally fragmented nature of metropolitan economies, a regional coordinating institution is an important component for an effective urban financial system. Such coordination can manifest in various types of coordinating entities. A more effective model may be the voluntary formation of metropolitan councils, secretariats or authorities. These higher-level arrangements would have to be complimented by metropolitan-wide service providers managed on a corporatized or concession basis. Precedents for both forms (voluntary councils and metropolitan boards) exist in most countries and can largely be undertaken under existing legislation.

To transition from ineffective current practices, national policy needs to encourage the formation of either metropolitan districts or voluntary, but legally binding, coalitions linking local governments in an urban agglomeration with a view of building financially viable entities that can sustainably plan for and finance the needed urban services. To support this national priority, key reforms/actions should be implemented to ensure the effective use of local and regional
finances and assets at the metropolitan level. Some of these actions could include the approval of legal provisions to create metropolitan entities with some degree of financial autonomy or the establishment of specialized institutions to coordinate specific sectors.

Various financing arrangements

A primary rationale for decentralized finance and service provision is responsiveness to local demands and priorities. There is a trade-off between local-level responsiveness and the benefits of regional coordination when considering which administrative level can best administer any financial management function.

With respect to the geographical scope, the area involved needs to include at least the built-up area of the urban core, but preferably the economic hinterland of the urban area as well. This is important 1) to prevent adjacent jurisdictions from ‘free riding’ on city services and infrastructure and 2) so that all households and enterprises benefiting from these can contribute to their development and maintenance through taxes on income or assets or through user charges.

Metropolitan financing will often involve different levels of government. Although it might seem to be efficient for lower administrative units to be responsible for all the provision of public goods and services; there are some conditions where higher administrative units are more efficient. This is because for some provisions, economies of scale might exist; making it more cost effective if they were delivered on a broader basis. Economies of scope might also be prevalent, making national bureaucracies more efficient providers than local bureaucracies, due to the central government’s ability to attract more qualified people.

Now, the question is, which services or sectors lend themselves more to decentralization, and which do not? According to Prud’homme, three characteristics are relevant when answering this question. These are the ‘externability’ of the services, their ‘chargeability,’ and their ‘technicity.’

The externability of a service refers to the external effects and geographical spillovers associated with the service. Some infrastructure services, such as highways or power production, matter very much outside the area in which the infrastructure is located or the service provided. In such cases, where the externability of the service is large, it should be provided at a higher administrative scale.

Chargeability of a service refers to the ease with which the services can be financed by local revenue sources. The greater the ability to charge for a service, the easier it is to decentralize it.

The technicity of a service, on the other hand, refers to the degree of technical and managerial expertise required to provide the services. Garbage collection is much easier to provide than bulk clean water. The lower the technicity of a service, the easier it is to decentralize because economies of scale and scope associated with its provision will be less important, and therefore the potential production efficiency losses will be minimal.

Given the above, the table below shows a general metropolitan finance arrangement among different layers of governments.
### Figure 1: Investment and Responsibilities According to Layers of Government

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Central Government</th>
<th>Metropolitan/ Regional Government</th>
<th>Municipal Government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Large-Scale transport infrastructure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National road network (outside city)</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National road network (crossing city)</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local road networks</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fluids protection</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potable water</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sanitation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid waste landfill</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purification station</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smaller-scale infrastructure networks</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roadways</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity, drainage, sewerage, and water distribution</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public lighting</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public facilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major facility (for example, hospital)</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial facility (for example, market)</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social services facility (for example, school)</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial and commercial zones</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing extension</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood development</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted and expanded from Paulais (2012).

▲ = majority of cases  
△ = depending on the case or a shared responsibility

### Systems for financial and asset management

National enabling frameworks are needed to provide incentives for the effective use of mobilized resources through taxation, transfers of land and other assets. National resources are also needed to provide capacity building and technical support for local governments.

### Key proposals for action are:

Transfer instruments should be structured to provide an incentive for an adequate provision of services and infrastructure. Transfers and own-source revenue should also be leveraged for further enhancing revenue mobilization potential and for the efficient use of assets (see Box 3). In many countries, intergovernmental transfers make up the bulk of local
government revenue. The structure of such transfers normally contains a large component based on population size. Adjustments are often made for the wealth of the area, with poorer areas getting more on a per capita basis. These structures, however, provide no incentive for reducing gaps of access to services, innovation and enhancing the performance of own source revenue generation. These transfers should be structured to encourage more efficient, equitable and innovative local governments. If instead they were partly restructured as results-based funds, they could have greater potential to encourage improved performance.

In addition to this, capacity building of local governments in revenue mobilization and asset management should be a national priority investment, at least as important as a physical investment, and should be programmed and resourced accordingly.

National frameworks should also include a system of asset management. For example, an assessment should be made as to whether a service can be provided more effectively through outsourcing. If this is the case, assets could be sold and the proceeds used either for augmenting that service or in other areas needing additional capex. Retained assets should be assessed in terms of whether they could be utilized more effectively. New assets should only be built after rigorous assessment. In many countries, asset management is still in its infancy, although the recognition of its importance is slowly spreading. Asset management initiatives are being applied, albeit on an ad-hoc basis, to a variety of uses.

Box 3: Leveraging Existing Assets to Develop New Assets

Cities can leverage the value of their assets—mainly land—to finance public infrastructure. An advantage of land-based financing over other sources is that it usually generates more cash up front.

Auction mechanisms are often used to sell land in developing countries which lack systematic land valuations. Some countries use land parcel auctions as a standard element in land management. Land auction data is not widely available—but three recent large transactions illustrate the revenue potential of land auctions:

- In Cairo, in 2007, the auction of 3,100 hectares of desert land for a new town generated $3.12 billion—an amount 117 times greater than the country’s total urban property tax collections, and about a tenth the size of national government revenue. The proceeds were to be used to reimburse costs of internal infrastructure and build a connecting highway to Cairo’s ring road.
- In Mumbai, in 2006–07, the auction of 13 hectares of land in the new financial centre—Bandra-Kurla Complex—generated $1.2 billion. That was more than 10 times the total 2005 fiscal spending of the Mumbai Metropolitan Regional Development Authority, and 6 times the total value of municipal bonds issued by all urban local bodies and local utilities in India in more than a decade. The proceeds were used primarily in financing projects identified by the Metropolitan Transportation Plan.
- In Istanbul, in 2007, the auction of an old bus station and government building generated $1.5 billion—more than the city’s total 2005 fiscal expenditures and infrastructure investments.

Mobilization and the use of exogenous resources

Restrictions on local government borrowing, while necessary, involve onerous transaction costs to establish borrowing eligibility. The key proposed actions applying to the two major streams of exogenous finance are shown below.

Support access and development of loan financing instruments

Local governments should be encouraged to borrow for capital expenditure up to a prudent debt ceiling set as a proportion of their stable cash flow base so they can properly manage their debts. Lending, particularly to small or unproven local governments, can be facilitated by a number of instruments—‘intercepts’ of national block transfers, ‘pledging’ of a proportion of stable cash flows (such as property tax), and the ‘pooling’ of local governments to provide joint and several liabilities for repayment.

There is also a need to change the paradigm from characterizing local government as an unreliable borrower, to one which has a clear objective of developing sound local and regional government financial systems. Realistic debt ceilings need to be established and government agencies tasked with determining such ceilings and monitoring compliance need to be adequately resourced to do so.

Instruments of capital market finance

Local governments, particularly larger ones, should be encouraged to go to the capital markets to fund capital expenditures. Bonds constitute the most common form of capital market instrument used by local governments. The use of appropriate bond funding provides additional depth and flexibility to local and regional government finance.

Most local governments have no access to the capital markets. Concerted efforts are needed to eliminate market distortions and reduce transaction costs if local governments, even large local governments, are to successfully access these markets. In most cases, the transaction costs for the issuance of bonds are very high and, if such financing is to be an important part of funding, additional incentives, such as providing tax-free status for some types of municipal bonds, as is done in the USA, may be needed.

Cities in China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Chile, Mexico, Colombia and Peru, among others, have successfully accessed capital markets (both debt and equity). The use of the funding has mostly been confined to public transport, water supply/waste water, and expressway projects. These projects have used funds from local and international capital markets for long-term funding derived from institutions such as pension funds and life insurance companies. In the Philippines, for example, a more proactive approach to attracting institutional funds has enabled the government to leverage larger scale finance. But, in no country, including countries such as Australia which was a pioneer in the field, have such processes matured to a state where they could be considered routine and efficient.

The Role of Development Partners

Given the above analysis, how should the international community structure its support?

In general, the focus of support needs to be on establishing the enabling frameworks for resource mobilization and for capital market development, and on strengthening of local capacity in access-
The capital markets, through:

- Provision of funds for pre-investment and ‘pilot projects’
- Leverage public and private resources for city-level investments
- Building institutional capacity in all the above-mentioned areas at the national, state/provincial and local government levels.

At the national policy level, work on national urban finance strategies; particularly inter-governmental fiscal transfers and the ability and incentives for local governments to access the capital markets constitute priority areas of focus. Additionally, assistance in developing national policy frameworks, local government revenue sharing legislation, fiscal responsibility rules for subnational borrowing, and land legislation and titling are essential. Also important are national government financing mechanisms which support cities in funding their priority infrastructure and capacity development needs.

International assistance can contribute in designing better structured and coherent institutions and funding capacity building activities in coalition with donors or with the private sector. It is important that the international community recognizes that finance is required not just for the investment itself but for project preparation, project implementation, technical assistance, and/or capacity development for the financial management and the structuring of capital investment funding.

The Asian Development Bank (2012), the Inter-American Development Bank (2014) and the World Bank (Lall, 2013) have recently revised their urban policies to emphasize the importance of sustainability and economic development. The governments of the United Kingdom (DFID), Switzerland (SECO) and the United States (USAID) have recently joined Germany (BMZ/GIZ) in focusing on, and funding support to, sustainable urbanization. All these countries have a strong policy orientation towards support for private initiatives and local economic development. Japan is also supporting its Environmentally Sustainable Cities Program through its Ministry of the Environment and the Future Cities Program, mainly through its Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Despite the increased focus of urbanization in the development agenda, most of these initiatives do not explicitly target urban finance. Three programs which do so are:

- World Bank: Municipal Finance Training Program\(^{13}\).
- UNCDF: United Nations Capital Development Fund. Works in Least Developed Countries promoting inclusive finance for citizens and local development finance\(^{14}\).
- UN-HABITAT: Urban Economy and Finance Branch/ Municipal Finance; focuses on endogenous sources of finance, such as property taxes, land value capture, public assets, and other sources of finance, and coordinates with local governments.
Conclusion

In conclusion, it must be emphasized that to strengthen global urban financing processes, there is a pressing need for the following:

1. Clear acknowledgement of the economic importance of cities at the national level and the commitment to appropriately finance urban development to achieve sustainable development of the urban economy.

2. Coordinated action, which considers financial functions at both the metropolitan and local levels, is essential to build effective institutions for service delivery. Supporting the institution’s capacity for planning and finance, and for ensuring its integration can have insurmountable benefits. National governments should also provide incentives for the best use of own-source revenues and transfers and for leveraging private sector assets.

3. Support from the International Community to build a global city network fostering best practices in the above-mentioned areas to maximize the contributions of urban economies to sustainable national and global growth.

In terms of action, the key areas proposed are:

- Improved governance structures, matching revenue mobilization and service provision mandates;
- Governance that captures the advantages of metropolitan-scale finance and cooperative economic planning while preserving local responsiveness;
- Improvement of own source revenues at the local level;
- Better systems for fiscal and asset management;
- More effective use of transfers and better leveraging of funding resources from the local capital markets; and
- More effective systems of infrastructure finance.
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Endnotes
9 Conditions among countries differ greatly and different approaches are required for strengthening the enabling framework for financing local governments from the capital market. See, for example, Sood, P., Mays, M. M., & Lindfield, M. R. (2012). Subnational Finance for Infrastructure: Potential Roles and Opportunities for ADB.
10 The World Bank is promoting the WB Creditworthiness Academy as part of these activities.
11 Not opex – this will result in a net reduction in local government asset stock replaced only with higher cost funding.
12 Borrowing or raising bonds to pay opex is a sign of risky financial management for local governments – opex should be covered preferably by user charges and, if not, by internal revenue generation.
13 http://einstitute.worldbank.org/ei/course/municipal-finances-learning-program-local-governments
14 http://www.uncdf.org/
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Introduction

Fiscal decentralization—which entails shifting some responsibilities for expenditures and/or revenues to lower levels of government—has become a mainstream alternative framework for fiscal policy. It is generally a response to unsatisfied political demand for greater regional autonomy, or the result of a large economic divide between rich and poor regions. In a few cases, linguistic and cultural divides explain such trends. In many emerging and low-income countries, all these factors play a role, with tensions among ethnic groups an additional factor exerting pressure for decentralized public service delivery.

The debate over decentralization entails political, administrative, and fiscal dimensions. The philosophical debate can be traced to Alexander Hamilton and Tocqueville in the 18th and 19th centuries. A new wave of academic and political interest in the subject arose in the wake of
Fiscal decentralization has emerged as an effective policy tool for improving the efficiency of public expenditures and revenue generation.

More recently, fiscal decentralization has emerged as an effective policy tool for improving the efficiency of public expenditures and revenue generation. This chapter reviews how fiscal decentralization is implemented, arguments for and against fiscal decentralization, challenges facing subnational governments in managing their local finances, tools that local governments can use to enhance their fiscal autonomy, and international experience with fiscal decentralization in both developed and developing countries.

How does fiscal decentralization work?

The fiscal decentralization process varies by country. Unitary and federal governments differ in the way that central governments interact with local governments. In unitary governments, some degree of decentralization is possible, depending on the framework for interaction among central and subordinate levels of government (e.g., central, provincial, and district levels). In comparison, federal governments, by definition, are composed of subnational governments with greater autonomy granted in legislation. Decentralized decision-making allows for local participation in development in line with national objectives.

Public services are allocated to local or regional governments based on the combination of different criteria. These may include population size, fiscal capacity, development needs, and idiosyncratic socio-economic features. Specific functions are usually shared between higher levels of government, which exercise a regulatory or policy role, and lower levels of government responsible for service delivery. For example, the technical specifications for bridge construction might come from a higher level of government, with the local government being in charge of construction and maintenance at the local level.

The allocation of resources to local governments must be consistent with their expenditure responsibility, as this will result in better accountability for service delivery. Additional institutional arrangements are needed for intergovernmental coordination, planning, budgeting, financial reporting, and implementation. For such arrangements to work, transparency and accountability to local constituencies should be encouraged by adequate reporting and oversight of local fiscal performance. By contrast, detailed central control may render decentralization ineffective. Clear rules for the transfer and use of fiscal resources combined with appropriate coordination between different levels of government could go a long way towards ensuring efficient use of resources thanks to more effective service delivery.
Pros and cons of fiscal decentralization

Two questions are useful for understanding the pros and cons of fiscal decentralization: (1) Why are some countries more fiscally decentralized than others? and (2) What are the potential effects of decentralization on the quality of the delivery of public goods? If decentralization were the result of exogenous factors such as median voter income, the degree of demographic heterogeneity, or the type of political institutions involved, there would be little room for the national government to promote decentralization from above. If instead decentralization is seen as the best way to ensure optimal public service delivery, it should be treated as an integral part of fiscal policy.

Arguments in favor of fiscal decentralization

One of the powerful normative arguments in favor of decentralization is the proper representation of local voters. Limited knowledge of individual preferences by central government officers has often translated into sub-optimal decisions on the best allocation of public resources. This line of thought is an extension of Hayek’s lucid defense of the market economy. In this view, local bureaucrats and political leaders are likely to know more about people’s preferences than are central government officers. A variation of this argument is that, while centralization is associated with the homogenous provision of public services for all citizens across the nation, this may collide with heterogeneous local preferences across jurisdictions. Thus, devolution of fiscal and political powers to lower tiers of government would be a way to promote an efficient allocation of resources through which local demands are fully understood and properly attended to at the local (subnational) level of government.

A second strand of normative arguments sees local political jurisdictions as operating in the same way as an efficient and competitive private market. Local governments come to exist in the same way as private firms enter a particular industry, in response to demands from a particular community. Likewise, they can eventually be removed from the “local public goods industry” if the administrative cost of operating a particular jurisdiction becomes too high with respect to residents’ tax-revenue-generation capacity. Local jurisdictions may become “spatialized” by providing specific types of local services in the same way as different firms produce different varieties in line with differences in consumer desires and in the intended use of market products. Autonomous jurisdictions would compete in the provision of local public services tailored for different communities based on their own preferences. Conceptually, voters would “reveal their preference” for local public goods through the political process, by supporting (penalizing) good (poor) performance of local governments, holding them accountable for the quality of local service delivery. This “accountability advantage” would be diluted at the national level, in which political responsibilities are widespread, and voters’ capacity to oversee government performance is weaker.

An alternative view depicts the government as a “rent seeking” economic agent trying to take advantage of its power to extract Ricardian rents from taxpayers. Following this line of reasoning, decentralization may be seen as an institutional device to protect individuals from governments, in the same way as central banks safeguard monetary policy from undue influence from government. National governments are regarded as being no different from private monopolies, to the extent that they are the sole entities collecting taxes and/
or delivering public goods. As a result, they would tend to charge higher prices (taxes) and deliver lower-quality public goods relative to a competitive situation. As voters become more aware of the dangers of the “Leviathan,” this theory predicts that the median voter will automatically bias his political preferences towards more decentralized institutional arrangements. This partly explains why high-income countries tend to be more decentralized. In line with this hypothesis, an extensive empirical literature has attempted to provide evidence that fiscal decentralization leads to a lower tax burden, with inconclusive results.

Arguments against fiscal decentralization

Alternative views challenge three major assumptions of theories that treat the dynamics of the “local public goods industry” as equivalent to those of private competitive markets. These alternative views challenge the assumptions that (1) local governments are genuine representatives of their constituencies and try to compete to please residents through the best possible combination of prices (taxes) and local public goods quality; 2) the “local public goods industry” is broadly competitive, with no externalities among jurisdictions, and with all local costs and benefits fully internalized by local residents, and 3) local voters not only vote at the ballot box, but also do so with “their feet” by choosing the jurisdiction where they want to live, taking into account the type of local government they want to have.

At the core of these challenges is the fact that the revelation of citizens’ preferences may be rather imperfect, seeing as how many national and local governments do not face the necessary incentives to compete and/or maximize the welfare of their constituencies. This is because a well-functioning democracy is not always in place at both the national and the local levels, especially in developing countries. Moreover, decentralization in imperfect democracies could result in excessive closeness between local authorities and big local private interests, which may lead to corruption and elite capture. Finally, there is some empirical evidence pointing to stronger professional qualifications and better availability of information for central government officers relative to local authorities.

Additionally, the assumption of high mobility across jurisdictions is not confirmed by empirical evidence. First, family and labor ties may prevent mobility from occurring in a Tiebout fashion. In other words, for various reasons, citizens may be unable to change locations in order to maximize their individual utility. Political scientist Daniel Treisman argues that poorly performing local governments are unlikely to be disciplined by residents’ mobility,
as the quality of local services is mainly capitalized into property prices, making “voting with their feet” a costly affair for homeowners and tenants.\textsuperscript{9} Moreover, subnational governments may not have the necessary incentives to target the local poor, for which mobility is more costly. In addition, excessive mobility across jurisdictions could also be a problem, as it may translate into additional fiscal pressures on local governments showing above-average performance because of an increasing number of potential beneficiaries coming from other jurisdictions.

The potential for fiscal imbalances resulting from fiscal decentralization deserves separate mention.\textsuperscript{10} A moral hazard problem may arise if local governments expect a “guarantee” from the national government at the time they decide on tax bases and tax rates, leading to over-borrowing.\textsuperscript{11} A moral hazard problem arises because of the possibility of a bailout of local governments by the central government.\textsuperscript{12} This is more likely in countries with weak and poorly designed institutions, often found in developing countries.

**The case for fiscal decentralization**

The case for decentralization is necessarily empirical. Recognizing that government functions encompass a wide range of specific tasks, Letelier and Saez postulate that two effects should be distinguished when it comes to the optimal degree of decentralization.\textsuperscript{13} On the one hand, if power is delegated to jurisdictions that are too small, a loss in economies of scale could result (“scale effect”), raising the cost of public goods and rendering decentralization a cost-inefficient solution. On the other hand, the “Von Hayek effect” over time would lead to better knowledge by local governments about people’s needs as decentralization takes root and allows collective demands to arise from below. Thus, the optimum degree of decentralization would depend on the balance between both effects.
How to maximize potential benefits and contain fiscal risks in decentralized fiscal systems

Fiscal decentralization should be seen as part of a comprehensive fiscal framework. Isolated changes may eventually create inconsistencies across government levels, undermining the effectiveness of fiscal policy and increasing macroeconomic risks.\textsuperscript{14} Case Study 1, which examines decentralization in sub-Saharan Africa, and Case Study 2, which looks at the decentralization process in Colombia, illustrate the challenges entailed in containing fiscal risks in decentralized systems.

Experience suggests that the essential elements of a comprehensive decentralization framework that maximizes potential benefits while minimizing risks include (1) clarifying spending responsibilities across levels of government, (2) allowing subnational government to raise own-source revenues to increase fiscal responsibility, (3) designing a transfer system that aligns incentives, and (4) imposing a hard budget constraint on subnational governments.

Clarity in spending assignments is required for efficient provision of public services. For example, separating investment and maintenance functions risks suboptimal outlays for both categories, as no level of government is fully accountable for the delivery of the final good. In Mexico, for instance, the education sector suffered a deterioration of physical infrastructure precisely because of this vicious circle.\textsuperscript{15} Physical capital such as water supply systems, sewerage systems, roads, and power plants also require long-term maintenance to ensure services provided are of high quality. Unfortunately, asset management has often been neglected in developing countries because of capacity constraints.\textsuperscript{16}
By contrast, a prolonged mismatch between spending responsibilities and the allocation of resources could lead to waste and/or to deterioration in the quality of service delivery. In some cases (e.g., China and Brazil) the devolution of resources significantly outpaced that of spending, leading to inefficiencies in the use of resources. In other cases (e.g., the transition economies in the early 1990s) available resources were not consistent with spending mandates, leading to the accumulation of debt or arrears and/or the significant deterioration in the quality of decentralized public services.

Potential incentives to relax fiscal discipline in the process of fiscal decentralization should be addressed. A common pool problem opens up when local governments have a reasonable expectation of receiving significant transfers from the central government over a sufficiently long period of time and therefore are encouraged to spend beyond their nominal budget constraints. In addition, soft budget constraints, interregional competition, unfunded mandates, and short electoral cycles could make the common pool problem even more complex.

Market discipline should be instilled by limiting government financing or guarantees within a well-defined transfer framework. However, this may conflict with the aspirations for greater autonomy by local governments. Alternatives to be considered include administrative constraints (debt ceilings, government guarantees); the introduction of fiscal rules at the county level in an effort to minimize the risk of reporting distortions aimed at escaping the rule (such as off-balance transactions in the case of China, or improper reclassification of current spending as capital expenditure in Denmark); and/or cooperative schemes to raise awareness among local governments of the implications of their decisions (e.g., Australia). A combination of all these alternatives would require strong leadership by the central government and high management standards to avoid a bureaucratization of the process.

A particular problem arises in the case of countries with sizable actual or potential natural resources. The challenge of managing resource revenue exhaustibility and volatility while transforming sub-soil assets into financial, physical, and human capital assets becomes more complex for federal or decentralized systems. Regions feel entitled to benefit directly from fiscal resources coming from the exploitation of natural resources in their jurisdiction. This may lead to a detraction of resources from their optimal use, especially in the absence of fiscal rules addressing demand management (short term) and inter-temporal solvency (long term). The fiscal policy framework should be country-specific by incorporating particularities of regional needs, the resource horizon (temporary versus long-lasting), sensitivity to revenue volatility (high or low), domestic capital scarcity/development needs, absorption capacity, and public investment efficiency. As a general rule, a high proportion of resource revenue should go to savings and domestic investment, while smoothing spending by delinking it from resource revenue dynamics.

**Financing arrangements for subnational governments**

Increased urbanization and political decentralization have led to large subnational infrastructure financing needs around the globe. Successful decentralization will increase local expenditure responsibilities as well as local governments’ capacity to fund them, including financing arrangements to enable subnational govern-
ments to mobilize sufficient resources for capital investments. Capital investment is needed to construct, retrofit, restore, or upgrade capital assets related to the provision of social infrastructure (water supply, sanitation, sewage disposal, education, and health) and physical infrastructure (transportation, power, and information and communication technologies). Implementing the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development at the local level, including the mitigation of or adaptation to climate change, will further increase the need for green infrastructure investments.

Long-term finance can help address large upfront costs of infrastructure projects and their long amortization periods. Access to long-term finance would also allow local governments to smooth out the pro-cyclicality of intergovernmental capital transfers or excessive volatility of revenue sources. However, when municipalities take out loans to finance their infrastructure requirements, local own-source revenues and intergovernmental transfers need to be sufficient to cover repayment in the long term. Local revenues need to be strengthened before local authorities can become creditworthy borrowers. Domestic financial markets need to be developed as well, since even the most creditworthy municipalities may be ill-equipped to borrow sufficiently from international markets without additional guarantees. Thus, lack of creditworthiness at the local level is the major demand-side constraint to optimal decentralization, while shallow financial markets constitute a major supply-side constraint. As demand- and supply-side constraints are removed, well-designed and engineered financing arrangements can unlock the long-term funds needed for local infrastructure investments.\(^\text{20}\)

**Overcoming demand constraints: Achieving creditworthiness**

Raising subnational borrowing necessarily requires a demonstrated ability to maintain a reliable surplus of revenues over expenditures. Local revenue sources may include user fees and charges, taxes/levies, and intergovernmental transfers, sometimes supplemented by bilateral or multilateral development assistance. Further potential sources include investment income, property sales, land value capture, and licenses. User charges and fees are mostly levied where people pay for the benefits and utilities they receive (e.g., water supply, sanitation, energy, parking space). At the same time, taxes are the more appropriate tool to finance the provision of public goods for the entire community, such as police, ambulance, firefighters, streetlights, etc.

Local governments in developing countries remain largely dependent on intergovernmental fiscal transfers and tax-sharing mechanisms to fund priority investments. Resource flows from higher to lower tiers of governments average 70–72 per cent of local government funding in developing countries and 38–39 per cent in developed countries.\(^\text{21}\) If well-designed, these transfers may further crowd-in local revenue generation. In Tanzania, a one per cent increase in intergovernmental transfers has led to an extra 0.3–0.6 per cent increase in own-source revenue generation for local government authorities.\(^\text{22}\) Governments and donors should provide incentives for local governments to improve their capacity for revenue generation. For example, performance-based grants and subsidized lending followed by market-based incentives would help local governments develop borrowing practices over time, empowering them to fund the capital investment needed to meet their sustainable development objectives.\(^\text{23}\)
Sound management will support local governments’ financial health. The four tenets of sound financial management include budgeting, accounting, reporting, and auditing. Funds should not only be appropriately spent and monitored, but availability of information should be adequate for proper planning and budgeting. More broadly, good management has a direct impact on the quality of services that may translate into higher revenue potential. A successful experience in Kampala, Uganda, shows significant progress in expanding the city’s rates and fees base by updating its property register, licencing taxis and other businesses, and improving debt collection, which translated into an 80 per cent increase in internal revenue in two years.

**Strengthening the supply side: Building inclusive and resilient local credit markets**

Policies that build active government bond markets create benchmarks for investors interested in subnational debt. In the Addis Ababa Action Agenda, countries agreed to strengthen long-term bond markets as a source of development finance, along with capital market regulations designed to reduce excess volatility and promote long-term investment aligned with sustainable development. Recent research shows that local currency bond market development is positively related to sound regulatory frameworks, adequate rule of law, and greater trade openness.

A proper legal and regulatory environment is crucial for a sustainable municipal credit market. Effective judicial frameworks, including a government bankruptcy framework (e.g., Chapter 9 in the United States), help sustain the municipal bond market by protecting the rights and obligations of creditors and debtors at the subnational level. In some countries, mandatory provisions for municipal revenue cushions (“master trusts”) and mandatory issuer ratings have promoted investor interest in municipal bonds and increased municipalities’ access to long-term bank loans.

Rating agencies can help overcome the lack of investor familiarity with the risk profile of local capital investments. At the local level, the challenge is the municipalities’ lack of engagement (Figure A). Indeed, even in developed countries outside the United States (where over 12,000 municipalities are rated by S&P alone), few subnational entities have requested ratings from any of the three major rating agencies. For subnational entities in many low-income countries, ratings are simply not affordable, as the major agencies are not active in these countries. International development agencies can play a critical role in lowering the entry barrier of rating agencies by paying for the first few municipal credit ratings so that the first issuers do not have to bear the costs.
Figure A: Number of local authorities that have received ratings from at least one of the three major global agencies, by country and income group (2009 and 2015)

Note: In the United States (not included in the figure), over 12,000 municipalities are rated by one of three major agencies.

Source: Information provided by Fitch, Moody’s, S&P.
Promoting local rating agencies could create a more favorable environment to rate local governments less familiar with international agencies. For example, in recent years a few regional rating agencies have emerged in Africa and gained reputational capital with investors, such as the West African Ratings Agency (established in 2005) and Bloomfield Financial (established in 2007), joining the ranks of older agencies such as Agusto and Co. (1992) and the Global Credit Ratings Company (GCR). Dakar and Kampala in Uganda have received high ratings from local agencies. Kampala received an A in the long term from GCR, its highest global rating.

**Entering the municipal credit market**

Lending from banks—often government-owned financial institutions and development banks—is the primary source of local credit financing in most advanced economies outside the United States. Municipal bonds are dominant in the United States, where even the smallest of towns can raise millions of dollars in bond issuances. Its US$3.7 trillion municipal bond market remains unique in the world. Other large cities have only gradually entered the municipal bond market. In middle- and low-income countries, subnational access to capital markets is circumscribed to larger cities; some municipal bonds are floating in African markets such as South Africa, Nigeria, and Cameroon. Local governments without access to private or public credit rely entirely on capital grants from central governments to fund large-scale investments.

Project design matters. General creditworthiness of the municipality is crucial, but infrastructure projects need to be carefully planned, engineered, and costed to be successfully financed. This requires upfront investment in project development services from market demand analysis to detailed engineering design. Many municipalities and public utilities, especially in developing countries, do not have the resources to pay for this initial work. Specialized “project development facilities” could help overcome this problem. They can play different roles depending on specific needs. For instance, in the early 2000s, bilateral donors supported the Municipal Infrastructure Investment Unit (MIIU) in South Africa, which then successfully provided financial, technical, and managerial support to municipalities and public utilities. More recently, the Rockefeller Foundation and the International Finance Corporation have created a “Project Development Facility for Resilient Infrastructure” to finance legal, technical, and financial advice from highly skilled consultants for cities seeking to finance infrastructure projects.

Different forms of credit enhancements can further help subsovereign issuers lower default risk. Credit enhancement mechanisms can take the form of revenue cushions for payback (e.g., “sinking funds” in the United States, “federal tax-sharing grants” in Mexico, or “bond service funds” in Tamil Nadu, India), partial or 100 per cent external guarantees for bond repayment (e.g., USAID partial guarantees for repayment of the first Johannesburg bond), or the use of pooled financing. A well-structured bank loan or bond may make use of several credit enhancement mechanisms at the same time. Complementarily, national, regional, and multilateral development banks play a crucial role, as they can lend to municipalities directly under favorable conditions (both in terms of rates and maturities). Development banks can build investor confidence by underwriting, guaranteeing, or investing in municipal debt, including securities, enabling local governments to build up their credit histories.
The global landscape of municipal credit markets

Advanced municipal finance tools are available once demand- and supply-side barriers are overcome (see Table 1). These include local government-based financing options (e.g., general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, green bonds), development exactions (e.g., linkage fees, impact fees), public and private options (e.g., public–private partnerships [PPPs], pay for performance), and mechanisms to leverage the private sector (e.g., loan guarantees, tax increment financing). Although the use of such market-based financing mechanisms is growing, they are largely confined to prosperous municipalities in advanced economies (e.g., the United States, Western Europe, and some other OECD countries). Some require the participation of several partners, including private capital, and others largely rely on the coercive power of local governments.

A number of borrowing mechanisms have been used by municipalities that are not yet investment-grade creditworthy but have undertaken significant efforts in this direction:

- Municipal development funds operated by national or state government entities mobilize resources from private lenders, the central government, and donor agencies, and on-lend these resources to subnational governments to finance capital investment programs. Terms are normally concessional, although capacity to repay debt obligations is an important criterion to access these funds. More complex arrangements may pursue the dual objective of financing local infrastructure investments and strengthening local credit markets. In Colombia, the Findeter Fund used external borrowing to rediscount loans made by private commercial banks to public local authorities and local private entities for investing in urban services and utilities. The success of a model like Findeter depends on the depth of the local financial markets and the availability of capable financial institutions that can take on credit risk related to municipal and urban services loans at a substantial scale.

- In poor countries, hybrid financing, a combination of market loans and grants, helps local authorities keep debt service affordable. In Burkina Faso, the hybrid financing for the reconstruction of Ouagadougou following the destruction of its central market by fire, comprised access to long-term resources from the Agence Française de Développement (AFD) and a €3 million grant, without using a central government guarantee.24

- Many large cities across the globe have used land-based revenues to finance capital investments. For example, in Shanghai, 46 per cent of urban growth was funded through land-based financing mechanisms by which the city sold developed land to operators of commercial or industrial zones, and revenues
were reinvested in municipal infrastructure. In the case of land development or concession development PPPs, land is sold to developers for the construction and operation of an infrastructure facility. Other methods to capture revenues from land include buying land and reselling it at a higher value following service improvements (e.g., through public transportation improvements) or levying impact fees on the population that benefits from development projects. While these mechanisms are not without practical hurdles (particularly in terms of evaluating gains and identifying beneficiaries), their potential has to be fully tapped, especially in cities where most land is held by the central government. However, it is important to recognize that land value can also be exposed to market volatility, and sharp increases in value during economic booms can lead to excessive borrowing, creating macroeconomic risks.

Assisted pooled financing holds potential in developing countries with heterogeneous municipalities. In this case, a credible intermediary, such as the national or state government, issues a single debt instrument backed by a diversified pool of loans to municipal utilities and covered by a pre-established debt service fund. This scheme offers investors access to a diversified portfolio of borrowers. For example, the State of Tamil Nadu, India, used a pooled financing facility to finance water and sanitation projects for 13 small municipalities, at longer tenors and lower cost than would have been otherwise possible. However, coordination costs could be high, and highly rated subnational governments may be reluctant to participate. Combining pool financing with credit enhancements supported by donors and private sector companies to identify and put together a pool of investable infrastructure projects could allow access to local bank and capital market financing on a non-recourse basis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government-based finance options</th>
<th>Development exactions</th>
<th>Public and private options</th>
<th>Private sector leveraging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General obligation bonds</td>
<td>Dedication requirements</td>
<td>Public-private partnerships</td>
<td>Loan loss reserve funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue bonds</td>
<td>Linkage fees</td>
<td>Pay for performance</td>
<td>Debt service reserves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial revenue bonds</td>
<td>Impact fees</td>
<td>Securitization and structured finance</td>
<td>Loan guarantees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green bonds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualified energy conservation bonds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social impact bonds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public benefit funds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked deposit programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency loans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property-assessed clean energy programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse emissions allowance auctions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

Fiscal decentralization can serve as an effective policy tool for improving the quality and provision of public services, government accountability, and the efficient use of local financial resources. However, in order to achieve successful fiscal decentralization, central and local governments must be strategic in how they decentralize fiscal responsibilities to local governments both in terms of revenue generation and expenditures. Moreover, the decentralization of fiscal authority to subnational governments must consider both the local capacity of municipal governments and the legal and regulatory framework in which they will assume these responsibilities.

Delegating local expenditure and revenue generation responsibilities to municipal governments connects the consumers of public goods and services directly with local government officials who determine how public funds are allocated and what tax policies are implemented. If strong institutions, good governance, and a supportive legal and regulatory framework are in place, fiscal decentralization can support and enhance municipal finance.

Case Study 1: Challenges in building institutions in sub-Saharan Africa

In the case of sub-Saharan Africa, rapid fiscal decentralization has been introduced in part as a way to defuse ethnic tensions. In sub-Saharan African countries there is a clear legal definition of powers and functions in the various levels of government. Functions assigned to the national level relate mainly to policy and standard setting, and the provision of public goods such as national security. Subnational governments, on the other hand, are responsible for policy implementation and local service delivery, such as health, water, local roads and transportation, most agriculture extension services, and primary education (except for Kenya, where only preschool education is provided by subnational governments). In Kenya (2010) and Nigeria (1967) devolution started as an alternative to ethnic dominance in centralized systems, while in Uganda (1986) it followed a civil war. In South Africa fiscal decentralization followed the collapse of the apartheid system in 1994. Initial capacity limitations in South Africa led to the introduction of a reporting system by subnationals, which eventually led to the implementation of a multi-year budget framework. In Kenya, initial challenges pertaining to service delivery are being addressed, but there are lingering budget preparation problems at the national level and particularly at the county level.

Efforts to improve budget processes appear more urgent in the face of fiscal decentralization. Kenya and South Africa addressed simultaneously the problems of capacity, information, and financial management. In South Africa, the authorities showcased the subnational governments that had demonstrated their capacity to perform through a peer learning and mentorship approach, combined with benchmarking to identify and address the main cost drivers. In that context, improv-
ing budget formats, introducing a new fiscal classification system, improving accounting standards, and reforming the chart of accounts were essential elements for reforming the financial management system, and improving information for benchmarking. In Kenya, intergovernmental coordination during the transition has been supported by a Transition Authority and by the Intergovernmental Budget and Economic Council, with the participation of all 47 county governors and the cabinet secretary for the National Treasury, chaired by Kenya’s Deputy President of the Republic.

Sound fiscal rules have been generally successful so far at preventing excessive borrowing by subnational governments. Specifically, borrowing by subnational governments is limited to financing development projects and for short-term liquidity management. In addition, any long-term borrowing in Kenya, Nigeria (for external debt only), and Uganda is subject to approval by the national government (this requires a guarantee in the case of Kenya and Nigeria), and there is an overall cap on the stock of debt for subnational governments in both countries (20 per cent of last year’s audited revenue in Kenya, 50 per cent in Nigeria, and 25 per cent in Uganda). In South Africa, legislation prohibits the guaranteeing of subnational government debt by the national government. Instead, a transparent mechanism for public bankruptcies is in place, complemented by tough sanctions if subnational governments ignore public finance management rules. In Nigeria, sharing oil proceeds with oil-producing states has exposed the latter to large swings in revenue, undermining the regional income equalization objective. As a result, the reduction in federal and state revenue has been larger than the related fall in oil prices. This has conspired against a sound budget process, often leading to salary arrears, default on bank obligations, and partial bailouts by the federal government.
Case Study 2: Improving fiscal management and decentralization in Colombia29

During the 1990s, fiscal decentralization policies in Colombia mandated sizeable intergovernmental transfers to subnational governments. While there is good reason to believe that subnational governments are better positioned to provide local public goods and services and respond to local needs, intergovernmental transfers should be matched with spending mandates that reinforce subnational expenditure accountability. In the absence of such mandates, fiscal discipline at the subnational level was significantly weakened. Moreover, Colombia’s fiscal decentralization policy lacked incentive mechanisms that would support own-source revenue generation at the local level.

In an effort to address these policy shortcomings, several reforms were implemented beginning in the mid 1990s. For example:

“Law 819 improved fiscal coordination among different levels of government, requiring both the central administration and local governments to present each year a consistent 10-year macroeconomic framework…budgets would need to be balanced over a 10-year period. It further stipulated that fiscal management at all levels of government, including expenditure authorization and revenue collection, had to be consistent with the medium-term macroeconomic framework.”30

Other reforms addressed incentive mechanisms for subnational governments to generate own-source revenues, municipal expenditure requirements, and earmarking policies that had proven ineffective.

The case of Colombia demonstrates the importance of establishing a legal and regulatory framework that aligns the goals of fiscal decentralization with expenditure incentives and accountability mechanisms. Moreover, this case highlights the importance of reforming fiscal decentralization policies over time and incorporating lessons learned into policy design and implementation.
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Part 02:
Designing Financial Products
Introduction

The revenue available to local governments is a key determinant of a city’s ability to provide the services citizens need and to meet expenditure requirements. In cases where revenue is constrained, infrastructure investments often suffer, and government services are reduced. Consequently, the need to diversify, grow, and mobilize revenues is one of the most pressing challenges city leaders face in various regions of the developed and developing world. Building a solid revenue base depends on a number of factors, including empowering city leaders to grow and diversify their own-source revenue pool to complement external revenue flows (e.g., intergovernmental transfers) over which local government officials lack direct control. It also requires enabling city leaders to mobilize own-source revenues, after they are raised, by harnessing financial tools that can support their strategic priorities (e.g., land-based
financing instruments, debt instruments, and public–private partnerships, among others).

This chapter examines how city leaders can mobilize non-tax own-source revenues to help establish a strong foundation for fiscal governance. It focuses on a wide variety of non-tax own-source revenues, ranging from charges and fees directly related to citizens’ use of a service (e.g., consumption of water, removal of trash, etc.), to charges levied on the value or physical attributes of the property being serviced, in order to capture some of the benefits resulting from public investments in land (e.g., betterments). To that end, the chapter begins with a typology and overview of the various sources and types of non-tax own-source revenues used by cities across the world. It then examines the global variation in revenue reliance at the subnational government level.

It is clear that reliance on non-tax own-source revenues, particularly charges and fees, is not the only path to sound fiscal stewardship. This chapter advances the principle that a combination of all municipal revenue sources is important for achieving strong municipal fiscal health. The chapter identifies select key considerations that can be instructive to government officials who seek to evolve and reform the non-tax own-source revenue components within their jurisdiction. The aim is to highlight the merit of empowering city leaders with strategies that help them harness non-tax own-source revenues appropriately for the maximum benefit of their municipalities.

To guide the reader who seeks a bridge from theory to practice, this chapter includes illustrative case studies of jurisdictions that have successfully grown and mobilized non-tax own-source revenues to support different strategic priorities.

Overview of the types of non-tax own-source revenues

Non-tax own-source revenues are often raised from charges, fees, fines, and other special assessments related to a variety of government services and assets. Examples include rent collected from government-owned property, charges for goods and services, business licence fees, and marriage licence fees, to name only a few. While it is impossible to classify all the types of non-tax own-source revenues that exist across the developed and developing world, Table 1 presents a selection of different revenue types, their general characteristics, and representative jurisdictional examples.
### Table 1. Select examples of government non-tax own-source revenues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue source</th>
<th>General characteristics</th>
<th>Jurisdictional example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utility and service</td>
<td>Charges for sewer, water, publicly provided electricity, and other similar services (paid by a citizen, organization, or institution) where the benefits accrue to specific individuals and payment for the service varies according to consumption.</td>
<td>South Africa Water User Charges and Rights Policy; Constitution of 1996; Constitution Act 108&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User fees</td>
<td>Fees for voluntary services such as entry to public museums, marriage licences, tolls, motor vehicle registration, permits, and others paid by a citizen, organization, or institution. Cost is typically set at specific market prices, and subsidies are at times offered to certain users.</td>
<td>Kingdom of Bahrain, Municipal Urban Planning Building Permits &amp; Commercial Companies Laws&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fines</td>
<td>A penalty assessed on a citizen, organization, or institution as a result of a violation of law, or as a consequence of a civil or criminal infraction.</td>
<td>State of Michigan (United States) Municipal Civil Infraction Legislation&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surcharges</td>
<td>An additional sum added to a particular, pre-existing charge, such as a tax, fee, fine, or penalty paid by a citizen, organization, or institution.</td>
<td>Commonwealth of Massachusetts (United States) Surcharge for Motor Vehicle Infractions&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special assessments</td>
<td>Compulsory payments, in the form of development fees or betterments, imposed on the owners of real property for specific benefits generated from public investments. Costs imposed are typically aligned with the benefits received.</td>
<td>Colombia Contribucion De Valorizacion Betterment Levies Framework, including the Law 388 of 12997&lt;sup&gt;12&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payments in-lieu of</td>
<td>Voluntary payments made by private non-profits and other tax-exempt entities to compensate a local government for the loss of tax revenue due to the nature of the ownership or use of a particular piece of real property.</td>
<td>Canada’s PILOTS system for federally and provincially owned real property&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxes (PILOTS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royalties</td>
<td>Payments arising from the assignment of the right to harvest and exploit naturally occurring resources (oil, gas, minerals, etc.) by citizens, institutions, or organizations. Royalties may be structured via agreement or in the form of a lease.</td>
<td>United States Mineral Leasing Act of 1920&lt;sup&gt;11&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rents and land-use</td>
<td>Payments arising from the right to use and occupy government property or land by citizens, institutions, or organizations. Often structured pursuant to a lease or other agreement providing for the payment of fees for specific land-use rights.</td>
<td>China Urban Land Management Practices, and Land Administration Law&lt;sup&gt;12&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The autonomy to grow and mobilize the various classes of non-tax own-source revenues described in Table 1, and others, often depends upon a particular municipality’s experience with the twin processes of urbanization and fiscal decentralization. For instance, does the legal enabling framework authorize local governments to mobilize various types of non-tax own-source revenues? Authority is present, does the municipality have autonomy to implement, control, and manage the administration of the non-tax own-source revenue base? When a local government is tasked with new expenditure requirements, is there a parallel devolution of financial resources to support the expenditures via the mobilization of non-tax own-source revenues? Answers to these questions depend on...
the jurisdiction’s particular enabling legal framework, the political context, the structure of fiscal governance established vis-à-vis higher levels of government (e.g., national, state, and provincial), and the extent to which fiscal decentralization is in an ongoing and progressive state of reform. Additionally, jurisdictional size and composition may also be a factor that impacts own-source revenue mobilization and fiscal capacity. Commentators have observed that, in some instances, large cities and metropolitan areas often have greater fiscal capacity resulting from their ability to levy, collect, and administer own-source revenues to cover expenditure mandates.¹⁴

As a result, there is a wide range of variability across governments in the use of and reliance on non-tax own-source revenues (when compared with revenues raised by taxation and intergovernmental transfers), as illustrated in Figure A.

**Figure A.** Source of subnational government revenues in OECD countries, 2012

Evaluating non-tax own-source revenues

Each class and type of non-tax own-source revenues carries different strategic considerations that are important to evaluate when framing policy recommendations. At present, among the most widely used types are user charges and fees related to government services. User charges are most appropriate for public goods and services such as public transit, water, sanitation, tolls (as described in Case Study 1), and others where the majority of the benefits of the particular good or service are confined to the consumer.

Proponents of the “benefit principle” support the idea that a citizen who benefits from a government service should pay for it. Charges and fees are often determined based on the quantity consumed. This provides local governments an indication of service needs and therefore allows local officials to maximize efficiency by proactively matching supply and demand. Additionally, when effectively implemented, user charges and fees provide information to consumers about how much public goods and services cost, thereby enhancing the efficient allocation of services and achieving pricing transparency. This can produce an added benefit of boosting fiscal transparency and local government accountability, ultimately resulting in more effective and responsive government entities.

However, an additional important consideration is the potential for charges and fees to disproportionately impact the citizens least able to pay, particularly low-income citizens. This concern is magnified in the context of essential government services, such as water, sewer, sanitation services, and others. This gives rise to the important question of whether the provision of these goods and services should have a redistributive focus, or whether it should instead be guided by cost-based principles (including marginal cost pricing and others focused on efficiency).

Civic engagement dynamics can also potentially play a role in the success of non-tax own-source revenue frameworks that are reliant on charges and fees, particularly where there is a visible disagreement between governments and citizens with respect to the price citizens pay for public services. This dynamic can deter the establishment of a “users-pay” culture, which can be necessary for non-tax own-source revenue frameworks to succeed from an administrative and collections standpoint. This dynamic is particularly visible in the widespread resistance to the payment of user fees within the impoverished segments of some countries’ urban populations.

The political climate surrounding a particular public-service pricing regime, as well as the regime’s perceived legitimacy, can also impact the strength of a charges and fees framework. In some jurisdictions, a user charge can help support services that would otherwise be financed in a general fund and shift the funding of those activities to a self-supporting enterprise fund. Scholars have commented on this phenomenon, observing that “municipalities facing financial and political obstacles often use the fee-supported service model for many of their public services outside of the tax-supported general fund services, because fee-supported services charge customers, not the community as a whole, and possibly generate profits. … Since a user charge is a market-like financing which shifts general fund activities to fee-supported enterprise fund activities, the usage of user fee-supported goods and services has become a popular strategic effort for cities.”
Revenues generated from government-owned assets are another important, and often underutilized, source of non-tax own-source revenues—one that carries unique strategic considerations. While these revenues can be particularly useful for financing local infrastructure and other important investments, it is important to consider the revenue generation capacity of each asset. Equally important is the consideration of any constraints and of the sustainability corresponding to the asset, particularly where naturally occurring resources (oil, gas, minerals, etc.) are harvested.

Some classes of non-tax own-source revenues from government-owned assets—such as PILOTs—may be limited if they can only be generated from certain discrete institutional actors. PILOTs, as noted in Table 1, have emerged as voluntary payments made by private non-profits and other tax-exempt entities. For municipalities that rely heavily on property taxes, or are working to strengthen their local property tax base, PILOTs may become an important source of non-tax revenue. In recent years, they have gained popularity in Canada and the United States, where several cities—including Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Pittsburgh—have begun collecting PILOTs. Given that PILOTs are voluntary, municipalities that collect PILOTs have developed a number of incentives to encourage non-profits and other tax-exempt entities to participate. For example, “non-profits may agree to make PILOTs because they realize that they share an interest in the fiscal health of the local government.” In other instances, non-profits agree to PILOTs because they depend on public goods and services and on the cooperation of municipal authorities in granting building permits and zoning changes. PILOTs thus constitute a new and potentially strong revenue stream from this discrete user base.

Betterment levies, or special assessments, also harness the value of land as an asset, but the application of revenues resulting from such sources can carry some limitations. A typical betterment levy is imposed by a government on the owners of a select group of properties. It is used to either entirely or partially fund the cost of a specific improvement or service that benefits the public (generally) and confers a special benefit upon the owners of certain specific properties. The enabling legal framework in some jurisdictions—for example, Colombia—provides for the consideration of “benefit factors” when calculating and assessing the levy, and can include defining a “virtual area” and using select factors to determine which entities benefit within the designated physical area.
Developing a checklist of best practices for expanding and harnessing non-tax own-source revenues

As noted previously, city leaders’ ability to harness non-tax own-source revenues can depend on the enabling legal framework that establishes the system of fiscal governance; the degree of fiscal, administrative, and public sector decentralization; the political climate and history; and relations with higher levels of government. Accordingly, policy reform in this realm should begin with an evaluation of these elements to chart a tenable and politically feasible path forward. The following checklist can guide city leaders who are considering reform in a wide range of global socio-political contexts. It is followed by expanded recommendations and best practices related to each item.

- First, determine the areas where policy reform is necessary. Focus on policies aimed at achieving revenue sufficiency, supporting the sound operations of government, and meeting citizen needs.
- Second, evaluate how, and whether, policy reform can enhance the local government’s ability to use non-tax own-source revenues to help support infrastructure investments (which typically require large-scale capital raised via external financing mechanisms, including debt, land-based financing tools, and public–private partnerships).  
- Third, create a technical roadmap to carry out the desired policy reforms.
- Fourth, identify ways to build the local government’s technical capacity to implement the desired reforms, as well as future reforms.

First, to determine the areas ripe for policy reform, a city leader must first clearly articulate the goals of reform (e.g., revenue sufficiency, supporting the sound operation of government, or meeting citizen needs) and assess the current framework. Next, city leaders should examine the current presence and function of each type of non-tax own-source revenue currently used by the municipal government. It may then be prudent to evaluate current and past trends in collection rates, and compare these with the costs of collecting each type of revenue, among other factors. This will assist in evaluating the extent to which the existing non-tax own-source revenue framework generates the funds necessary to finance service delivery and the day-to-day operations of government.

Key questions to ask in this regard include: Should user charges or benefit charges be structured to support cost recovery, especially in the cases of transportation and public utilities? Should certain user charges that form the financial backbone of public enterprises evolve to support the delivery of urban services on an area-wide basis? If so, this will require an understanding of current expenditure needs (relating to both capital and government operations) and forecasted needs (informed by projections of population growth, externalities, and other factors). This process can identify potential gaps in funding and also evaluate the efficiency of the current revenue collection system. This can be measured by a number of criteria, including “cost of collection” ratios that provide insight into how efficiently revenue is collected.  

Second, when evaluating the scope of reform, city leaders may want to consider how non-tax own-source revenues can enhance access to, and use of, financial instruments to fund major infra-
structure investments. Many local governments cannot fund large infrastructure projects via “pay-as-you-go” funding from current revenues and must resort to loans, debt, public–private partnerships, or land-based financing instruments. As a result, a strong base of non-tax own-source revenues can position a municipal government to leverage several of these financial tools.

For example, a municipality can expand the base of capital for water and sewer projects via issuance of municipal revenue bonds supported by local water and sewer fees. Municipal revenue bonds are bonds funded from a specific revenue source. They allow municipalities to dedicate discrete streams of revenues to support multi-year borrowings that produce capital for infrastructure investment. To pay principal and interest on the bonds, such borrowings require a pledge of specific assessments and charges—in this case, those related to water and sewer services.

It is important to note that debt finance is not an additional source of revenue—it is a mechanism for raising large-scale capital by dedicating current and future revenues to debt service payments. The local government seeking to expand use of debt instruments should consider reforms to the pricing regime of the dedicated revenue source pledged to support revenue bonds (i.e., water fee, sewer assessments, tolls, etc.) and ensure that such revenue streams are not inhibited by any superior claims on the assessments, as well as other factors. (See Case Study 2 for an illustration of the intersection of these principles in the context of municipal bonds.)

Third, once priority areas for reform have been identified, city leaders should attempt to create the technical roadmap that will guide the implementation of the desired reforms. The path to reform begins by answering certain foundational questions that include: What changes are necessary to the legal framework governing the jurisdiction? Is a constitutional or statutory change required? To support reform, should the level of decentralization present in the jurisdiction be re-examined or changed? What role do higher-level governments play in ensuring reform is successful? Is the political will to implement reform present?

Finally, an important component of the implementation process is supporting city leaders charged with administering new and existing programs or policies by providing avenues for technical capacity building. Significant impediments to the harnessing of non-tax own-source revenues can include the burden and costs of administration, collection, and enforcement of the user fees (or related fines), particularly where institutional capacity is low and relevant training for local officials charged with implementation is absent. Areas of capacity building can include reforms to improve revenue administration, assessment, and collection; and introducing means-testing to make revenue generation more progressive, while retaining a high level of revenues. An integrated plan for technical capacity building that is aligned with broader financial management principles can help local government officials steward resources effectively so they can meet their short- and long-term financial and operational obligations—and do so with accountability.
Conclusion

The various types of non-tax own-source revenues have their respective pros and cons. However, they can form an important part of the municipal revenue base and enhance the provision and quality of public goods and services. They can also provide an important diversification of the revenue base, contributing to improved municipal fiscal health and creating a foundation for fiscal autonomy. Irrespective of the type of non-tax own-source revenue deployed, be it a user charge or rent collected from a local government-owned asset, municipalities must have the appropriate legal, regulatory, and administrative framework in place to enable revenue mobilization.

To maximize sustainability and ensure prolonged success, it is particularly important that the administrative framework for each non-tax own-source revenue stream takes into account the specific strategic considerations unique to each type of revenue. Furthermore, it is important to acknowledge that not all non-tax own-source revenues are sustainable streams of municipal revenue, particularly those emanating from government assets (e.g., rent collected from natural resource extraction). Harmful externalities can result if such considerations are not properly evaluated and balanced. Additionally, in the context of user charges and fees, establishing pricing regimes in ways that balance the considerations discussed earlier in this chapter, including the needs of the population and cost of service delivery, is essential to maximize efficiency and the likelihood of a strong “users-pay” culture.

Where these and other conditions are present, it is also imperative that municipal leaders have appropriate technical capacity to manage and mobilize the non-tax own-source revenue instruments available to them, in accordance with the prevailing laws and regulations. A promising area for policy reform is enhancing this technical capacity so as to improve administration, collection, efficiency, and accountability, in alignment with the municipality’s goals.

Case Study 1: Tolling system in South Africa

The growing popularity of user fees, specifically tolling systems, reflects efforts to broaden non-tax revenue bases. Tolling systems are now in use in countries such as Lesotho, Mozambique, and the United States. These systems require users of roads to pay tolls (fees) in exchange for the infrastructure’s use. This can be an effective means of mobilizing non-tax own-source revenues to finance both the maintenance and construction of local and regional transportation infrastructure. Moreover, tolling systems and user charges in general have the added bonus of pushing consumers towards the optimal level of consumption. This in turn provides the necessary information governments need to make efficient decisions regarding the provision of transportation infrastructure.38

The history of toll roads in South Africa dates as far back as 1700, when the governor of the Cape Colony collected tolls to fund road repairs.
Currently, toll roads in South Africa are run by a state agency called the South African National Roads Agency Limited (SANRAL). SANRAL is responsible for managing the Republic of South Africa’s road system and taking charge of the development, maintenance, and rehabilitation of national roads. However, SANRAL does not operate tollgates; tolls are collected by contracted private companies that have appropriate technology, infrastructure, and human capital to operate tollgates on SANRAL’s behalf.

In total, there are 51 tollgates located throughout South Africa, which, since 2015, have generated enough revenue to finance the construction of 584 kilometres of additional lanes and 47 new bridges, widen 134 existing bridge structures, and provide 186 kilometres of lighting and 127 kilometres of concrete median barriers. Overall more than 64 per cent of the country’s road infrastructure has been renovated solely using toll funds, and toll funds have entirely funded the construction of new roads.

Despite public protests, in 2011 SANRAL introduced an urban tolling system in major cities such as Johannesburg and Cape Town. At the time, many claimed that urban tolling would significantly increase the cost of transportation in cities, particularly affecting lower- and middle-income families. However, in Johannesburg, for instance, urban tolling has not considerably increased the cost of transportation. Commuters who travel by public transport are exempt from tolls, provided such vehicles have an account with SANRAL. In contrast, those with private vehicles pay an affordable capped monthly rate, with light vehicle owners paying just US$0.02 per kilometre. Urban tolls have also generally reduced travel times and congestion, resulting in lowered greenhouse gas emissions and substantial savings on vehicle running costs; the tolling system in Johannesburg has cut time on the road by as much as 50 per cent. Furthermore, urban tolls have proven efficient, as only 17 per cent of the collected toll revenue goes towards collection costs. The remaining balance is allocated to the initial capital costs of road upgrades, road maintenance, interest payable on debt, and other operational costs.

Overall, the tolling system in South Africa is an effective source of non-tax own-source revenue and serves as a successful example of mobilizing such revenues to finance and maintain local and national infrastructure.
Not provided.
poor population, a critically important user base of the project that was to be funded.  

Following a significant improvement in the city’s finances and fiscal management, the City of Dakar was awarded its first investment-grade credit rating of BBB+ in 2013 by Bloomfield Investment. Although an inaugural planned bond issue has not yet been brought to market, Dakar’s Municipal Finance Program demonstrates the importance of addressing institutional and structural issues that impact revenues and municipal fiscal health. It also highlights the importance of developing technical capacity programs to position cities to leverage their revenue base and to use financial instruments.  

A recent World Bank, AfD, and Cities Alliance report estimates Africa’s yearly municipal finance gap, an indicator of the magnitude of investment needed to sustain growth, is approximately US$25 billion, and estimates African local government investment capacity at only US$10 billion over 10 years. In this context, the City of Dakar’s approach to establishing a creditworthy profile, and to achieving revenue diversity to support future debt service, will likely be followed closely by cities in Africa and other developing regions that want to mobilize project revenue debt and similar financial instruments to raise scale capital from investors.
**Endnotes**


2. This chapter’s focus is limited to examining non-tax own-source revenues. As such, this chapter does not cover the other important classes of revenues that municipal governments rely on, including intergovernmental transfers, or own-source revenues derived via taxation (which are discussed in Chapter 2). A discussion of strategies to broaden municipal revenues also appears in Chapter 2.


25 For a full discussion of considerations related to land-based financing, see Chapter 9.


30 OECD, Government at a Glance 2013 (Paris, 2013). The report observes that the “cost of collection” ratio is a standard measure of efficiency often adopted by revenue bodies, comparing the annual costs of administration with the total revenue collected over the fiscal year. A downward trend of the ratio can constitute, all other things equal, evidence of a reduction in relative costs (improved efficiency) or improved tax compliance (improved effectiveness).

31 For an expanded discussion of the role non-tax own-source revenues can play in supporting public–private partnerships, please see Chapter 7.

32 Consider, for example, the revenue bond issuances to support water and sewer infrastructure by the New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority, Massachusetts Water Resources Authority, or the Metropolitan Water District Authority of Southern California, whose information are presented in the United States Electronic Municipal Marketplace (www.emma.msrb.org).


35 It is important to distinguish revenue bonds from general obligation bonds that are issued by a government unit and are payable from its general funds. Most general obligation bonds are secured by the full faith and credit of the issuer, depending on applicable law. Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, Market Education Center. Available from www.emma.msrb.org.


Creditworthiness

Prologue – Kampala, Uganda Achieves Investment Grade Credit Rating

On May 7, 2015 there was much to celebrate in the offices of the Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA). After years of tough reform and hard choices the city had completed the first municipal credit rating in Uganda’s history. With an ‘A’ rating on the national scale from the South African agency Global Credit Ratings, Kampala had achieved investment grade status. They were now certified as an attractive prospect for private investors.

Along with the rating came a rush of international attention and plaudits: “How one African City is Flipping the Script on Urban Development” enthused one headline in NextCity, “Why Kampala holds the Single Biggest Opportunity for Growth in Uganda” exclaimed another in The Conversation. Bloomberg and Reuters reported that Kampala
was now considering issuing the first sub-sovereign bond in Uganda with a potential value of UGX$500 billion.¹

With such praise and opportunity it was easy to forget how recently it was that the city had been mired in the most difficult circumstances. In 2010 – just five years prior to the release of the rating – the city had been choked by bitter political acrimony and crippling budget deficits. Inefficiency and graft pervaded the administration. City finance officers had to deal with a byzantine 151 separate accounts and only one in five staff even had a computer. Revenue collection was woefully inadequate and much of that which was collected somehow never made it into the city’s coffers.

Yet in a few short years the rating report from Global Credit Ratings would highlight KCCA’s substantial increase in internally generated revenues (own-source) and dramatically improved staff-cost efficiencies.

How had Kampala achieved such a quick and dramatic turnaround?

**Introduction: city creditworthiness – unlocking private investment for cities**

This chapter is about city creditworthiness, a cross-cutting concept that applies to many of the aspects of city financial management mentioned in other chapters of this book.

With rapidly growing populations, backlogs of infrastructure projects and scarce public funds to finance them, cities must look to abundant sources of private capital to finance their development needs.

However, in order to attract investment from private sources, cities need to first be seen as attractive investment opportunities. They need to manage finances, plan development and engage citizens using methods that emphasize financial & environmental sustainability and transparency.

Unfortunately however, few cities in developing countries can currently be considered creditworthy. Recent estimates show that less than 20% of the largest 500 cities in developing countries are deemed creditworthy in their local context, severely constricting their capacity to finance investments in public infrastructure.²

This chapter examines the role creditworthiness can play for cities in developing countries, first by defining the term, then by examining why demonstrating creditworthiness is important, followed by how it is demonstrated to the financial community.

**What is City Creditworthiness?**

Strictly defined, creditworthiness is a risk assessment made for potential investors to estimate the ability and willingness of an entity to repay its financial obligations. This estimation is used mostly by sources of commercial investment capital to assess the likelihood that a city will not pay (i.e. default) as per agreed terms of an investment arrangement.

The overall creditworthiness of a city is determined by many contributing factors that are used by commercial investors to make an assessment. These factors will be examined in greater detail later in the chapter, under the discussion of rating agency criteria.
Creditworthiness is not an absolute, binary state between creditworthy and not creditworthy. Between the most and least creditworthy states (i.e. least to highest default risk), there are many possible stages of creditworthiness for a given city. In this sense there is a creditworthiness continuum. Where the city lies on this continuum will rely on how the investor community assesses the balance of contributing factors to overall creditworthiness.

For example, Own Source Revenues (OSRs) are one of the most important factors that can affect municipal creditworthiness. A city with high yielding and diversified sources of OSRs has a greater ability to maintain predictable schedule of payments of its debt obligations, regardless if one revenue source were to be suddenly interrupted. The relative creditworthiness of a city in the area of OSRs will be determined by how likely it is that such revenues will be curtailed, or dedicated elsewhere, such that there will be a default on the financial obligations of the city. All factors that reduce the risk of a sudden cut or diversion of the use of revenues away from debt service will therefore improve creditworthiness – all other things being equal.

Yet there are many other factors that drive the quality of a city’s creditworthiness. Similarly to OSRs, for each of these factors, there is a line of progression between the worst and the best state from a creditworthiness viewpoint. The balance of all of these factors and how they relate to a possible default risk is what determines the creditworthiness position of a municipality.

The importance of city creditworthiness

Access to finance

As has been discussed throughout this handbook, cities across the world are facing critical shortages in sources of capital for investment in infrastructure. Many analyses by multilateral, bilateral, NGO and private organizations have clearly identified a significant gap between the level of demand for urban infrastructure services, the level of financing required, and what can be offered by donor organizations and central governments.³

In a rapidly urbanizing world, the only logical conclusion is that cities must attract private capital for their investment needs, or fail to meet the demands of their growing citizenry.
Large projects in areas such as energy, transportation, water and sanitation and housing require significant upfront costs and have lifetimes that span long periods, sometimes decades. The ideal financing structure for such projects similarly requires payback periods that match the life of such investments.

Commercial investors that may potentially provide debt and equity for will require robust risk assessments of a city’s ability and willingness to pay over these long terms. Without a positive assessment of that risk, the needed capital will not be forthcoming. Therefore municipal ‘creditworthiness’ from a demand-side perspective is one of the necessary ingredients to unlocking the capital and filling the infrastructure-financing gap.

**Improved terms of financing**

In finance, the interest rate on a loan or expected rate of return for an equity investment is an expression of the perceived risk of a particular investment. The higher the assessed possibility of default of a project or municipality, the higher the interest rate that will be charged on the capital provided.

Creditworthiness is a progressive, relative state. At each point along the creditworthiness continuum, commercial investors will take an opinion on the assessed risk and price their instruments accordingly. The higher the risk of default, the higher the interest charged on the debt instrument or the required rate of return for the equity investor. For large projects, a superior creditworthiness assessment can bridge the gap to project viability, and/or save millions of dollars in interest payments over the term of the deal.

**Long-term financial sustainability & cities far removed from commercial transactions**

In many respects, long-term financial sustainability and creditworthiness are closely synonymous. When a city is creditworthy, it has achieved excellent budgetary and liquidity management and in particular surplus operating cash flows that can service financial obligations. In addition to these financial considerations, a creditworthy city also has developed an excellent & integrated long range planning capacity and operates in a transparent manner that engages the citizenry in its projects and reduces political risks. These are all critical elements of long-term financial sustainability.

In striving to achieve creditworthiness, a city therefore also will enact initiatives that will contribute to long-term financial sustainability. This is an important point, in particular for cities in lower income countries that find themselves far removed from the possibility of accessing commercial based financing for capital investments: by incorporating the objectives of creditworthiness into its financial strategy, a city will be moving toward the goal of financial sustainability. While the financing may be far off, the city will be better prepared when the day comes that a larger project needs to be financed through commercial capital.

However, creditworthiness is not just a nice byproduct of financial sustainability, or visa versa. The two are inextricably linked. Creditworthiness is the status that will enable the city to access the financing that will allow it to invest and provide services, which in turn will enhance growth and revenue prospects that are essential to achieving financial sustainability.
A delicate balance: creditworthiness & shared urban prosperity for urban residents

In order to better understand the importance of creditworthiness as it relates to other key development objectives, it is helpful to think about the hierarchy of goals of any city administration.

Figure 1: A basic hierarchy of urban development objectives

As the diagram above describes, the highest objective of any city is to provide shared prosperity to all of its citizens. Here ‘shared prosperity’ is an expansive concept that includes providing the residents of a city with the security and opportunity to build the lives of their choosing. Any city that consistently fails to deliver on this basic promise will eventually wither as citizens leave for more salubrious environs.

Many factors could be identified that feed into shared prosperity, however two critical drivers are economic growth and political stability. These are naturally self-reinforcing factors: well-managed economic growth can bolster resident satisfaction, and likewise political stability gives the private sector a predictable environment that encourages investment and growth.

What in turn drives urban political stability and economic growth? Among the many possible ingredients, the financial sustainability of the administration stands out as a necessary condition for growth and stability. Without it the core services of a city such as transportation, policing, schools etc. are at risk. And without these services running at satisfactory levels, economic growth and political stability will be negatively impacted.

These three elements - economic growth, political stability and financial sustainability - hang in a delicate balance of self-reinforcing co-dependency. As a necessary condition of achieving access to finance and therefore long-term financial sustainability, without creditworthiness, the political and economic spheres of a city will lurch from one crisis to another, leaving the objective of shared prosperity ultimately beyond reach.
How a city can demonstrate creditworthiness to the financial community

Credit ratings: the metric of creditworthiness

The accepted metric for the ability and willingness to repay debt is a credit rating. These are assigned by a rating agency (the three largest being Fitch, Moody’s and Standard & Poors with close to 95% of the market) and are characterized by a letter score denoting the degree of creditworthiness, with AAA (or Aaa, see Table 1 below) being the highest rating and denoting extremely low risk of financial default. In developing regions, there are local rating agencies that operate in addition to the big three, and these local agencies contribute significantly to the development of the rating market.

Table 1: Credit rating system for the big 3 agencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moody’s</th>
<th>Standard &amp; Poor’s</th>
<th>Fitch IBCA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aaa</td>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>AAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aa</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bbb</td>
<td>BBB</td>
<td>BBB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caa</td>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>CCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Least likelihood of default: The city’s capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation is extremely strong

Very high quality; only slightly less vulnerable to risks than 'AAA'

Good quality; somewhat more susceptible to the adverse effects of changes in circumstances and economic conditions than obligations in higher-rated categories. However, the city’s capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation is still strong

Lowest investment grade rating: exhibits adequate protection parameters. However, adverse economic conditions or changing circumstances are more likely to lead to a weakened capacity of the obligor to meet its financial commitment on the obligation.

Cities rated ‘BB’, ‘B’, ‘CCC’, ‘CC’, and ‘C’ are regarded as having significant speculative characteristics. ‘BB’ indicates the least degree of speculation and ‘C’ the highest. While such cities will likely have some quality and protective characteristics in place, these may be outweighed by large uncertainties or major exposures to adverse conditions.

Very speculative

Substantial risk of default

Wildly speculative; default likely

In default; junk debt

The scope of a municipal General Obligation (GO) rating

The following are the key elements of a sub-sovereign general obligation rating according to Standard & Poors:
Credit ratings: criteria under the direct mandate of a city vs. national and other stakeholders

Rating agencies often categorize their criteria as being either ‘institutional framework’ or under the ‘individual credit profile’ of a city (as seen in Figure 2 above). Institutional framework includes all those factors that constitute transparent, accountable and predictable government at both the local and national level. Individual credit profile constitutes the set of factors – economic, managerial and of performance – that relate to the local authority’s financial capacity to pay its debt obligations.

However, the factors that determine creditworthiness can also be divided into endogenous and exogenous subsets. Endogenous factors would be those that are under the direct mandate of a local government, whereas exogenous factors are those to which there is often limited scope for direct action by the municipality. In essence, exogenous factors are those often termed “enabling environment”.

Some examples of exogenous factors affecting municipal creditworthiness:
**Economic:** national & international economic growth inhibiting factors, such as interest rates; commodity prices; changing demands of international economy; environmentally induced shocks to the economy; wars & other destabilizing events

**Institutional & regulatory frameworks:** unreliable intergovernmental transfers; inadequate decentralization to cities of core revenue generating functions; inadequate balance of oversight from the national government

**Access to finance enabling environment:** Unclear regulations governing municipal debt and Public-Private Partnerships; overzealous restrictions on local government borrowing; poorly developed capital and credit markets - while a city can be creditworthy, its access to finance relies on the capacity of the local capital and credit markets to provide the right appetite and debt & equity investment options.

Reviewing the partial list above, it is clear that exogenous factors are some of the thorniest issues relating to city creditworthiness. The problems are varied in nature, as is the potential for a local authority to influence them to its benefit. Perhaps the key factor in assessing the city’s ability to act on these areas is time. For example, in the short term, there is little that can be done about something as arbitrary as commodity prices. However the policy-maker on a long-term schedule could see the risk of an urban economy overly dependent on commodity production and initiate diversification strategies to lessen the impact of future shocks.

Many of the exogenous factors that fall more closely within the mandate of a local government – in particular nationally controlled regulatory issues and procedures – require the creative, dedicated use of political persuasion and advocacy. Often-times regulatory issues are common for many municipalities within a country. In addition there could be other types of subnational entity with similar interests. This affords the ability for groups of organizations to coalesce around a given issue and propose solutions as a class of entities.

**Shadow vs. public credit ratings**

The ultimate goal of a rating is to demonstrate creditworthiness to the marketplace. Inherently then, the credit rating is a document for publication. However, it is often the case that a city is unsure of its creditworthiness position and therefore reticent to make a detailed analysis public.

In such cases, a shadow credit rating can be performed by an agency. These have the same methodology and rigor as a public rating with the benefit that it will remain undisclosed until the city is ready. Shadow ratings are beneficial as an early stage analysis to see what are the areas of strength and weakness in a city’s creditworthiness status and also provide a basis for a reform program if necessary.

**‘Investment grade’ ratings**

While a city’s creditworthiness is a position on a continuum of possible states, markets and rating agencies also often define the point when a city has reached ‘investment grade’. Usually it is the case when an entity or instrument is rated at ‘BBB’ or higher.

This is an important inflection point: ‘investment grade’ is the point at which many institutional investors – such as pension funds and insurance companies – can legally invest. These institutions...
are legally prohibited from investing in any debt that is rated lower than this threshold, for example BB or lower, as this debt is considered ‘speculative’ (i.e. medium to high probability of default).

**Credit enhancement: General Obligation (GO) vs. structured or revenue based transactions & guarantees**

Credit ratings for municipalities generally fall under two categories: General Obligation or Structured Transactions/Securitizations.

**General Obligation: GO ratings are based on the full faith and credit of the city.** A GO rating reflects the ability and willingness to pay once all of the assets, liabilities and revenue & expenditure streams of the entire city have been taken into account. The long-term GO rating can be considered the truest metric of creditworthiness of a city as it analyzes the full balance sheet of a city’s administrative capacity, finances and socioeconomic profile.

Because of the full perspective of the GO rating, it is often the case that a city receives a lower rating than would be desirable, resulting in higher costs of financing from the marketplace. In such cases it is possible for a city to improve the creditworthiness of a particular transaction, and therefore achieve cheaper terms of financing for a specific debt instrument.

One method to achieve this is to dedicate (as a legal arrangement of the transaction) a dependable stream of revenues to the financing of debt payments. In such instances, the creditworthiness of the transaction’s structure can actually exceed that of the host city’s GO pledge. In effect, the rating is based on the expected adequacy of the revenue stream itself and the strength of the legal regime that directs it toward the financing of the debt.

**Guarantees & credit enhancements:** In addition to a structured approach, guarantees from the central government and/or international donor partners can improve the creditworthiness of a particular transaction for a city. In such cases, whole or partial default risk can be assigned to the partner. This allows a city to take advantage of the superior balance sheet quality of the creditworthy partner, which in turn gives greater comfort to the investors.

For example, if a AAA rated entity (GO) agrees to guarantee 50% of the obligation of a BBB-rated city, investors will take the quality of the guarantor’s pledge and upgrade the creditworthiness assessment accordingly. The debt will be rated above BBB- with consequent improved terms for financing. The exact measure of benefit will depend on the quality and robustness of the guarantee (i.e. how creditworthy is the guarantor and how likely is it that they will actually honor the arrangement?).

Central governments or donors can provide such guarantees. However, central governments often are constricted in their ability to take on new financial obligations and donors usually charge a fee for such services, which will need to be assessed in terms of the overall economics of the proposed investment.

**The scale of a rating: National vs. International**

Credit ratings can be assessed on either of two rating scales: global or national. A global scale rating is benchmarked against international comparators and is appropriate for assessing the risk of default on hard currency debts, whereas a national scale rating is always benchmarked against the risk that the sovereign government might default on its local currency debt.
On the national scale, sovereigns are normally rated AAA, assuming they have the ability to print money and therefore have unlimited ability (if not willingness) to repay local currency obligations. The default risk of all other entities entering into local currency debt within a country will therefore be compared to the sovereign’s AAA national scale rating. Of course, this means that national scale ratings are not appropriate for comparing creditworthiness across international borders.

On the global scale, normally a municipality cannot exceed the rating of its sovereign. If a municipality is located in a country with a sovereign rated BBB on the global scale, then it is generally impossible for the city to be rated higher than BBB on the global scale (unless substantial measures to mitigate country risk have been implemented). This is because, as an entity subject to the sovereign’s authority, a municipality is also therefore subject to the same country level risks that constrain the sovereign’s ability and willingness to pay.

**Why local authorities should first focus on National Scale ratings**

As a rule, municipalities will want to first acquire a national scale rating for several reasons:

1. Since the revenues of local authorities are in local currency, they need to avoid foreign exchange risk by using local currency debt obligations. Therefore, since the national scale rating measures default risk on local currency obligations, it is the most appropriate type of rating for a local authority.

2. Due to the FX and other transnational risks, the primary non-governmental investors that might be interested in financing municipal infrastructure will be local banks, pension funds, and insurance companies. Before providing financing to municipalities, local investors will want to understand the comparative risk of holding municipal debt compared to holding extremely low risk national government bonds. A national scale rating makes that comparative risk clear, and therefore facilitates financing from local investors.

3. Global scale ratings do not offer adequate differentiation for local investors to judge comparative risk among alternative local currency investments, because all ratings will be lower than the sovereign’s global scale rating which is not indicative of the risk associated with local currency debt.

**From a development perspective: what credit ratings do not include**

There are however, important development objectives for cities that are not mentioned in rating criteria for cities. Two obvious examples of this relate to climate change (greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation and resilience to climate change) and pro-poor policies that seek to improve the quality of life of low income residents, but may not hold the promise of immediate financial return for the city’s bottom line.

It is true that rating agencies do not explicitly list these factors in their criteria for developing a credit rating. However, it should be stressed that ratings are not cookie-cutter products; the best agencies will consider all factors on a contextual basis that affect the ability of cities to manage crises and weather financial shocks that could affect a city’s ability & willingness to service its debt obligations.
Box: Climate Smart Capital Investment Planning

A city is only as creditworthy as the projects it invests in. While a city may demonstrate excellent liquidity management and cash surpluses capable of servicing debt, without projects that are ready for investment and have a demonstrable economic rate of return, the ‘investment grade’ rating will remain elusive.

Capital Investment Plans (CIPs) enable cities to prioritize infrastructure investments matched to the financial resources available to the city at a given time. A best practice CIP will include cost estimates (capital, maintenance, project design & build and lifecycle) and be able to match particular government resources to those costs at the necessary point in time.  

Climate Smart CIPs perform all of the above functions with the added benefit of also including in the life-cycle cost estimates of the project considerations of greenhouse gas mitigation and resilience. Both aspects can be highly relevant to long term creditworthiness: mitigation activities reduce expenditures of a resource, such as carbon-based energy consumption, whereas resilience can reduce the financial impact of extreme environmental events. When taken on a life-cycle basis, building climate-smart considerations into the CIP process often will not only mitigate future environmental shocks, but will also offer a financial return above business as usual practices.

Under the World Bank City Creditworthiness Initiative, Professor Jan Whittington of the University of Washington has developed one of the first integrated climate-smart CIP modules ready for implementation in developing countries. As with regular CIPs, the module takes detailed assessments of a city’s proposed investment programs, timelines and matches them with government revenue sources. In addition to this, the climate-smart CIP assesses variables such as project location, building materials and alternatives and provides policymakers with a comparison base case and the savings possible by taking a ‘climate smart’ route.

So far the climate-smart CIP module has been tested in four municipalities in Tanzania and Kampala City in Uganda. These cities now have not only a detailed capital investment plan but also one with the potential to save millions of dollars in reduced usage of resources and exposure to climatic shocks.

Demand vs. Supply for Access to Finance

As defined in the beginning of the chapter, city creditworthiness is an assessment of a city’s ‘willingness and ability’ to service its financial obligations. In effect, this is a measurement of entities with the demand for capital to repay. The criteria for a credit rating measure the risks for this very well.

However, in terms of access to capital there is of course another side to the story: supply. Any city intending to access commercial capital will need to assess the current status of its local capital and credit markets for investing in sub-national public entities:
What are the potential classes of investors (i.e. banks, insurance companies, pension funds etc)?

What are the barriers: are the regulations clear for these investors to lend/invest in cities, and also from the borrower perspective?

What types of investment would entice different classes of investor?

Is there any past experience of borrowing by similar entities (i.e. other cities)?

These are issues not covered in great detail by a credit rating. A city that is considering moving forward with a strategy to attract commercial investors will need to perform a solid market-sounding analysis to inform their financing strategy.

Becoming known as creditworthy in the marketplace

After all the hard work there comes time for a city to test the waters and seek commercial financing for projects. It’s time to show the world that it is creditworthy.

When pursuing a rating, a city administration will find the following steps useful:

Talk to other cities: Inquire about the basics: How did they select the credit rating agency? What information was required? How much staff time was needed to engage with the raters? What did it cost? Additional useful questions relate to how the cities used the ratings, how elected officials were engaged, whether and how they publicized the rating outcome and engaged with potential lenders/investors.

Perform a market sounding study: Understanding the commercial financing environment for urban infrastructure is critical. What kinds of investors are out there that could invest in municipal debt? Do they have barriers to access? Which types of investments would they be interested in? What is the capacity of local capital and credit markets form municipal debt?

Prepare the documents: As mentioned previously, there are a variety of ratings that a city can complete, whether they are General Obligation or Structured, International or Local. Cities will want to ensure that they are being rated for local currency debt obligations and avoid all hard currency risks. Two of the key sets of documents always required are the past three years of independently audited financial statements as well 5 years of projected budget estimates.

Approach a reputable agency to obtain a rating: If the city administration is not yet ready to publicize the rating, a shadow rating is an option that will give a full picture without public exposure. For any rating, the city should fully understand the methodology of the rating and any weaknesses/strengths therein.

Once the city is sure that the rating process will result in an investment grade score, a public rating can be pursued. The city administration should know at this point whether a general obligation or transactional rating is appropriate. The city should competitively bid out the rating contract to ensure that it gets the best possible services from the agency for the money. For example, agencies can help coordinate outreach to potential investors, where they can answer technical questions on the city’s creditworthiness.
Establish a dependable presence in the marketplace: Once the rating has been completed, it will be important for the city to establish consistency in the marketplace. A single investment grade rating 5 years ago will not reassure potential current investors. Ratings should be updated at regular intervals to highlight predictable patterns of creditworthy management. In addition, regular updates with ratings will also give the city a current picture of the status of its long-term creditworthy strategy.

Epilogue – Kampala City Continues its Creditworthy Journey

“We came in to put Kampala back on its feet” – Jennifer Musisi, Executive Director, KCCA

Kampala’s hard fought battle to achieve creditworthiness is an excellent example of a focused, well-executed strategy. How they accomplished this swift turnaround is an important case study in a developing country context.

Institutional reform

Perhaps the greatest single factor in the turnaround was the creation of the Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA) in 2010. The initiative was not without controversy: in one deft maneuver the old regime was swept aside and the executive function of the city became a cabinet level ministry in the central government. While there are criticisms of the reform, the direct line to the central government gave the newly appointed Executive Director a streamlined authorizing environment that sidelined calcifying elements of the old Kampala City Council.

A focus on revenues

One of the greatest successes of the KCCA over the last 5-6 years has been the dramatic increase in Own Source Revenues achieved. In fiscal year 2011, just before the creation of the KCCA, Kampala reported $98 billion Ugandan Shillings in revenue (UGX); in 2014 that number increased to UGX227 billion.

The key factor in that dramatic shift was the strategic decision taken to focus reform resources on the sources of revenue with the largest potential. These included property rates, parking fees, business licenses and service taxes – all revenue sources already mandated to the KCCA under existing law. KCCA used a combination of new IT systems to identify tax and fee payers not on the roles and its relative political protection to tirelessly pursue those residents not paying taxes owed.
In maximizing existing sources before attempting to levy new taxes and fees on residents, KCCA followed accepted best practice. It is true that the KCCA benefitted from an advantageous operating environment, however, the case clearly demonstrates the success of using tried and tested techniques for improving revenue collection.

Looking to the future
As any city that has achieved a creditworthy rating, Kampala still faces challenges and unforeseen circumstances that threaten its status. While in the afterglow of the rating many were discussing the possibility of sizeable bond issuances, the city is currently limited to borrowing an amount equivalent to only 10% of its annual local revenue collections. In addition, sizeable reductions in transfers from the central government have left KCCA with budget shortfalls. The city is proposing to levy new sources of revenue on residents, including property rates on owner-occupied residents, new fees on the 300,000 boda-boda taxis in the city as well as raises in fees associated with parking, building plans and outdoor advertising.

However, the great achievements in reform that the KCCA over the last years have enhanced the ability of the city to withstand such shocks. The increase in OSRs as a percentage of central government transfers means that the impact of sudden reductions, while serious, is less keenly felt. The initiation of new revenues can be achieved more smoothly because these new sources were identified in advance through the adoption of a comprehensive revenue enhancement strategy. The journey to achieve and maintain creditworthiness can be long and winding, but the benefits should always remain clear.
Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed the concept of creditworthiness as it relates to cities. It has explained the meaning of creditworthiness, the importance of the concept as it relates to accessing finance and long-term development as well as how a city can demonstrate its creditworthiness to the market.

- Cities need investment from all providers of capital, including – necessarily – commercial sources
- For commercial investors to invest in a city’s projects, the city will need to be creditworthy
- Creditworthiness is a risk assessment on ‘ability and willingness’ to service financial obligations
- While creditworthiness is a status, it is important to be aware that it is not a binary condition but a point on a continuum
- Creditworthiness is closely synonymous with long-term financial sustainability – and empowers a city to achieve it
- To become known as creditworthy in the market a city will need to engage an agency for a rating; there are many important aspects of a rating that will need to be considered from a city perspective
- Investors seek predictable operating environments – in demonstrating their creditworthiness to the market it is important to consistently update ratings and/or other assessments
Other resources

The World Bank City Creditworthiness Initiative is a global program that delivers comprehensive, hands-on, and long-term support to help cities:

- Achieve higher creditworthiness by strengthening financial performance;
- Develop an enabling legal and regulatory, institutional, and policy framework for responsible sub-national borrowing through reforms at the national level;
- Improve the “demand” side of financing by developing sound, climate-smart projects that foster green growth;
- Improve the “supply” side of financing by engaging with private sector investors.

The Initiative has developed tools to help cities identify their areas of weakness and build a preliminary work program, as well as models for climate-smart Capital Investment Plans. Find out more at www.citycred.org.

The World Bank Municipal Finances: A Handbook for Local Governments is a reference text for municipal finance, creditworthiness and access to finance in developing countries.

The UN Habitat Guide to Municipal Finance (2009)
Introduction

The rapid growth of the market for green bonds—the proceeds of which are used to finance projects that will improve the environment—has sparked interest among stakeholders worldwide. Municipalities, cities, and state-owned utility companies have begun to emerge as strategic issuers of green bonds in the United States, Europe, and South Africa. The growth in green bonds comes amid greater awareness of climate change and expanding investor appetite for environmentally friendly investment products. Green municipal bonds are an important area for future growth as cities and other sub-national entities look to low-cost and long-term sources of capital to finance climate mitigation and adaptation infrastructure requirements.

This chapter explains what green municipal bonds are, describes the growth and composition of the green municipal bond market, examines
the benefits of issuing green bonds, details the challenges facing the green municipal bond market, lays out how to issue a green bond, and assesses the key considerations for green municipal bond issuers, especially in emerging economies.

**What are green municipal bonds?**

A green municipal bond is a fixed-income financial instrument for raising capital through the debt capital market. As with any other bond, the bond issuer raises a fixed amount of capital from investors over an established period of time (the “maturity”), repays the capital (the “principal”) when the bond matures, and pays an agreed-upon amount of interest (“coupons”) during that time.

The key difference between a green bond and a regular bond is that the former is explicitly labelled as “green” by the issuer, and a commitment is made to use the proceeds of the green bond to exclusively finance or re-finance projects with an environmental benefit. Eligible projects include, but are not limited to, renewable energy, energy efficiency, sustainable waste management, sustainable land use, biodiversity conservation, clean transportation, clean water, and various climate adaptation projects (see Figure A).

**Figure A:** Green bond proceeds have been used for a variety of green projects (2015 green bond proceeds)

- **45.8%** Renewable energy
- **19.6%** Energy efficiency
- **13.4%** Low-carbon transport
- **9.3%** Sustainable water
- **5.6%** Waste and pollution
- **4.1%** Agriculture and forestry
- **2.2%** Climate adaptation

*Source: Climate Bonds Initiative*
Except for the above-mentioned difference, green municipal bonds are similar to regular bonds and to date have been largely identical in structure, risk, and return to regular bonds.

There is also the need to differentiate labelled green bonds from the unlabelled green bond market. Unlabelled green bonds are those that are not explicitly marketed and branded as green but nonetheless help finance projects that provide environmental benefits. The labelled green bond market is valued at US$118 billion and is small relative to the larger universe of bonds financing climate-aligned assets that do not carry a green label, which is valued at US$576 billion (see Figure B).1

Green bonds can be categorized into four types (see Table 1). The majority of green bonds issued are green general obligation bonds backed by the issuer’s entire balance sheet. The other types are green revenue bonds, green project bonds, and green securitized bonds.

![Figure B: Labelled green bonds account for 17 per cent of climate-aligned bond universe](image)

Green bonds can be categorized into four types (see Table 1). The majority of green bonds issued are green general obligation bonds backed by the issuer’s entire balance sheet. The other types are green revenue bonds, green project bonds, and green securitized bonds.

### Table 1: Types of green municipal bonds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Use of proceeds</th>
<th>Debt recourse</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General obligation bond</td>
<td>Earmarked for green projects</td>
<td>Full recourse to the issuer; same credit rating applies as to the issuer’s other bonds</td>
<td>City of Johannesburg issued a US$143 million general obligation bond in June 2014. The 10-year bond was rated BBB, based on the rating of Johannesburg as an issuer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue bond</td>
<td>Earmarked for green projects</td>
<td>Revenue streams from the issuer, such as taxes or user fees, provide repayment for the bond</td>
<td>Arizona State University issued US$182.6 million of green revenue U.S. muni bonds in April 2015. The issuance was backed by the university’s revenues, including student tuition and fees and facilities revenues, instead of the full balance sheet of the university.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project bond</td>
<td>Ring-fenced for the specific underlying green project(s)</td>
<td>Recourse is only to the project’s assets and revenue</td>
<td>No issuance seen in the market yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securitized bond</td>
<td>Either (1) earmarked for green projects or (2) go directly into the underlying green projects</td>
<td>Recourse is to a group of financial assets that have been grouped together as collateral</td>
<td>Hawaii state government issued US$150 million, AAA-rated green asset-backed securities in November 2014. The bonds were backed by a Green Infrastructure Fee applied to the bills of the state utility’s electricity customers. The securities were issued in two tranches: US$50 million, 8-year, 1.467 per cent coupon, and US$100 million, 17-year, 3.242 per cent coupon.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Climate Bonds Initiative
What is the growth trend and composition of the green municipal bond market?

While still a developing market, green municipal bond issuance has grown rapidly since 2013. According to the Climate Bonds Initiative, the global green bond market reached an all-time high of US$41.8 billion in 2015, with new offerings in France, Sweden, Germany, China, and India (see Figure C). While this represented a 13 per cent increase from the US$36.6 billion sold in 2014, it was a much slower increase than the roughly 220 per cent growth from 2013 to 2014. Over USD$28 billion have been issued up to the end of May 2016. Of last year’s US$41.8 billion of green bond issues, over US$5 billion came from regional governments or municipalities, making this the third-largest category of issuer after development banks and corporations. According to Bloomberg, U.S. state and local governments have issued US$7.5 billion of green-labelled bonds since 2010, with a record issuance of US$3.8 billion in 2015—a 55 per cent increase over 2014 (see Figure D).

Figure C: The global green bond market continues to grow

Source: Climate Bonds Initiative
The bulk of green municipal bond issuance continues to be in the United States and Europe. The first green municipal bond was issued in the United States by the State of Massachusetts in June 2013. Proceeds from the sale were earmarked to finance the state’s Accelerated Energy Program, which aims to reduce energy consumption by 20 to 25 per cent at over 700 sites across the state. The District of Columbia Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water) has been another active participant in the green bond market over the past few years. DC Water first entered the market in July 2014 with a US$350 million taxable fixed-rate green bond with a 100-year final maturity—making it the first U.S. municipal water/wastewater utility to issue a century bond and the first U.S. green bond issuance to include an independent second-party opinion. Since then, a number of other U.S. states and municipalities including Indiana, Iowa, and Chicago have issued green water bonds.

European cities and municipalities have also been issuing green bonds. After Ile-de-France and Gothenburg entered the market in 2012 and 2013, respectively, Europe has seen a steady growth in green municipal bonds, with repeat issuances and new entrants.

Emerging markets are also expected to play an important role in issuing green municipal bonds. June 2014 saw the first emerging market green municipal bond, when Johannesburg issued a US$136 million green bond (see Case Study 1). India and China are also witnessing rapid growth in the green bond market. In India, the first corporate green bond emerged from Yes Bank in February 2015 to finance renewable energy projects, followed by the Export Import Bank of India issuing a larger US$500 million green bond to finance transport and renewable energy projects. China plans to grow a large, regulated green bond market. In April

Figure D: Issuance of green municipal bonds in the United States has soared

![Graph showing issuance of green municipal bonds in the United States from 2010 to 2015.](Source: Bloomberg)
2015, China’s central bank announced ambitious proposals that cover the development of green definitions, an evaluation system for allocation of funds and environmental impacts of green bonds, tax incentives, preferential risk weighting in bank capital requirements, and fast track issuance of green bonds.\(^8\)

While green municipal bonds account for a very small share of the broader $3.7 trillion bond market, this market is expected to grow as issuers look to diversify their buyer base and appeal to the expanding investor class using environmental, social, and governance criteria to screen their investments (“ESG investors”). Investor demand for sustainable debt is a key factor driving the growth of the green bond market. Mission driven, institutional investors are increasingly seeking to combine financial and environmental goals into their decision-making and, in the process, embracing green bonds. In December 2014, an investor statement to support the green bond market was signed by asset owners and fund managers with a combined US$2.62 trillion in assets under management.\(^9\)

There are other indicators too of the strong investor appetite for green bonds, as evidenced in a high level of over-subscription. For instance, Massachusetts’s first US$100 million green bond was over-subscribed by 30 per cent and its second green bond issuance by 185 per cent.\(^10\)

Growing global awareness of climate change risks and desire to invest in environmentally friendly projects and assets will further fuel the development of this burgeoning segment of the fixed-income market. The growing need for energy efficient and clean technologies globally, especially in emerging economies, will help drive issuance going forward.

What are the benefits of issuing a green bond?

Most cities have a pipeline of projects they are seeking to finance in the areas of water, waste, transit, land use, and energy. Green bonds offer municipal governments the opportunity to raise large-scale capital to invest in sustainable infrastructure and services in these sectors in accordance with the Green Bond Principles—voluntary guidelines developed by a group of banks in early 2014 that recommend transparency, integrity, and disclosure in the development of the green bond market. The instrument is relatively straightforward for cities with experience issuing bonds and can offer additional benefits relative to regular municipal bonds.\(^11\)

Green bonds are useful for:

- **Growing or diversifying the investor base.**
  By issuing a green bond, municipalities have attracted investors who do not typically buy municipal bonds, including environmental, social, and governance (ESG) investors and institutional investors. For example, ESG investors purchased US$100 million of the US$350 million green bond issuance by DC Water in 2014, and the chief financial officer of DC Water stated this would not have occurred with a regular, non-green bond.\(^12\)
  Investors who have signed up to ESG investment principles under the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment are estimated to manage US$45 trillion in assets, and green bonds can help cities attract this investor class.\(^13\)

- **Generating greater cross-agency collaboration.**
  The process of structuring and issuing a green bond can also promote cross-agency cooperation within a city by bringing together departments responsible for finance, sustainability, infrastructure, and planning. Cities
like Johannesburg have reported this as a key benefit, helping to break down information silos and promoting greater teamwork across different areas of government.

- **Publicly promoting a commitment to sustainable development.** Green bonds can also help cities send a strong, public signal regarding their commitment to sustainable development, with green bond issuances commonly reported in online and print media. Johannesburg received international sustainability awards and considerable positive media coverage for its 2014 green bond issuance (see Case Study 1). Some municipal issuers have also generated awareness and engagement among their citizens by making the green bonds available for purchase by retail investors. For example, retail investors purchased an unprecedented US$260 million of the US$350 million Commonwealth of Massachusetts green bond in September 2014.14

- **Leveraging demand to achieve better bond terms.** The demand for green bonds currently outstrips supply, and green bond issuances are regularly oversubscribed. The issuer can try to leverage this demand to seek more favourable terms. Some issuers have achieved a better price (cheaper debt) through green bonds, though most green bonds have a similar price to their “non-green” equivalents. There is also anecdotal evidence to suggest that green bond investors may be willing to accept a longer term to maturity (i.e., a later principal repayment date). A good example of this is the $350 million 100-year bond issued by DC Water in 2014 to fund construction of a stormwater and sewage tunnel to a treatment plant to reduce sewage overflows to waterways. DC Water was also able to increase the size of the issuance and the price, reducing the interest payable by 15 basis points (or 0.15 per cent).15

### What are the challenges facing the green municipal bond market?

The remarkable growth of the green bond market—including green municipal bonds—has not come without a number of challenges, many of which are still to be resolved. The future growth of the green bond market hinges on many factors. This includes policy and regulatory frameworks that create demand for green projects, as well as future market conditions, such as interest rate development and the credit cycle.16 These conditions will vary across jurisdictions and geographies.

Key challenges facing this market include:

- **Lack of commonly accepted green standards.** The absence of clear and widely accepted guidelines around what is green has given rise to concerns about a risk of “greenwashing,” where bond proceeds are allocated to projects and assets that have little or dubious environmental value.17 The lack of commonly accepted standards means investors and governments can incur significant transaction costs in evaluating the environmental credentials of labelled green bonds. In addition, there is also a wide range of technology and infrastructure whose green credentials are in doubt, such as nuclear power, natural gas extraction and generation, and biofuels.

For the green bond market to grow, a more standardized approach to defining what is “green” is necessary. Investors must be able to discern what they are buying, compare products, and ensure that products meet their financial and environmental investment goals and mandates.

In response to this challenge, a significant amount of market-led effort has gone into
shaping and cultivating green standards and definitions, as well as promoting external review of the environmental credentials of a green bond issuance. External review has yet to become common practice, with about half of the green bonds issued in 2015 and the first six months of 2016 obtaining second opinions (see Figure E).

**Figure E:** Only half of labelled green bonds have obtained independent review (2015–June 2016)

Currently, the main tools in the market to address the issue of definitions and standards for green bonds are the Green Bond Principles and the Climate Bonds Standard and Certification Scheme. Municipal green bond issuers can provide greater confidence to investors on the green credentials of their bonds by adhering to the Green Bond Principles, meeting relevant Climate Bond Standards, seeking independent verification, acquiring a green bond rating, or undergoing formal certification of the planned issuance. These options are discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

- **Reporting of the “use of proceeds.”** For the green bond market to have long-term credibility, investors and other stakeholders need to know that the projects funded have delivered the intended environmental benefits. Shortcomings in the disclosure of information about the use of proceeds can be, to some extent, alleviated by the guidelines set out in the Green Bond Principles. However, these are voluntary guidelines and do not currently spell out requirements for the type and nature of reporting. More detailed guidance on reporting has been developed by leading international financial institutions and is discussed later in this chapter.

While green bonds have so far been successful with voluntary reporting mechanisms, as the market grows, transparency in the reporting of the “use of proceeds” will become a key issue.

- **Limited bankable green projects and robust project pipelines.** Another challenge facing green bond issuance is a lack of bankable green projects, especially in emerging markets, that can be financed through the bond market. The development of a robust pipeline of green projects has been hampered by lack of prioritization of green projects by governments, around which private sector sponsors and investors could then be mobilized. Investors, for their part, are less likely to devote resources to develop capacities required to invest in this space if they perceive that there is a limited number of investable green projects. This creates a vicious cycle because with limited investor capabilities, governments also become less certain that they will be investors ready to provide capital for the green projects they are developing.
Many cities have projects that could be eligible for green bonds that they have previously funded through vanilla bonds, including mass transit and water projects. New projects will also emerge through the Compact of Mayors, Habitat III, and other international and domestic initiatives where cities are making significant climate change and sustainable development commitments, which will help to grow the pipeline of projects eligible for green bonds. Additionally, project preparation support is increasing through initiatives like the C40 Cities Finance Facility to develop a pipeline of green, bankable projects.

- **Small-scale projects and lack of aggregation mechanisms.** A significant challenge in scaling up the green bond market is the lack of aggregation mechanisms such as asset-backed securities and covered bonds. Without suitable aggregation mechanisms, the typical small-scale green projects can find it difficult to tap into the bond market. In developed bond markets, investors generally look for issuance sizes of US$200 million and above, preferably US$1 billion deals, while in emerging markets smaller sizes of US$100 million are acceptable. Most renewable energy and energy efficiency projects are much smaller than this.

Currently barriers exist that prevent governments and private market actors from using aggregation mechanisms at scale. The development of securitization and covered bond markets for any asset requires the creation of a sufficient pipeline of underlying assets and standardization of the underlying asset. In emerging economies, the challenge is further complicated by the fact that legal frameworks have to be created to enable asset-backed securities and covered bonds as financial instruments.

New aggregators are expected to emerge if there are suitable market or government incentives. For example, aggregators may enter the market to act as an intermediary between projects and bond investors to aggregate, manage, and underwrite renewable energy or energy efficiency projects in the presence of high energy prices where there are favorable project payback periods.

- **Low credit ratings for potential green bond issuers and green projects, especially in emerging economies.** In addition to aggregation challenges, green bonds are often not as competitive on risk–return as other similar projects in more established sectors such as oil and gas. For the green bond market to take off, the risk–return of green bonds must be as attractive to institutional investors as non-green bonds. However, the green bond market is still in early stages of development, with unknown risks associated with new technologies, which make green projects potentially higher risk from the investor perspective. Furthermore, even though green general obligation bonds—where the risk–return of the bond is independent of the risk associated with the green project and the credit risk is based on the full balance sheet of the issuer—make up the majority of the market to date, it can be challenging to achieve a sufficiently high credit rating for green municipal bond issuers in emerging markets. The World Bank and others are working with municipal governments to help improve their creditworthiness, but more support is needed to scale up these efforts.

- **Underdeveloped bond markets in emerging economies.** Weak and underdeveloped bond markets in emerging economies can slow the pace of green bond growth. Except for select larger emerging economies such as China, India, and Malaysia, the bond market in the remaining developing countries is often very small, with access limited to a small range of participants. These capacity constraints of the local
bond market can determine how far and fast the green bond market can grow in emerging economies.

However, the development of the general bond market and the green bond market can happen in parallel and can even be mutually reinforcing. Emerging economies can identify their green infrastructure needs early on as key regulations guiding the development of their bond market are put into place. At the same time, green infrastructure players can form a part of the issuer base, growing the overall bond market. In short, the development of green bonds can allow emerging economies to hit two birds with one stone—facilitate investment in climate-friendly projects and enable the growth of a robust domestic debt capital market.

In short, for all the benefits provided by green bonds in financing low carbon and climate resilient projects, the market is not without its own risks and challenges. All of these challenges need to be addressed if the market is to build credibility and continue its rapid growth.

How is a green municipal bond issued?

As the green municipal bond market grows, it is important that issuers understand the process of issuing green bonds before entering into a transaction. Generally speaking, issuing a green municipal bond involves five phases:

1. **Identifying qualifying green projects and assets.** Municipalities, city governments, and states should first define the kind of green projects they seek to support with green bonds, while clearly stipulating that the proceeds from the green bond sale would be earmarked for green projects or assets.

   Similar to the process of re-financing, proceeds of a green bond can be applied to existing assets, such as public transportation assets. For instance, a municipality can issue a green municipal bond to refinance an existing metro rail line project and use the funds to repay or increase the existing financing for the rail line. Proceeds can also be allocated to upcoming capital investment, though investors generally prefer that the funds are used within a reasonable period in order to achieve green impact in a timely manner.

   The identification of qualifying projects and assets will entail close cooperation among different municipal agencies, such as the finance, transport, energy, or environmental departments. Establishing effective coordination among all stakeholders early on will save time and eliminate unnecessary confusion down the road.

   Guidance about qualifying projects and assets can be obtained from the Green Bond Principles, which set out broad green asset categories, and the Climate Bond Standards Scheme, which sets
out more specific standards for what qualifies within these asset categories. It is important to note that these are all currently voluntary. It is, therefore, recommended that green municipal bond issuers apply the most rigorous and transparent approach they can to the selection of green criteria within the guidance and standards to promote environmental integrity of the green bond issuance and generate investor confidence.

- **Arranging independent review.** Issuers of green municipal bonds should use independent review to further increase investor confidence in funded projects. Ultimately green investors want to make sure that their investment is being used to support genuinely green projects. Independent reviewers look at the green credibility of the proposed green municipal bond investments and the processes established for tracking funds and for reporting. Independent reviewers can also help identify green projects and assets, and help set up a green bond framework for the issuer.

Independent reviews are funded by the issuer and are not a requirement. The cost depends on the firm conducting the review, the type of review undertaken, the complexity of the issuance, and other factors, but generally ranges from US$10,000 to US$50,000. The firms CICERO, Vigeo Rating, and DNV GL have undertaken the majority of independent reviews for green bonds to date.

Different independent review options are available that vary in terms of their rigor and level of assurance. Issuers can engage a consultant with climate expertise to undertake second-party consultation on eligible green projects and choose whether to make the results of the consultation public. A more rigorous approach involves engaging an expert consultant or auditor to verify the criteria and processes in place for tracking proceeds, evaluating environmental outcomes, and preparing reports. The latter approach is generally conducted in line with professional standards such as the International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000 (ISAE 3000) to ensure the integrity and independence of the review.

Issuers can go even further to verify and certify their bond against a set of climate bond standards available for solar, wind, geothermal, low carbon transport, and low carbon building projects and assets. The Climate Bond Standards Advisory Board oversees a certification system and verification process for potential municipal issuers.

- **Setting up tracking and reporting.** It is critically important that issuers of green municipal bonds always maintain full disclosure on the allocation of proceeds. A few key rules should be kept in mind: (1) Since the proceeds from green municipal bonds must be used only for specified projects, there should be systems in place to segregate green municipal bond proceeds and keep track of their use; (2) monitoring procedures must be set up to make sure proceeds are not placed in non-green investments throughout the life of the green bond; and (3) the nominal value of the pool of assets or projects must stay equal to or greater than the amount of the bond. Municipal issuers should be tracking all this and also be able to show how they are tracking; transparency is essential.

In this regard, green bond issuers should design monitoring and evaluation processes in advance, and implement key performance indicators and data collection systems to monitor environmental outcomes of projects over time. Issuers may also benefit from quantifying the environmental and social value created by their bonds in financial terms using one of the emerging quantification methodologies, such as KPMG True Value.
- **Issuing the green bond.** As with any conventional bond, issuers of green municipal bonds will follow the usual steps. They should first seek required issuance approval from regulators. Second, working with an investment bank or advisor, they should structure the bond. Any sort of structure, from vanilla bonds to asset-backed securities, can be used as long as proceeds are allocated to green projects or assets. Finally, they should market and price the green municipal bond. It should be noted that creditworthiness is judged the same as for other bonds. Issuers should expect to get credit rated in the usual manner. Currently 82 per cent of the labelled green bond market is investment grade (see Figure F).25

- **Reporting regularly.** To maintain the status of a green municipal bond, the issuer would need to provide confirmation to investors at least once a year that the funds are being used for qualifying green projects. The confirmation can take the form of either a public letter from the municipal auditor or a letter signed by an authorized officer of the municipal or city government. Confirmation should also include a brief report that sets out the current use of the green municipal bond proceeds as well as highlights the environmental impact to investors, shareholders, and other stakeholders.

Leading international financial institutions have created guidance for green bond issuers under the initiative “Working towards a harmonized framework for green bond impact reporting.” The initiative developed a set of principles and recommendations for the reporting of green bond use of proceeds, and offered an example template for project-by-project reporting. The focus of this guidance is renewable energy and energy efficiency, but the principles could be broadly applied to other projects until the scope of the guidance has been expanded to other sectors.

Reports should be made publicly available, such as on the issuer’s website, in the interest of maximum accountability and transparency.

Subsequent green municipal bond issuance will become even simpler. Repeat green municipal bond issuers can use the same framework for identifying green projects and assets, the same independent reviewer, and the same processes for management of proceeds and reporting.
What are key considerations for green municipal bond issuers, especially in emerging economies?

To begin with, issuers of green municipal bonds need to determine, based on potential benefits and drawbacks of issuing green bonds, whether they should label a bond as green. There is a wider market of bonds that also has environmental benefits but is not specifically labelled as green. As such, state and municipal issuers should figure out whether a green bond is the most appropriate financing tool to raise capital. As discussed earlier, the benefits of green bonds can be significant. Green bonds can give issuers access to a wider range of investors, especially those focused on environmental, social, and governance performance, than regular bonds or other asset classes. Over time, increased demand can drive favourable terms and a better price for the issuer, compared with a regular bond from the same issuer. For instance, Massachusetts issued both a green bond and a regular corporate bond in 2013 that were priced identically. Yet the green bond was 30 per cent oversubscribed while the regular bond was undersubscribed. Despite these benefits, there are challenges associated with green bonds that issuers should be aware of. As compared with a regular bond, there could be additional costs associated with tracking, monitoring, and reporting processes as well as up-front investment to define the bond’s green criteria. In addition, issuers risk subjecting themselves to criticisms and accusations of greenwashing if they do not meet their green objectives.

Issuers of green municipal bonds should follow the most rigorous standards in defining what makes the bond green. As discussed earlier, there are several voluntary, evolving standards and sources of guidance on green bonds that issuers can follow, such as the Green Bond Principles and the Climate Bonds Standard. In addition, public sector and various market actors in emerging economies can develop country-specific definitions and standards. China has made considerable progress in creating country-specific green bond guidelines. At the end of 2015, the People’s Bank of China released its Green Financial Bond Guidelines—making China the first country in the world to create official rules for the issuance of green bonds. In January 2016, India’s capital markets regulator—the Securities and Exchange Board of India—finalized its official green bond requirements after going through a public consultation process late last year. While country-specific frameworks can be beneficial in meeting the environmental priorities of the country in question, it should be recognized that too much country-specific focus can lead to fragmented markets and increase transaction costs for global investors.

Finally, issuers of green municipal bonds in emerging economies should also invest in capacity building for investors. Currently the majority of proven investor demand is in developed countries, while the institutional investor base is weak in emerging markets. It is therefore critical that public sector entities engage in capacity building to facilitate private investment in green bonds. To that end, the public sector can provide educational materials, workshops, and support market-led initiatives for green bond investor engagement and training. Facilitating investor demand can also encourage more green bond issuance into the market.
Conclusion

The growth in green bonds and green municipal bonds has coincided with a greater awareness of climate change and expanding investor appetite for environmentally friendly investment products. The pace of growth of these bonds is likely only to rise, as they provide both public and private sector organizations with an important source of funding for projects that can bring significant benefits to environment and society. Over the next few years, guidance and requirements over the use, management, and reporting of proceeds and project performance are likely to be streamlined and tightened, which will lead to standardization, lower transaction costs and better prices for issuers, greater investor interest, and the issuance of more green bonds.

Case Study 1: Green bonds in Johannesburg

Green bond snapshot

Issuer: City of Johannesburg
First green bond? Yes
Issue date: June 2014
Maturity: 10 years
Size: US$143 million
Annual coupon: 10.18 per cent (payable semi-annually)
Credit rating: A1(za)/AA-(za)
Bond type: General obligation bond

Investors: Domestic
Use of proceeds: Renewables, energy efficiency, electricity grid extensions, fuel switching, low-carbon transport, waste management, and water conservation
Reporting: Annual
Independent second opinion provider: None
Lead managers: Standard Bank Group and Basis Points Capital

Johannesburg was the first city in the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group and the first city from an emerging economy to issue a green bond. The US$143 million bond was issued in June 2014 with an AA- rating. The bond was priced at 185 basis points above the R2023 government bond, was 1.5 times oversubscribed, and is a 10-year bond. Johannesburg had previously issued a total of seven general obligation bonds, and this eighth bond issuance was the first to be labelled green, as it was specifically for funding green projects. The coupon rate of 10.18 per cent was 60 basis points lower than the preceding “non-green” issuance in March 2011, reducing the cost of finance for Johannesburg.31

Use of proceeds

Johannesburg issued its green bond to help fund infrastructure and services to support goals set out under its Growth and Development Strategy. The Sustainable Services pillar of its strategy promotes “a resilient, liveable, sustainable urban environment that is underpinned by infrastruc-
ture supportive of a low-carbon economy.” This includes goals to reduce the city’s carbon footprint, provide equitable and affordable access to basic services, create a safe and walkable city with access to eco-friendly transport and sustainable services, maintain healthy ecosystems, and improve resiliency to successfully adapt to challenging conditions. The city’s intention is to strive towards minimal resource reliance and increased preservation of natural resources.

The bond also supports Johannesburg’s Energy and Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan, with part of the proceeds to be used for mitigation and adaptation projects.

According to the first annual investor report, over 50 projects are benefitting from the green bond proceeds. Project categories and examples of projects to be funded by the bond are set out in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project category</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transport        | • Bus rapid transit system  
                  | • Cycling lanes and sidewalk construction to connect to clinics, train stations, educational facilities, and other key services  
                  | • Hybrid fuel buses |
| Energy           | • Rollout of smart grid to all substations  
                  | • Smart meter installation  
                  | • Installing new public lighting  
                  | • Solar panel power generation |
| Water conservation| • Replacement of water and sewer pipes  
                   | • Renewable electricity generation from biogas at wastewater treatment stations  
                   | • Increasing the capacity of wastewater treatment facilities  
                   | • City parks and zoo wetland rehabilitation and wetland studies |
| Waste            | • Waste to energy plant and equipment  
                  | • Waste separation and recycling facilities |

Unique features and lessons learned

Adapting IFC and World Bank selection criteria

The City of Johannesburg followed the Green Bond Principles and identified projects with elements related to renewable energy, water conservation, energy efficiency, climate change; and waste and wastewater management within the water, power, transport, and waste sectors. To select eligible
projects, the city defined criteria based on the IFC Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability and the World Bank criteria related to climate change mitigation and adaptation projects.

**Establishing a framework for performance reporting**

Environmental Resources Management (ERM) assisted the City of Johannesburg with establishing a green bond reporting framework to monitor and annually report performance to the investment stakeholders. The environmental indicators used for reporting are monitoring indicators based on international reporting practices. Impact reporting will include details regarding the progress of projects against environmental-related metrics and, where specific indicators cannot be measured directly for certain projects, the numbers will be estimated.

When asked what advice Johannesburg would give to other cities based on their experience issuing their first green bond, the city offered the following:

- Quantify carbon emission reductions for each project upfront.
- Have a green project implementation strategy.
- Transparency and communication breeds confidence—sell the credit and talk to investors.
- The quality of leadership and management of an issuer goes a long way towards providing confidence and comfort—cities need to know their problems, have a plan to deal with them, and show some progress.
- Keep the market abreast of developments in the municipality. This could also be facilitated by a good long-term strategy and planning.

**Benefits**

**Investor base diversification:** New types of investors who have not previously purchased Johannesburg’s regular bonds invested in this green bond issuance. This includes those with environmental, social, and governance investment criteria. Issuing a green bond therefore helped Johannesburg by diversifying the city’s investor base and growing the potential market for future issuances.

**Access to finance:** The city had a pipeline of planned projects that could not be undertaken due to insufficient capital. The green bond issuance enabled the city to finance these projects, which are expected to deliver considerable benefits to its citizens in terms of waste and water management, reduced traffic congestion, better air quality, and lower energy costs in low-income areas.

**Promoting cross-agency collaboration:** The process of preparing a green bond for issuance required Johannesburg to engage multiple city government agencies to work together to identify suitable projects to be funded by the proceeds. Johannesburg identified this as one of the key benefits of its first green bond, creating new and productive connections between the finance team and the environment team that had not existed previously.

**Putting Johannesburg on the map as a sustainable city leader:** The issuance generated considerable positive domestic and international media coverage highlighting the city as a leader in promoting sustainable development. The Mayor of Johannesburg was honored in Paris in December 2015 during COP21, receiving the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Award for the green bond issuance.
The City of Paris issued its inaugural green bond in November 2015, raising US$321.5 million (€300 million) to be used exclusively for climate mitigation and adaptation projects. The bond aligns with the Green Bond Principles and will be used to fund green projects for the entire 15.5-year life of the bond. Where projects are completed before the maturity date of the bond, the bond proceeds will be reallocated to other green projects.33

The general obligation green bond was highly rated at AA and had an order book exceeding €450 million (1.5 times oversubscribed). Over 80 per cent of the issuance was purchased by domestic investors, with over half purchased by pension funds or insurers and the remainder bought by asset managers. The City of Paris is an experienced bond issuer, and the bond’s coupon of 1.75 per cent is comparable to those of “non-green” bonds with similar maturity dates that were privately placed by the city in September 2015.34

Use of proceeds

Paris determined that projects must correspond to one of the categories in the table below to be eligible for funding from the bond proceeds. These categories align with broader climate policies of the city, including the “Europe Energy and Climate Plan” and the Paris “Climate & Energy Plan 3x25 for 2050.”

---

**Case Study 2: Green bonds in Paris**

**Green bond snapshot**

**Issuer:** City of Paris  
**First green bond?** Yes  
**Issue date:** November 2015  
**Maturity:** 15.5 years  
**Size:** US$321.5 million (€300 million)  
**Annual coupon:** 1.75 per cent  
**Credit rating:** AA  
**Bond type:** General obligation bond  
**Investors:** 51 per cent insurers and pension funds, 49 per cent asset managers. 83 per cent domestic investors, 9 per cent Benelux, 3 per cent Switzerland, and 3 per cent Nordics.  
**Use of proceeds:** Renewables, low-carbon transport, energy efficiency, and climate adaptation  
**Reporting:** Annual  
**Independent second opinion provider:** Vigeo  
**Lead managers:** Credit Agricole CIB, HSBC, and Societe Generale
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Categories</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Sub-categories (examples of projects)</th>
<th>Climate benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of GHG emissions</td>
<td>Projects aiming at developing low-carbon energy transport (bicycle, electric vehicles, etc.) and public transport</td>
<td>• Public transport: high quality transit line, tramway line extension</td>
<td>Reduction of GHG emissions, due to low-carbon transport:&lt;br&gt;• Alternative transport: cycling plan&lt;br&gt;• Electric vehicles: support for the development of electric cars for residents and professionals, network of charging stations for electric and GNV vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency and savings</td>
<td>Projects aiming at reducing the energy consumption of buildings and public lighting, while maintaining equivalent level of service (existing situation vs. standard), with performance goals and energy poverty focus</td>
<td>• Buildings: construction of energy efficient, thermal insulation for buildings (schools, social housing, nursing homes, etc.)&lt;br&gt;• Public lighting and signals: replacement of energy consuming appliances&lt;br&gt;• Renovation of heating systems</td>
<td>Energy savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production of renewable energy</td>
<td>Projects aiming at developing local renewable energy production and/or energy recovery</td>
<td>• Renewable energy power plants (solar panels)&lt;br&gt;• Geothermal energy&lt;br&gt;• Energy recovery (from wastewater networks, data centers, etc.)&lt;br&gt;• STEGC’s heating network</td>
<td>Increased production of renewable energy&lt;br&gt;Reduction of GHG emissions, due to low-carbon energy use and/or energy recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation to climate change</td>
<td>Projects aiming at reducing the impacts of climate change, especially the heat island effect, through the expansion of green area surfaces in Paris</td>
<td>• New green areas: areas opened to the public, green roofs, facades, and walls&lt;br&gt;• Tree planting programmes</td>
<td>Increased green areas and biodiversity in Paris</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Unique features**

Projects must meet environment, social and governance (ESG) criteria

The project selection process also involves evaluation against ESG criteria consistent with the city’s Sustainability Policy. To be eligible, the projects must meet 12 sustainability criteria relating to biodiversity, air and water quality, environmental management, waste management, social cohesion, improved living conditions, local sustainable development, human rights, and business ethics.

*Independent opinion to provide investor confidence*

Some green bond issuers have sought second-party verification to provide investors with confidence that the green bond will meet minimum standards for environmental sustainability. The City of Paris is one of the few municipal issuers to have undertaken this verification process.

Vigeo was commissioned by the city to provide its opinion on the sustainable credentials of the green bond, and its analysis confirmed that the
bond was in line with the Green Bond Principles. In forming its opinion, Vigeo analysed:

- the sustainability credentials of the city;
- the framework for selecting projects to be funded by the bond; and
- the framework in place to report the use of proceeds.

**Comprehensive reporting framework**

The City of Paris has committed to detailed reporting on the use of proceeds, providing a high level of transparency to investors on the progress and impact of the projects supported by the green bond proceeds. Its annual reports will include detailed project-level information on the environmental and ESG performance of each project supported by the bond. It will also report the estimated environmental impacts at the project and aggregate bond level, including the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, energy savings, and extension of green areas.

**Benefits**

*Diversifying their investor base:* The green bond attracted domestic and international investors, with international institutional investors from Benelux, Switzerland, and the Nordics collectively purchasing close to one-fifth of the issuance.

*Promoting Paris’ commitment to tackle climate change:* Paris hosted the COP21 climate negotiations in December 2015 and issued its green bond in the preceding month, sending a strong signal about the city’s climate leadership.

*Funding adaptation and resilience:* The bond includes dedicated funding for the city to increase its climate change resilience by reducing urban heat island effects. This enables the city to access finance to increase green areas in the city by aggregating them with other climate mitigation projects to be funded through the bond.
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Municipal Pooled Financing Mechanisms

Introduction

As the world’s population becomes increasingly urbanized—driven largely by population and migration trends in Africa and Asia—demand is rising for mechanisms to finance the requisite infrastructure development. One tool with great potential for many cities in the developing world is municipal pooled financing mechanisms (PFMs).

Broadly speaking, pooled financing entails gathering the borrowing needs of a group of municipalities and raising the combined debt on the capital market or from other sources of finance. This can be done either through a state governmental agency or through cooperation among local authorities.

PFMs do not remove the decision-making power of the individual local authority, and should be viewed as a complement to other funding
sources. Large local governments like capital cities and their close peers can continue to benefit from direct access to bank financing and bond markets, choosing the most efficient source at a particular point in time. However, for most medium-sized and small local governments, municipal pooled financing may be the only mechanism that provides access to long-term and adequately priced debt financing.

PFMs have mainly been applied in the developed world; in the last 10–15 years, there have been few PFM experiments in developing countries. However, there is nothing preventing PFMs from becoming a much more common strategy around the world if the trend towards decentralization in developing countries continues; PFMs are a by-product of fiscal decentralization and the growing importance of local governments. Moreover, PFMs can be proactively initiated and implemented by policymakers in developing countries to deepen fiscal decentralization and increase its benefits. Thus, PFMs can play a crucial role in financing growing local infrastructure needs by giving local governments access to capital markets and by providing institutional investors with a new, attractive asset class. PFMs also foster participating local governments’ financial management capacity, accountability, and creditworthiness, making them stronger and more capable institutions. Financing infrastructure and building independent capacities in local authorities are particularly crucial concerns in the OECD economies, but even more so in places that are less economically developed.

Theoreticians did not create the PFM concept. It emerged organically and matured in several different economic and institutional environments through collaboration among local authorities and negotiations with other stakeholders. When thinking of the transfer of this experience to developing countries, the PFM concept should be viewed as malleable and variable in composition considering the economic situation, local government structure, and other factors on the ground. It is not a one-size-fits-all scheme, but a project that needs to grow from the bottom-up to service particular contexts.

This chapter examines different types of PFMs around the world and describes how they function, explains how to develop PFMs, outlines the advantages and challenges entailed in implementing PFMs, and discusses the prerequisites for PFMs.

**PFMs around the world**

PFMs exist in many countries and have many different forms. In Europe, local government funding agencies (LGFAs) dominate. An LGFA is a special-purpose agency owned and, in most cases, guaranteed by local authorities and, in some instances, with minority shareholding by central government or other public stakeholders. It issues bonds in capital markets, domestically and internationally, and on-lends the proceeds to local authorities that are members/shareholders of the agency.

LGFAs have a long and successful history in Northern Europe. The oldest is the Danish agency Kommunekredit (see Case Study 1), created in 1898. The newest additions in Table 1 are the French Agence France Locale and the UK Municipal Bond Agency, created during the last few years.
U.S. municipal bond banks have a slightly different set-up. They are usually closely related to various state governments. The oldest municipal bond banks are in the New England states, but the concept has also spread to other parts of the country. In Canada, there are provincial entities for financing local authorities in a number of provinces, including British Columbia (see Case Study 2) and Alberta.

The state-owned Japan Finance Corporation for Municipal Enterprises was converted into Japan Finance Organization for Municipalities (JFM), and in 2008 Japanese local governments became its owners.

The New Zealand LGFA was created in 2011 and, recently, the Australian state of Victoria formed its Local Government Funding Vehicle.

Also in emerging and developing countries, municipal pooled financing has been developed with the help of international development institutions. Two examples are the Indian Tamil Nadu Urban Infrastructure Financial Services Limited (TNUIFSL) and bond banks in Mexico. TNUIFSL is a public–private partnership with a wider scope of activities than, for example, the European LGFAs, since members of its staff also act as consultants and investment advisors. Mexican bond bank–type entities exist in the states of Hidalgo and Quintana Roo.

How do PFMs work?

To illustrate the fact that PFMs differ significantly in their operation, below we briefly explain how U.S. municipal bond banks operate and how select PFMs in other parts of the world function.

The municipal bond bank concept

Municipal bond banks exist in most cases as agents of state governments, organized as independent authorities with their own commissioners or boards of directors, many times appointed by the state governor.

There are around 15 U.S. bond banks in the same number of states. The oldest, Vermont Municipal Bond Bank, was created in 1969, and the youngest,
Michigan Finance Authority, was the result of the merging of various public finance authorities in the state in 2010. The most intense period of creation of bond banks was in the 1970s and 1980s, with only four bond banks created over 1990–2015. Bond banks are generally small and under the ownership and control of state governments. They are also directly or indirectly guaranteed by the states, and/or their bond issues are secured with interbudgetary transfers. Bond banks are predominantly found in smaller states.

The largest bond bank in terms of liabilities is the recently amalgamated Michigan Finance Authority. This entity has a broad scope, lending not only to municipalities, but also to schools (public and private), healthcare providers, and private colleges and universities. It also handles student loans in the state. The second-largest bond bank, Virginia Resources Authority, has a more typical set of customers and raises funds mainly for local infrastructure.

Overall, the size of U.S. bond banks’ activities is limited. Many bond banks administer statewide revolving funds from which loans are supplied to local authorities for specific purposes, often clean-water projects.

The cooperational approach

The cooperational approach is based on cooperation in the country in question among local authorities that have voluntarily joined forces to achieve long-term cost-efficient funding of local infrastructure projects.

The European LGFAs are examples of the cooperational approach. These agencies are frequent issuers in capital markets and are often market leaders in municipal loans in their respective countries.

Another example is found in Japan. Japan Finance Corporation for Municipal Enterprises was originally created as a central government institution in 1957. In 2008 this company was transformed into a new entity with the capital fully contributed by all local governments (prefectures, cities, towns, villages, and special wards of Tokyo) and became a joint fundraising organization for local governments.

Another example is found in New Zealand. The New Zealand Local Government Funding Agency (NZLGFA) was created in December 2011, after three years of preparations. Local authorities own 80 per cent of NZLGFA, and the central government retains the remainder. There are 31 shareholding local authorities; among these are the Auckland Council, the Christchurch City Council, and the Wellington City Council.

How is a PFM developed?

Development of a PFM can be divided into three levels: the preliminary level, the basic level, and the advanced level.

Preliminary level

A number of actions can be taken to prepare for the introduction of a PFM. A first step is the establishment of close cooperation among local authorities focused on financial issues, without actually borrowing together. This could entail the coordination of borrowing activities and exchange of best practices regarding, for example, risk policies. This can include using similar procurement processes in relation to banks and other creditors.
**Basic level**

The basic level is a so-called club deal. This is a bond issue in which two or more cities participate, and it is done without a special purpose vehicle. Each participating city is responsible for its part of the payment of interest and capital. The main advantages of club deals are that they give small and medium-sized local authorities access to capital markets and that they are flexible in the sense that the group of issuers (local authorities) could be differently compounded for each club deal (bond issue). The disadvantage is that they are structurally and legally complicated, which produces costs that, to some degree, could offset a good pricing of the bonds.

The basic level is suitable for countries with institutional and/or legal constraints preventing the development of a PFM at the advanced level (see below). It could also be a step towards the advanced level, while giving involved local authorities experience with capital markets and testing the spirit of cooperation among these authorities.

**Advanced level**

The next step is to create an LGFA to act as an intermediary between the cities and the capital markets. The big advantage with an LGFA is that it can reach sufficient volumes in its borrowing to diversify its funding operations and achieve cost-efficient pricing in the capital markets. Diversification also means the reduction of risk given that the LGFA is not reliant solely on one source of funding or even on one market. The fact that an LGFA can employ financial experts to run the operations also reduces risk. This kind of entity must have economic strength to be credible to investors. Economic strength, which in this case is the same as creditworthiness, can be gained through sufficient capitalisation and can be reinforced by guarantors. The guarantors can either be the participating cities, central government, a third party (e.g., public sector pension funds), or a mix of these. The advantage of having a guarantee from the participating cities is that it reinforces the local responsibility for the LGFA.
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What are the advantages and challenges of PFMs?

Applying PFMs has several potential advantages:

- **It gives small and medium-sized local authorities access to capital markets.** Capital markets require volume, and PFMs make it possible for small and medium-sized local authorities to coordinate their borrowing in bond issues that have the size required to attract investors.

- **It reduces borrowing costs.** In all countries where PFMs for local authorities are applied, the cost of borrowing has been substantially reduced.

- **It reduces processing costs.** Processing costs for pooled financing are considerably lower than if the local entities borrowed on their own.

- **It reduces market risk through diversification.** Diversification of borrowing can be achieved by the use of different markets and different instruments, and by targeting a number of different investor groups. Because of the size of its operations, a PFM entity has far more potential to diversify its funding than a single local authority. Diversification can be achieved by using a number of loan products, loan programmes, and markets.

- **It improves debt management capacity by providing financial expertise.** Financial expertise is often scarce in local authorities, since their primary focus is on providing appropriate basic services to the public. Cooperation provides opportunity to employ financial experts, which reduces risks.

- **It provides incentives to improve creditworthiness.** The participating local authorities have to agree to be supervised by their peers, because local authorities’ creditworthiness is the enterprise’s most important asset. This supervision can result in peer pressure to increase local creditworthiness. Peer pressure has often proven to be the most efficient way of improving local performance.

There are also several challenges entailed in applying PFMs:

- **Administrative challenges:** The central government has in many countries shown an initial hesitation to support local government initiatives to introduce PFMs. It is crucial that the central government is aware of the project’s benefits to the country’s development and hence to economic growth. It should also be made clear that a PFM entity’s activities will be guided by strict internal risk management regulations.
- **Market challenges:** If there is one or a group of dominating lenders to local authorities, they are likely to feel challenged and to find weaknesses in the PFM plan. It is thus important to find ways to cooperate with existing lenders. The other market challenge is to raise interest among investors for bonds issued by a PFM entity. Contacts with investors should be made at an early stage to investigate how investors’ interests could be accommodated within the project and to give the investors time to prepare for the first bond issue. This might mean amending their internal investment regulations, among other things. Well before the first bond issue, an extensive program of so-called road shows must be executed.

- **Cooperation challenges:** In many countries, local authorities are not accustomed to cooperating with each other. Clear governance rules have to be put in place. In addition, a need to supervise the creditworthiness of the participating local authorities could complicate cooperation. It is crucial that every member/shareholder fully accepts the need for continuous scrutiny and acknowledges that membership/shareholding does not secure an unconditional right to borrow from the entity.

For entities in emerging and developing countries, a further challenge is to build a system for secure repayment of the loans. This might mean that the entity and its members create a fund to secure future payment of the borrowing activities and/or acquire a third-party guarantee, which could be underwritten by other domestic stakeholders (central government, developing banks, etc.) or by development finance institutions. It should be stressed that external guarantees will have to be structured in a way that does not remove the responsibility of the local authorities that have created the entity. For example, a partial credit guarantee with recourse claim may help to improve the credit rating of the debt issued by the entity to make it eligible for institutional investors, without alleviating credit pressure on local governments.

### What are the prerequisites for a PFM?

In order to introduce a PFM, the following basic conditions should be in place:

- A willingness among the local authorities to cooperate
- Sufficient creditworthiness of the participating local authorities
- A legal system that allows local authorities to borrow, even though it could be within limits set by the central government or other central authorities
- A legal system that allows local authorities to cooperate and to jointly assume commitments
- A domestic capital market that has reached a certain degree of maturity with investors that could potentially be interested in local government bonds with medium- and long-term maturities

Even if all these conditions are met, non-market or concessional lending of national and international development institutions, state-owned banks, or central governments themselves can potentially undermine a PFM. Although concessional financing is not sufficient and not flexible enough to cover all the borrowing needs of local governments, it still makes it more difficult for local authorities to justify the development of market-based borrowing practices. And PFMs are indeed market-based mechanisms, which significantly reduce a need for debt interventions by central governments and development finance institutions.
These are the basic conditions, but above all there must be a need, obvious to local authorities, for new financing solutions. These local authorities must also be convinced that pooled financing could be a way forward. The next step is to get the support from central government.

Unfortunately, in many countries there has been an initial hesitation for municipalities to cooperate. This is probably because municipalities often see themselves as competitors to the neighboring local authority. Sometimes there could also be an element of distrust among municipalities. This can stem from different political parties being in power or a number of other reasons.

In countries where municipal funding agencies have been created, these challenges have been present. Fairly soon in the process it is recognized by the local authorities that a PFM is for the benefit of all participants, but it is still important to, in different ways, enhance trust among municipalities. The process needs to start with a few motivated stakeholders that can lead the way for others. These initiators must clearly state their interest in studying the introduction of a PFM in order to build a strong enough foundation for a project.

The work to create a PFM entity should be properly organized. A local government association could host the project and supply administrative support. It is important to remember that it is the local authorities that should drive the project. A step that is key in this type of process is the recruitment of leaders, both political and professional. A need for entrepreneurial skills cannot be underestimated. It is a question of breaking new ground, and it requires hard work and creativity combined with diplomacy.

The value of the process

All uses of financial markets for borrowing purposes are built upon good creditworthiness. The situation for local authorities varies greatly among different countries. For some developing countries a PFM is perfectly feasible, while other countries’ local authorities lack steady income streams and a solid regulatory framework. Nevertheless, all countries and their local authorities could make substantial gains from the process towards a PFM.

A project that aims to put in place financial cooperation among cities in a developing country addresses almost all the questions that are vital for well-functioning local authorities. These include:

- What is the relationship between local authorities and central government, both legal and financial?
- What is the flow of income (including stability, predictability, diversification, trends [especially of tax bases], system for collection, collection rates, and the possibilities to tap new local taxes)?
- What is the cost structure?
- What is the debt outlook (e.g., size, interest payments, maturities, payment record, and central government restrictions)?
- What institutional factors are present (e.g., organization, accounting system, audit, level of knowledge, and skills)?

All of the above constitute a well-functioning local authority with high creditworthiness.

Asking these questions in connection with a project that aims to solve a major problem, such as financing infrastructure investment, can be very efficient. It would enable putting needed reforms in the context of a vision for the future. A project would be orga-
nized in a way that makes clear the inter-relations among the different steps required for a stronger city. The fact that this kind of project encompasses a group of cities means that the demands on the central government could be stronger and more stringent. The negotiating power that such a project would gather is great, because it strives to resolve an undisputable need for financing for local infrastructure and it would be formed by a group of strong local authorities with comparably high creditworthiness.

In the global arena, the implementation of municipal pooled financing mechanisms is still to be recognized as an essential element of an effective fiscal decentralization—one that is intended to make local government fiscally stronger, more creditworthy, and more capable of addressing local infrastructure challenges. Otherwise, decentralization can only shift greater responsibility for infrastructure to local governments without helping equip them with the proper tools, such as access to capital markets.

**Conclusion**

The use of PFMs has the potential to not only provide cost-efficient funding for local infrastructure investments, but also to increase transparency and facilitate capacity-building among local authorities. The creation of PFM schemes is always dependent on the specific circumstances of each country. And there are many ways to organize PFMs, from a first step of inter-city cooperation to the creation of a special vehicle or agency. Such agencies can assume the role of local infrastructure development agencies, which would, together with cities and other local authorities, play the important role of facilitating efficient and resilient local infrastructure investment activities, with the potential to promote countrywide growth.

**Case Study 1: Kommunekredit, LGFA of Denmark**

Denmark has a population of 5.6 million and is divided into 98 local authorities. The country is one of the most decentralized in the world. Danish local authorities created Kommunekredit in 1898 as a cooperative society. It is voluntary to join and over time all local authorities have become members.

Kommunekredit’s business model is similar to that of other European LGFAs. It issues bonds in domestic and international capital markets and on-lends the proceeds to local authorities and to related entities (for example, municipal-owned companies). When bond issues are made in foreign currencies, they are exchanged into domestic currency by the agency through the use of swaps. All lending is made in domestic currency. Kommunekredit has now achieved almost a 100 per cent market share in lending to local authorities.

Like the Swedish Kommuninvest, Kommunekredit is backed by a joint-and-several guarantee signed
by all members. Neither Kommunekredit’s nor Kommuninvest’s guarantees have ever been invoked.

Kommunkredit has credit ratings of AAA/Aaa from S&P and Moody’s, respectively.

Unlike all other European LGFAs except the UK Municipal Bond Agency, Kommunkredit is not considered a financial institution under domestic or EU law.

At the end of 2015, Kommunekredit’s total lending reached DKK157.7 billion (US$23.7 billion). It is administered by 62 full-time employees at a cost, in relation to the lending, of six basis points.

---

**Case Study 2: Municipal finance authority (MFA) of British Columbia, Canada**

The province of British Columbia (BC) has a population of 4.6 million and is divided into 162 local authorities within 28 regional districts.

The MFA is a non-share capital corporation and was established in 1970 under the provincial Municipal Finance Authority Act to provide long-term and short-term financing for regional districts and their member municipalities, regional hospital districts, and other public institutions in British Columbia.

Long-term debt requirements of local governments (five to 30 years), excluding the City of Vancouver, must be borrowed through the MFA.

Over the years of its operation, MFA’s objectives and activities have expanded to include short-term investment opportunities, interim financing, and leasing.

The MFA is independent from the province of British Columbia and operates under the governance of a board of members with 39 members appointed from each of the 28 regional districts within the province of British Columbia. A board of 10 trustees is elected annually from the members to exercise executive and administrative powers including policy, strategy, and business plans.

The MFA has Aaa/AAA/AAA ratings from Moody’s, S&P, and Fitch, respectively. These credit ratings are broadly based on the fact that the MFA’s borrowing is backed by a joint-and-several guarantee of members within the regional districts (but not jointly for all regional districts) and on the fact that it has unlimited taxing powers on all taxable properties in the province of British Columbia.

At the end of 2015, the MFA’s outstanding loans reached CAD4.6 billion (US$3.5 billion). It is administered by nine employees at a cost, in relation to lending, of less than one basis point.
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Introduction

Urbanization in developing countries is projected to add between 68 million and 71 million people to the world’s urban population annually between 2015 and 2025.¹ This will only exacerbate the large infrastructure gaps already affecting the developing world.² Remediing this situation and meeting Sustainable Development Goals require increased infrastructure investment, especially from the private sector.³ Of many methods of private financing of infrastructure, public–private partnerships (PPPs) have shown much promise in recent decades.

Private-sector involvement in developing countries’ infrastructure has risen from less than US$20 billion in 1990 to more than $200 billion in 2012—an all-time high—thanks to the growing popularity of PPPs as an investment model (see Figure A). However, the private sector currently contributes less than 10 per cent of the total estimated investment needs.
of emerging markets and developing economies. Thus, there remains significant scope for increasing the use of PPPs.

This chapter explains what PPPs are and how they work, detail the pros and cons of PPPs relative to public procurement, describes how to measure the success or failure of a PPP, and lays out the factors to consider when deciding upon a PPP.

Figure A: Private-sector involvement in developing countries’ infrastructure, 1990–2014


Of many methods of private financing of infrastructure, public–private partnerships (PPPs) have shown much promise in recent decades.
What are PPPs, and how do they work?

PPPs are long-term contracts between a private party and a government entity, for providing a public asset or service, in which the private party bears significant risk and management responsibility. As Figure B and Table 1 show, PPPs encompass many forms of public–private collaboration, including operation and maintenance contracts; leases; concessions; build, operate, transfer (BOT); build, own, operate, and transfer (BOOT); and so on.

PPPs often take the form of concessions, where a public entity grants the right and the obligation to provide an infrastructure service to a private company that takes over an existing asset (see Case Study 1). This allows the state to delegate service provision to the private sector, but retain some control over the sector by incorporating in a concession contract or license the terms and conditions governing the infrastructure project or company. Payments are usually made by users or are substantially connected to the number of users (e.g., shadow tolls). In contrast, under BOOT, a private entity is contracted to design, finance, build, and operate a facility for a specified period before the final transfer of the asset ownership to the government (see Case Study 2).

Figure B: Examples of “core” PPP contract types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core PPP type</th>
<th>Other related agreements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operations &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td>• Contractor manages existing assets and provides service • Responsible for managing operations and maintenance expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease</td>
<td>• Contractor takes over existing assets and provides service at contracted quality • Receives revenues from user charges plus any subsidies, or less any lease fees • Responsible for operations and maintenance expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concession</td>
<td>• Contractor takes over existing assets and provides service at contracted quality • Receives revenues from user charges plus any subsidies, or less any concession fees • Responsible for operations, maintenance and capital expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build, Operate, Transfer (BOT)</td>
<td>• Contractor designs, builds and operates a new asset • Receives payment from service user (may be government department or utility) for specified service • Asset financed by government; ownership transferred on construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build, Own, Operate, Transfer (BOOT)</td>
<td>• Contractor designs, finances, builds and operates a new asset • Receives payment from service user (may be government department or utility) for specified service • Asset transferred to government at contract end</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Common types of PPPs and relevant terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buy-build-operate (BBO)</td>
<td>Transfer of a public asset to a private or quasi-public entity usually under contract to upgrade and operate assets for a specific period of time. Public control is exercised through the contract at the time of transfer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build-own-operate (BOO)</td>
<td>The private sector finances, builds, owns, and operates a facility or service in perpetuity. The public constraints are stated in the original agreement and through ongoing regulatory authority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT)</td>
<td>A private entity receives a franchise to finance, design, build, and operate a facility (and to charge user fees) for a specified period, after which ownership is transferred back to the public sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build-operate-transfer (BOT)</td>
<td>The private sector designs, finances, and constructs a new facility under a long-term concession contract, and operates the facility during the term of the concession, after which ownership is transferred back to the public sector if not already transferred upon completion of the facility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build-lease-operate-transfer (BLOT)</td>
<td>A private entity receives a franchise to finance, design, build, and operate a leased facility (and to charge user fees) for the lease period, against payment of a rent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design-build-finance-operate (DBFO)</td>
<td>The private sector designs, finances, and constructs a new facility under a long-term lease, and operates the facility during the term of the lease. The private partner transfers the new facility to the public sector at the end of the lease term.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance only</td>
<td>A private entity, usually a financial services company, funds a project directly or uses various mechanisms such as a long-term lease or bond issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation and maintenance contract (O&amp;M)</td>
<td>A private operator, under contract, operates a publicly owned asset for a specified term. Ownership of the asset remains with the public entity. (Many do not consider O&amp;Ms to be within the spectrum of PPPs and consider such contracts as service contracts.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design–build (DB)</td>
<td>The private sector designs and builds infrastructure to meet public sector performance specifications, often for a fixed price, turnkey basis, so the risk of cost overruns is transferred to the private sector. (Many do not consider DBs to be within the spectrum of PPPs and consider such contracts as public works contracts.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation license</td>
<td>A private operator receives a license or rights to operate a public service, usually for a specified term. This is often used in IT projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In public–private partnerships, it is common practice for a project company, called a special purpose vehicle (SPV), to be established by the private firm or group of private firms running the project. It is the SPV that signs the PPP contract with its public entity counterpart, which then allows the company to build, own, and operate the infrastructure project.6 SPVs are especially useful for private firms engaging in PPPs because they offer additional security and reduce the risk of undertaking major infrastructure projects by acting as “a legally distinct entity to the parent company, and...[financing] large new stand-alone projects off the corporate balance sheet.”7 Figure C shows the structure of a typical SPV composed of the financer (major shareholder), the developer, facilities manager, and occasionally the government. The financing structure in terms of debt and equity is a key aspect of a PPP project and can have a big impact on its costs and affordability.
Especially in limited or non-recourse situations, SPVs are often the preferred form of PPP project implementation because “the lenders rely on the project’s cash flow and security over its assets as the only means to repay debts.” However, in these cases, the creditworthiness of the project is highly dependent on its expected cash flow. Nevertheless, there is mounting evidence that SPVs improve the financing options for PPPs and can overcome many of the traditional financial and legal barriers that have stalled successful private–public partnerships in the past.

Figure C: Typical structure of a PPP

Source: Adapted from Cities Development Initiative for Asia (CDIA), Linking Cities to Finance: Overcoming Bottlenecks to Financing Strategic Urban Infrastructure Investments (Shanghai, KPMG, 2010), p. 38.
The pros and cons of PPPs, relative to public procurement

To provide a service or build an asset, a public entity can either use a traditional mode of public procurement or enter into a PPP. A distinctive feature of PPP projects is that their requirements are defined in terms of outputs rather than inputs. This allows the public sector to focus on specifying the level and standards of the services required, giving the private entity the task of meeting the requirements. This enables the public sector to transfer certain project risks relating to designing, building, operating, and financing the project to the private sector.\(^\text{10}\)

The pros of PPPs include better value for money (VfM), project sustainability, and additionality. As for cons, questions regarding the accountability and flexibility of PPPs have raised some concern among academics and policymakers.\(^\text{11}\)

PPPs can improve the VfM of some projects. The VfM criterion of PPPs is defined as the expected reduction of life cycle cost and the estimated value of the risk transferred.\(^\text{12}\) This is evident in a higher positive net present value (NPV) in cost–benefit analysis (CBA). To establish whether a PPP represents better VfM, it is usually compared with a hypothetical public sector alternative, also known as a public sector comparator (PSC), which delivers the same service. The theory behind improved VfMs via PPPs is based on the assumption that the private sector is more effective at managing construction processes and risk.\(^\text{13}\)

PPPs can improve the sustainability of public services by reducing the overall costs and the variability of the cost of that service to government. Again this arises from sharing the risks of service provision with the private sector.\(^\text{15}\) The reverse side of the coin is that flexibility is limited in PPPs.\(^\text{14}\) This can be a problem if government wishes to introduce regulatory changes or alter the nature of the asset after the signing of a PPP deal. Renegotiation and cancellations of PPP contracts are costly.

In addition, commercial confidentiality and the work of SPVs as closed companies may diminish the accountability of PPPs.\(^\text{15}\) On the other hand, the reverse has also been argued; by transferring service delivery risk to the private sector, accountability may be improved.\(^\text{16}\)

Finally, PPPs provide an alternative source of finance to traditional government borrowing, thus offering the benefit of additionality. This is especially important for developing countries, where domestic resources are limited and the cost of doing nothing is high due to lost economic growth (and development) incurred when infrastructure is absent and/or inadequate.\(^\text{17}\)

How to measure the success or failure of a PPP?

In measuring the success or failure of a PPP, a crucial question is whether it has produced the benefits that PPPs are supposed to generate.

First, a successful PPP should deliver better VfM in comparison with a PSC. This depends on whether risks have been effectively transferred to the private sector at a reasonable cost. This is not always easy to establish though, as the comparison relies on a counterfactual (i.e., a PSC). Through a PPP, the public sector is effectively buying an insurance policy from the SPV for the project, the price of which is the difference between the base cost and what is paid to the SPV.\(^\text{18}\) Due to limited competition among the SPVs, there is high risk that the public sector
may pay too high a premium. Research shows that the estimated premium is about 25 per cent, not so different from those quoted for the overrun on publicly financed projects.\textsuperscript{19}

Neither CBA nor PSC analysis is straightforward. The choice of the discount rate in CBA can significantly impact the NPV. Moreover, the CBA exercise tends to favour a PPP relative to a PSC when the discount rate is high, since many of the costs for a PSC would occur early on, but later for a PPP. In terms of a PSC, it is not always possible to find one comparable to a PPP in terms of outputs.\textsuperscript{20} On the other hand, ex-ante VfM analyses focus on the risk-adjusted financial costs and may underestimate the non-financial benefits of PPPs.\textsuperscript{21} These “socio-economic” benefits to service users or wider society from a PPP may take three forms: accelerated delivery (delivering service earlier), enhanced delivery (delivering service to a higher standard), and wider social impacts (greater benefits to society as a whole).\textsuperscript{22}

A total cost approach is needed in this assessment. A project represents better VfM only if the PPP option delivers the same level of services at less cost to the public after all costs, benefits, and risks are taken into account. It is important to assess whether the greater operational efficiency of the PPP option is likely to outweigh factors that might make the PPP option more costly due to the latter’s high transaction, monitoring, and financing costs.

Second, a successful PPP ensures additionality and sustainability that provides the long-term availability of investment capital. A PPP that is aborted, that delivers poor service at too high a price, or that excludes large sections of the population cannot be considered as successful.
What are the prerequisites for PPPs?

There are two principal requirements for successful PPPs. First, the local government must have the authorization of upper-level government to do so. Usually, this means that the national government would have an established regulatory framework for such undertakings, including rules regarding contract enforcement and disagreement resolution.

Second, the project must offer a good risk-adjusted return that is attractive for the private sector. This may involve good cash flow based on project revenue (paid by users) or service fees (paid by authority). PPPs are considered less viable for the provision of basic infrastructure, as there might be a problem of affordability. In the event of debt financing, the public sector might be asked to provide guarantees. Alternatively, the public entity can either purchase a guarantee from private providers or access an increasing number of guarantee schemes that multilateral and bilateral agencies have set up.

Key steps and considerations in deciding a PPP

The PPP project cycle involves four phases: 1) project identification, 2) detailed preparation, 3) procurement, and 4) project implementation (see Table 2). Each phase can in turn be broken down into further stages and steps. The first phase (project identification) is crucial and, therefore, is the primary focus here. It involves two stages and a series of steps, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. PPP project cycle: phases, stages, and steps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Project identification</td>
<td>1.1 Project selection and definition</td>
<td>Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Output identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 Assessment of the PPP option</td>
<td>Affordability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Risk allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bankability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Value for money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tax and public finance treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Detailed preparation</td>
<td>2.1 Getting organised</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 Before launching the tender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Procurement</td>
<td>3.1 Bidding process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 PPP contract and financial close</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Project implementation</td>
<td>4.1 Contract management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2 Ex post evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first stage involves project selection and definition. A key task here is to specify the outputs, as altering this specification will involve expensive renegotiation.

In assessing the PPP option, in the second stage, the authority and its financial advisors need to answer four key questions:

1. **Is the project affordable?** This considers the capacity of the project to pay by either the users of the services or the authority (or a combination of both). Services can be paid in two different ways: the user-pays type, or the unitary charge type. The first type transfers more risk to the private sector. Investors will be interested in the “annual debt service cover ratio” (ADSCR), which is defined as the ratio of free cash (i.e., cash left to the project after payment of operating and essential capital costs) available to meet annual interest and principal payments on the debt.

2. **What are the key sources of risks of the project?** There are three broad types of risks: commercial (including supply-side and demand-side risks), legal, and political. Best-practice principles of risk management suggest that risks should be allocated to the party best-placed to manage or absorb them. Thus, the private sector assumes the commercial risks, while the public sector assumes legal and political risks.

3. **What are the financing sources for the project?** Questions include whether it is bankable (i.e., whether lenders would be willing to finance it) and whether it would attract equity capital or public funding. A bankable project would be cheaper to finance, but it requires a healthy cash flow.

4. **Even if the project is affordable and bankable, does the project represent value for money?** This requires the conduct of the CBA and PSC exercises described earlier.

In addition, depending on the institutional and regulatory context of the country, it is necessary to consider the tax and public finance treatment of the PPP. For example, returns on bonds may be exempt from capital gains tax, thus reducing the financing cost of the PPP deal.

---

**Conclusion**

PPPs provide a financing mechanism by which local governments and private firms partner together to deliver important infrastructure projects and improve the efficiency and quality of public facilities and services. Various PPP arrangements exist to satisfy the specific requirements and context of the proposed project and protect private sector interests that want to finance important public infrastructure projects. While the private sector holds a large share of the responsibility for financing and arranging PPPs, the public sector and municipal authorities must critically assess the long-term viability of the PPP project and its capacity to generate adequate returns on investment.

The success of PPPs in developed and developing countries alike confirms the broad applicability and effectiveness of this financing instrument. While PPPs present their own legal and regulatory challenges, the success of PPPs in financing a wide range of projects from transportation infrastructure to hospitals make them a promising financing instrument for municipal authorities to consider.

---
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Case Study 1: Water services in Manila

Metropolitan Manila’s water system in the 1990s suffered from extreme inefficiency and poor maintenance. Approximately two-thirds of the water produced was lost because of leaks and illegal connections, and only eight per cent of homes were connected to the municipality’s sewage line. Meanwhile, the government agency in charge of the city’s water and sanitation services, the Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewage System (MWSS), was in debt and lacked the necessary financial resources for maintaining Manila’s water system.

Following the National Water Crisis Act of 1995, the Philippine government decided to privatize MWSS in order to improve the operation, coverage, and quality of the city’s water system. The government awarded two concessions for operating Manila’s water and sanitation system. One concession went to the Manila Water Company, and the other was awarded to Mayniland Water Company. The concession contracts allowed the two private companies to collect revenues from water tariffs, but were responsible for all operational and maintenance costs in addition to payment of a concession fee to the government.

The tariffs were set according to recommendations made by the regulatory office of MWSS and accounted for a number of external factors such as inflation and other shocks that would affect the price of water and sanitation services. The collaboration between the private entities responsible for operating and maintaining Manila’s water and sanitation system and MWSS’s regulatory office created an environment in which public and private interests were able to improve the access to and quality of the city’s water system.

Ultimately, this public–private partnership was enormously successful. Today, Manila Water Company and Mayniland Water Company service 99 per cent and 97.8 per cent of their concession areas, respectively, and are operational 24 hours a day. In addition to improved coverage, the efficiency of the city’s water and sanitation has dramatically improved.

While Manila’s experience with public–private partnerships was largely a major success, it did face challenges along the way. For example, the tariff formulas were determined inadequate and had to be restructured following the PPP agreement, and later on, financial difficulties with one of the concessionaries resulted in the government stepping in to provide funding in order to ensure the continued operation of water and sanitation services across the city. Nevertheless, this case provides a useful example of how private operators can improve the efficiency of public facilities and services while working in collaboration with government agencies and regulatory offices.
The City of Vancouver in British Columbia, Canada, owns and operates a large landfill site approximately 20 kilometres south of the city, which serves approximately one million people and receives over half a million tons of solid waste each year. The decomposition processes of solid waste sites such as this one produce large amounts of methane and carbon dioxide gas that contribute significantly to Vancouver’s greenhouse gas emissions. Initially, the city installed a landfill gas collection system in 1991 in order to control the environmental impact of the landfill. Then, in 2001, the city decided to delegate the responsibility of managing and operating the landfill’s greenhouse gas emissions to a private company that would transform the gas emissions into an energy source for the municipality. As part of the selection process, the municipal government requested that the private company selected be responsible for designing, building, operating, and financing the project. In 2002, Vancouver selected Maxim Power Corporation as its private sector counterpart for a co-generation power plant at the landfill site, which was completed in November 2003.

Under the PPP agreement, Maxim Power built a 2.9 kilometre pipeline to transport gas from the landfill to a co-generation plant. The co-generation plant run off of the landfill's gas emissions produces approximately 7.4 megawatts of electricity, which is then sold to the provincial energy provider BC Hydro. Any waste heat is recovered and used by Village Farms Greenhouses to produce vegetables, and further excess heat is also utilized directly in the provision of heating to the landfill’s administrative and maintenance buildings.

The city continues to maintain and operate the landfill site, which includes the management and operation of the gas collection facility. In this way, the government assumes the risk associated with gas supply, but avoids the initial capital investment required for the co-project. Maxim Power has invested approximately CAD10 million, and signed a purchase agreement with BC Hydro in addition to a 20-year agreement with the City of Vancouver. Maxim Power retains all proceeds from the sale of the power and thermal energy, with the exception of a 10 per cent royalty fee that is paid to the City of Vancouver. The city’s project costs and royalties are approximately CAD250,000 and CAD400,000 per year, respectively.

Vancouver’s partnership with Maxim Power confirms that innovation and efficiency gains are often triggered when private operators are introduced in the management and operation of public facilities and services. This case study also provides an example for other countries of how private companies can be incorporated into public sphere in innovative ways.
Le-Yin Zhang is a senior lecturer and course director of M.Sc. Urban Economic Development at the Bartlett Development Planning Unit of University College London.
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Introduction

In the world’s rapidly urbanizing countries, the question is not if cities will grow, but how. Planned city extension (PCE) is an alternative to unplanned urban expansion. In many countries, the pace of urban expansion is surpassing what is planned and served by public infrastructure. The result is informal, unplanned, segregated, and sprawling developments on the urban periphery. Wealthier communities create disconnected private infrastructure surrounded by walls, and poorer communities form neighborhoods without access to basic services. Planned extension strategies are explicitly called for in the New Urban Agenda as a means to improve connectivity, enhance productivity, and support resource efficiency.

It is critical that cities begin to plan in advance of urban expansion. Such planning must specify the urban spatial patterns that reinforce economic
efficiency, social integration, and environmental protection. These patterns are compact, connected, and mixed. They include the provision of a quality and connected street network, sufficient public space, a mixture of land uses, socially mixed neighborhoods, and adequate density.

PCE is a methodology to address sustainable urban growth at a required scale, creating an adequate supply of serviced buildable plots to accommodate population growth without the loss of affordability or the creation of informal settlements. In short, PCE sets the stage for sustainable urban growth.\(^1\)

Implementation of PCE should follow an integrated “three-pronged approach,” incorporating urban planning and design, rules and regulations, and public financial management. If these three elements are not well-integrated, implementation will be disjointed or piecemeal, and the vision of the PCE will be divorced from reality.

Local governments in particular sometimes struggle to pay for what they plan, and should integrate a financial strategy into the planning process in order to support improved prioritization and leveraging of available resources. As such, creating a realistic financial implementation strategy for PCE is the subject of this chapter.

The chapter begins by explaining the self-financing PCE approach, wherein PCE pays for itself. The chapter then discusses how to tailor financial planning to a city’s financial and economic capacity. Next it explains how to conduct a rapid financial feasibility assessment to help ensure the plan is realistic. This is followed by a discussion of various ways to calculate private sector potential, as in many instances the implementation of a PCE falls to private actors. The chapter concludes with a list of key considerations for making an initial analysis of financial feasibility.

**Linking development with revenues: The self-financing PCE approach**

In an ideal situation, planned city extension will pay for itself. As development occurs, it should generate tax revenues to pay the municipality for services, including sufficient revenue to cover debt service on investments in infrastructure. For this situation to materialize there are two core requirements:

- **Financial capacity:** There must be a source of sufficient upfront capital funds for initial investments in public infrastructure and services through borrowing, grants, a revolving fund, or other sources, as well as a functioning mechanism to generate revenue from land or activities in the PCE as it develops.
- **Economic capacity:** There must be enough income-generating economic potential to support the required revenue streams.

Unfortunately, these two conditions do not hold true in many of the world’s fastest-growing cities. Many local governments lack sufficient capital budgets and do not have the ability to borrow or manage debt. This can be due to legal barriers, insufficient revenue, or poor financial management capacity. Local government also may lack the capacity or legal authority to generate public revenues from urban development.

Economic capacity is another common issue among growing cities that may lack a broad productive base and have high levels of poverty. Those expected to live in the city extension, particularly if they are rural-to-urban migrants, may struggle to find income-generating activities that can support their basic needs, much less make payments towards taxes or other PCE funding streams.

Despite the commonality of financial and economic challenges, PCE can still be a financially viable strategy; however, it may require support from the national level or donors, and may not be self-financing in the near term. Even urban improvement projects in high-income countries often get grants from national or philanthropic sources, so this should not be seen as an indication of financial failure. As the economy and municipal management capacity grow, PCE should begin to generate revenues.

In considering the ability of the PCE to generate public revenues, it is useful to pay special attention to land value sharing instruments. Land value sharing refers to the idea that land values frequently rise in response to public actions to improve a city or neighborhood, and that the windfall gains to private landholders can be shared in the form of public revenues to pay for public services and investments. These instruments can serve as the link between public investments and public revenues, enabling financial sustainability.

There are many instruments that can be used for land value sharing. These include value-based annual land taxes, local capital gains taxes, sale of development rights (for example, height exemption fees), special levies where property owners pay directly towards the cost of specific improvements impacting them, and many others. Land value sharing is covered more in depth in Chapter 9.²

Cities with varying levels of financial and economic capacity should consider a financial strategy for the PCE that suits their situation. This is discussed in detail in the following two sections.
Private–public division of responsibilities

The idea of planned city extension is that the municipal government should provide an adequate supply of serviced developable plots for socially, economically, and environmentally sustainable urban growth. Embedded in this description is the idea that the private sector (developers or individual households) is responsible for what is developed within private plots, and the public sector is responsible for what is developed outside private plots, including roads, parks, schools, etc. However, in cities with higher rates of poverty, the government may choose to support private housing and businesses through subsidies or assistance programs. Conversely, in cities with a strong economic base, private sector developers may be sophisticated enough to play the lead role in implementing infrastructure and services in the PCE.

Classic PPP concession agreement models where users pay a fee for services received are one way the private sector can pay for infrastructure, particularly infrastructure used for delivery of services such as water, sanitation, and electricity. PPP models are further addressed in Chapter 7.

Broader private infrastructure provision, including roads, drainage, parks, and amenities, can be financially lucrative if combined with income-generating real estate development. In this case, a developer may play the role typically envisioned for the municipality, seeking the capital for improvements and collecting revenues from development (in the form of sales and rent instead of taxes). If it is determined that such an arrangement has significant advantages over publicly led infrastructure development, perhaps due to differences in access to financing or management capacity, the public sector may even contribute to privately led implementation through instruments such as tax abatement, assistance in land pooling, direct subsidies, or a risk-sharing arrangement.

When negotiating joint development agreements, it is critical that the public sector independently assess the level of profitability of planned real estate developments in order to give the government the information needed to seek a fair share of costs and risks.

Whether the private sector plays a large or small role in implementation, it is essential that municipal leaders ensure that private developers and households will comply with the plan and its core components, such as a connected street grid, adequate public space, density, mixed use, and social mix.
Tailoring financial planning to the city’s financial capacity

In cities with existing capacity to generate revenue through property taxes or similar means, the financial planning for the PCE will rely on ensuring the PCE’s economic success and the creation of a solid tax base. Financial planning can focus on structuring efficient and clear agreements with implementing partners, including national agencies, utility companies, and private developers, about the contributions to the PCE, as well as selecting the best financial instruments for low-cost financing and revenue generation. The PCE may present an opportunity for testing new financial instruments such as betterment levies, sale of development rights, tax increment financing, etc. Selection of existing or new financial instruments should carefully weigh their potential impacts, both intended and unintended. For example, some financial instruments may risk displacing lower-income households through increased taxes or land values. Such impacts should be carefully examined and mitigated if necessary.

In cities with low financial capacity, city leaders will undertake two complementary lines of work towards financial planning for the PCE. The first is to create an immediate-term plan to garner enough contributions to launch critical early investments. The second line of work is to create a strategy to improve local financial capacity so that in 5–10 years, the local government will be able to assume more financial management of PCE implementation, including both capital and operating expenditures. These two lines of work are discussed below.
Immediate-term financial coordination plan

The major hurdle in the minds of many local leaders is the first task, involving financial planning for PCE investments in the immediate term. These contributions must be secured without any promise that they will be repaid through PCE-generated revenues. This may sound like an impossible undertaking, but can often be seen as a matter of coordination of existing grants from donors and national agencies.

One example of such a situation is a planned city extension in Rubavu, Rwanda, where the district government is only generating 17 per cent of the local budget through own-source revenues, amounting to less than US$7 per district resident. The district's capital budget, the main source of funds available for the PCE, is 100 per cent funded through national transfers. In order to create a feasible PCE financial strategy, the PCE plan was adjusted to reduce costs by making changes to the highest-cost planned investments (for example, one change was the recommendation to pave only some roads). Contributions from private developers and potential for a water concession agreement were explored. Under the proposed scenario, the bulk of initial investments in the PCE will be paid for by central transfers to the district's capital budget, in coordination with some developer contributions to infrastructure, and a pilot water concession agreement. Water tariff levels were determined by a prior UN-Habitat study at levels that could both cover costs (including investments costs) and be affordable for lower-income households. Simultaneously, the national government is pursuing major reforms to tax administration to make decentralized revenue generation more effective.³

A PCE with even fewer resources is that in Nacala-al-Velha District, in northern Mozambique, where the district has a capital budget that is only able to cover 4 per cent of the Phase 1 cost and has no authority to collect taxes due to its administrative classification. Key stakeholders met to discuss PCE implementation, and the district was able to identify funding to pay for an additional 29 per cent of the investment costs for Phase I from national agencies working in the area. Even these funds will rely on the ability of stakeholders to agree to direct their investments in ways that comply with the PCE rather than previously planned uncoordinated investments. The remaining funding gap (67 per cent) can potentially be met by two large private-sector funding sources. One is the Nacala Logistics Corridor Consortium led by Vale, which has expressed interest in the PCE and willingness to fund investments that will contribute to the sustainable development of the area through their Social Investment Plan. Another is infrastructure planned and implemented through GAZEDA, Mozambique's agency in charge of industrial development, which has significant activities in the region and has not yet coordinated funding or planned investments with the District's PCE. After a recent stakeholders meeting, an action plan was agreed upon that includes formation of an Implementation Working Group composed of key stakeholder agencies, a fundraising conference, and a legal examination of the district's possibilities for own-source revenue generation.⁴

Takeaways from the experiences of Rubavu and Nacala-al-Velha are that the most critical capital investments for success of the PCE can be funded through coordination of existing funding streams from (a) local capital budgets, (b) national funding agencies and infrastructure funds, and (c) the private sector, which has an economic interest in the orderly development of the city. However, coordination of these funding sources is critical, and the capacity of the lead coordinating agency must therefore be an immediate focus of financial planning actions.
Financial capacity and revenue enhancement

Finding sources of funding for Phase I of PCE implementation should be paired with efforts to improve own-source revenue generating capacity. If successful implementation of PCE is not paired with good financial management, particularly the ability to generate public revenue from land, there will be a huge missed opportunity for the city: As the value of the land within the PCE increases due to good planning and public investments, there will be large unearned windfalls to private landholders at the city’s expense. Furthermore, failure to appropriately generate public revenues from the PCE is a threat to the sustained health of the area. Without public revenue, maintenance of investments will not keep pace with deterioration, and the quality of services will degrade. Disinvestment in the PCE after initial implementation will cause enormous losses for both the city and its residents.

Revenue enhancement should begin with an assessment of current weaknesses and opportunities for improvement. This assessment can examine both policy and administration. Successful administration of land value sharing instruments will include up-to-date records, a fair and efficient valuation system, and functioning systems for billing, collection, and enforcement.

Beyond basic tax administration, taxpayer compliance is likely to be better where there is a strong social contract between taxpayers and the local government. Taxpayers should be able to see that payment of taxes benefits them through the services the local government provides. All else equal, the more visible the benefits of taxes are, the more willing taxpayers will be to comply with timely payments.

Tailoring financial planning to the city’s economic capacity

Cities with a solid economic base should focus on economic linkages and planning to support the needs of businesses in order to generate a productive PCE. The PCE should also attract a mixture of income types in order to prevent a socially isolated poverty trap.

One example of good planning for social mix and a variety of uses is a PCE in Cagayan de Oro, Philippines. An elevated part of the city has been envisioned as the location of a new commercial hub with the relocation of municipal government offices away from a high-risk flood zone. The surrounding area will include a network of parks and green spaces and adequate space for natural drainage. The site already has a high-income development planned and existing social housing, as well as lower-middle-income housing nearby. Additional housing mix as well as neighborhood services will contribute to a vibrant and attractive area. The area is also adjacent to a potential ecotourism site and includes the road linkage to agricultural areas that may support an agro-processing centre at one edge of the PCE, with the potential to create a range of jobs for PCE residents.5

Whether the city has high or low economic capacity, one of the goals of the PCE will be to support the economic functionality of the city. Good design (density, mixed use, connectivity, etc.) is the foundation of the economically successful PCE. The PCE should also draw upon national and subnational economic strategies to ensure that the needs of target industries are well-supported by land use and public services. This may include facilities for these industries, well-serviced space for other industries
in the same value chains or clusters, or housing that meets the needs of the specific labour force in terms of location, amenities, and transport options. Working with business leaders, entrepreneurs, and investors from the private sector can help ensure that the PCE will be designed and implemented to foster firm competitiveness.

In lower-income cities, economic planning related to the PCE is even more critical and will determine the financial sustainability of the PCE in the long term. Coordination with economic policy implementation at national and subnational levels can help to foster linkages to national, regional, and global value chains.

If the economic role of the PCE is not clear after review of relevant economic policies, it is important to conduct an economic assessment specific to the PCE and form a task force with both public and private participation to leverage the development of the PCE for job creation and prosperity.

In Silay, Philippines, planning for a PCE was done in conjunction with a new local economic development strategy for the city. Historically, Silay’s economy has been largely based on sugarcane farming, but a reduction in trade protections will reduce the competitiveness of Philippine sugarcane and could put many out of work in Silay. After a business survey and an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT analysis), the city has identified three sectors for job creation: tourism, diversified agriculture, and IT, as well as the strategies to improve the business environment and support these sectors. These strategies have been incorporated into the PCE planning process. Additionally, a group of land owners is working with the city to attract new industries to an enterprise zone being planned in conjunction with the PCE.
Rapid financial feasibility assessment: Key steps and considerations

During the PCE process financial planning should go hand-in-hand with urban design and physical planning. It is useful to do a rapid financial planning exercise as the urban design is developed in order to ensure the plan’s financial feasibility and help planners create a realistic plan. At an early stage, a back-of-the-envelope rough calculation of costs and available funds is enough to get a sense of financial feasibility. Rapid assessment has the added benefit of facilitating initial conversations among funding agencies about implementing the PCE.

The idea of rapid financial feasibility assessment is to identify who will pay for what and when. This exercise will result in a sources and uses statement identifying the major costs of PCE implementation (uses) and the sources of funding for each (sources), including both initial investments and recurring costs.

Rapid financial feasibility assessment: Basic steps

1. **Assess the financial situation.**
   - List general financial roles and responsibilities. (Who typically pays for what?)
   - Examine the municipal budget and available budget from other agencies.
   - Check available financing options, including borrowing, PPP, and land-based instruments (even if not currently used).
   - Assess opportunities for improved financial performance of the municipality.

2. **Calculate the cost of the plan.**
   - Determine which investments and operating costs will be the public sector’s responsibility.
   - Estimate quantities of infrastructure and services based on the conceptual plan.
   - Multiply quantities by generalized unit costs for each type of investment (e.g., per m² or per household).
   - Assess ongoing costs based on population and expected infrastructure maintenance.

3. **Assign funding responsibility.**
   - Draw upon available agency budgets.
   - Use municipal borrowing if available and if projected revenues cover debt service.
   - Consider private sector potential to contribute.

4. **Balance sources and uses.**
   - Adjust the plan if needed.
   - Explore alternative financing options and options for revenue enhancement.
   - Modify implementation phasing if needed.
The costs of initial implementation can be estimated from the conceptual plan, multiplying the quantities of public infrastructure and services by basic unit costs for each. This can be done for multiple planning scenarios, including business as usual, and can be useful in demonstrating the higher costs of sprawling, disconnected development. This initial rough estimate of costs will have a high margin of error; however, the figures will be updated later, as the detailed plan is created and implementing agencies conduct their own studies.

Recurring annual costs should be estimated based on the current operating budget, expected population growth, and infrastructure lifecycle costs.

Note that rapid financial feasibility assessment will focus on costs and funding for areas of public responsibility. However, an assessment of private sector financial feasibility can be useful as a separate exercise, particularly when assessing whether planned land uses and densities are realistic under market conditions and whether private developers have high enough profitability to support exactions or other negotiated contributions to infrastructure, services, or social housing (see the next section).

Matching sources with uses is the next step, and will likely involve conversations with multiple implementing agencies about their available budgets and financing options. This may include utility companies, donors, and national ministries in charge of roads, education, health, and/or social housing. After initial conversation with these agencies and organizations, it may become clear that their plans or the plan for the PCE may need to change. For example, in the case of the PCE in Nacala-al-Velha, Mozambique, a large housing investment was planned by the national Housing Fund (Fundo de Fomento de Habitacão) outside of the boundaries of the PCE, and without corresponding roads or utilities. The PCE planning process has opened communication about this planned development, and the Housing Fund will hopefully adjust its plans to fit into the district’s vision of a compact, connected, and serviced urban core.

In addition to vertical coordination, horizontal coordination may also be important, particularly in urban areas where development extends beyond the municipal administrative limits. City extension planned for an area that falls partially or totally outside the municipal boundaries of the primary city presents an administrative challenge that is reflected in financial planning for implementation. In such a case the municipality must coordinate carefully with the other jurisdictions involved to develop a fair and equitable distribution of financial responsibilities and revenues. There are various models available for metropolitan coordination, and various types of metropolitan governance structures. Some approaches are summarized below.
The main models and approaches to metropolitan governance are the following:

- Cooperation among local governments
  - Case-by-case joint initiatives
  - Contracting among local governments
  - Committees, commissions, working groups, partnerships, consultative platforms, etc.
- Regional authorities (sometimes called “special purpose districts”)
  - A metropolitan council of governments (COG)
- A regional planning authority
- A regional service delivery authority
- A regional planning and service delivery authority
- Metropolitan-level government
  - Metropolitan-level local government
  - A regional government established by a higher tier of government (federal, state, or provincial)
- Annexation of territory or amalgamation of local governments.

After an initial attempt to match costs and funding, adjustments may need to be made to achieve financial feasibility.

If debt financing is an option, the municipality will need to assess whether the PCE will generate sufficient revenues to cover debt service. Risk assessment, as well as sensitivity testing under scenarios where revenue projections fail to materialize, is prudent to ensure that the municipality will be able to meet its financial obligations. In cities where debt financing is an option, legal regulations and internal procedures governing borrowing will play a role in assessing whether debt financing is a viable alternative for the PCE. For example, planners who designed a city extension in Iloilo, Philippines, could count on good compliance with property taxes from residential and commercial developments in the PCE. This opened the option of borrowing to finance a portion of public investments with plans to pay debt service through property tax revenues. This borrowing will comply with debt service limits established by the legal code.

After an initial attempt to match costs and funding, adjustments may need to be made to achieve financial feasibility. These adjustments can fall into three categories: changes to planned expenditures, development of alternative financing strategies, or changes to implementation phasing.
Changes to planned expenditures

It may be necessary to alter the plan or forgo some planned improvements due to their cost. This prioritization process must consider economic, social, and environmental goals. The views and priorities of key stakeholder groups, including vulnerable populations such as women, youth, and low-income households, should be considered.

One example of adjusting planned expenditures is the PCE in Rubavu District, Rwanda. The initial plan far exceeded the district’s capital budget. To improve feasibility, UN-Habitat recommended that the three largest capital costs be reduced. The first was the piped sewerage system originally planned, which would require huge investments, including a costly wastewater treatment facility. Instead, subsidies for high-quality on-site sanitation would reduce capital costs while still providing adequate sanitation for the city. As the city grows economically and in population, both the need and the revenue for a piped sanitation system will increase.

The second major planned expense was for social housing. UN-Habitat recommended that instead of providing fully built houses for low-income households, the district could instead facilitate access to low-cost serviced land, allowing households to build incrementally on well-planned plots that will transform over time. Under such an arrangement, the dramatic reduction of costs would allow the district to reach more households while ensuring that funding for basic infrastructure and services remains. While housing quality will likely be low at first, access to services and security of tenure provide stability for gradual self-upgrading. At the same time, the lowest-income families may still need support to obtain a basic dwelling.

The third major cost reduction was based on the idea that the district doesn’t need to pave all Phase I roads immediately, but can leave local connections unpaved as well as some of the width of major roads. Importantly, adequate space for street paving and widening for the long-term transformation of the district will still be reserved and protected from private development. In cases like Rubavu, less-than-ideal services should be planned in a way to allow for upgrading at a later stage of development.

Another example of alterations to an extension plan based on financial analysis is the City of Galt, California, U.S.A. Galt is a small agricultural town, but in 2011 decided to update its land use plan due to projected population growth that will likely more than double the city’s size by 2030. The city analyzed the public expenditures and revenues associated with a residential expansion plan and found that its initial plan was not financially feasible. From there, the City considered alternative scenarios involving higher densities and a mixture of uses, and determined that mixed-use development was the best option from the standpoint of public finances, providing enough revenues to complete payback of public loans within the required 30-year time limit. The financial model showed a fiscal gap of approximately US$600 per unit for the original fully residential plan, showing that the city could implement it only with additional fees totaling $600 per new unit.

Development of alternative financing strategies

A planned city extension provides an opportunity to pilot new financing strategies. Because the government will be creating value through good planning and public services, this value can be leveraged to generate public revenues or in-kind private sector
contributions. The municipality should consider the possibility of developer exactions and public–private partnerships, in addition to land-based financing instruments such as betterment levies and sale of development rights. In most cases, some of the PCE’s residents will be less able to bear the burden of taxes and fees than others. This should be incorporated into financial planning for the sake of both financial feasibility and social equity. A community serving only middle- to high-income households does not serve the core purpose of a PCE, which is to serve as an alternative to informal, unplanned, and unserviced development. If the PCE excludes poor households, they will settle elsewhere.

Piloting of new financial instruments may require creation of a new agency or coalition with capacity to manage implementation, such as a municipal development corporation or a special purpose vehicle. If the municipality lacks authority or capacity to use new financial instruments, the new agency may need to exist at a higher level of government, with municipal representation.

Changes to implementation phasing

The buildout of infrastructure and services can be spread over time to reduce the financial burden and make revenues from the initial phases available for reinvestment in later phases. This can be particularly useful where investments in Phase I will provide a substantial increase in local revenue. Some PCE-wide investments will be necessary early on (for example, connector roads or a solid waste facility), while others may be built out at a pace to match population growth and avoid unplanned development spillover.

Typically, delineating road and public space reserves for the entire extension during the first phase of implementation is a shrewd tactic to ensure that if unplanned development does occur, public spaces will be protected. It can be legally, financially, and socially difficult to reclaim this space later if it becomes occupied.

Calculating private sector potential

As previously noted, the implementation of the PCE may fall to either public or private actors, or some combination of the two. Many times, the private sector focuses on the development of built real estate products within publicly serviced plots. Government leaders may still wish to conduct a financial assessment of planned private development in order to (a) ensure that planned land uses can be supported by the private real estate market and (b) check the level of profitability for the sake of negotiating developer exactions. This type of private sector feasibility assessment should be based on traditional methods of analysing real estate investment. These will be influenced by the basic concepts examined briefly below.

Risk and time as the basic financial principles

Every planned city extension project is implemented over a period of time that, in many cases, spans several decades.

Bearing this in mind, the time factor takes on crucial importance in these kinds of projects, and must be taken into account and incorporated as another cost to be considered in the feasibility of the PCE.

There are two fundamental financial principles that illustrate the importance of time and risk as indispensable variables to be taken into consideration: 1) A dollar today is worth more than a dollar
tomorrow, because a dollar today can be invested to start earning interest immediately, and 2) A safe dollar is worth more than a risky one, for which reason most investors avoid risk if they can do so without sacrificing profitability.

---

**Time as a cost in an investment project**

Imagine an investment project that requires an initial investment of $150,000 and in the following two years will generate a positive cash flow of $100,000 and $300,000, respectively. A first look at the economic results of the project involves calculating the total cash flow balance generated by the project ($250,000).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equity contribution</th>
<th>Year 0</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-$150,000</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>= $250,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This static approach does not include time as an additional cost of the project. In order to include the time costs, it is necessary to determine what rate of return a typical investor interested in carrying out the project would demand to accept this deferred income. This is called the opportunity cost of capital, discount factor, or hurdle rate. If we assume the opportunity cost of the invested capital is 7 per cent, we can see that the project’s economic and financial results change, and that the surplus economic resources are now $205,400. Part of the previously shown economic returns has had to be reduced to offset the time factor, evaluated as the opportunity cost of the capital invested by the typical investor ($44,600 in this example).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equity contribution</th>
<th>Year 0</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-$150,000</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>= $205,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[(1+7\%)^1 \quad (1+7\%)^2\]
**Risk as a cost in an investment project**

There are a number of risk factors involved in investments related to the development of a particular area (e.g., management risk, liquidity risk, legislative risk, inflation risk, interest rate risk, environmental risk, archaeological risk, etc.), and not all investments entail the same level and type of risk. Real estate development is, generally speaking, more risky than government bonds (i.e., gilt-edged securities), and the development of rural land into serviced urban parcels is likely even more risky than the construction of the final real estate product.

Therefore, depending on the risk inherent in each investment project, we need to add a risk premium to the opportunity cost of the capital, as appropriate for that particular project.

\[
\text{Discount factor} = \frac{1}{(1 + r)}
\]

\[
r = \text{RFR} \quad \text{(Risk Free Rate)} + \text{RP} \quad \text{(Risk Premium)}
\]

**Net present value and internal rate of return as metrics of financial feasibility**

Net present value (NPV) is the indicator par excellence, and its purpose is to update, at any given moment, all cash flows generated by the investment project under analysis:

\[
\text{NPV} = \sum_{t=0}^{n} \frac{CF_t}{(1+i)^t}
\]

- \(CF_t\) = Estimated cash flow for each time unit (year, six-month period, etc.)
- \(i\) = Discount factor applied to each time unit
- \(n\) = Number of time units estimated for the investment project (years, six-month periods, etc.)

A project with a positive NPV means that:

1. It has returned all capital invested.
2. It has paid back the cost of all resources used to fund it.
3. It has generated an additional surplus equivalent to the volume indicated by the NPV in question.

NPV is the best indicator for the economic and financial assessment of any urban transformation project since it is the indicator, along with the internal rate of return (discussed below), that takes into account the time value of money and that is based solely on the inflow and outflow of economic resources provided for in the project and on their opportunity cost.
The internal rate of return (IRR)

IRR is defined as the interest rate at which the NPV would be zero.

\[ 0 = CF_0 + \frac{CF_1}{(1 + i)^1} + \frac{CF_2}{(1 + i)^2} + \ldots + \frac{CF_n}{(1 + i)^n} \]

- \(CF\) = Estimated cash flow for each time unit (year, six-month period, etc.)
- \(i\) = Discount factor applied to each time unit
- \(n\) = Number of time units estimated for the investment project (years, six-month periods, etc.)

Thus, the IRR tells us the maximum discount rate that the investment project can incur to achieve a NPV equal to zero. Above this rate, the NPV will be negative. This implies that the higher the IRR, the higher the chances of the project having a positive net present value with regard to the discount rate used. The IRR provides the criteria for us to choose the investment projects that offer return rates higher than the opportunity cost of capital.

Many operators, both public and private, prefer the criteria of the IRR to the NPV. Although both criteria, when properly laid out, are formally equivalent, we must point out that the IRR has some weaknesses that we must consider when using it as a benchmark (multiple rates of return, mutually exclusive projects, etc.).

Types of private developers involved in PCE implementation

Investors in the real estate market can be individuals, partnerships, corporations, or corporate entities specifically designed for real estate investments, such as real estate investment trusts (REITs). The common theme is that all are seeking to utilize available market knowledge and financial tools in order to acquire profitable real estate investments. One of the differentiating factors among these entities is the cost of capital and the financial structure available to execute urban development.

It is obvious that, depending on the type of investor implementing the plan, the economic and financial results of the project will be different. For example, short-term investors will likely be more interested in standard and market-tested real estate products where serviced plots are already available. Similarly, some real estate development firms have the capacity to construct buildings but lack experience and interest in infrastructure provision. On the other hand, some developers also specialize in land development, including infrastructure provision, which can be useful for projects where the government lacks management capacity or ability to borrow. Additionally, if the plan seeks to promote new real estate products that are not yet prevalent in the market (e.g., mixed-use buildings in a city where all land uses are separate), the government may need to actively seek a developer with a longer-term social vision and willingness to experiment.
The sources of real estate capital are diverse, ranging from individuals to large organizations and institutions and, depending on the financial cost of these sources of capital, the economic and financial results of the transformation project may be larger or smaller. For example, a real estate project that is executed by an asset-based operator that makes its profit in the long term by renting its assets along with equity-based financing will not produce the same result if it is implemented by a real estate operator whose profits are based on the sale of housing off-plan and a liability structure based on bank debt.

The financing structure of an urban transformation project is usually based on one of the two main sources of finance, debt and equity, and there are numerous financial actors involved in each of these two sources. In the case of debt financing, for example, the actors include banks, commercial mortgage-backed securities, insurance companies, mortgage REITs, government credit agencies, pension funds, and private, nonbank, untraded funds. In the case of equity financing, there are other actors, such as private investors (developer assets and equity, local investors, landowners, opportunity funds, hedge funds, sovereign funds, private financial institutions, family offices, etc.), equity REITs, and pension funds. To ensure the success of a project, it would be advisable for it to be undertaken by a specific operator that can guarantee the capital cost of the operation.

The ability to forecast future market behaviour

When assessing the financial feasibility of real estate projects, it is important to forecast the sales price of the final constructed units. To do this requires forecasting future supply and demand scenarios of real estate products; however, even a meticulous analysis will never be able to reduce the risk of future uncertainty to zero. This component of uncertainty is an integral part of an investment project, equivalent to risk—a cost that, as explained earlier, must be included if the intention is to attract private resources to execute the urban planning project.

Forecasting future real estate prices can begin by examining market trends, population growth, and whether the supply of real estate has generally kept up with housing demand. Population projections paired with economic projections can help determine the demand forecast, and previous supply-side behaviour can be projected forward. Information about other real estate units entering the market, the land management and planning regulations in force, future planning strategies, the market absorption rate for current real estate products, the phase of the real estate cycle, the ability of households to purchase a property or to acquire one by alternative means such as renting, etc., can also influence projections.
One of the most serious problems city leaders face when considering future market behaviour is obtaining transparent and accurate data with which to make a reasonable estimate of supply and demand. Independent private firms with experience in real estate can be contracted to assist with market analysis; however, this can be costly and should not be done if the potential benefits to forecasting do not outweigh the costs or if there is a conflict of interest.

There is an added layer of complexity when considering price forecasts for a planned city extension, since one of the goals of the PCE is to provide a large enough supply of buildable land to preserve urban affordability. If the PCE will achieve its goals, one could assume that property values will be similar to current prices or that they will be affordable to the majority of the expanding population. A cautionary note is that flooding the real estate market to alleviate price increases is against the developer’s profit interest. Therefore, planners who intend to have an impact on real estate affordability should work with other city leaders to prevent build-out by a small number of large developers who can restrict supply.

Depending on the market conditions and income status of the urban population, it may not be financially feasible for PCE beneficiaries to pay the prices required by the real estate sector. In such cases, private market-based development should be paired with subsidized housing options and/or models where lower-income households can obtain land and build incrementally, using designs that enable future densification.

Summing up, the ability to forecast the future market behaviour is not easy. However, forecasting and planning is not a theoretical exercise but rather a road map for the person or agency taking on the risk by leading the process, whether in the public or private sector. This lead actor will need to take into account both macroeconomic and microeconomic variables such as the land management and planning regulations in force in the region in question, future planning strategies, the market absorption rate for the real estate products included in the plan, the phase of the real estate cycle, the ability of households to purchase a property or to acquire one by alternative means such as renting, etc.
**Concluding recommendations**

PCE implementation can be expressed as a succession of expenditure flows corresponding to the cost of land development and subsequent real estate development, in addition to the revenue flows corresponding to the income obtained from the real estate products once placed on the market. The temporary balances between negative and positive flows demand a financing proposal that determines the profitability of the urban development.

There are a variety of methodologies available, some more complex than others, for evaluating the financial feasibility of implementation, but whichever is used must be adapted to the specific circumstances of the particular plan. If common sense is not used, a rigid analysis could lead to a misleading or even nonsensical outcome.

The following is a list of key considerations for making an initial analysis of financial feasibility:

1. The public and private sector actors responsible for each planned element
2. Phasing of implementation allocating the investments in each phase
3. The total costs attributable to each element of plan implementation
4. The potential revenue to both the public sector (taxes and fees) and private sector (rents and sales)
5. The options available for financing investments, and the financial cost/cost of capital
6. Metrics of financial feasibility, such as NPV, IRR, or other metrics of private developer profitability
7. The ability of implementing actors to finance and manage planned implementation
8. The ability of intended beneficiaries to utilize the PCE based on their needs and income status
9. The tax balance sheet for the plan measured in terms that guarantee future sustainable economic management
10. The balance between the investments assigned by the proposal to the different public administrations involved and their economic and financial capacity to assume them throughout the planned timescale

With these considerations in mind, local governments can test whether their plans are financially feasible for those who will implement the plan. If PCE adjustments are required, it is better to discover this while still in the planning process and to make necessary adjustments.
Liz Paterson Gauntner is a consultant in urban development, including economic development, public finance, and transportation modelling, with experience providing technical assistance to projects in over 10 countries.

Miquel Morell is an economist with more than 10 years of experience in urban planning consulting.

Endnotes

1 Complementary to planned extension, planned infill and redevelopment of the existing urban core can and should also contribute to the absorption of expanding urban populations. This is particularly important for cities with insufficient density or large amounts of underutilized land in the existing urban area. Regulatory and land issues are often at the heart of whether redevelopment and infill are attractive to the private real estate sector. Infill can be a legally and politically complex process in cities with land titling issues, speculation, or political control of land. The existence of ground pollution or unusable structures on potential brownfield redevelopment sites can add cost and complexity to infill. Due to differences in financial and legal issues related to planned city infill, this chapter only focuses on PCE.


3 For more information, see Paterson, Morell, Kamiya, and Möhlmann, Rubavu District Planned City Extension Phase I (2015-2025) Financial Plan (Nairobi, UN-Habitat, 2015).

4 For more information, see UN-Habitat, “Rapid Financial Feasibility Assessment for Planned City Extensions (PCE)” (Nairobi, UN-Habitat, 2016).

5 For more information, see UN-Habitat, Cagayan de Oro Planned City Extension (PCE) Final Report (Manila, UN-Habitat, 2015); and UN-Habitat, Planning City Extensions for Sustainable Urban Development: A Quick Guide for Philippine Local Governments (Manila, UN-Habitat, 2016).


7 Sacramento Council of Governments (SACOG) & AECOM, Utilizing the Integrated Model for Planning and Cost Scenarios Tool to Understand the Fiscal Impacts of Development: A Spotlight on the City of Galt (Sacramento, SACOG, 2011).


Islamic Municipal Finance

With current assets of USD1.9 trillion and annual growth rates between 10 to 15% globally over the past two decades, Islamic finance offers innovative municipal finance instruments. Islamic finance as an alternative or supplementary source for urban development, infrastructure projects, and budget financing has recently climbed the agenda of increasing number of states as well as the World Bank, the United Nations, the Islamic Development Bank and the G20. Islamic finance is founded on ethical principles aimed at delivering financial outcomes as well as providing a fairer and more resilient financial system. Its objectives include financial inclusion, sustainability, equitable and participatory growth that broadly converges with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Islamic finance differs from conventional finance in several ways. Islamic finance prohibits interest or usury (riba); excludes gambling, immoral, exploitative or unjust
business practices; bans excessive speculation or uncertainty (gharar); requires transparency through asset based finance and emphasises partnerships though risk and profit sharing.

Among the broad range of Sharia compliant instruments and products being used, the sukuk (Islamic bonds) have been a driving force behind the growth of Islamic finance with global issuances reaching USD74.8 billion in 2016, rebounding after a dip in earlier years. Sukuk (singular sakk, Arabic) or capital market securities are well suited for municipal finance having been issued by corporates and sovereigns, including municipalities. Successful cases of sukuk as Islamic municipal bonds include countries as diverse as Iran, Malaysia, Turkey and Germany. Islamic finance’s participative profit and return approach, its asset based requirements and the availability of a range of structures make sukuk well suited for municipal finance. However, the dynamics of Islamic municipal finance need greater awareness as well as development of standards, regulation and legal frameworks and better coordination among stakeholders to facilitate greater use of sukuk as effective instruments for municipal finance.

**Why does Islamic Finance Matter?**

Islamic finance has been growing exponentially between 10 and 15% in the past two decades currently accounting for about USD1.9 trillion in assets, with some expecting this to surpass USD3 trillion by 2025. Significant Islamic finance activities have spread to over 50 Muslim and non-Muslim countries, though there are areas where Islamic finance is yet to gain traction. The largest proportion of Islamic finance assets are in Iran, Saudi Arabia and Malaysia. Islamic finance hubs such as London, Dubai, Hong Kong and Luxembourg are also driving the industry globally.

In some countries such as Malaysia, Bangladesh and Brunei, Islamic finance has a market share of at least 15% in the domestic banking sector. In countries where Islamic finance has a smaller market share, there are great prospects for continuous expansion. For example, in Oman with a 53% increase in Islamic finance in 2016, Islamic finance growth is outstripping conventional finance growth3 as Islamic bonds are competitive and often cheaper than conventional bonds. In Iran and Sudan, Islamic finance is the only permissible form but most Muslim majority countries follow a dual system where conventional and Islamic finance compete4.

Islamic finance architecture primarily comprises of Islamic banks and institutions, capital markets (including Sharia compliant bonds and equity) and takaful (Islamic insurance). This chapter will focus particularly on sukuk or Islamic bonds for municipal finance. Sukuk (the plural of sakk in Arabic) or capital market securities, popularly referred to as ‘Islamic bonds’, have been a driving force behind the growth of Islamic finance. Global sukuk posted impressive growth in 2016, with its issuances reaching USD74.8 billion at 13.2% annual increase with global sukuk outstanding at USD349.1 billion which was 8.7% higher than 20155, rebounding from a dip in the earlier years.
The sukuk were issued in over a dozen Muslim and non-Muslim countries, some of them for the first time. Malaysia continues to be the leader in issuing about half of the global sukuk, followed by Indonesia, United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Turkey. Sukuk are vital mechanisms for municipal finance as they are issued by corporates as well as public sector entities for a range of endeavours. Though this area is relatively new and undocumented, municipal Islamic sukuk have been issued in numerous countries, including Iran, Malaysia, Turkey and Germany. Countries are at various stages of capability and preparation in developing their municipal Sukuk markets.

There are global variations in the choice of sukuk as preferred instrument, for example with Malaysia and Indonesia regularly relying on long term sovereign sukuk to finance their debt while Gulf countries have high issues of Islamic finance to supplement restructuring through conventional finance. For example, Saudi Arabia in 2017 issued sukuk worth USD 9 billion with maturity of either five and ten years, following its recent USD 17.5 billion conventional bonds issue. In recent years Qatar has been the most active and regular sukuk issuer with others such as Oman, Sharjah, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates and Bahrain also promoting sovereign sukuk.

Sukuk is also penetrating newer financial markets in Africa. In 2016, the sukuk issuance and sukuk outstanding for Africa was USD 657 million and USD 1.9 billion respectively. Nigeria, South Africa, Sudan, Gambia, Senegal, Ivory Coast and Togo being among the recent issuers, with others such as Morocco, Niger and Kenya poised to enter the market. Countries without majority Muslim populations from United Kingdom to Luxembourg and Hong Kong to China have also issued sukuk. The demand for these sukuk is noteworthy as the United Kingdom 2014 sukuk was ten times oversubscribed with UK£ 2.3 billion offering, while Hong Kong’s USD 1 billion and South Africa’s USD 500,000 were oversubscribed five and four times respectively.

Sukuk in Pakistan, Jordan, Singapore and Luxembourg to the proposed sukuk in Mexico, Sri Lanka, Lebanon, Kazakhstan and Maldives exemplify its expanding global and cross-border footprint, particularly in parts of the world that have had minimal exposure to this asset class. Nevertheless, the process of issuing sukuk is a complex and laborious process of preparation similar to the process that a country needs to introduce when negotiating public private partnership and planning other project financing mechanisms, which could be a challenging task for many governments with limited capacity. There are also necessary economic conditions that need to be considered before choosing Islamic mechanisms over competitive conventional options.
In 2016, global sukuk market witnessed a rebound after three consecutive years of decline in the volume of sukuk following its peak in 2012 (see figure 1). The rating agency, Moody’s, expects new sukuk issuance volumes to remain constant, and says that the longer-term outlook remains robust well into the next decade. This is due to market dynamics, as well as efforts by government agencies, and central banks, and support from multi-lateral banks and institutions. Since its first sukuk issuance in 2003, the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB) has been pioneering in the Sharia compatible way of mobilizing funds from the capital market by issuing sukuk. The IsDB has increased the use of sukuk to augment its lending capacity, develop the global Islamic financial markets as well as targeting its strategic themes such as poverty alleviation, human development and public-private partnerships. In 2017, this triple-A rated, Jeddah-headquartered financial institution started marketing a USD 1.25 billion senior unsecured five-year sukuk with a 2.393 percentage profit rate with joint lead banks being the Boubyan Bank, Emirates NBD Capital, GIB Capital, Goldman Sachs International, HSBC, Maybank, Natixis, and Standard Chartered.

A range of innovative Islamic financing options are being promoted. The International Islamic Liquidity Management (IILM), established by several central banks to facilitate effective cross-border Sharia-compliant liquidity management, successfully issued a USD 1.34 billion short-term sukuk in 2017. The World Bank Treasury recently issued a two sukuk raising USD 700 million, with its International Financial Corporation (IFC) and the Multi-lateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA). Sukuk have also been the focus of discussion around the world such as at the African Municipal Bonds Forum in Abidjan, Ivory Coast in 2017.

UN-Habitat along with International City Leaders (ICL) and partners are developing innovative municipal finance tools including Islamic finance, while the Islamic Development Bank and UNDP have established the Global Islamic Finance and Impact Investing Platform (GIFIIP). In 2016, the World Bank and IMF prepared a joint G20 note on integrating Islamic finance with global financial system outlining a roadmap for national and international stakeholders to realize its potential for development.
How is Islamic Finance Different from Conventional Finance?

Islamic finance is based on ethical principles aimed at delivering financial outcomes as well as providing a fairer and more resilient financial system\textsuperscript{12}. It promotes social justice, fair and equitable distribution of wealth, open and accountable institutions, as well as sustainability and women’s empowerment, and the protection of the vulnerable against economic exploitation. For example, Islamic finance offers significant opportunities to improve women’s access to finance\textsuperscript{13}. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the objectives of Islamic finance principles converge in the form of impact investment.

As a result of its core principles, Islamic finance differs from conventional finance in at least five ways. Islamic finance i) prohibits interest or usury (\textit{riba}) ii) excludes gambling, immoral, exploitative or unjust business transactions iii) bans excessive speculation or uncertainty (\textit{ghurar}) iv) requires transparency through asset based finance and v) emphasises partnerships though risk and profit sharing. These features emerge from theological principles but they manifest themselves as ethical finance, participative finance (as in Turkey and Morocco) or asset-based finance\textsuperscript{14}.

Compliance with Sharia (Islamic law) generates not only an institutional framework oriented to the development objectives of Islam but also provides an innovative and effective mechanism of finance. For example, the partnership and asset based approach in a sukuk requires the creation of a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) to track the performance of productive assets that generate incomes for investors to provide better governance and transparency, thereby reducing corruption and inefficiencies.

In municipal finance models such as the sukuk, interest is prohibited, as it is seen as unethical for money to be making more money without real economic activity. Sharia-compliant structures prohibit the trading of debt. Instead, the risk sharing or partnership model fosters cooperation between the financiers, investors, entrepreneurs and the municipality. The profit and loss sharing ensures market discipline, enhancing the success of the project and the stability to the financial sector in general. It prompts greater transparency, disclosure and better governance as the financial transactions is linked to the real economy, such as infrastructure or other municipal projects\textsuperscript{15}.

With funding gaps for the implementation of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) estimated at around USD 4.5 trillion per year, diverse sources of funding are required. A majority of Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) member countries require high investments in improving the lives of poor citizens. They need to enhance urban services and infrastructure while dealing with challenges such as gender equality and youth unemployment. A recent influential report details the high potential the global Islamic finance industry has in addressing worldwide income inequality, enhancing shared prosperity, and achieving the Sustainable Development Goals\textsuperscript{16}. A senior World Bank director ventures “I would go so far as to say that the Sustainable Development Goals will not be achievable without further growth in Islamic finance”\textsuperscript{17}.

Islamic social finance has several philanthropic mechanisms including \textit{waqf} (endowments), \textit{zakat} (obligatory alms), \textit{sadaqat} (charity) and \textit{qard hasan} (benevolent loans) that create a social safety for the poor. Non-bank financial institutions, such as \textit{takaful} (Islamic insurance) provide support to both
investors and households in improving their access to financial services. For example, in Bangladesh, Micro-takaful products protect the livelihoods of low-income households while being profitable, for insurance companies.

Islamic finance is referred to as ethical finance because financial feasibility is paramount, alongside social returns or outcomes. A key financial instrument, in this regard, is the Sustainable and Responsible Investment (SRI) sukuk, otherwise referred to as the green Islamic bond. These sukuk have been used to finance environmental projects as well as programs intended to enhance the lives of communities. Malaysia has been a leader in promoting sustainability through its ethical green finance initiatives and, in August 2014, introduced guidelines for the issuance of SRI Islamic bonds. Elsewhere, the United Arab Emirates, whose authorities in Dubai have joined together with the World Bank to design a funding strategy for Sharia-compliant bonds aimed at financing green energy projects. Another example is the London-based International Financial Facility for Immunization (IFFI), where nine sovereign donors including Britain and France, secured a USD 500 million issuance of Islamic bonds through the World Bank to finance projects for the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI), which tackles diseases such as polio in up to 73 countries worldwide.

How is Islamic Finance Relevant for Municipal Finance?

Islamic financial instruments can be issued by business entities or the governments. They can also be structured in the form of public private partnerships. Historically, the sovereign sukuk have dominated the sukuk market despite an increase in the proportion of corporate sukuk increased in 2016. Sovereign sukuk can be issued by either the federal government or local authorities, though the former is much more dominant. At a time when budgetary support to municipal infrastructure is waning, expansion of private funding, municipal bonds, use of land based financing and commercial credit have been among the options receiving increased attention.

Teheran Municipality pioneered the use of Islamic municipal financial instruments in 1994, using the Islamic contract of musharaka (joint venture) to finance the Navab development project in Southwest Tehran. Yet, Islamic municipal finance is a relatively fresh field that potentially could bring new sources of investors and sustainable forms of municipal financing. Municipalities have been at both sides of a sukuk, often purchasing sukuk to invest strategically or to raise money through its issuance.

An illustration of Islamic finance to fund infrastructure development could be seen from the sukuk issued by Plus Malaysia Berhad, the largest toll expressway operator in South East Asia. As part of its expansion of roadways between 2002 and 2005, it underwent conversion of conventional finance to long-tenured government guaranteed sukuk using an Islamic contract of deferred payment sale (Bai’ Bithaman Ajil). In 2011, it was privatised and notable for acquiring the rights for five toll concessions through RM23.35 billion sukuk that became the largest money raised in a local currency by a single company. This sukuk was accorded the highest AAA rating by the Malaysian Rating Corporation Berhad (MARC). Another pioneering municipal bond in Malaysia helped to build the Kuala Lumpur International Airport and several large highway projects.
The Regional Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF) sukuk in Indonesia is an example of project sukuk. However, fewer cases of local authorities raising sukuk funds on their own are documented. Iran pioneered municipal sukuk in 1994 (see Case Study 1) and recently the Iranian Cabinet gave the go-ahead for issuing 25 trillion rials (USD 635 million) in sukuk to pay debt for municipalities in 2016. In 2004, the State of Saxony Anhalt issued a 5 year €100 million sukuk that was fully subscribed, with 60% of the issue going to investors in Bahrain and the UAE and the remaining 40% to investors in Europe, particularly those in France and Germany (see Case Study 2). In 2005, the municipality of Pasir Gudang in the State of Johor in Malaysia issued a sukuk for about USD15 million to beautify the city using the tax revenue stream as the underlying asset (see Case Study 3). There has been renewed interest in municipal sukuk in Malaysia with AmInvestment Bank signing MoUs for the issuance of municipal sukuk with Melaka City Council and other municipalities. In Turkey, the Iiler Bankasi, a state-owned development and investment bank indicated in 2016 that the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality is preparing to issue municipal sukuk in the coming years.

In a rapidly urbanising world, cities are struggling to find increased funding for their budgets and to cope with the demand for improved urban services. Muslim countries are experiencing high rates of population growth and urbanisation, from fully urbanised gulf countries like Qatar and Kuwait to megacities in Africa and Asia such as Cairo and Dhaka. This has led to unprecedented rise in demand for energy, water, transport and other urban services and infrastructure. Cities are increasingly turning to Islamic Finance to fund urban development because it has several characteristics and ethical principles such as risk sharing and asset based investment that provide a strong link to the real economy. This helps to widen the investor base and improve the stability of the municipal financial sector. Sukuk are widely used not only for financing transport such as airports, railways, and highway projects but also for urban services and utilities, such as water, power plants, solid waste management in addition to education, healthcare and housing, while avoiding interest-based debt.

Sukuk are well suited for the pooling of assets against which funding can be raised and provide a capital market solution to municipal financing. Sukuk broaden investor base, by harnessing and mobilizing funds that may not otherwise be attracted. Sukuk target specific investor groups, whether local, international or both, including institutional investors such as hedge and pension funds. Islamic banks can act as asset managers or specialized fund managers managing portfolio of infrastructure projects. Through such mechanisms, municipal finance is expected to addresses the financing needs and priorities of city, local and provincial authorities and develops projects that are locally responsive.

During the adoption of the New Urban Agenda in 2016, the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB) and seven other Multilateral Development Banks issued a joint statement at Quito expressing their commitment to promote equitable, sustainable, and productive urbanization and urban communities. The Asian Development Bank (ADB), IsDB and the World Bank have launched the Islamic infrastructure funds (IIF) facility to support infrastructure projects in their various countries. Islamic bonds or sukuk are well suited for municipal finance as risk is shared more broadly owing to the principles outlined earlier. The concept of the sukuk, the
choice of sukuk model and its two main features, the asset-based financing and profit-loss partnerships are explored below.

The limited issuance of municipal sukuk has to do with the generic factors that frustrate global financing instruments for urban and local municipal infrastructure investment. Most countries have highly centralised systems that give them limited autonomy to raise funds independently. See for example, Chapter 1 on Municipal finance chart showing that the Middle East and North Africa have heavily centralized political systems. Even where laws authorising municipal bonds or sukuk exist, the process of approval of provincial proposals for projects and financing can be cumbersome.

Specialised laws and regulations that govern municipal bonds and sukuk also make it a lengthy process. Although this is intended to eliminate technically unsound projects, it often undermines local decision in investments projects. Sukuk being complex in nature on both the regulatory and Sharia fronts, preparation is needed to cover all technical aspects characterizing all phases of the implementation.

Thus, local authorities need capacity to develop a more self-financing mechanism to design, launch and successfully implement sukuk.

Investors are often reluctant to invest in municipal bonds where there are construction risks such as construction delays and overrun costs. Therefore, PPPs are important where private sector is involved with credit enhancement or guarantees from the government. For private capital to invest and the private sector to participate in the development of public infrastructure, several confidence measures are required. Despite the need to identify underlying assets, the sovereign sukuk market has been always contingent on the financial situation of the originator, such as the local government. Thus, corporatising of municipalities and enhancing creditworthiness at the local level remains key. For example, the World Bank’s political risk insurance arm, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (or MIGA), has provided a USD 427 million-dollar Sharia-compliant investment guarantee for an infrastructure project in Djibouti and USD 450 million in political risk insurance for a telecommunications investment in Indonesia.
Case Study 1: Tehran Municipal Sukuk For Navab District Development

Tehran Municipality was the first to pioneer municipal sukuk bonds in 1994 for the Navab Development Project in South-west Tehran. The project consisted of a thoroughfare construction scheme passing through the Navab district of Tehran, with a number of shopping centers to be built adjacent to the highway. These bonds were based on the musharaka (joint venture) model devised and approved by the Money and Credit Council, the highest banking policy-making body of the Central Bank of Iran (Bank Markazi). The musharaka municipal bonds (or sukuk musharekat in Persian) have a four-year time span, with a 20% interim annual profit rate guaranteed by the largest commercial bank in Iran. These bonds, referred as ‘participation certificates’, are now transferable through the Tehran Stock Exchange and some are redeemable on demand and at face value from the issuing agent.

Iran is one of the world’s largest market for Islamic finance, where all banking activities must follow Sharia principles thereby excluding interest bearing conventional municipal bonds altogether. All urban regeneration projects have been financed through the sharia compliant methods including sukuk, project shares and land and construction Funds. All municipal bonds in Iran have to be approved by Iranian religious authorities. Those approved include musharaka (joint venture), murabaha (cost-plus or market sale), ijara (lease) as well as lesser known salam (deferred sale contract) and tanzeel (discounting of debts that finance real assets). Iran is a Shia Muslim country that has developed its sukuk models innovatively but somewhat differently from Sunni Islam which dominates the rest of the world and some practices run counter to AAOIFI interpretations.

Years of political isolation has led to Iranian Islamic capital markets developing differently from those the Gulf countries or Malaysia. For example, economic realities such as high inflation prompting the Central Bank of Iran to require that profit rates on sukuk be guaranteed. As a result, the Iranian sukuk operates like an Islamic fixed income instrument similar to an asset-backed debt instrument.

The municipal sukuk was cleared through Central Bank regulation based on its 1983 law on usury (interest) free banking. Since then, Iran developed specific sukuk legislation in 1998, allowing sovereign, municipal and corporate sukuk. Currently, the 5th Five Year Development Plan of Iran (2015-20) provides the legal framework for issuing, trading, and structuring of sukuk. New initiatives include Eurobonds with minimum guaranteed returns to attract European and Gulf investors.

The government routinely uses sukuk to fund infrastructure projects as well as pay for budget deficits. The major challenge for the municipal sukuk in Iran is that they have no sovereign guarantee. Since 2010, the sukuk market has grown, including Tehran municipal sukuk, as well as other sovereign sukuk for financing public debt and for developing infrastructure such as the oil industry. Corporate sukuk issuers such as Mahan Airlines and Saman Bank have also raised sukuk for several hundred US dollars, generally paying coupon rates of 2-3% above bank rates.
How do Sukuk (Islamic Bonds) Work?

Asset-based Islamic financial mechanisms, particularly sukuk (Islamic bonds) are being used or considered to finance large-scale projects and to mobilize domestic and international resources. Sukuk can be issued only for Islamic-compliant projects and purposes, which exclude tobacco, alcohol and drugs, speculation, gambling, pornography and weapons manufacturing or any other activities harmful for the society. This ethical dimension attracts ethical and religious investors across the globe. The participative, asset based and risk sharing aspects make them suitable for financing infrastructure, by encouraging transparency and efficiency of the asset pricing and periodic returns.

Unlike conventional bonds, sukuk are trust certificates. According to the Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI), the authoritative standard setting body, sukuk “are not debts from the issuer, they are proportional interests in underlying assets, usufructs, services, projects or investment activities.” Sukuk are tradable capital market products (subject to Islamic conditions), providing medium to long-term fixed or variable rates of return. Choice of different structures of sukuk, depending on the asset and the contractual relationship, discussed below, provide considerable flexibility and bespoke arrangements for the project.

A flourishing sukuk market needs not only investors but also a regulatory and legal framework that fosters asset-based finance, as well as diversification of financial products for resource mobilization and risk management. The investors are able to assess risk and return parameters through ratings of sukuk by international recognised credit rating agencies such as Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s or Fitch, or national agencies as in the case of Malaysia which exceptionally has its own Malaysian Rating Corporation Berhad (MARC). The pricing and the terms of the sukuk are determined by the demand following the rating. This is an assessment of the issuer as well as the underlying asset and the arrangements. Often, the accompanying takaful (Islamic insurance) market is also important.

For investors, recognition of the sukuk offer as being Sharia compliant by competent scholars is often equally important. Thus, interpretations by AAOIFI on permissibility of certain sukuk structures have created volatility in the market owing to impact on investor choice. Compliance of each sukuk could be determined by a national Sharia supervisory board as in Malaysia, or by scholars advising the issuer. Therefore, the choice of sukuk structure is vital for the trust of the investors as well as the efficient delivery of financial objectives.

For a municipality, there are several steps involved in issuing sukuk. These are similar to the preparation of a conventional bond issue. First, the local authorities design the project and develop the investment plan, including the asset, obtain the necessary clearances from federal or partner agencies, so that the appropriate financial instruments could be considered. Second, local authorities invite Islamic financial institutions to identify the specific instrument with regards to the size, type and period of resource mobilisation for the particular project/s. Here the public sector and financial institutions collaborate on planning and preparing for the launch of the sukuk, including the creation of the Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV).

Third, the sukuk issue would target public investors through financial institutions. Fourth, a successful sukuk will need facilitation of a secondary market, for example, trading through the stock exchange,
though there may be practical obstacles including Sharia restrictions on some sukuk being tradable. Finally, there needs to be supervision to insure the satisfaction of all parties during the sukuk contract.

Sukuk typically require the creation of a wholly owned intermediary Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) to whom the title of the underlying assets would be transferred. The SPV will then issue sukuk and use the funds raised to pay the originator for those assets. Thus, the sukuk assets are technically kept separate from the issuer. Though the underlying assets are technically transferred to the SPV, the municipality continues to use the assets to generate the regular returns, be they out of a lease or managing assets as part of partnership; a *musharaka* (joint venture) or *mudaraba* (profit sharing) contract. The SPV has a role at every stage of the project cycle including during the completion phase, when it transfers the asset to the municipality and ensure that the investors receive their contractual dues.

The multi-stage and participative sukuk arrangements may give rise to additional taxes and stamp duties, putting sukuk at a disadvantage as compared with conventional bonds. Sukuk issuance requires the establishment of a legal and regulatory framework adapted to Islamic finance principles that facilitates sukuk development. Therefore, tax, land transfer and registration laws should not penalise sukuk issuances in comparison with conventional bond issuances and must at least create a level playing field.

Another concern for municipal sukuk would be the nature and extent of liabilities in case of default. There have been a few sukuk defaults, including the USD 3.5 Nakheel sukuk in Dubai, which was bailed out by the Abu Dhabi government through a USD 10 billion-bailout package. While the recourse of private sukuk investors would depend on the nature of contract as discussed below, the contingent liability of the municipality also needs consideration. Generally, the level of protection afforded to investors or the immunity for the municipality therefore depends on the particular sukuk’s structure. Whether the sukuk are asset backed or asset based would determine if the investors have recourse to the municipality assets underlying the sukuk or the municipality itself. While sukuk certificates represent an underlying ownership interest in an asset from a Sharia perspective, the commercial and economic reality is that most issued sukuk are equivalent to conventional bonds. The sharing or transfer of risk between the private and public is a significant part of constructing the sukuk as a fair and balanced PPP structure.

As discussed below, the choice of the appropriate sukuk structure often determines how its workings and viability for a specific municipal enterprise. Its central features such as asset based and risk sharing are relevant in attracting investors and delivering the financial and social outcomes. Reviews of sukuk show that they are generally as competitive in terms and returns as well as success rates. The design, choice and preparation of sukuk often takes place in a context of
socio-political and macroeconomic challenges. The countries that have issued sukuk view it to be an efficient instrument and have prepared the ground thoroughly. The majority of OIC members have not yet developed the political will or framework or the capacity without which the sukuk is too complex, time consuming and costly.

Case Study 2: Saxony-Anhalt Euro Municipal Sukuk to Meet Public Debt

In 2004, the central German state of Saxony-Anhalt issued the first Euro and asset-backed 5 year Islamic municipal bond or sukuk to raise €100 million. The sukuk was used by Saxony-Anhalt, with a population of about 2.5 million as a supplementary means of meeting its public debt. It had already saturated the traditional international capital markets and turned to Islamic finance to diversify its investor base, particularly from the Middle East and the rest of Europe. With the approval of Sharia scholars and inputs from sukuk experts, the Saxony-Anhalt Sukuk was structured as an ijara or lease based sukuk. The Germany’s Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) approved the arrangements.

The Saxony-Anhalt sukuk was given AA- rating from Standard & Poor’s equal to sovereign rating of a sovereign sukuk for having a stable outlook. The sukuk was arranged by Citigroup and Kuwait Finance House and listed on the Bahrain and Luxembourg Stock Exchange, reflecting its global reach. The Saxony-Anhalt issue led to strong demand and was fully subscribed, with 60% of the issue going to investors in the Gulf, particularly Bahrain and the UAE, and the remaining 40% to investors in Europe, particularly those in France and Germany.

An intermediary or Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV), the Stichting Sachsen Anhalt Trust foundation was incorporated in the Netherlands for tax reasons, as German law was not yet fully developed regarding securitization, especially from a tax perspective. Operating through the Dutch SPV, the sukuk avoided municipality taxes, making it competitive with conventional bonds that are also tax exempt.

The State identified specified buildings owned by the Ministry of Finance, which was sold to the SPV with a leaseback (to Saxony-Anhalt) through a master lease contract for 100 years. The SPV paid sukuk holders returns derived from rents paid to it under the leases by the state, thereby avoiding interest payments. However, Saxony-Anhalt retained all the rights and responsibilities that go with ownership. The advantage of the lease (ijara) sukuk, being ownership in well defined securities, the sukuk was freely traded in the secondary market at the market price.

The Saxony-Anhalt sukuk puts the spotlight on the dynamics of sovereign sukuk being issued in non-Muslim countries and attracting global investors, both Muslim and non-Muslim. The Ministry of Finance of Saxony-Anhalt worked for at least three years preparing for the launch in partnership with Gulf investors some of whom had already participated in one or two conventional bond issues floated by the German state. Though there were no particular legal impediments to the sukuk and attracting foreign direct investment into Germany was welcomed, there were initially some political objections to Islamic financing. However, the State used economic arguments of the competitiveness and demand of sukuk. The experience is similar to countries such as the United Kingdom, Luxembourg, Hong Kong, Singapore and South Africa who promoted the sukuk as a strategic resource mobilisation vehicle.
What are the Types of Sukuk (Islamic Bonds)?

Islamic finance offers choice and flexibility in sukuk structures to attract the targeted investors and meet the financial and Sharia objectives. The distinct characteristics of each structure are carefully considered in designing the municipal sukuk for purposes as varied as urban infrastructure projects, obtaining direct finance, meeting budget shortfalls, facilitating land based finance or issuing Islamic securities. The four major classes of Islamic contracts used for sukuk are sale; lease, agency and partnership (see figure 3). According to the Accounting and Auditing Organisation for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) there are 14 main types of sukuk, most common of which are murabaha (cost-plus or mark-up sale), ijara (leasing), musharaka (joint venture), mudaraba (profit sharing), wakala (agency) and istisna (commissioned construction). McMillen, reviewing sukuk structure choices finds 11 common, with murabaha (59%), ijara (11%) and musharaka (10%) collectively accounting for 80% of all issuances between 2010 and 2013.

Figure 3: Types of sukuk structures
Sukuk issuance has opened up important potential sources of funding for infrastructure projects requiring large capital outlays with long construction and amortization periods. Mudaraba, musharaka, ijara, istisna and others have inherent features of risk sharing and asset-backing, making them suitable for infrastructure projects. The choice of sukuk structure depends on numerous factors, including character of the underlying asset, nature of the project and time period, taxation, other regulatory considerations, volume of investment, targeted investor base and, most importantly, the approval of sukuk issuance in advance by Sharia scholars.30 There is country and regional variations in sukuk preferences, but these are also determined by their socio-economic context and dominant religious interpretation. In most countries, several sukuk structures are approved and used or they are available. For example, in Iran, which follows the Shia interpretation, ijara, murabaha, musharaka are available. However, bar' salam (deferred sale contract) is the most popular, though it was criticised by AAOIFI in 2007. The main sukuk instruments receiving attention are as below.

Ijara (leasing) is the most commonly used structure because it has uncontested Sharia compliance and investors find it relatively straightforward with its sale and leaseback structure creating rental income certainty. Ijara would be suitable for municipalities that have high-value unencumbered assets including real estate, which can be structured through a sale or leaseback arrangement. As interests cannot be paid, the rental payments can be either fixed or calculated with reference to a market rate, such as LIBOR or EIBOR. It is particularly useful for municipalities who identify assets and can trade its usufruct while the municipality or lessee still retains the asset ownership and all rights and responsibilities. The EU€100 million Saxony-Anhalt municipal sukuk in 2004 is an example of reliance on the ijara lease of state owned property.

Murabaha (cost-plus or market sale) is another popular method used by an Islamic bank or municipality to meet short-term trade-financing needs. Murabaha is the preferred mechanism for sovereign infrastructure financing favoured for smaller deals involving buy-to-hold investors more likely to accept uncertainties with regards to certificate negotiability. In a typical murabaha sukuk structure, the issuer (an SPV) acquires assets as a trustee on behalf of sukuk-holders and sells these assets to the originator or municipality. The sale is on deferred payment terms with the price including cost of the asset plus an agreed profit margin for the seller. The SPV has the responsibility to pay agreed rental or profit on sale of the underlying asset to investors. Comparatively, investors seeking certainty of returns tend to use murabaha since these instruments allow for fixed profits throughout the tenure.

Mudaraba (profit sharing) is a profit sharing contractual partnership between a municipality and capital financiers, where there is no tangible asset for a lease (like in ijara). Instead, development financing here is generated on the projection of project profitability. The mudaraba model was most popular until the AAOIFI found its reliance on future profits problematic. Yet, municipalities have found this stream of revenue or future profits a viable option be it the Teheran municipal sukuk or the Pasir Gudang Malaysian municipal sukuk. Financial institutions, and public sector banks, have found the issuance of Tier 1/Tier 2 capital helpful in meeting the Basel III capital requirements.
Musharaka (joint venture or equity financing) is similar to mudaraba as it is based on partnership and mobilising funds through establishing or developing projects or financing a business activity. The musharaka is popular as a PPP in promoting risk sharing where investors and municipality agree to share profits and absorb losses based on actual outcomes of an urban development project. It is flexible because the regular payments to sukuk holders could be periodically reviewed to allow for recalculation of payment profile. As it often attracts higher yields, it was popular until the AAOIFI criticised purchase undertakings at face value in musharaka. However, since the 1994 musharaka municipal sukuk by Teheran Municipality, the musharaka sukuk potential as a PPP vehicle continues to interest municipalities, investors and the private sector.

The istisna (commissioned construction/manufacturing) structure refers to contract in which a contractor or contractors agrees to produce or construct and deliver a project to the municipality according to specifications. Hence, istisna works best for financing large infrastructure projects. It is a contractual agreement for sale of goods or commodities to be produced in the future. In the manafa (usufruct or profit) sukuk structure, the underlying asset is not a physical asset but instead the capacity of, or rights to commercial activities, allowing for the use of intangibles. In istithmar (investment) sukuk are used by Islamic financial institutions or public sector institutions to mobilise funds on the basis on their right to receivables from various Islamic contracts with investors.

Complex financial packages do not rely on just one Islamic contract model but involve hybrid sukuk. For example, the 2011 Saudi Jubail Oil Refinery sukuk used an ijara forward lease agreement, with an istisna contract for construction, using musharaka, for guidelines on partnership and joint investment. A popular hybrid structure uses mudaraba (profit sharing) and wakala (agent) together. The mudaraba-wakala (profit sharing through an agent) sukuk is simply the mudaraba (profit sharing) arrangement, used through wakala (agency) structure. The municipality and investors appoint a wakeel (agent) who selects and manages the underlying urban project or business on behalf of the sukuk holders, ensuring an agreed profit rate. The mudaraba-wakala municipal sukuk not only attracts development funds but also provides performance incentives, as the wakeel retains any profit in excess of the agreed targets that provide the returns to sukuk holders and profit to the municipality.

What is Asset Based Islamic Finance?

Unlike conventional bonds that are debts, sukuk represents undivided beneficial ownership in the underlying assets and resemble equity instruments in some respects. Islamic financial instruments are said to have performed better than conventional bonds during the 2008 global financial crisis because they were asset based and therefore less exposed to speculation and leveraging. While conventional bonds are debt instruments and founded on interest payments, sukuk are based on an underlying asset and their returns are based on the performance of the underlying asset. Financing in Islam is invariably based on illiquid assets of invariably real assets and inventories. That asset based municipal sukuk is linked to real economic activity that helps augment stability and transparency in the financial sector and boost investor confidence and participation. A sukuk turns out to
be more flexible over time because payments are tied to underlying returns where all parties could contribute to success rather than to fixed interest and schedules.

All Islamic finance contracts must be based on underlying real assets as part of the securitization process. The requirement of assets underpinning a sukuk contract serves as a self-protecting mechanism that limits speculative trading, avoiding risky credit extensions and over-exposure jeopardising the investors. The asset based finance products often provide contractual certainty and transparency through clearer roles and outcomes with the support of dispute resolution mechanisms. The specification of assets potentially creates competitive pricing and greater demand.

All Islamic contracts require a tangible asset but there is innovation and sometimes controversy over choice of assets. The different sukuk contracts are organised around a range of assets. Obviously, the assets would depend on its availability and investor preference but also its appropriateness to contracts based on sale, lease, agency or partnership. As sukuk assets cannot be used or reused for another contract, issuers have to be careful with their choice. Rather than specific assets for each project, a large pool of investable funds could cover a number of projects, as has been done in Sudan and Iran. This would be relevant to municipalities who may be carrying out several infrastructure projects simultaneously or need to mobilise funds for several objectives.

Sukuk are broadly characterised as asset-backed or asset-based depending on the nature of the asset and the directness of reliance on the asset for the contract performance. Though asset backed sukuk are theologially promoted and do exist, they are relatively rare. Sukuk that transfer full legal ownership of the underlying assets to the investors are known as asset backed but sukuk that merely confer ‘beneficial ownership’ to the investors are known as asset-based. Unlike a true sale, which transfers legal ownership of the asset sold to the investors, an asset based sukuk merely creates ‘beneficial’ ownership. Under Sharia principles, each financial transaction must be tied to a “tangible, identifiable underlying asset” or pool of assets. The sukuk holders have an undivided or collective interest in the same. Asset based sukuk identifies a tangible asset or a pool of assets but in case of default, the sukuk holders do not have recourse to the asset, but the issuer.

In the simplest contracts based on lease (ijara), the underlying asset is land or physical assets. The municipal ijara sukuk would typically involve the newly created intermediary SPV or issuer and the originator (municipality) entering into a sale and purchase agreement in relation to certain assets that would generate rent or income for investors. Under the ijara agreement those assets would be returned or leased back to the municipality on completion of the sukuk period under the sukuk terms. Thus, municipalities seeking to use high value unused or underutilised assets can deploy this mechanism. When Jordan, Bahrain and Malaysia used sukuk to raise money for expanding their infrastructure, airports or airlines, all they had to do was identify physical assets such as land, airport buildings or aircrafts; though these became more difficult to find when further money needed to be raised. The 2004 Saxony-Anhalt municipal sukuk is an example of using specific state-owned real estate assets in an ijara structure. Another typical example is the ijara sukuk used by the Government of Dubai in 2014,
issuing USD 750 million using real estate located in the UAE as the tangible asset.

Though there might be reluctance to trade in public or government property given the assumed risks, the use of municipality property as assets is less risky than it seems. The municipality transfers the technical title of the property to the SPV but often still retains access to or control of the asset that may be needed by the municipality or PPP initiative for the performance of the contract, for example where a stadium is listed as underlying asset. Thus, the sukuk assets are technically kept separate from the issuer’s or municipal assets, with the SPV holding the title of the underlying assets and use the funds its generates to pay investors but will return the title to the originator on completion of contract. In practice, though, the municipality continues to use the assets (for instance under a lease in the *ijara*), or to manage the assets (for instance under a *musharaka* or *mudaraba* arrangements on joint venture or profit sharing).

Land based financing (LBF) is a potential source of municipal financing with the local authorities being able to generate revenue from unlocking land values, without having to do much. LBF tools being implemented or developed include taxing of land or building value, lease or sale of public land, land readjustment, betterment levies, special assessments and sale of development rights. These tools are equally promising in Muslim countries where conventional financial instruments are deployed but the Islamic financial and legal implications of LBF have not been documented or discussed. For example, the sale or lease of public land or sale of development rights that alters land use would be impacted by Islamic land tenure to the extent applicable. Where Islamic finance is used in infrastructure projects, the structure of LBF components could vary given the principles discussed earlier. The Islamic finance aspects of LBF are beyond the scope of this chapter but a review of Islamic land tenure would be useful.

Islamic land tenure is highly developed with a web of tenures that incorporates individual private as well as collective customary rights. While it recognises private (*milk*) and state (*min*) land tenure, there are differences with equivalent Western land doctrines arising out of ethical Islamic legal principles limiting unbridled ownership. There are also distinctive land concepts such as unlocking of land values in endowments (*waqf*) to finance urban development and property rights for those who enliven dead or empty land (*mawat*). There are also rules relating to pre-emption (*shufa*) or preferential rights of neighbours. It outlines extensive rights not only for owners but users, with productive use often overturning absentee ownership. Choudhury writes that in Islamic land financing arrangements non-capital actors are recognised as partners. The ethical and participative ethos in Islamic finance is reinforced by the principles of Islamic land tenure, which still resonate in contemporary land practices in the Muslim world.

Given that physical assets may not be available and the full transfer of tangible assets could be cumbersome, sukuk have been innovative in expanding the asset classes. Apart from physical assets other types of ‘assets, usufruct or services’ are contemplated under contracts based on agency (*wakala*), sales such as costplus (*murabaha*), futures contract (*salam* or *bai salam*), construction financing (*istisna*), cultivation agreement (*muzara*) among others. Where physical assets are not available, the asset can be usufruct
or services capable of generating periodic returns for the investors. Under *manaafa* (usufruct) sukuk, the underlying asset is not a physical asset but the capacity of, or rights to commercial activities, allowing for the use of intangibles in sukuk. Such asset classes include airtime vouchers, intellectual property rights, tariffs from on electricity meters and receivables due on petrochemical marketing contracts. For example, the Ooredoo, the Qatari telecommunications company, which had no substantial physical assets used airtime vouchers as the underlying asset in its USD1.25 billion ‘airtime’ sukuk in 2013, an innovation since followed by others.

An example of *waqf* (endowments) underpinning sukuk is USD 390 million sukuk *intifa* (time share) in Makkah, Saudi Arabia in 2000 where the contractor, the Binladin Group, received on a BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer) concession contract for 28 years relating to *waqf* land and in return built shopping complexes, towers and a hotel for issuer as payment. Another example is the Dubai Municipality and private partners working on establishing an 15-hectare Endowment Park in 2017 using the concept of collective outsourcing with *waqf* whereby community members donate palm trees for the park which will also house a charity date-packing factory.

The flexible use of assets improves prospects for expansion of municipal sukuk. In 2005, the municipality of Pasir Gudang in the State of Johor in Malaysia issued a municipal sukuk for about USD15 million to beautify the city using, not physical assets but, the tax revenue stream as the underlying asset. This shows, municipal revenue streams are a vital source of creditworthiness. Another innovative example is the Indonesian retail sovereign sukuk for Hajj services vouchers that raised USD3.15 billion in 2013 to finance the budget deficit. This *ijara khadamat* contract used in the issuance of this sukuk a mechanism based on future service transaction, along with the pre-sale of the cost of services and their expected benefits.

The use of intangibles as underlying assets in a sukuk could be controversial. Where a sukuk certificate is a monetary debt as in *murabaha*, it is considered a non-negotiable instrument incapable (owing to Sharia restrictions) of being traded in the secondary market at a premium. *Sharia* prohibits this as amount to trading in debt, as is the prevailing view in the GCC and Pakistan. However, Malaysian jurists’ have adopted a more liberal interpretation and allow *murabaha* trading. However, the general practice is that *murabaha* or intangibles may be tradable, even in the GCC and Pakistan, if they are a small part of a larger portfolio of sukuk assets including tradable instruments, such as *ijara* (lease), *musharaka* (joint venture) or *mudaraba* (profit sharing).

The choice of asset for the purposes of the sukuk, and whether the sukuk is asset backed or based will have a bearing on what happens in case of default. Where municipal property is the underlying asset in an asset based sukuk, there is no true sale but only transfer of beneficial ownership and sukuk holders will likely have to sue the municipality itself. Where there are non-physical assets, or intangibles, the sukuk holders have to proceed against the municipality as in normal disputes. Thus, rating agencies look at the nature of the sukuk contract and its underlying asset but also the capacity of the municipality. While sukuk certificates technically represent an underlying ownership interest in an asset, in practice most issued sukuk are unsecured and thus operate as conventional bonds in case of default.
Case Study 3: Pasir Gudang PPP Municipal Sukuk to Beautify City

In 2005, the municipality of Pasir Gudang in the State of Johor in Malaysia issued a RM80 million sukuk (about USD18 million) to beautify the city and urban regeneration. Instead of leasing public property to generate funds under the *ijara* (lease) sukuk, the municipality innovatively used the tax revenue stream as the underlying asset for the *mudaraba* (profit sharing) sukuk. The asset was derived out of proceeds from management and collection of property tax of industrial property in Pasir Gudang. Profit from tax collection was shared according to agreed ratio between partners. The maturity of the sukuk was 1-6 years with each 6 tranches of the sukuk *mudaraba* to be refunded at end of each respective investment period.

There were two parallel *mudaraba* arrangements between the public sector agencies, investors and entrepreneurs in the structure of a Public Private Partnership (PPP). The issuer or Special Purpose Vehicle was the PG Municipal Assets Berhad (PGMAM). The SPV first entered into a *mudaraba* contract with sukuk holders (investors), whereby the investors contributed RM80 million as capital, which determined the investor shares and rights proportionate to their capital contribution in the *mudaraba* contract. Under the second *mudaraba* contract, the SPV invested the entire capital of RM80 million in the Pasir Gudang local authority as the project manager (*mudarib*). Profits were expected as the local authorities of the PG started using the *mudaraba* capital in managing the collection of property taxes. The *rab ul mal* (investors) agreed to forgo amounts in excess of agreed profit sharing amounts. The profits from the property taxes were then channelled to the SPV who distributed the profit share amongst the investors as per the agreed profit rate.

Malaysia has extensive experience in using Islamic financial instruments to support infrastructure development with a majority of the world’s infrastructure sukuk being issued out of Malaysia. Municipal sukuk are less common. Malaysia’s Dana Infra Nasional was created by the finance ministry to raise funds for large Malaysian infrastructure projects. Yet, out of Malaysian annual infrastructure investment needs of approximately USD 180 billion, total annual infrastructure sukuk issuances has been less than USD 30 billion per annum. However, infrastructure sukuk are increasing and there has been renewed interest in municipal sukuk in Malaysia with AmInvestment Bank signing MoUs for issuance of municipal sukuk with Melaka City Council and other municipalities.
How does Islamic Finance Support Public Private Partnerships?

Sukuk resemble Public Private Partnerships primarily due to their risk- and return-sharing arrangements, which necessitates all partners to be involved. Investors, as direct holders of tangible assets in the real sector of the economy, are less averse to investing in public sector projects and operate as partners in the enterprise. Sukuk generally, and particularly the musharaka (joint venture) sukuk, promotes principles of risk sharing where investors and issuer (municipality) agree to share profits and absorb losses based on actual outcomes of the underlying business activity. Therefore, in Turkey, banks issuing Islamic financial products describe themselves as ‘participation banks’ which issue sukuk that are called ‘participation certificates’ because investors are not paid interest, but receive returns from a pool of assets. Since cash flows are determined by incomes generated by the asset, and the return to investors is linked to asset performance, all parties have a stake in its success.

In a rapidly urbanising world, including in cities with significant Muslim populations, there are large infrastructure gaps and insufficient urban services. Meeting the Sustainable Development Goals as well as sustainable urbanisation goals set under the New Urban Agenda, will thus require mobilisation of private investment as well as their active participation. While public–private partnerships (PPPs) has risen from less than USD20 billion in 1990 to more than USD200 billion in 2012, the private sector still contributes less than 10 per cent of the total estimated investment needs of projects of emerging markets and developing economies. Islamic sukuk mechanisms can facilitate the participation and contribution of the private sector towards urban development alongside municipalities.

While all sukuk models encourage partnerships, two significant and popular financing mechanisms founded on partnership arrangements are mudaraba (profit sharing) and musharaka (joint venture). Beyond partnership or joint venture arrangements, they stipulate profit and loss terms, ethical principles, management roles and outcomes. Under a musharaka contract the municipality, investors and managers work out a method of equity financing and sharing profits and losses in a joint business in proportion to their respective capital contributions. In a mudaraba agreement, the investor (rab al mal), the originator (municipality) and the project manager or entrepreneur (mudarib) agree to targets as well as profits in a predetermined ratio but losses are borne by the provider of capital, thus municipality has limited liability. This financing mode is suitable for working capital financing; fixed asset purchased or project financing where ordinarily one partner provides capital and the other services.

An Islamic finance instrument is designed to achieve two simultaneous outcomes. One, it must generate the projected financial returns or benefits thereby serving to meet the contractual obligations. Two, it must satisfy the ethical rules and developmental outcomes mandated through the Sharia framework. In order to do so, the sukuk incorporates extensive partnership and co-management of the asset or project. These instruments potentially expand both the nature of participants (PPP) and the character of partnership. By expanding the range of partners – capital provider, labour, borrower and other interests – it sets up a co-operative land management model which facilitates stake-holding and contributes to improving land governance.
The requirement that the transaction be based or backed by an asset, often land, leads to a participatory transaction in the real economy based on continual information on valuation of real assets and facilitates real economic relations through this participatory instrument. All parties are therefore involved in increasing the productivity of capital as well as the development objectives. Such inclusive models promote maximum productivity of capital and transparent risk diversification, and thus build investor confidence. It contributes to efficient project management through co-ordinated interrelationships among agents, systems and other stakeholders in a PPP. The profit and loss arrangement also extinguishes the concept of a disengaged silent partner in the form of a single dimension capitalist, as the investor rather than the labour absorbs the loss. Thus, the passive bond holding is transformed into shareholding and stake holding through specified capital-labour participatory relations geared toward the successful outcomes of the project.

Conclusions

Demand for Islamic financial instruments, and sukuk in particular, is increasing globally, though there is variation among countries. Sukuk are well suited for municipal finance as demonstrated by successful issuances by municipalities in several countries since 1994. Distinctive features of sukuk such as risk sharing and asset based requirements support Public Private Partnerships and sustainability of infrastructure projects.

As the case studies indicate, sukuk can be deployed by municipalities for a range of objectives such as infrastructure development in Iran, private finance for budget deficits in Germany or beautification of cities in Malaysia. However, there is little documentation or strategy developed among policy makers and stakeholders showing best practices on Islamic municipal finance and how it can be shared or scaled up. There are broadly three areas suggested for the development of Islamic Municipal finance – financial literacy, legal and regulatory reform and strengthening capacity for city leaders and stakeholders.

First, more needs to be done to augment financial literacy on Islamic municipal finance for all stakeholders including investors, city leaders and financial institutions. Islamic concepts, products and legal structures and their working from design and issuance to completion or default need to be demystified. In addition to sukuk rating methodology, sukuk investors should also be concerned with ensuring sharia compliance of products, as changing Sharia interpretations have directly impacted the sukuk market. Therefore, city leaders need to work with financial institutions and Sharia experts to develop authentic municipal finance tools. At the same time, issuers need to be aware that the religious label ‘Islamic’ may be sensitive and would require an explanation of its ethical principles and its role in increasing investor diversity and project sustainability. Apart from targeting institutional investors, cities would do well to map potential local investor base, for example as Indonesia has done though its successful retail sukuk.

Second, Islamic municipal finance growth would require standardisation through regulatory and legal reforms to ensure that sukuk are competitive with conventional mechanisms of finance. Taxation, ownership rules and bankruptcy laws need to cater
to the complexity and distinctives of Islamic finance. For example, a sharia compliant lease or sale may involve more than one transaction that ordinarily attracts multiple stamp duty sales, while there is only one ‘true sale’. Another area of improvement is enhancing liquidity of sukuk market. A holistic approach would consider synergies within capital markets including banks and insurance and would consider other links within the conventional financial systems. Enhancing transparency, disclosure and governance would also leverage Islamic finance for long-term investment financing.

Finally, the development of municipal sukuk would require federal governments and municipalities to work together with other stakeholders to develop capacity and expertise. Municipal finance invariably requires special laws or regulations that detail the extent of the budgetary and decision-making powers at the local level. However, most countries in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region and some parts of Asia where Islamic finance is growing have high levels of centralisation. Thus, operational autonomy through fiscal and political decentralisation needs to be integrated in municipal governance structures and management approaches. A great deal of preparation is needed for sukuk issuance, much like a public private partnership project. Given the concerns over possible delays, overruns and risks in infrastructure projects, the federal government should support and guarantee municipal sukuk.
**Glossary**

- **Bai’ Bithaman Ajil** deferred payment sale, Islamic contract
- **Gharar** speculation or uncertainty, prohibited in Islamic contracts
- **Ijara** lease, Islamic contract
- **Ijara Khadamat** future service transaction, Islamic contract
- **Istisna** commissioned construction/manufacturing Islamic contract
- **Istithmar** investment based Islamic contract
- **Qard Hasan** benevolent loans, offered by Islamic banks
- **Manafa** usufruct or profit, Islamic contract
- **Mawat** empty land, in Islamic land tenure
- **Milk** private individual ownership in Islamic land tenure
- **Miri** state land in Islamic land tenure
- **Mudaraba** profit sharing, Islamic contract
- **Mudarib** project manager in mudaraba contract
- **Murabaha** cost-plus or market sale, Islamic contract
- **Musharaka** joint venture or equity financing partnership
- **Muzara** cultivation agreement for agricultural land
- **Rab ul Mal** investors, in mudaraba contract
- **Riba** interest or usury, prohibited in Islamic finance
- **Sadaqat** charity, recommended by Islam
- **Salam** deferred sale contract, practised in Iran, or bai salam
- **Sharia** Islamic law. Islamic finance products must be Sharia compliant
- **Shuja** pre-emption, gives preferential purchase rights to neighbours
- **Sukuk** Sharia compliant bonds
- **Takaful** Islamic insurance
- **Tanzeel** discounting of debts that finance real assets, in Iran
- **Wakala** agency, Islamic contract
- **Wakeel** agent in wakala contract
- **Waqf** endowments, an Islamic land tenure
- **Zakat** obligatory alms, one of the pillars of Islam
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Introduction

Sustainable development includes the public financial resources to invest in and maintain the physical infrastructure and urban services necessary to support urban living. The need for additional resources to meet the demands of urban growth is nearly ubiquitous. This need has led many thoughtful observers to advocate greater use of land as a basis for raising additional revenues. For example, the editors of The Economist recently argued:

“[G]overnments should impose higher taxes on the value of land. In most rich countries, land-value taxes account for a small share of total revenues. Land taxes are efficient. They are difficult to dodge; you cannot stuff land into a bank-vault in Luxembourg. Whereas a high tax on property can discourage investment, a high tax on land creates an incentive to develop unused sites. Land-value taxes can also help cater for newcomers. New infrastructure raises the value of nearby land, automatically feeding through into revenues—which helps to pay for the improvements.”

LAWRENCE WALTERS
LIZ PATERSON GAUNTNER
The need for additional resources to fund growth-related needs is not limited to developing countries. In 2014, the National Bank of Canada published a discussion paper promoting land value capture to fund public transit for Montreal. That report concludes in part:

“There is significant evidence to show that the improved connectivity supplied by new transit services generates increased land and development value. This is well recognized by the development industry. It therefore seems fair and equitable that a proportion of this additional wealth, generated by the new transit, should go to funding the transportation facility.”

This chapter briefly reviews the instruments commonly used to engage in land value sharing and raise revenue based on land value and land attributes. Both theory and practice support the use of land-based revenue sources. However, the challenges associated with effective implementation should not be understated.

**Land value sharing: Theory**

In the fields of urban public finance and international development, the concept of land value sharing (also commonly referred to as land value capture) has become a standard argument for implementing or reforming taxes based on land. Often the value of privately held land increases as a result of public investments in infrastructure, publicly approved changes in land use, or broader changes in the community, such as population growth. Proponents of land value sharing argue that governments should use taxes and fees to collect some share of this increase in value for public purposes, including funding infrastructure and service improvements. The concept of land value sharing has been in circulation at least since 1776 when Adam Smith wrote *The Wealth of Nations*. Smith considered the topic of taxes on agricultural land (which he called “the ordinary rent of land”), houses (“house-rents”), and residential land values (“ground-rents”) and concluded:

“Ground-rents, so far as they exceed the ordinary rent of land, are altogether owing to the good government of the sovereign, which, by protecting the industry either of the whole people, or of the inhabitants of some particular place, enables them to pay so much more than its real value for the ground which they build their houses upon. … Nothing can be more reasonable than that a fund, which owes its existence to the good government of the state should be taxed peculiarly, or should contribute something more than the greater part of other funds, towards the support of that government.”

"The need for additional resources to meet the demands of urban growth is nearly ubiquitous."
Whether or not one agrees that increased land value is due to the quality of governance, it is clear that in most instances increases in land value are not due to actions taken or investments by the land holder. This led John Stuart Mill to write in 1848:

“Suppose that there is a kind of income which constantly tends to increase, without any exertion or sacrifice on the part of the owners: ... In such a case it would be no violation of the principles on which private property is grounded, if the state should appropriate this increase of wealth, or part of it, as it arises. This would not properly be taking anything from anybody; it would merely be applying an accession of wealth, created by circumstances, to the benefit of society, instead of allowing it to become an unearned appendage to the riches of a particular class.

“Now this is actually the case with rent. The ordinary progress of a society which increases in wealth, is at all times tending to augment the incomes of landlords; to give them both a greater amount and a greater proportion of the wealth of the community, independently of any trouble or outlay incurred by themselves. They grow richer, as it were in their sleep, without working, risking, or economizing. What claim have they, on the general principle of social justice, to this accession of riches?”4

The strongest historical proponent of a tax on land value was 19th century political economist Henry George, who believed that society should abolish all taxes except the tax on land values. He viewed this tax as a remedy for the unequal distribution of wealth and argued that it could be used to prevent speculation and support productivity. In his immensely popular 1879 book Progress and Poverty, he wrote:

“The tax upon land values is, therefore, the most just and equal of all taxes. It falls only upon those who receive from society a peculiar and valuable benefit, and upon them in proportion to the benefit they receive. It is the taking by the community, for the use of the community, of that value which is the creation of the community....

“And to shift the burden of taxation from production and exchange to the value or rent of land would not merely be to give new stimulus to the production of wealth; it would be to open new opportunities. For under this system no one would care to hold land unless to use it, and land now withheld from use would everywhere be thrown open to improvement.”5

Contemporary economists favor land taxes for another reason: Land taxes are economically efficient. Normally taxes reduce the supply of goods
produced and/or raise prices, which detracts from the welfare of producers and consumers. However, a land value tax does not reduce the supply of land, which is fixed. When supply of a good is completely inelastic, economic theory predicts that the full price of the tax will be borne by the seller—i.e., the price of land will be reduced by the amount of the tax. This is an efficient outcome since the seller did not exert any effort to create the value of the land itself. In fact, counterintuitively, a value-based tax on land can actually decrease the price of residential and non-residential units. This is because it can deter speculation and incentivize landholders to put their land into use, adding to the supply of units in the market.

Several modern noted economists have commented on the theoretical strength of land taxes. Nobel laureate William Vickery observed:

“The property tax is, economically speaking, a combination of one of the worst taxes—the part that is assessed on real estate improvement … and one of the best taxes—the tax on land or site value.”

Even conservative economist Milton Friedman grudgingly acknowledged the merits of land taxes:

“There’s a sense in which all taxes are antagonistic to free enterprise – and yet we need taxes. ... So the question is, which are the least bad taxes? In my opinion the least bad tax is the property tax on the unimproved value of land, the Henry George argument of many, many years ago.”

Thus, the current view on the use of land value sharing reflects a substantial consensus that “unearned increments” in land value can and should be recaptured, at least in part, by the community. Few disagree with the Vancouver Action Plan—the founding document of UN-Habitat—which states:

“The unearned increment resulting from the rise in land values resulting from change in use of land, from public investment or decision, or due to the general growth of the community must be subject to appropriate recapture by public bodies (the community).”

Most experts agree with economists H. James Brown and Martim O. Smolka, who conclude that in theory (1) publicly created value should be captured, (2) substituting land-based taxes for other taxes to pay for investments is economically efficient, (3) land-based taxes tend to lower prices and reduce speculation, and (4) land-based taxes could cover a major part of public infrastructure improvements. Given this consensus it is reasonable to ask why the instruments are not more widely used.
Challenges of land value sharing in practice

Land value sharing and land-based revenue systems in developing nations can be extremely useful and fundamental in building an adequate and stable revenue system, but they are not without challenges. Even with a sound legal foundation for land-based revenues (something not always present), three cross-cutting challenges are common in developing countries: administration, valuation, and taxpayer resistance.

Administration: Land-based revenue systems require strong and effective local government administration, and collaboration among multiple levels of government. Such administrative capacity is often lacking in local governments, especially in rapidly expanding small and medium-sized urban areas.

The challenge is compounded because even well-administered systems are unlikely to yield enough revenue to fully fund all operations and needs. Many land-related revenue reforms in particular have been largely unsuccessful because the cost of making administrative improvements is higher than the potential yield at tax rates deemed politically acceptable.

Valuation: A second common problem with instituting land value sharing and land-based revenue systems is the difference between market values and assessed or taxable values. In theory, many land-based revenues should be collected based on the fair market value of a property. In reality, discrepancies commonly exist both between and within classes of property since assessment is as much art as it is science, and is fraught with judgments and administrative discretion.

It is common for valuations for tax purposes to fall below what a property would sell for in an open market, resulting in a loss of taxable value for the local government. In many instances, these shortfalls and the resulting revenue losses develop due to irregular and outdated valuations, and inadequate valuation processes. If taxable value fails to keep pace with actual value, the ability of land-based taxes to recoup and share the benefits of public investments is compromised.

Taxpayer resistance: A third problem with land-based revenue instruments lies in taxpayer resistance. Because they are often paid in lump sums, many of these taxes are extremely visible to taxpayers compared with other taxes levied on or through businesses. It can be difficult for taxpayers to compare the relative fairness of alternative taxes, especially if there is only a vague connection between taxes paid and benefits received. This often results in opposition to land-based taxes.

Because land-based revenue instruments are often unpopular in developing nations, they are rarely a priority for elected officials.

Political support is a key ingredient for land-based finance success.

- High-level political officials must be committed.
- Key stakeholders and the public must be informed and supportive.

Often the best way to generate public support for revenue collection is to spend the revenue on needed and visible public services.
While there are noteworthy challenges to effective use of land-based finance instruments, none is insurmountable. Land-based tools are used effectively in various countries around the world, and many developing countries are making significant progress in implementing or improving such instruments.

**Defining and classifying land-based financing instruments**

Land-based finance instruments are called by different names in different countries and settings. No attempt is made here to provide a comprehensive list of synonymous names or to cover local variations of the instruments. Rather, the basic features of the instruments are set forth in this section, and the reader is simply cautioned to be aware that ambiguity in names exists. Table 1 summarizes the land-based finance instruments commonly in use. For each instrument, the table provides:

- A very brief description of what the instrument is
- The “timing” of the instrument, meaning when the tax or fee is assessed and with what frequency
- The initial incidence of the tax or fee, meaning who is required to actually pay the obligation

The issue of incidence, or who pays the tax or fee, requires a bit more explanation. Public finance economists draw a distinction between statutory incidence and economic incidence.\(^{17}\) Statutory incidence refers to who must pay the tax or fee to the government. Economic incidence refers to who must ultimately bear the economic burden of the tax.

Since the statutory incidence does not describe who really bears the burden of the tax, from a policy perspective, the economic incidence is the more important concept. Consider the following example.

### One-time versus ongoing revenues

Some land-based finance instruments seem to have an advantage because they can fund capital projects upfront (e.g., sale of public land and sale of development rights).

However, a system that successfully collects an ongoing revenue stream from land can open the door to creditworthiness and give local governments options to finance capital projects through borrowing.

Suppose that a developer purchases additional residential development rights from a city. The statutory incidence of the cost of those rights falls on the developer. But if the developer simply increases the price charged for finished residential flats by the amount paid for the development rights, it is the final purchaser of the flat who bears the economic incidence. In terms of assessing equity and social impacts, the economic incidence is thus of greater interest than the statutory incidence.

Unfortunately, determining the economic incidence of land-based finance instruments is not always straightforward. For example, there is an unresolved debate about the economic incidence of the annual tax on land and buildings.\(^{18}\) The economic burden of an annual property tax may depend upon whether public services are transparently delivered in proportion to tax payments, whether there is good information available to buyers and sellers about present and future taxes, and whether real estate markets have the time and ability to respond to incentives for the expansion of the supply of built units. In any event, Table 1 reports the statutory incidence. In a subsequent section, the economic incidence and social impacts of the instruments are discussed in greater detail.
Table 1: Land-based finance instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recurring land value tax</td>
<td>Recurring tax based on an estimate of the value of land or on land attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurring building value tax (included for comparison)</td>
<td>Recurring tax based on the value of immovable improvements or on the attributes of the improvements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betterment levies</td>
<td>Charges assessed in connection with specific infrastructure improvements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special assessments</td>
<td>Charges assessed in connection with specific infrastructure improvements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer exactions</td>
<td>Charges assessed in connection with development approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land value increment tax</td>
<td>Tax assessed as a percentage of the increase in land value due to public actions or general market trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of development rights</td>
<td>Payments received in exchange for permission to develop or redevelop land at higher density or changed land use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of public land</td>
<td>Payment received in exchange for freehold title to public land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease premiums</td>
<td>Payment received in exchange for right to occupy and benefit from public land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurring lease payments</td>
<td>Payment received in exchange for right to occupy and benefit from public land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer taxes and stamp duties</td>
<td>Charge assessed for recording the transfer of a land title from one private party to another</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Classifying land-based finance (LBF) instruments**

It is helpful to consider the relevance of each instrument for land-related policy goals. Table 2 provides one such summary. In the table five potential land-related policy goals are listed, along with the 11 instruments. Table cells in green indicate that the instrument listed at the head of that column is potentially relevant for the goal listed on that row of the table. For example, if the goal is to recover the cost of public infrastructure investments, the appropriate land-based finance instruments to consider include:

- Recurring taxes on land value
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Statutory incidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recurring land value tax</td>
<td>Recurring tax based on an estimate of the value of land or on land attributes</td>
<td>Assessed annually</td>
<td>Either the landowner or the occupant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Can be collected in installments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurring building value tax</td>
<td>Recurring tax based on the value of immovable improvements or on the attributes of the improvements</td>
<td>Assessed annually</td>
<td>Either the landowner or the occupant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Can be collected in installments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betterment levies</td>
<td>Charges assessed in connection with specific infrastructure improvements</td>
<td>Assessed once</td>
<td>Existing landholders whose land benefits from the improvements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collected as a one-time charge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special assessments</td>
<td>Charges assessed in connection with specific infrastructure improvements</td>
<td>Can be assessed when land title transfers or when specific public actions result in increased land values</td>
<td>Either the original title holder, the new title holder, or both if tied to title transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collected when land title transfers or by special billing</td>
<td>Existing landholders if by special billing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collected once</td>
<td>Purchaser of the development right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collected once</td>
<td>Purchaser of the land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessments and collected once</td>
<td>Purchaser of the leasehold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recurring payments</td>
<td>Purchaser of the leasehold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Payment amount reviewed and updated periodically</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessments and collected once</td>
<td>Either the original title holder, the new title holder, or both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Recurring taxes on building value
- Betterment levies
- Special assessments
- Sale of development rights
- Sale of public land
- Lease premiums
The other four instruments are better suited for achieving other goals. Further, the text in some of the cells indicates any special issues that should be considered in pursuing the instrument in that column with the desired goal listed in the row.

Some of the Table 2 entries also suggest that some instruments are more appropriate than others for some settings. For example, if the goal is to collect a user charge for private use of public land (last row in the table), it makes a difference whether the land occupancy is formal or informal. If the land use is authorized, it makes more sense to use recurring lease payments built into the agreement that grants the right to use the land. On the other hand, if it is an informal settlement on public land, a formal lease agreement is not practical. However, some cities have been successful in levying a land value tax, especially if paying the tax is linked to eventual regularization of tenure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land-related goal</th>
<th>Land-based finance instrument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recover the cost of public infrastructure investment</td>
<td>Recurring land value tax: May need to be paired with local borrowing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recurring building value tax: Requires landholder approval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claim a portion of increased private land value created by public action</td>
<td>Betterment levies: If the tax rate is high enough.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special assessments: If law permits exactions beyond those that benefit the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect payments for public services proportional to the benefits provided to landholders</td>
<td>Developer exactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid direct expenditures for new infrastructure</td>
<td>Informal settlements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect a &quot;use charge&quot; for private use of public land</td>
<td>Informal settlements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that sometimes the design of the land-based finance instrument can change its achievement of policy goals. For example, recurring lease payments could be used to recover the cost of public infrastructure investments if priced accordingly and used to repay loans for an investment project. The ability to adapt instrument design is important in settings where the best-suited instrument for the policy goals is unavailable, requiring adjustment of other instruments to fit the intended purpose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land value increment tax</th>
<th>Sale of development rights</th>
<th>Sale of public land</th>
<th>Lease premiums</th>
<th>Recurring lease payments</th>
<th>Transfer taxes and stamp duties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If priced appropriately</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If tax is high; see land value increment tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Can be combined with land use charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If tax is modest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Formal occupancy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the sale takes place before new infrastructure is installed
Case Study 1: Sale of development rights in Mumbai, India

In Mumbai, building density is limited by the floor space index (FSI), which is calculated based on the ratio of the allowable floor space to the plot area. For example, a plot with an allowable FSI of 1 could accommodate a building with the same amount of floor space as the total plot area. With an allowable FSI of 2, the built space could be twice the land area. Currently, in the city the allowed FSI is 1.33, and FSI can be up to 1 in Mumbai's suburbs.

Property owners can sell unused FSI from their plots to be used elsewhere. This type of system is called tradable development rights (TDRs) and is sometimes used in other cities internationally as a way to redirect development intensity without disenfranchising the owners of land that should not be further developed. In Mumbai, developers can also purchase up to 0.33 of additional FSI from the government, which provides public revenues to help maintain urban infrastructure under pressure from intensive development. This is called sale of development rights.

Mumbai's government also leverages the value of development rights to incentivize affordable housing construction. Developers who build affordable housing can sell all the development rights for their property. In this way, the private sector (i.e., the buyer of additional FSI) pays developers who build affordable housing.

Some have critiqued the restrictive levels of allowable FSI in Mumbai, saying that they are below market demand, driving development towards the periphery and causing sprawl. The government of the state of Maharashtra, which encompasses Mumbai, is considering increasing the allowable FSI to 2 in a new development plan. Such a move would intensify development in the core, causing some to worry about added congestion. Public revenues generated by the sale of additional allowable FSI should be used to mitigate negative impacts caused by additional development.

Case Study 2: Special assessments in Cuenca, Ecuador

In addition to the annual value-based property tax, the city of Cuenca, Ecuador, uses a special assessment to collect payments for infrastructure-upgrading projects requested by communities. This payment is called the contribución especial de mejoras (CEM), or betterment contribution. The CEM has been successful in raising significant revenues accounting for over 10 per cent of own-source revenues, slightly more than the regular property tax.

The CEM began as a neighborhood improvement program but expanded after initial successes. Use of the CEM is determined based on a competitive process where communities apply for projects, with the knowledge that they will pay the cost after project completion. Interested communities work with technical experts to develop their proposals and ensure they comply with municipal standards. Projects are prioritized for implementation on the basis of social, political, and technical criteria.

Project implementation includes community involvement. The contracting process favours the hiring of many local contractors, and sometimes benefitting households can make their contributions in-kind through labour. Additionally, the recipient community elects a supervisor to oversee the project in conjunction with the city and to serve as the community liaison.

Project costs are paid through a revolving fund that is repaid from beneficiary contributions. Project costs are divided between landowners by formula, 40 per cent based on street frontage and 60 per cent based on property valuation. Projects with citywide significance have their costs divided among all urban properties. Contributions are limited to half of the increased value to benefitting properties. The maximum repayment period is seven years, but many beneficiaries pay early to receive a discount; only 3 per cent of required contributions are late.

The program has been successful in building government trust, raising infrastructure funds, increasing property values, and responding to the needs of communities.

Many of the entries in Table 2 make assumptions about the level of the tax rate, the administrative capacity of the agencies involved, etc. Table 3 provides a more detailed statement of the minimum requirements for each instrument.

Two requirements are common to all land-based finance instruments. First, there must be strong political support from senior political leaders. Second, there must be a solid enabling legal framework. Beyond that, the requirements for each vary somewhat. All require strong administration, but the administrative tasks vary depending on the instrument. In Leveraging Land: Land-Based Finance for Local Governments,19 the features of each instrument are spelled out more completely, along with the requirements for their use and the likely impacts on the community.

Table 3: Minimum requirements for each instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Minimum requirements for implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recurring land value tax and recurring building value tax</td>
<td>• Appropriate enabling legal framework&lt;br&gt;• Fiscal cadaster (land registry) that includes all taxable land plots&lt;br&gt;• Appropriate estimate of taxable value&lt;br&gt;• Administrative ability to calculate tax due, deliver bills, and collect tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betterment levies</td>
<td>• Appropriate enabling legal framework&lt;br&gt;• Identification of all land plots whose value is affected by the improvements&lt;br&gt;• Estimated impact of the improvements on the land value of each affected plot&lt;br&gt;• Accurate estimate of the cost of the improvements&lt;br&gt;• Method for allocating the improvement costs to individual plots based on the share of benefit received&lt;br&gt;• Adequate one-time billing and collection system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special assessments</td>
<td>• All points included for betterment levies&lt;br&gt;• Agreement of a majority of land owners&lt;br&gt;• Adequate installment billing and collection system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer exactions</td>
<td>• Appropriate enabling legal framework&lt;br&gt;• Estimate of the impact of the proposed development on existing infrastructure&lt;br&gt;• Administrative coordination with city planning functions&lt;br&gt;• Method for calculating the amount of exaction due&lt;br&gt;• Adequate billing, collection, and project monitoring system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land value increment tax</td>
<td>• Appropriate enabling legal framework&lt;br&gt;• Estimate of the “before” and “after” land values&lt;br&gt;• Administrative capacity to identify when the tax is due&lt;br&gt;• Adequate billing and collection system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument</td>
<td>Minimum requirements for implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of development rights</td>
<td>• Appropriate enabling legal framework&lt;br&gt;• Effective control of existing development rights&lt;br&gt;• Demand for additional development rights&lt;br&gt;• Administrative and planning capacity to determine acceptable amount of additional development&lt;br&gt;• Capacity to manage the process of selling additional development rights&lt;br&gt;• Capacity to monitor use and any resale of rights sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of public land</td>
<td>• Appropriate enabling legal framework&lt;br&gt;• Administrative and planning capacity to determine which lands should be privately developed&lt;br&gt;• Capacity to manage a transparent and fair sales process&lt;br&gt;• Capacity to allocate and manage sales proceeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease premiums and recurring lease payments</td>
<td>• Appropriate enabling legal framework&lt;br&gt;• Administrative and planning capacity to determine which lands are available for lease&lt;br&gt;• Appropriate estimate of market value of land to be leased&lt;br&gt;• Administrative ability to solicit and negotiate leases&lt;br&gt;• Administrative ability to monitor leases for the duration of the lease&lt;br&gt;• Administrative capacity to allocate and manage lease proceeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer taxes and stamp duties</td>
<td>• Appropriate enabling legal framework&lt;br&gt;• Effective land registration system&lt;br&gt;• Administrative capacity to identify when the tax is due&lt;br&gt;• Capacity to estimate taxable value&lt;br&gt;• Adequate billing and collection system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Actions for implementation or improvement of land value sharing

In the past several years, the Global Land Tool Network (GLTN) and UN-Habitat have partnered in the production of three notable works with recommendations and guidance for implementing land value sharing and, more broadly, on land-based finance. The first was a land value sharing scoping study, which concludes in part that:

- Effective land value sharing and land-based finance systems require a political champion, good property tax law, and decentralized authority to implement the system.
- The effectiveness of the land value sharing and land-based finance system is greatly improved if it is embedded in an effective land use management system.
- Land value sharing and land-based finance systems require adequate training for at least three separate groups (policymakers, administrators, and land developers).
- Efficient, accurate, and timely land valuation is essential.
- Countries should consider and evaluate all the available tools for land value sharing.

The second work is *Land and Property Tax: A Policy Guide.* This guide notes that in designing the land value sharing and land-based finance system, decision-makers should carefully consider four aspects of the local environment:

- How land and property rights are defined in the community
- How such rights are publicly recorded, or at least recognized, and defended
- The maturity of local land and property markets
- The administrative capacity of those public agencies charged with implementing the land value sharing and land-based finance system.

Most recently, GLTN and UN-Habitat have produced extensive training materials for local and national leaders on land value sharing and land-based finance, including a reader, case studies, and a trainer’s guide. Much of the material presented in this chapter is derived from this publication.

Steps towards initial implementation

For city leaders interested in implementing land value sharing for the first time or in a new form, there are some generalized steps that can be followed towards initial implementation, including goal identification, assessment, instrument design, action planning, implementation, and monitoring. These basic activities can be tailored to fit the city’s specific situation. These are each discussed in turn:

1. **Goal identification:** Carefully selected goals can guide the choice of the appropriate instrument. Potential goals may include improving ongoing revenues, raising revenue for a capital improvement project, or incentivizing more productive and sustainable land use. City leaders may also identify intended impacts (social, economic, and environmental) to guide both the assessment of potential instruments and the design of selected instruments.

2. **Legal assessment:** City leaders should check to see which land value sharing instruments are available according to the legal code, likely with the assistance of legal counsel.
They should also take note of the regulations governing the available instruments. Of particular note are regulations specifying what is taxable and exempt, how value is determined, statutory incidence, the specified rate or rate-setting process, agencies responsible for administrative functions, and the allocation of revenues received. City leaders should also note which land value sharing instruments (if any) are specifically prohibited and which instruments are not explicitly mentioned in existing laws.

(3) Administrative assessment: Evaluating current administrative capacities will inform city leaders of potential implementation issues related to various land value sharing instruments and will identify areas that must be improved before implementation. Table 3 lists specific areas of administrative capacity required for each instrument.

(4) Assessment of political will: Successful implementation of land value sharing will rely on high-level political commitment as well as the political acceptability to those subject to the tax or fee. Some immediate gauge of both types of political will should be done early on, with further engagement about the potential benefits of land value sharing and opportunities for success as specific ideas are developed.

(5) Instrument selection and design: Stakeholders such as municipal agencies, national ministries, and the private sector should provide input into this process. Selection of the right instrument is important, but just as important are decisions about who will be required to pay the tax or fee, how contributions will be calculated, and which agencies will be involved in assessment and collection. These details can determine whether the instrument is fair, socially equitable, revenue-generating, and administratively feasible.23

(6) Action planning for implementation: An action plan should specify the critical steps to be taken for implementation, the responsible parties, and the timeline. Potential actions may include the drafting of a local ordinance. Revision of a national law may also be desired; however, this will likely require more lead time and commitment from a broader group of national stakeholders. One option for instruments requiring national policy revision is to obtain legal permission for a pilot case at the local level. The action plan should also assign responsibility for monitoring and evaluation. A single agency or working group may oversee execution of the action plan in order to keep responsible parties on track.

(7) Instrument implementation: Implementation may be phased or begin in a pilot area. It will require training for administrators and an information campaign targeting those responsible for tax or fee payments.

(8) Monitoring, evaluation, and adjustment: It is critical that local leaders track the functionality and impacts of administration (including unintended impacts) to ensure that the instrument is achieving its goals.
Case Study 3: Establishment of the recurring property tax in Makeni, Sierra Leone

In Sierra Leone, the Local Government Act of 2004 set the stage for decentralization of a highly centralized financial system. Under this law, property taxes are permitted, but at the time of passing, most cities’ cadasters (land registries) were incomplete, outdated, or nonexistent.

The city of Makeni began the process of improving the recurring property tax in late 2006, with initial work by an international surveyor hired through the local UNDP office. Some early success led to a more structured program with five elements:

1. **Discovery:** Properties were put into the cadastral registry by a group of local surveyors with hand-held GPS units who recorded each property’s location and owner.

2. **Assessment:** Property valuation was done using a formula based on the property’s visible characteristics in order to provide transparency about the valuation process. These characteristics included land use (residential, commercial, etc.), structure dimensions and facilities, construction type, location, and accessibility of public services. Valuation officers visually assessed each property.

3. **Billing:** Notices were delivered to each household specifying the tax due as well as the formula used to calculate it.

4. **Sensitization:** The local government used media including radio, TV, and call-in shows featuring public leaders such as chiefs and religious leaders who volunteered to talk about the tax. The information shared included:
   - The calculation of tax liabilities
   - The ultimate purpose of the taxes collected
   - Procedures and timelines for tax payment
   - Available options for appealing tax assessments

5. **Collection:** Revenues increased by 600–700 per cent in one year and continued increasing over the next few years. The municipal finance department asked those involved with Makeni’s tax system to spread knowledge to other cities in Sierra Leone.

Improving administration of existing land value sharing instruments

Many cities already have land value sharing instruments in place, but they are not achieving their full potential. This is particularly common with the recurring property tax since it is frequently assigned to local governments, but those governments may not have adequate capacity or incentives for successful administration. See the box titled “The revenue relationship” for an overview of the elements behind collection efficiency of the recurring property tax.

The revenue relationship

The actual revenue collected through the annual tax on land and/or improvements is a function of two policy variables:

- The value of the property tax base as legally defined (base)
- The property tax rate as set by law and policy (rate)

And three administrative factors:

- The proportion of all land that should legally appear on the tax rolls that actually is included in the fiscal cadaster (coverage)
- The proportion of taxable value identified by the valuation process (valuation)
- The proportion of the tax levied that is actually collected (collection)

The total revenue collected will be the product of all these factors. This mathematical identity defines the revenue relationship:

\[ \text{Revenue} = \text{Base} \times \text{Rate} \times \text{Coverage} \times \text{Valuation} \times \text{Collection} \]

For example, suppose that the base is defined as market value and the legal tax rate is 1 per cent. But:

- Only 70 per cent of the property that should be on the tax rolls has actually been registered (70 per cent coverage rate)
- The valuations are out-of-date and reflect only 80 per cent of actual market value (80 per cent valuation rate)
- Only 80 per cent of the tax billed is actually collected (80 per cent collection rate)

Under these conditions, the revenue actually collected will be less than 45 per cent of what should be collected \((0.7 \times 0.8 \times 0.8 = 0.448)\).
The three administrative factors listed in the box—land registry coverage, valuation, and collection—pose common difficulties for cities in implementing land value sharing instruments. Attention to improvements in these three areas can have substantial dividends for the local government, particularly when addressed together, even if there is no change in the legally defined base or an increase in the tax rate.

**Coverage of the fiscal cadaster**

A fiscal cadaster is a land registry that links each property to the person liable for paying land-based taxes and/or fees. The level of detail of fiscal cadasters vary. The most detailed type of land records include precise geolocated boundaries, a record of the property's features, the history of ownership and sales prices, information about zoning and administrative districts, etc. The simplest fiscal cadaster simply records occupant names, tax payment information, plot size, and an address or XY coordinate.

Simplification of the fiscal cadaster can improve the prospects of updating it regularly. The goal of a fiscal cadaster differs from a cadaster to be used for land management. Consequently, the information included in the registry may be less detailed and can sometimes avoid the lengthy and costly legal process of title verification. This is particularly the case if taxes and fees are charged to the occupant instead of the owner. The necessary features of a fiscal cadaster depend upon the design of the land-based tax or fee system, including the system for valuation.

GLTN and its partners have developed a tool called CoFLAS: Costing and Financing of Land Administration Services. The goal of the tool is to examine the range of land administration system characteristics and help governments estimate the costs and financing options of a fit-for-purpose land management system. An additional tool developed by GLTN is the Social Tenure Domain Model (STDM), which is a simple system for recording the geographic points of plots and the relationships of people to those plots, including informal and customary relationships. It is an excellent option for quickly and affordably creating a simple system of registration in areas where land tenure is informal or complicated.

**Valuation**

Some land-based financing instruments rely upon observable land values. For example, the sale of public land, if done by open public auction, can provide a fair assessment of value. Similarly, land value increment taxes are based on actual sales values. However, recurring taxes on land value require an official estimate of the value of the land apart from an observable sale. Valuation systems should be designed to match the administrative capabilities of
Some valuation approaches rely more heavily on experienced and highly trained valuators (e.g., comparable sales approach), while others are more GIS-technology intensive (e.g., cadastral value approach). All approaches require technical capacity and training, which is sometimes easier to develop at a higher level of government (i.e., state, provincial, or district) with more staff than the municipality.

In order to ensure the accuracy of valuation, it is important to update valuations regularly. Ideally the frequency of valuation updates will be legally pre-established, rather than relying on the initiative of local governments that do not want to appear to be raising taxes, a politically unpopular decision. However, the most important aspect of the valuation system is not its accuracy but its fairness. If all properties are systematically undervalued to the same degree, the impact is the same as if the tax rate were lower (and can be compensated for with a higher tax rate). However, if only some properties are undervalued, the system is unfair. If more valuable land or wealthier neighborhoods are generally undervalued to a greater degree than less valuable land or poorer neighborhoods, then the system is both unfair and inequitable. At the level of individual properties, fairness can be supported by providing a clear valuation appeals process to resolve claims of unfair valuation quickly and fairly.

Table 4: Approaches to valuation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market-based approaches</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparable sales approach</td>
<td>Comparison of property to recent sales of similar properties to estimate value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost approach</td>
<td>Cost of buying land and constructing the building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income approach</td>
<td>Capitalized annual income that could be generated by the property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual rental value approach</td>
<td>Annual rent that could be collected for leasing the property</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-market approaches</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area-based approach</td>
<td>A constant value per square meter (of land and/or floor area), dependent on zone is applied to the property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadastral value approach</td>
<td>Average market value per square meter within the zone and land use class is applied to the property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formula-based approach</td>
<td>Area and other plot and/or building characteristics (e.g., street frontage, proximity to specific amenities) used to calculate value based on a standardized formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value banding approach</td>
<td>Same tax for each property within a range of values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Study 4: Updating property valuations in Bogotá, Colombia

Bogotá has a well-functioning value-based property tax that generates 40 per cent of local revenues. However, in 2008, property taxes only accounted for 20 per cent of revenues, and valuations had fallen behind markets, with listed values only representing about 68 per cent of market values.

Mayor Antanas Mockus needed to improve the performance of the local property tax in order to finance a new subway transit system for the city. He decided to pursue a valuation update, despite its political unpopularity.

A complex method for valuation, established by a previous law, added time and cost to the process and decreased the transparency of valuations, leading to complaints and valuation appeals. The valuation standard specified independent assessments for buildings and land, with building value based on a mathematic model using physical characteristics of the structure, and land value requiring assignment to zones based on location and accessibility factors.

The city hired approximately 830 additional staff to assist with the valuation. The total project cost was US$7.8 million, with 47 per cent of costs associated with fieldwork. However, the effort paid off, raising an additional US$171 million in tax revenues over two years.

Since the 2009 valuation update, the city has worked to streamline the valuation process so that it can be done without excessive costs on an annual basis.


Collection and taxpayer compliance

Poor taxpayer compliance can be related to a number of issues. Sometimes there are barriers connected to billing and the ease of payments. Taxpayers should be provided good information about their tax bill, including amount, due date, how to make payments, and penalties for late payment. The process to make payments should be as easy as possible, ideally with an online or mobile money option. Requiring tax payments be made in person at central government offices puts an undue burden on taxpayers if lines are long, offices have inconvenient hours or location, or the payment process is unclear. Additionally, such difficulties may create openings for corruption as middlemen become involved.

Compliance will also be more likely where there are operational and fair enforcement mechanisms, including a credible penalty for nonpayment. Property confiscation should be a real threat, although it should be put into practice infrequently. In order to achieve this balance, there should be a set of clearly communicated steps before confiscation takes place, and opportunities for delinquent taxpayers to settle their outstanding bill in a way they can reasonably afford (such as negotiating a payment plan). In cases where the property owner or resident objectively cannot afford to pay the tax, exemptions should be possible; however, this should be established in advance of delinquent payment.
In cultures that consider access to land as fundamental to the achievement of human rights, confiscation of land for nonpayment of taxes may not be feasible. In such cases, a national taxpayer identification system that links all banking, motor vehicle, and other asset accounts to the landholder can be an effective alternative. After exhausting other remedies, the tax authority may be able to seize bank accounts, motor vehicles, or other assets in lieu of seizing property.

It should be stressed that seizing land or other assets is a last resort and should only be pursued in cases where taxpayers are seriously delinquent over an extended period of time. Other options can and should be employed early in the collection process.

At a more fundamental level, taxpayers are generally more willing to pay taxes when they can see the benefits of publicly funded services to their community. In places where the social contract between the local government and citizens is broken, there is likely to be resistance to attempts to improve tax collection. To improve trust in government, provision of services should be visible and address the felt needs of communities. An information campaign may help to highlight the link between taxes and local services. Another method for building community trust is participatory budgeting, where local communities vote to determine how a portion of tax revenue is spent.

Many thoughtful observers are calling for increased use of financing instruments that allow public entities to share in the private wealth created by public actions. Economists have advocated the use of land taxes for over 200 years. Of course, there are both political and practical reasons why such instruments have not been more widely used in the past. But the challenges associated with effective use of land value sharing are not insurmountable.

How the instruments can work is well understood and demonstrated. How to adapt and apply them in a given context requires political champions, an understanding of the relevant context, and often a bit of outside coaching from experienced practitioners. Well-designed and effectively administered land value sharing instruments are efficient and fair mechanisms for raising revenues needed to meet the demands faced by urban governments. In addition to the revenue generated, the use of land value sharing improves land use and enhances access to land for vulnerable populations. Every urban government should carefully consider whether land value sharing can be implemented or improved in their community.
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Resources for more information

A 2011 UN-Habitat policy guide on land value sharing, Land and Property Tax, can be found at http://unhabitat.org/books/land-and-property-tax/.


For information on tools related to land management and cadastral updates, see www.gltn.net.
The Role of Real Estate Development in Urbanizing Cities

Introduction

The world is more than halfway through a 200-year cycle of population growth and urbanization, at the end of which close to 85 per cent of humanity is projected to live in cities. Leaders, planners, and policymakers in cities and urban regions are increasingly recognizing the accelerated pace of urban change, and in particular the challenge of spiralling demand coupled with supply-side constraints. City leaders must cope with unprecedented enthusiasm for urban living and urban jobs, but with limited fiscal tools, institutional frameworks, and political will.

Urbanization and economic growth are major drivers of real estate markets; the rate of building construction is currently faster than at any time in recorded history. There has been an enormous increase in demand for private capital investment for real estate and surrounding...
infrastructure in emerging cities, due largely to the pace and scale of urban migration, and the rising pool of middle-class and middle-income consumers (as shown in Figure A). In more established cities, where the pace of change is usually slower, shifts in technology, demography, and sustainability imperatives have also become important drivers of real estate change.

Figure A: Institutional-grade real estate by region, 2004–2020

City leaders must cope with unprecedented enthusiasm for urban living and urban jobs, but with limited fiscal tools, institutional frameworks, and political will.

The current era is notable for several global phenomena vis-à-vis urban development and real estate:

- The urbanization of capital, with over half of all sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) investing in real estate, the proliferation of real estate–focused asset management (AM) companies, and increasing investment from pension funds, insurance companies, and high-net-worth individuals
- The emergence of very large-scale, professional real estate managers, builders, and investors
A wider range of risk and return, from low-risk/low-yield opportunities in established cities to high-risk/high-yield potential in emerging cities

Increasing cost of urban land assets per square metre and scarcity of developable land, resulting in increased urban density, demand for smaller apartments, and pressures to optimize space

Increased role of next-horizon technologies (e.g., prefabrication, modular units, 3-D printing) enabling faster, more affordable, and more sustainable developments

Disruption to production and consumption models that is changing the demand for real estate

Private and institutional investment offers a number of important benefits and advantages to cities pursuing long-term goals. First, these investors are critical suppliers of capital in the context of under-investment from the public sector. Second, their experience and interest in long-term value creation means they provide access to valuable financing and development expertise. Third, they can help signal the maturity of financial/banking systems, which can result in lower long-term interest rates. Fourth, international capital adds diverse perspectives, ideas, and solutions to city development, which can influence other important areas such as city design, education, and industrial development. And fifth, such capital is often patient, seeking long-term returns and income to support pensions and insurance systems or underpin diversification from national assets.

This chapter examines the role real estate development plays in emerging cities. It begins with a discussion of the merits of managed urban growth. It then discusses how cities can use planning and asset management to create and capture value.

The chapter next discusses the emerging role of city growth planning and the need for analytical frameworks for intelligent planning. This is followed by an overview of the role and value of coordinated land use planning. The chapter then explores ways in which public authorities can attract private capital co-investment, which is followed by a discussion of the need to acknowledge underlying issues that often affect real estate investment in developing cities. It concludes with an examination of the role of real estate planning and development in making cities competitive.

**Managed growth versus unmanaged growth**

Cities today rarely face a choice between having growth or not having growth. Rather, the real choice is between whether growth is managed and complemented by investment, adaptation, and infrastructure, or whether it is unmanaged and stresses the existing infrastructure and natural and built environments.

As cities grow, the myriad challenges facing them sometimes lead analysts to be critical of mismanaged growth. Yet for many cities, the challenge has become one of dealing with externalities associated with success and prosperity, which can stress housing markets as well as infrastructure networks. For example, housing demand is a reflection of cities’ attractiveness, and increased demand can present issues of affordability while also taxing existing infrastructure capacity. Congested infrastructure results when high employment density is not properly aligned with public transport and other infrastructure systems. Yet these phenomena are a reflection, usually, of urbanizing cities experiencing consequences of unmanaged growth. City
leaders are increasingly facing pressures of balancing quality of life and sustainability with productivity and growth. This requires a shift towards a managed growth model, which leads to more sustainable long-term development and improved quality of life, which is a key indicator of city attractiveness and health. Attention to cities’ progress towards these goals is one reason for the rise of city benchmarking and index exercises around the world.

Features of more managed cities and metropolises include their ability to:

- Meet the needs resulting from new and sustained population growth and recognize the long-term character of this growth and the need to plan differently and adopt a new planning paradigm
- Grasp opportunities and compete in a globalized system of trade and investment and participate in sectors that are increasingly traded globally
- Address investment deficits resulting from institutional weakness or lack of coordination at the city, regional, state, or national level
- Withstand and bounce back from shocks that result from vulnerability to events such as extreme weather, terrorism, public health epidemics, and civil unrest
- Adjust to a change of circumstances or perceptions about existing patterns of development and employ innovative approaches to new problems

The consequences of mismanaged growth are exacerbated by trends and forces of urbanization. Poor planning and decision-making are magnified and become costlier as population densities increase. In contrast, steady management resulting from a methodical approach to property and land development can provide a measure of stability, which is a key to attracting private capital and external investment. This presents the best opportunity to leverage and maximize government investments, by exploiting synergies with real estate development opportunities.

Managed growth is critical for cities to compete in an era of globalization and to achieve broader economic development goals. These goals present new imperatives for cities to optimize their assets and leverage private investment for improving sustainability, growing entrepreneurship, creating critical mass in new sub-centres, and increasing housing supply.

**Using planning and asset management to create value**

The objective of real estate development and investment is value creation. The public sector plays a key role in value creation, whether through land use approvals using planning and regulatory tools, infrastructure and utilities provision, environmental improvements, or creating a business environment conducive to commerce. The private sector, including real estate professionals, may also add and unlock value, first during the process of assessing project feasibility, undertaking design and development management, defining a targeted tenant mix, and beginning dialogue with potential tenants, followed by the stage of direct investment in new buildings and facilities, comprehensive master-planning, and destination branding and marketing.

A key challenge for cities is therefore how to increase, and capture, asset value so it can be put to use for the public good. One way for cities to optimize their assets is value capture finance (VCF). VCF has emerged as an important tool for driving sustainable urban development because its finance
mechanisms, when properly structured, share both the risks and rewards of urban projects among public and private actors.

VCF can take on many forms and transaction structures (such as public–private partnerships and joint ventures), but the ultimate goal remains the same: to identify a way to capture and leverage increases in land and property values. The public sector captures enhanced asset values, whether in the form of land transfers, local taxation and tax increments that enable revenues to be reinvested, development levies and infrastructure tariffs, local service agreements, or private-led local amenity provision and enhancement. Then, the captured value (in monetary form or “credit” to leverage in-kind contributions from the private sector) can be recycled or reinvested in the same development scheme for the public good.5

There have been many examples of using value capture to finance urban projects over the past 20 years. Most commonly it is used to finance rail projects, as has occurred frequently in Japan, Hong Kong, Canada, Germany, the United States, and the United Kingdom.6 Beyond transport, value capture has also been employed to fund other urban infrastructure and public space improvements, most notably in Latin America, where betterment contributions and development rights charges are increasingly common.7 Reviews of value capture in developing countries show it is often very effective in cities that have an inadequate property tax system.8 Value capture holds great promise, although many other parts of the world have not yet recognized the opportunity associated with these finance models, partly due to political opposition, regulatory opacity, and the technical and operational complexity of these projects.9

The emerging role of city growth planning

Urban planning plays an essential role in the urban growth management process and the successful creation and capture of value. Planning plays a pivotal role in regulating urban land use and development, but also has a key “place-shaping” role in the built environment, which is a source of value and benefit to real estate developers. Confidence in a city’s urban planning approach can reduce planning and development risks, which are key factors for private investors as they assess risk/reward opportunities. The ability of planning to manage the components of the built and natural environments so that they work together properly is at the heart of how developments can achieve efficiencies, cost-effectiveness, and added value.

Planning is not just the means to zone land and to identify what is desired or permissible in a certain location. It plays a key role in upholding the value of investment in real estate by protecting it from unforeseen or unplanned competition or from unwanted neighbouring uses. It encourages development that meets economic market demands, as well as public demands, to ensure planned uses are absorbed and put to productive use. For investors, planning is the main means to ensure that the market in which an investment is made remains stable.

The role and esteem of urban planning systems around the world varies. Planning is sometimes viewed as unnecessarily slow, restrictive, and costly.10 But there is a growing sense of the imperative to recognize the potential and benefits of joined-up planning to support physical and spatial change in cities. Over time it has become recognized that the management of a largely built-out
Urban planning plays an essential role in the urban growth management process and the successful creation and capture of value.

Urban landscape in a sustainable manner requires collaboration between urban planners and real estate professionals. This collaboration is key, since interactions with real estate professionals can offer insight into the private sector’s approach to risk evaluation and mitigation. The fundamental perspective on how to approach property development and land valuations can be helpful when evaluating a variety of development proposals.

Analytical frameworks for intelligent planning

Increasingly, cities are engaging real estate professionals to assist throughout the planning stages, and in part to ensure development initiatives represent optimal uses of land. This type of analysis, often referred to as a “highest and best use” study, can offer an analytical framework to help understand value and make informed decisions about issues such as zoning changes, resource allocation and prioritization, development phasing, and accommodating public sector needs. Figure B illustrates a typical approach to large-scale development planning, and the steps involved when analyzing a development’s highest and best use.

### Figure B: Typical approach to performing a highest and best use study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Sections</th>
<th>Conclusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>General Market Study</td>
<td>Economic, Legal, Investment, Demographic, Tourism</td>
<td>PESTLE Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Site Analysis</td>
<td>Location, Zoning, Access &amp; Egress, Land Use, Proximity to Demand Generators, Site Comparables</td>
<td>SWOT Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Real Estate Market Study</td>
<td>Asset Classes: Residential, Office, Retail, Hospitality, Area Overview, Stock &amp; Supply, Supply &amp; Demand Analysis, Performance, Factors Influencing Demand, Outlook &amp; Opportunities</td>
<td>Market Overview Potential Project Demand Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Demand Determination</td>
<td>Residential, Office, Retail, Hotel</td>
<td>Site Specific Demand Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Development Advisory Phase</td>
<td>Project Vision &amp; Objectives, Guiding Considerations, Site Concept, Component Specifications, Component Design</td>
<td>Development Brief</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: JLL Public Institutions - Municipal Advisory Practice
Establishing an analytical framework based on market data—where various development proposals and scenarios can be evaluated and compared—can help urban planners and city leaders better understand project values and potential. Urban planning best practices show that taking a disciplined and analytical approach to urban planning and development can help preserve and maximize development values. Overall, strong property and land values stand to benefit both public and private sectors alike.

The role and value of coordinated land use planning

It is common in many cities for haphazard land use patterns to emerge from ad-hoc and informal decisions about where to locate new developments, or whether or not to consider re-zoning requests. The integration of these decisions into a coherent vision, considerate of broader development initiatives, is one of the most important tasks for cities today. Coordinated land use master planning is an important means to this end.

Planning and local government: Key tools for shaping managed growth

Master planning and land use coordination has been a key spatial planning objective in many parts of the world. In European cities especially, the concentration of spatial development within “activity centres” or “opportunity areas” has been an important enabler of redevelopment and densification. This is especially important as policies, plans, and regulations proliferate in a complex environment. Meanwhile master planning powers may reside with municipalities, or with separate planning authorities in place of municipalities, which can provide a “one-stop shop” for investors and developers seeking advice and planning permission. Among the most successful examples of citywide and metropolitan master planning are Hong Kong and Tokyo. These cities have clearly identified rail systems as the backbone of urban development, designated satellite centres accordingly, and formulated plans for future corridors and nodes based on market demand, developable land availability, and long-term transport investment. They also have prioritized public transport-oriented policies and investment throughout sector plans and local master plans.

Land assembly is a core element of how land use is coordinated, and is often a necessary precursor to initiating large-scale development. Local governments usually have land acquisition authorities, and can serve as a catalyst to spur complex and large-scale development projects. In addition, a government’s ability to establish and regulate zoning can be a mechanism that can drive financial value and feasibility.

The utilization of zoning to permit and encourage new uses is a key trigger of redevelopment and adjustment in cities. It is common in many cities to find exclusionary zoning that forbids rezoning from industrial purposes in order to preserve a certain mix of uses that may no longer be viable. The existing use designations of public land can sometimes delay attempts to adapt sites for new uses and development. Equally, re-designation can provide permission for taller buildings, while form-based zoning to regulate form rather than use is also popular, as it allows the market to select the most appropriate use.

A clear delegation of land use powers to local and city governments has become important to cities because it allows different actors to take a strategic approach to future land uses.
Many cities have also benefited from more flexible development planning techniques that accept inevitable changes over a 20–30 year development cycle and seek to build an infrastructure framework that supports long-term development. It is important to emphasize that comprehensive master planning efforts are not intended to be a static exercise. Development plans should be dynamic and responsive to evolving market conditions. Figure C illustrates the iterative nature of the master planning process. The analytical framework (step 1) is used to evaluate performance of master plan concepts, and can be adjusted to respond to changing variables and market conditions to provide sensitivity analyses of various scenarios, which are used in turn as inputs to refine and optimize subsequent versions of the master plan (step 2). This process can be particularly useful when developing specific project plans for execution such as an acquisitions plan, phasing strategy, infrastructure needs assessments and projections, and financing plans.

Land use planning is likely to play an increasingly significant role in the New Urban Agenda because of its capacity to deliver coordinated development and overcome ad-hoc incrementalism that can lead to sprawl, social and spatial segregation, and lower quality of life. Land use planning is most effective if it is flexible in the face of changing market conditions, and when alignment among different levels of planning and across different agencies is achieved, thereby enabling the simplification of complex developments and the sequencing of them with other infrastructure and services.

**Land use, infrastructure, and amenities: Getting the basics right**

In addition to coordinated land use master planning, other tools and other provisions also play an influential role in the development process for cities. Planning often supports a multi-faceted and organic process supported by other public sector interventions and investments.

---

**Figure C: The master planning process**

![Diagram of the master planning process](image-url)
Perhaps most important among these is infrastructure investment. Infrastructure systems are the backbone of city competitiveness and long-term success and are critical especially in emerging cities, where metropolitan infrastructure is often the most severe deficit. For example, rail transport with rapid links to residential and employment districts, and to nearby port and airport infrastructure, is perhaps the most potent catalyst to unlock new development and densification. Integrated public transport and road connections can spread demand across a city and improve access for different communities. In addition, upfront capital investment in digital and utilities infrastructure provides an importance source of attractiveness and long-term efficiency that is a solid platform for future development.

High-quality amenity investments are also central to place shaping and development. Investment in public spaces and parks, waterfront development, and environmental improvements is necessary to provide a welcoming environment for businesses and workers, and can open up new or under-used sub-centres in cities. Amenities improve the relative attractiveness of city areas but also encourage more mixed-use and “live/work” neighbourhoods, which have other knock-on effects including a reduction in peak travel demand, lower energy use, and smaller environmental footprint.

Together, infrastructure and amenity investments can help improve land values by providing sites with key competitive advantages, thus increasing site desirability while also offering broader social and environmental benefits.

District development agencies are also created in many cities to manage the complex process of economic transition and building re-use. Development agencies help build a consistent brand and identity for areas, as well as offer professional management of key assets.

Additionally, district management has become an important element of maintaining the attractiveness of areas. Street-scaping, security, marketing, and business partnerships are increasingly specialized and influential activities. Business improvement districts (BIDs) are a common model that has played a very important role in many cities, especially in North America and Europe, but also in South Africa and Latin America. BIDs have even become statutory consultees on local planning. They also provide leadership, place-making management, and even small-scale capital investment.

Relocation incentives or negotiations to persuade the relocation of “urban anchors” such as universities, teaching hospitals, airports, stadia, or high-profile companies are also noted catalysts of development. Coherent branding and messaging of neighbourhoods is also an important function that can bring international visibility and activity to an area.

**Benefits of strategic, proactive planning**

Effective and strategic planning can have a number of important social and economic benefits over the long term. In addition to achieving a balance of environmental, economic, and social interests, the benefits of planning include:

- **Minimizing uncertainty**: Planning adds certainty to the market, by stating within local plans and other guidance the kind of development that may be planned and built. This includes identifying areas of opportunity or intensification, preventing oversaturation of a certain use class, or offering reassurance about what may be built nearby.
● **Coordination:** Planning helps coordinate and sequence effectively with other kinds of development.

● **Cost management:** Planning can help reduce high upfront infrastructure costs, which may act as a barrier to development.

● **Balanced, mixed-use centres:** Planning helps minimize housing and job mismatches and the social and economic costs these create.

● **Catalyst for social amenities:** Planning triggers investment in social infrastructure, helping to create communities that are attractive to residents and businesses, thereby raising value.

● **Increased competitiveness:** Planning can enhance an area’s competitive advantage as businesses cluster to benefit from supply chains, skilled labour, and competitors.

● **A metropolitan perspective:** Planning can encourage growth decisions to take place at the functional economic level.

● **Cross-sector partnership:** Effective planning can improve cooperation and a sense of duty and responsibility between public and private sectors.

**The consequences of poor development planning**

The effects of poor development planning include:

● **Oversupply:** A common planning failure of city governments is the failure to protect investments made by retailers and retail property sector companies, by embracing multiple retail parks and shopping malls. This causes oversupply that limits yields and leads to investor frustration and withdrawal.

● **Overly hasty lowering of barriers for new businesses:** Loose planning can assign locations that later become obsolete or detached from cluster formations.

● **Short-termism and lack of flexible space:** There are many examples of when cities fail to consider how commercial sites will evolve over a whole business cycle, denying start-ups the ability for future growth.

● **Lowering of environmental standards:** Zoning for industrial investment can have negative environmental externalities, which aside from the immediate impact on local populations, also leave strategic sites unattractive and subsequently constrain growth when cities try to move up the value chain.

● **Inefficiencies:** Poor planning can result in inefficient travel patterns, higher costs, and diseconomies of agglomeration.

● **Fiscal disparities:** As business activity and tax retention is concentrated in a small proportion of municipalities, fiscal disparities can result.

**How public authorities attract private capital co-investment**

For cities around the world, the sources and systems of investment in real estate, infrastructure, and other hard assets have changed quickly and dramatically. Cities must negotiate this new pattern of investment with different risk and return patterns from the past, and with investment cycles that have changed time frames and dynamics. These changes require them to become more focused on the conditions that will attract investment.

**What is an investment-ready city?**

Investment-readiness has become an important attribute to ensure flows of investment can achieve wider social and sustainable development goals. Investment-readiness has been defined as:
“The demonstrated capacity of a city to prime itself towards the needs of external investors, by providing a credible and efficient framework and process for external investment, coupled with a development pipeline of bankable propositions and opportunities that meet the specific process, asset, scale, and risk management requirements of the investors.”

Investment-ready cities cultivate a reliable supply of opportunities for inbound capital. To accomplish this they prepare the opportunities and assets to meet investor funding demands and risk/scale appetites, and seek to understand how different forms of investment capital need to be structured. It is critical for city leaders to plan ahead and prepare an analytical framework that will help understand the implications of various capital structures and transactions structures. Similarly, in public–private partnership transactions, where there is some form of shared ownership stake between public and private entities, it is imperative to understand both investment perspectives, and the meaning of partnership, to structure mutually beneficial arrangements. Working with experienced real estate professionals throughout the planning and partner solicitation phases can streamline the project financing and development phases. Once a city is investment-ready, they then look to maintain conditions to ensure projects are bankable.

Governance framework and transparency

The quest for cities to become ready for investment has invited concern that they are engaged either in a destructive race to the bottom, or in a pursuit of a quick windfall that does not protect business and investor interests over the longer term. There are certainly many instances where cities have inadvertently compromised their ability to compete across whole cycles or multiple cycles by impulsively accepting business investments of all types, in any requested location and at any time.
This raises the question of the right governance framework for cities to be effectively investment-ready. City governments have to be mindful of the investment demands of today’s firms, so that core framework attractiveness can be complemented with real channels for capital to find its way into the city. They also need a full understanding of the market and market evolution, and how it can be shaped over whole business cycles.

Investors are responsive and supportive towards coherent city visions that provide a clear and evidence-led pathway for sector and spatial growth. Credible leadership at the city level is almost always a key concern. The experience of cities such as Manchester and Brisbane shows that cities need to have not just a clear plan and vision but also a “chief negotiator” who acts as a high-profile single point of contact and is able to reach a binding agreement with an investor or locator that produces durable benefits on both sides.

For a city to have hard assets that are investment-ready, it tends to need:

- a stable, predictable, transparent, and consistent environment for external investment, with planning that minimizes the risk of oversupply, or firm cannibalization;
- a process for investment characterised by low risks and predictable costs;
- attractive risk-adjusted returns for different classes of investors; and
- the ability to leverage its own assets, including public land and contracts.

Cities cannot achieve all of these outcomes by themselves. The national system remains pivotal for providing the transparency, political stability, and legal predictability to attract rather than deter investment. Any overlap and friction between city-level and national-level policies can create serious regulatory complexity, especially if it is accompanied by governance misalignments. The challenge is for cities to be strategically open for investment while maintaining consistency and coherence among the legal, regulatory, and legislative institutions at the local and national levels. Cities whose governance and institutional frameworks have been rated most highly for business and investment attractiveness include Singapore, Vancouver, and Auckland.14

**Developing a pipeline of bankable projects**

The potential of investors to commit capital hinges on the availability of investible sites and on the regulatory and planning frameworks that support and enable such investment to take place.15 Many cities have developed an investment framework that identifies and prioritizes a pipeline of commercial and physical projects according to a wider growth strategy and measurable impact. A robust pipeline of financially viable propositions and opportunities is one that meets the specific process, asset, scale, and risk management requirements of investors, including institutional investors (e.g., pension funds). This means that cities need the technical capacity to mount their own programme of development.

**How to capitalize on private capital’s interest in diversification**

Diversification is widely viewed as a hallmark of a strong investment portfolio. Long-term investments in urban real estate are opportunities to diversify a portfolio of stocks and bonds, and pool risk. This option is also pursued by smaller scale investors who may prefer to invest in real estate investment trusts (REITs), limited partnerships, mutual funds, or...
exchange-traded funds. Today institutional investors rarely allocate more than 10 per cent of their portfolio to real estate.

Investors also increasingly prefer to diversify their own real estate portfolio. Diversification is achieved by location, property type, tenant, sector, or lease term. This allows different investment strategies to take form whereby capital is deployed according to different combinations of risk appetite. As this diversification approach takes hold, more cities have an opportunity to benefit from real estate investment.

**Underlying issues**

It is crucial to acknowledge underlying issues that often affect real estate investment in developing cities. These include spatial development in fast-growing cities, densification, technology, and metropolitan areas with multiple jurisdictions. Adapting plans to take into account these often-unavoidable realities is essential.

**Spatial development in fast-growing cities**

With the global population currently growing at a rate of 75 million people a year, urban populations are accommodated in a number of different ways. The default mode is sprawl and metropolitanization, with cities expanding into a regional hinterland developing a new polycentric and dispersed growth pattern. Over the last two decades most cities in the world have become less dense because they are growing outwards. Cities in developing countries, where almost all urban growth will take place, are expected to triple their land area between 2005 and 2030. Urban footprint growth is expected to be almost as significant in industrialized countries (2.5 times overall growth), despite overall slower rates of population growth.16

Especially in Asia and the Middle East, it is also common to plan and construct new cities or districts from scratch in order to absorb part of the urbanizing labour force. However, there is increasing consensus around the need to accommodate more people and activities through an increase of density within existing boundaries. When thinking carefully about how to support population growth, the preferred choice is well-managed and well-serviced densification, especially among those cities that have not yet reached their natural sizes, or matched previous population peaks. But many cities struggle to accommodate their rising population growth, and do not easily find space for new housing, schools, amenities, and parks. They resist density and additional population, and they fear over-crowding, loss of privacy, or the insecurity of a more anonymous city.

**Intensification, densification, and mixed use**

It is widely agreed that densifying cities can accommodate population growth within a contained environmental footprint, and that they can enjoy better connectivity, amenities, open spaces, and social interaction. (For an overview of the outcomes of good density versus those of bad density, see Figure D.) A joint ULI/Centre for Liveable Cities report notes that the lower-density cities of the United States use about five times more energy per capita in gasoline than the cities of Europe, which are in turn about five times denser on average.17 Dense cities in principle are able to become more productive and host innovation. Significantly, dense cities are also more investment-ready because of their ability to assemble and package large sites to institutional investors and other sources of capital.
Cities with a rigorous framework and plan for densification can:

- Achieve density through mid-rise projects, without having to build extremely high throughout the inner city
- Offer lifestyle benefits to a range of different income and demographic groups
- Reduce congestion, carbon footprints, and inefficiencies by minimizing time and distances to work and leisure
- Offer more amenities and opportunity in areas that have been under-invested

Figure D: Outcomes of good density versus bad density

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mixed Use</th>
<th>Connected</th>
<th>Planned</th>
<th>Spacious</th>
<th>Monotonous</th>
<th>Isolated</th>
<th>Unmanaged</th>
<th>Unliveable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liveable</td>
<td>Outcomes of Good Density</td>
<td>Cohesive</td>
<td></td>
<td>Crowded</td>
<td>Outcomes of Bad Density</td>
<td>Conspicuous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental</td>
<td>Designed</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
<td>Segregated</td>
<td>Inflexible</td>
<td>Ugly</td>
<td>Polluting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ULI, Drivers, Debates and Dividends (London, ULI, 2015).

Cities can do a number of things to densify successfully and attract capital:

- Create a citywide framework for density and compact development
- Utilise PPPs in order to establish and finance projects at the local level
- Concentrate efforts on prioritized areas to create critical mass in less-developed districts, allowing streamlining of time and resources and focusing investments in targeted areas
- Ensuring that density is accompanied by liveability and attractiveness

Technology, real estate, and urban development

Most commercial buildings in larger, established cities around the world were designed for the industrial or corporate economy. They were constructed, owned, and managed with older business models in mind. But technology, the innovation economy, and their spin offs, such as the sharing economy, co-working, and the digital economy, are major disruptors for the real estate industry. Real estate developers and investors are now responding quickly to meet the needs of firms in innovative sectors such as digital media, IT, life sciences, clean tech, and others.
The rise of high-tech, innovation-led industries is a disruptor across the spectrum. At the macro-scale, the innovation economy is fuelling the demand to locate in cities. Cities are the 21st century “laboratories” for commercial innovation and cross-fertilization. They bring together a wide range of sectors, deep international networks, customer and client opportunities, and cultural and artistic quality. At the meso-scale, areas or neighbourhoods are being re-built to serve innovation as part of a broader process of re-urbanization and re-densification. The management and design of real estate have therefore become key ingredients to support and leverage this process for shared benefit. And at the micro-scale, many of the existing buildings in cities need to be re-purposed to fit the needs of new occupiers. For the innovation economy, workplace is a key enabler of organizational success, talent attraction, and company brand.

Innovation in particular sectors today has specific real estate requirements. In pharmaceutical and biotech, for example, the rise of independent research and development (R&D) providers means there is demand for wet and dry lab space. Almost all occupiers will have exacting technology needs, including high-quality fibre broadband connectivity and power systems. These new requirements are no longer solely the demands of innovators, as their influence is now stretching to more traditional occupiers in business and financial services firms. In short, the innovation economy has kick-started a revolution in real estate demand.

Meeting the new demands of the innovation economy (and increasingly of other sectors that are following its lead) presents challenges for the business models of real estate owners and landlords. The real estate industry—developers, investors, owners, and planners—has had to re-think spatial form and business models. Many are making project and property adaptations to enhance the attractiveness and utility of their real estate assets to innovation firms—workspace innovations, new kinds of commercial space, adaptable buildings, and advice and support for start-ups. As part of real estate’s shift towards providing stewardship, management, and services in addition to the raw asset, real estate is becoming more active to create a more supportive operating framework for innovation, for improving finance and access to capital, and enhancing city- and district-wide attractiveness by managing housing, social infrastructure, and civic and public space.

The overall impact of technological change on real estate is that the industry is beginning to adopt more of a service-provider mindset and align interests and transparency between owners and occupiers. New imperatives have emerged to ensure commercial buildings have a robust technology platform, that routes to capital for growing firms are clear, encourage collaboration with mature institutions, and grow value over time through involved property management. These needs align with those of cities more broadly. Cities that seek to become centres of innovation require high-quality IT and utilities infrastructure. This will help universities and knowledge systems attract and support innovators and the next generation of technology-oriented workers.

Multi-jurisdictional metropolitan areas and real estate development

Real estate does not only look for investable sites and willing development partners in cities. The typical investor also looks for particular qualities in their public sector partners. They look to invest in cities that act in predictable ways—that have
a well-defined long-term vision, clear planning frameworks, and rational land use policies. Cities that have good infrastructure that is appropriately supported by revenues are desirable, as are places that can leverage their own assets, including publicly owned land. And although clear frameworks are essential, investors will inevitably favour cities that have the ability and desire to be flexible in their approach to planning in order to reach their development goals. Finally, cities with competent, efficient, and investment-savvy management teams make strong partners.

Most cities do not yet represent this “model” partner. They may have opaque spatial policies, or inefficient processes for investment that can lead them to act unpredictably or unproductively. They may be limited by underpowered or inexperienced decision-makers.

For cities that embrace a “managed metropolis” approach, there is the promise of improved tools to promote urban development and attract property investment. These tools can include:

- **A move towards spatial development strategies and longer-term planning that provides greater vision and clarity to future development.** Cities that are empowered to develop and deliver their own long-term strategic plans have a mechanism through which to crystallize clear and defined, spatially and sectorally integrated options for the future. Long-term plans can act as an investment prospectus for private sector sources of investment capital.

- **Elected mayors with increased land use planning decision-making powers and roles in housing, transport, and economic development.** Strong, visible metropolitan leaders, elected with a clear mandate, can provide reassuring certainty to investors as a single “go-to” accountable figure, as opposed to the opacity of local authorities.

- **Better-integrated capital investment budgets.** Fiscal devolution can lead to a greater certainty of funds for local governments, enabling integrated capital investment budgets and long-term capital planning. Integrated budgets make the use of single appraisal frameworks possible and facilitate prioritization of projects in line with strategic objectives. In this way devolution can be an important catalyst for cities to develop their capacity to manage their funding and become more competent partners for private finance.

- **Better integration of transport investment with land use planning.** Transport and land use planning under centralized systems are too often subject to silo-based thinking, with individual ministries creating rigid frameworks for local decision-making. Devolution of responsibility provides the potential for a more joined-up approach, which can result in efficient transport systems that are a major factor in quality-of-life assessments and a city’s broader attractiveness to talent and firms.

- **Greater coordination of public land portfolios for development.** Devolution of powers can enable local authorities to proactively assemble land parcels of the necessary scale to stimulate the market and create attractive projects for investors. Hafen City in Hamburg is one of many examples of autonomous local authorities creating attractive mega-sites for private sector investment. A city or metro’s devolved powers might also include the ability to designate special development corporations for major parcels of redevelopment land that can be more nimble partners for the private sector.

- **Increased access to business rates and value capture financing techniques.** Retaining business rates at the local level both incentivizes local
governments to grow their economies, which in turn can encourage them to take more strategic development decisions, and can also provide greater freedom as to how funds are spent on local development (e.g., pooling for major projects). Equally, the opportunity to participate in value capture financing techniques such as tax increment financing, planning gain supplements, local taxation, or development levies can help local governments to leverage their assets in innovative ways, enabling developments that may not be possible under a system of handouts from higher tiers of government.

Any one or combination of these tools can help metropolitan areas to become more competent partners for real estate, providing them with the ability to make their city more investment-ready. The types of reforms that metropolitan leaders can make using enhanced powers may include:

- Densification of land/increased brownfield development
- Promotion of mixed-use development
- Reform of planning policy/design codes
- Infrastructure expansion to support development of new nodes
- Development of long-term strategic city development plans

Role of real estate planning and development in making cities competitive

Cities have a number of distinct imperatives depending on their size, prosperity, economic strengths, political roles, quality of life, and spatial development patterns. They can be grouped into many different classifications based on these attributes, as work by Jones Lang LaSalle in 2015 shows. These groups of cities tend to share imperatives, and this section identifies ways in which real estate can play a shaping role in addressing and solving the respective challenges of three of these groups (see Figure E for an overview).
### Figure E: Strategic imperatives for three different kinds of world cities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Established World Cities</th>
<th>Emerging World Cities</th>
<th>New World Cities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Population</strong></td>
<td>Maintain population growth from international in-migration.</td>
<td>Implement a more managed approach to population growth and to rural migration.</td>
<td>Build an alliance around talent attraction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Housing</strong></td>
<td>Boost new supply in housing markets and confront NIMBY-ist tendencies.</td>
<td>Provide attractive entry level housing efficiently and quickly enough.</td>
<td>Monitor housing range and affordability to suit under 35s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inequality</strong></td>
<td>Address challenges of urban under-class.</td>
<td>Tackle polarisation of income and service access.</td>
<td>Ensure a strong focus on inclusive growth via skills development and mixed-use housing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sustainability</strong></td>
<td>Tackle climate change adaptation and resilience.</td>
<td>Reduce vulnerability to climate change, flooding, earthquakes.</td>
<td>Active leadership on energy efficiency and mix, low pollution, green economy, resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land</strong></td>
<td>Undertake big redevelopment efforts to shift from old to new modes and recycle land effectively.</td>
<td>Rationalise land use and spatial governance to achieve coherent urban and metropolitan forms.</td>
<td>Agreed spatial strategy managed by lead agency. Ensure projects are investment ready.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business framework</strong></td>
<td>Maintain competitive business climate and tax regime and IP environment.</td>
<td>Improve productivity and business climate, especially legal and regulatory framework. Focus on transparency and confidence.</td>
<td>Improve information and co-ordination. Foster start-up growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Talent</strong></td>
<td>Maintain public support for openness, especially at national level.</td>
<td>Ensure openness to international talent, while fostering cosmopolitanism and multi-lingualism.</td>
<td>Gain visibility among international talent and entrepreneurs. Maintain affordability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infrastructure</strong></td>
<td>Undertake infrastructure modernisation, e.g. transport, water, waste, energy.</td>
<td>Tackle major infrastructure and basic housing deficits.</td>
<td>Enhance international air and port links, especially to growth markets. Focus on digital connectivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic development</strong></td>
<td>Ensure affordability for new entrants in the emerging innovation economy.</td>
<td>Give sufficient support to new entrants and emerging sectors.</td>
<td>Expert specialisation, innovation, digital and science. Leverage big events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brand and identity</strong></td>
<td>Maintain clear identity in highly competitive environment.</td>
<td>Establish identity and live up to brand promise.</td>
<td>Build a business and investor brand to complement its other stronger brands. Improve work-life balance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metro governance</strong></td>
<td>Promote networked and collaborative governance across the functional region.</td>
<td>Promote maturity of institutions, municipal governments’ capacity and tools.</td>
<td>A broader leadership platform, involving business, universities and civil society. Embrace the metropolitan agenda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inter-governmental relationships</strong></td>
<td>Improve fiscal arrangements with national government.</td>
<td>Attain recognition of urban agenda and spatial economy by national government.</td>
<td>Build story from scratch and gain active support for internationalisation programme.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Jones Lang LaSalle and The Business of Cities, Globalization and Competition: The New World of Cities (Chicago, Jones Lang LaSalle, 2015).*
Established World Cities’ imperatives

Established world cities (e.g., London, New York, and Paris)—the large globalized cities that have experienced significant international demand from people, firms, investors, and visitors—face a number of critical issues as they look to manage their growth. Most pertinently, they need to boost new supply in housing markets and confront opposition of existing asset-owners to new development, if they seek to avoid becoming prohibitively expensive to the younger workforce. The role of real estate here is multi-faceted, as they are valued partners in the effort to increase the rate of housing supply in collaboration with public authorities. Real estate can drive a diversification of ownership models, and institutional investment can increase the viability of long-term rental.

Real estate also has a role to play in densifying to bring forward mixed-income and mixed-use developments, and for undertaking redevelopment efforts to shift from old to new modes and recycle land effectively. And for this group of cities to maintain a competitive business climate and affordability for new entrants, it is important real estate provides innovative, affordable, and flexible office solutions for the growing innovation sectors. Finally, real estate will be a critical partner in the process of infrastructure modernization for these aging cities, and for undertaking integrated projects that span several jurisdictions in those established cities that lack a proper metropolitan leadership.

Emerging World Cities’ imperatives

For major cities in emerging economies (e.g., Shanghai, Sao Paulo, and Mumbai), a very different set of challenges is visible for which real estate will play an important role in addressing. This group of cities urgently relies on a more managed approach to population growth and to rural migration. Real estate planning has a big contribution to make in terms of the provision of mass housing, and place-making and renewal in monolithic suburbs and ribbon development. These cities also experience severe polarization of income and service access, and here real estate planning requires projects that build in public amenities and social infrastructure (child care, schools, health), and which militate against enclave urbanism.

Real estate development must also support these cities’ attempts to reduce vulnerability to climate change, flooding, and earthquakes through first-mover adaptation to resilient and sustainable building design. The sector also has a role to play to improve transparency, and to establish these cities’ identities so that they live up to and exceed their promise to international markets.

New World Cities’ imperatives

The most recent cycle of globalization since 2008 has seen a large number of cities become more intentionally global in their economic orientation. These “new” world cities (e.g., Auckland, Tel Aviv, and Vienna) are usually medium-sized cities, with a small number of distinct specializations, and a reputation for high quality of life. Their challenges revolve around increasing their connectivity to international markets, and creating a more metropolitan approach to adjust to increased scale, become more polycentric, and manage the externalities of growth.

Real estate planning and development can help these cities create critical mass in new sub-centres by sequencing infrastructure, amenities, and
housing to achieve the necessary level of vibrancy and demand. Because these cities rely on their capacity to host entrepreneurship, real estate planning can also play a role in ensuring availability of housing in inner-city locations, near the main “innovation districts.” The need for these cities to cultivate expert specialization in innovation, digital, and science means planning should promote synergies among universities, civil society, and firms. These cities also take an active leadership role in terms of energy efficiency and mix, and low pollution and green economy initiatives, and real estate planning has to accelerate the shift to compact growth within a wider strategy.

Conclusion

The process of urbanization is one of the most significant trends of the 21st century, and is inexorably linked to land use, property development, and real estate markets. Cities now influence social, political, and economic relations at every level and are major factors in creating land use agendas and priorities. Employing a coordinated, disciplined approach to planning across both public and private sectors, and supporting those efforts with a transparent regulatory environment, are fundamental factors in reducing development-related risks and attracting investment capital. Managed growth and effective planning approaches can positively impact and preserve a balance of key social, environmental, and economic interests.
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Introduction

Adopted in September 2015, the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) established an agenda for the next 15 years for developing and developed countries alike. These goals place a special emphasis on environmental issues in addition to reducing poverty and promoting quality education, good health, and gender equality.\(^1\)

Over 80 per cent of the world’s population lives in less-developed regions—13 per cent of them in least developed countries (LDCs) that lag significantly in key social and economic indicators. It is especially important to ensure effective SDG implementation in these LDCs.

A key challenge for LDCs is financing the implementation of the SDGs. Modern infrastructure is a key component in achieving the SDGs, and meeting only the basic infrastructure investment needs of developing
countries amounts to an estimated US$1 trillion to $1.5 trillion annually.\textsuperscript{2} Moreover, economic growth in many LDCs is weak (for instance, annual GDP growth in the Middle East and North Africa region has averaged only 1.8 per cent over the last five years, whereas the growth in sub-Saharan Africa has slowed from an impressive 6.4 per cent during 2002–2008 to 4.6 per cent in 2014 and 3.5 per cent in 2015),\textsuperscript{3} domestic revenues are low,\textsuperscript{4} capital markets are weak or sometimes non-existent, political instability is high, and the taxation system is inefficient, with a narrow tax base. Lack of developed capital markets and inadequate financial institutions pose additional significant challenges to financing SDGs in LDCs. The private sector in the majority of LDCs is also under-developed, and despite an overall increase in foreign direct investments,\textsuperscript{5} large foreign companies are wary of high political and economic risks in these countries.\textsuperscript{6}

Developing countries receive large amounts from official development assistance (ODA), international donors such as the World Bank and the UN, and other international development agencies (in 2014, LDCs received an estimated US$135 billion from OECD’s Development Assistance Committee).\textsuperscript{7} Concessional official finance remains an extremely important source of financing, accounting for about 45 per cent of total international capital flows to the LDCs.\textsuperscript{8} Domestic resource mobilization is also an important factor in overcoming the financing deficit and propelling LDCs towards achieving the SDGs.

Municipalities are the engines of economic growth in LDCs and play an important role in generating higher domestic revenue, even in the poorest countries.\textsuperscript{9} Yet, despite significant domestic efforts and international support, municipalities in LDCs struggle to ensure adequate basic services and quality infrastructure for local development. Whereas the focus on own-source revenue generation should be maintained and intensified, domestic capital markets may offer additional opportunities for municipal development.

However, LDCs’ structural economic weaknesses restrict municipalities’ access to capital markets for infrastructure financing. In addition, the legal and regulatory frameworks for subnational borrowing often make access to capital markets difficult or even impossible.\textsuperscript{10} This is exacerbated by inadequate governance and fiscal management and by a lack of understanding about how capital markets operate at the local government level. As such, as shown in Table 1, municipalities rely primarily on transfers from the central government through grants and other mechanisms, as well as on own-source revenues from taxes, fees, and charges, with the latter often amounting to no more than 10 per cent of the entire municipal budget (with the exception of capital cities).
Table 1: Local government capital revenue sources and average shares (LDCs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Capital revenues</th>
<th>Average budget share in LDCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Own-source revenues</td>
<td>Asset sales</td>
<td>5–10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betterment fees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current surplus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenues from higher government levels</td>
<td>General capital grants</td>
<td>80–85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Earmarked grants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External revenues</td>
<td>Loans, bonds, and equity</td>
<td>0–5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct international development partners’ support</td>
<td>General capital grants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Earmarked grants</td>
<td>0–5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Reliance on central government transfers limits the size of investment capital and places the full economic burden of funding long-term infrastructure development on the present generation. It also contradicts the global trend of municipalities and other sub-sovereigns increasingly relying on infrastructure financing from the private sector.\(^\text{11}\)

Figure A offers clear evidence of the growing global trend in public–private partnership (PPP) infrastructure projects,\(^\text{12}\) which increased more than three-fold between 2001 and 2012. The involvement of private capital in financing infrastructure in LDCs has increased by an impressive 3.5 times from US$1,495 million to $5,190 million; however, it started from a very low base and accounts for just 3 per cent of global private infrastructure financing.

Over 80 per cent of the world’s population lives in less-developed regions—13 per cent of them in least developed countries (LDCs) that lag significantly in key social and economic indicators. It is especially important to ensure effective SDG implementation in these LDCs.
Figure A: Private sector involvement in infrastructure financing, 2001–2012

Source: World Bank and PPIAF, PPI Project Database

Figure B indicates that in Africa, where 34 LDCs are located, private resources in terms of market capitalization (US$1.5 trillion) by far surpass government revenues or ODA as sources of infrastructure financing. As capital markets in LDCs mature in terms of sophistication, scope, and capitalization, and municipalities improve their financial position and expertise, it is fair to expect that private capital will play an increasingly important role in financing municipal infrastructure in LDCs.

Figure B: Sources of financing for African development

Sources:
** World Bank, Debt Relief for 39 Countries on Track to Reach US$114 Billion (Washington, World Bank, 2013).
This chapter begins by examining the various methods of using capital markets for municipal finance in LDCs. It then describes financial and non-financial mechanisms most suitable for municipalities in LDCs. Next, the chapter touches upon the emerging financial innovations that, although not currently present in LDCs, may play a more significant role in the future. It concludes with a discussion of the decision-making process and specific steps municipalities can take to access market-based funds (conventional or otherwise).

**Use of capital markets for municipal finance**

While capital markets may not be thriving in the LDCs, there are still many opportunities for municipalities and other sub-sovereigns to attract private capital for infrastructure financing. Whenever possible and economically sound, public funding should be used as leverage for increasing private investments in infrastructure.

*The credit market is defined narrowly as a marketplace for trading, structuring, and investing in the credit/credit risk of public and private borrowers through short-term lending or through credit derivatives and structured credit products.*
As shown in Figure C, private finance comes in two basic forms: equity and debt. Equity is financial interest in an infrastructure project that is sold to private investors by the project owner (a public or private entity). Unlike debt, equity does not have to be repaid, but it is much more difficult to acquire and more expensive than debt. In more developed countries, municipal companies are listed on the stock exchange and issue equity either for public or private placement with targeted institutional investors (such as pension funds). However, this avenue is only available for established and well-capitalized companies and requires well-developed and thriving venture capital and stock markets.

In comparison, in LDCs, private equity may be attracted through non-market mechanisms, such as when a private entity (including an institutional investor) commits equity to a new infrastructure project through a project-based partnership arrangement with a municipality. In its most general form, such an arrangement would involve two equity holders: the municipality that invests equity-like capital in the form of land and physical infrastructure (i.e., buildings, utilities, roads, etc.), and the private partner that contributes the cash required for the construction of the project. This is how a municipal transportation project in Busia, Uganda, was financed (see Case Study 1) and how four municipal housing projects were funded in Kinondoni, Tanzania. Even the least developed among the LDCs can benefit from such arrangements. For example, the local government in Herat, a city in the west of Afghanistan, was able to attract private firms to invest in city squares, parks, and traffic light systems. The number of equity holders may vary depending on the project. For instance, the Busia multi-purpose parking project has three: the Church of Uganda contributing 10 acres of land, the municipality contributing relevant infrastructure, and a private partner contributing equity. Consequently, the Church of Uganda receives 6 per cent of project revenues, the municipality 4 per cent, and the private partner 90 per cent.

**Case Study 1: Multi-purpose parking project in Busia, Uganda**

The municipal project in Busia, Uganda, pictured below includes a multi-purpose parking project in the District of Busia on the border with Kenya. The project uses the strategic border location of the district and is designed to facilitate cross-border movement and trade between Uganda and Kenya. The United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) helped develop and design the project as a tripartite public–private partnership among the local government, Church of Uganda, and a private investor (Agility Uganda Limited). De-risking the project through local economic analyses, feasibility studies, and structuring and financial modelling resulted in leveraging 70 per cent of the total cost of this US$2.5 million project in private equity and debt. The project (currently under implementation) will greatly improve traffic flow and improve the town’s environment; boost business in the region; create over 100 jobs directly or indirectly including lorry, petrol station, and shop attendants; and, in addition to the license fees collected from traders, allow the local government to receive 10 per cent of the project revenue quarterly.
Financial and non-financial instruments for municipalities

The past 15 years have seen significant innovation and increasing sophistication in debt instruments. However, only a few of these are available in LDCs. Local governments should consider two models of municipal credit—the bank lending model used in Europe and the municipal bond model used in North America—and select from each model various elements appropriate for their particular country’s sociocultural-political milieu. The most common long-term debt instrument available for sub-sovereigns in LDCs is a term loan from a commercial bank (including national development financial institutions and municipal development funds). A term loan is a loan with a maturity of more than five years and often includes a provision for a relatively long grace period of up to one year, during which the borrower does not pay the interest or the principal (or both).

However, subnational borrowing is, as a rule, heavily regulated. In most LDCs, there is a statutory limit on the amount of debt a municipality can contract, which is restricted to 20–30 per cent of the annual amount of own-source revenues. Municipalities are not allowed to borrow from foreign banks, and domestic credit may be constrained due to financial repression policies or other reasons. Hence, borrowing against the municipal balance sheet for sizeable infrastructure investments requires a robust financial position—a continued challenge for many LDC municipalities. When an infrastructure project is designed to produce revenues through charges or fees or by generating profit, it is possible for municipalities to borrow against the assets of the future project (including its future cash flows). In this case, the bank considers the project’s future revenues as collateral rather than the general municipal revenues.

Generally speaking, municipal bonds are part of the future rather than of the present in LDCs. There are two types of municipal bonds: general obligation, and revenue (or project-based). General obligation bonds are backed by a full faith and credit pledge from the issuing government entity and are heavily dependent on the financial position of that
entity. Efforts to issue municipal bonds in LDCs have so far concentrated on this type of bond. Normally, municipal own-source revenues support these bonds and this is why the financial sustainability of municipalities is of such a critical importance for accessing capital markets with these instruments. However, there have been examples in emerging economies when sub-sovereigns issue viable bonds based on future transfers from the central government (the so-called future-flow bonds issued by a number of Mexican municipalities between 2001 and 2003). Naturally, this type of a bond assumes predictable and guaranteed central government transfers with a reliable interception mechanism. On the other hand, revenues, or project bonds, are backed by the pledge of a specific and limited revenue source originating from a particular project (e.g., fees from a public parking garage). Given the structural challenges of capital markets, only a few larger and richer municipalities can afford a municipal bond, such as Dakar in Senegal, Kampala in Uganda, Dhaka in Bangladesh, or Dar es Salaam in Tanzania.

Bonds, particularly those placed with banks and institutional investors, are issued in minimum denominations of $5,000 or multiples of $5,000. However, it is also possible to issue retail bonds in much smaller denominations, provided there is adequate demand. The so-called Jozi bonds issued by the Municipality of Johannesburg in a denomination of 1,000 rands (approximately US$70) are very popular with the city’s residents and can be bought at any South African Post Office in the wider Johannesburg area. Importantly, these bonds are tradeable in the secondary markets, which makes them a liquid asset for households.

The financial system in most LDCs remains bank-based rather than market-based. Hence, the main sources of private capital for financing infrastructure in those countries are banks and private companies partnering with public entities. Going forward, institutional investors such as government and private pension and insurance funds should play a more prominent role in financing infrastructure. So far, the engagement of such institutions in infrastructure financing in LDCs has been limited to large projects supported by the central government and multilateral financial institutions, such as the US$4.8 billion Renaissance Dam in Ethiopia. Unlocking this capital for smaller infrastructure projects sponsored by local governments would mean a significant increase in the availability of capital for infrastructure investments.

Figure D: Mechanisms of public sector support for infrastructure financing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Budget/land fund</th>
<th>Budget/project prep. fund</th>
<th>Debt/equity</th>
<th>Capital grant</th>
<th>Guarantee/contingent debt</th>
<th>Output-based subsidies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land acquisition</td>
<td>Funding for project preparation</td>
<td>Project financing</td>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from J. Delmon, Public-Private Partnership Projects in Infrastructure (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011).
At the same time, municipalities and other local governments in LDCs can benefit from existing mechanisms of public sector support to attract private capital for infrastructure financing (these mechanisms are illustrated in Figure D). Public support extended by government and multilateral and bilateral development agencies includes financial instruments that can be used to mobilize private sector infrastructure investment, such as (1) grants and other subsidies (e.g., output-based aid to complement or reduce user fees and tax relief) as well as interest-free loans; (2) various types of guarantees; and (3) concessional loans. The public sector offers a wide range of specialized de-risking instruments designed to address the challenges of infrastructure financing in developing countries, such as political and currency risks, and include political insurance, synthetic local currency loans, currency swaps, and interest rate swaps. Municipalities and other local governments need to develop a good understanding of the available public support instruments and gain relevant expertise in their application.

Table 2: Type of financing, capital providers, and instruments for municipal infrastructure financing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of financing</th>
<th>Capital providers</th>
<th>Instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equity financing</td>
<td>Wealthy individuals</td>
<td>Non-listed ordinary shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private equity and venture capital firms</td>
<td>Listed ordinary shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public sector entities (dedicated funds, agencies, and institutions)</td>
<td>Listed preference shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial banks</td>
<td>Quasi-equity (convertible loan instruments, unsecured loans, preference shares, mezzanine and subordinated loans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Islamic equity-based contracts (Musharakah and Mudarabah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt financing</td>
<td>Commercial banks</td>
<td>Term loans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thrifts</td>
<td>Municipal and other local government bonds (general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, and structured bonds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investment banks and finance companies</td>
<td>Corporate bonds (for municipal companies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Institutional investors (pension funds, insurance funds, etc.)</td>
<td>Mortgage loans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease financing</td>
<td>Leasing companies</td>
<td>Non-tax-oriented lease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tax-oriented lease (single-investor and leveraged)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Islamic lease (Ijarah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector financing</td>
<td>Global and regional multi-lateral development banks</td>
<td>Interest-free and concessional loans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government aid agencies</td>
<td>Grants and other subsidies, such as output-based aid and tax relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilateral development banks, export credit agencies, specialized funds</td>
<td>Guarantees (market, price, performance, cost, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National development banks, government ministries, and specialized agencies</td>
<td>Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sovereign wealth funds</td>
<td>Interest rate swaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct and indirect equity investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Equity-like contributions (land physical structures, equipment)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Access to capital markets can significantly improve the financial opportunities for municipal infrastructure investments. Yet, capital markets (and external finance, generally speaking) are not a universal answer to the challenges of municipal development. Resorting to external finance involves a number of risks. For instance, ownership may be compromised because equity finance comes with the baggage of voting rights for external parties. In addition, because interest needs to be paid on debt finance, a municipality will have to return more than initially acquired, whereas the pledged collateral may be seized by the lender in case of default. Borrowing not only expands the financing capacity of local governments, but also entails the risk of insolvency.

Hence, the decision on infrastructure financing modality should be considered in the overall context of the municipal capital investment plan and municipal financing strategy and plan. (Table 2 briefly presents the defining features of these different modes.) The nature of the project and its revenue generation capacity, the cost of internal and external capital, the optimal funding structure, the financial position of the municipality, and other factors need to be taken into account when deciding how infrastructure development should be financed.

### Non-conventional and emerging financial instruments for municipalities

The previous sections focused on conventional financial instruments that have been used by municipalities for a long time and are relatively well-known. This section explains two types of emerging instruments that municipalities in LDCs consider in addition to more traditional instruments: Islamic equity-, debt- and lease-based contracts and diaspora bonds.

Sixteen out of 48 LDCs are members of the Islamic Development Bank, and Islamic finance is becoming more widespread in those countries as well as globally, growing at 10–12 per cent annually during the past decade (although it still constitutes only a fraction of conventional finance). Islamic finance uses a number of contracts that take into account three major prohibitions: against interest (riba), against major uncertainty (gharar), and against gambling (maysir). The major Islamic finance contracts used for long-term financing are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: Major Islamic financial instruments for capital finance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equity-based</td>
<td>Mudarabah</td>
<td>Trustee financing contract. One party contributes capital while the other contributes effort or expertise. Profits are shared according to a predetermined ratio, and the investor is not guaranteed a return and bears any financial loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musharakah</td>
<td>Equity participation contract. Different parties contribute capital and profits are shared according to a pre-determined ratio, but losses are shared in proportion to capital contributions. The equity partners share and control how the investment is managed, and each partner is liable for the actions of the others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Istī‘a</td>
<td>Contractual agreement for manufacturing goods, allowing cash payments in advance and future delivery of a future payment and future delivery of the goods manufactured, as per the contract.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease-based</td>
<td>Ijarah</td>
<td>Operational or financial leasing contracts. Bank purchases asset on behalf of client and allows usage of asset for a fixed rental payment. Ownership of the asset remains with the financier but may gradually transfer to the client, who eventually becomes the owner.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Importantly, all Islamic finance contracts must be based on underlying real assets, thus easily lending themselves to the securitization process. The Islamic bond known as sukuk may be based on any of the contracts/instruments discussed in Table 3. A sukuk investor has a common share in the ownership of the assets linked to the investment, although this does not represent a debt owed to the issuer of the bond.

In the case of conventional bonds the issuer has a contractual obligation to pay to bond holders, on certain specified dates, interest and principal. In contrast, under a sukuk structure the sukuk holders each hold an undivided beneficial ownership in the underlying assets. Consequently, sukuk holders are entitled to a share in the revenues generated by the sukuk assets. The sale of sukuk relates to the sale of a proportionate share in the assets. Sukuk have been used for a long time to finance infrastructure projects in countries like Malaysia and Indonesia, and in the Middle East. The municipality of Tehran issued the country’s first sukuk based on the musharaka format in 1994; in 2013 Nigeria and Senegal both issued sukuk to finance large infrastructure investments. Part of the growing trend is due to the lower cost because of strong demand, which makes sukuk cheaper than conventional debt.

An emerging financial instrument is diaspora bonds. A diaspora bond is a debt instrument issued by a country—or potentially, a sub-sovereign entity or a private corporation—to raise financing from its overseas diaspora. For many LDCs diaspora remittances are one of the most significant sources of external finance. Remittance receipts to the LDCs climbed from US$6.3 billion in 2000 to nearly $27 billion in 2011. In the median LDC, remittances account for as much as 2.1 per cent of GDP and 8.5 per cent of export earnings, and much more for small economies like Lesotho, Samoa, or Somaliland, where remittances represent between 20 and 50 per cent of GDP.17

A typical migrant saves a larger amount than the amount of remittances. Most of these savings are kept in bank deposits earning nearly zero interest these days. Diaspora savings for sub-Saharan Africa were estimated at US$30.4 billion in 2009.18
A number of countries have attempted, with differing degrees of success, to leverage these significant financial resources through diaspora bonds. Israel and India have raised $35–40 billion using these bonds. Other countries, such as Zimbabwe, Ethiopia, and Kenya, have also tried this method. Diaspora bonds are often sold at a premium to the diaspora members, thus fetching a “patriotic” discount in borrowing costs. Besides patriotism or the desire to do good in the investor’s country of origin, such a discount can also be explained by the fact that diaspora investors may be more willing and able to take on sovereign risks of default in hard currency as well as devaluation, as they may have local currency liabilities and they may be able to influence the borrower’s decision to service such debt. According to the World Bank, there is a potential for raising $100 billion per year in development financing via diaspora bonds.

### Accessing market-based capital finance

The first decision to be made by the municipality is whether an infrastructure project should be financed from internal or external funds. External funds (unless they come as grants) have a cost, and the municipality needs to decide if this cost is affordable given the nature of the infrastructure to be financed. The projects likely to be financed with market-based funds include revenue-generating projects and larger infrastructure projects that cannot be financed from regular municipal resources. Even when the decision is taken to tap into market-based funds (conventional or otherwise), the municipality should explore options for hybrid finance that combine own-source revenues and grants with external equity and debt.

Once the decision on funding with market-based capital has been made, the municipality has to consider the following options:

- Borrowing from financial institutions or specialized development banks
- Accessing capital markets or issuing bonds
- Engaging private sector participation through contracts, leases, and concessions

Borrowing from financial institutions, particularly for smaller projects, may be the most straightforward and easiest option for most municipalities. It is particularly attractive when concessional funding is available from development banks or municipal development funds (MDFs). However, the municipality needs to decide (1) whether this borrowing should be made against the municipal balance sheet or against a particular project (if it is a revenue-generating project) and (2) whether borrowing is required at all, or if instead the requisite funding can be provided by a private partner in the context of a joint venture or a concession. If it is decided that the infrastructure investment will be funded with a loan (possibly in combination with other types of finance as discussed), a scan of the credit market will help identify the best credit providers in terms of the loan interest rate, tenor, and other conditions (such as a grace period). Whereas the municipality’s bank may seem like the natural choice, it may be possible to secure better credit conditions from a different financial institution based on the characteristics of the investment.

If the nature of the project allows a partnership with a private entity, the municipality has to choose the optimal contractual arrangements and the type of business structure (e.g., an SPV) best suited to the characteristics of the projects. Further analysis will help decide on the financial structure of this
Participatory appraisal of the assessment of the competitive advantage of Busia was completed by the Government of Uganda with UNCDF support. This was complemented by a more detailed local economy and business environment assessment resulting in a few project ideas. Consultations were held with the project sponsors (district government and the Church of Uganda); public tender documentation was prepared and a public tender was conducted to identify Agility Uganda Ltd as the winner. Revenue sharing arrangements were specified and two separate memoranda of understanding were prepared (with the local government and Church of Uganda). A 50-year renewable land lease was prepared. Terms of reference were prepared and various studies were completed, including a detailed feasibility study, project design (architectural drawing), traffic flow studies, environmental impact assessments, and market analysis. All required approvals obtained from the relevant government bodies for architectural designs, EIA, public utilities connections, etc. The solicitor general cleared the contract with Agility Uganda Ltd, which was signed in April 2014. The developer deposited a performance bond of US$ 300,000 prior to commencement of the construction works. Contractors procured and the construction works started in August 2015.

If the type and nature of the project justify the issuance of a bond, the municipality needs to make sure that it qualifies for this financial instrument. Before attempting to issue municipal bonds, a local government or local public service enterprise must be in good financial condition so that it can repay its debts. This means that there must be a reliable surplus of revenues over expenditures that can be used to make the interest and principal payments to bondholders on time and in full. Efforts may need to be made to increase revenue collection from existing taxes, fees, and user charges. It may also be necessary to reduce unnecessary expenditures or institute cost-saving measures in areas where it is essential to continue expenditures. Figure F provides an overview of which types of debt instruments are best suited to particular conditions.
Conclusion

There are a few key provisions relating to the use of capital market-based funds by municipalities.

First, tapping into capital markets is associated with financial and some non-financial (e.g., reputational) risks. A municipality may lose its valuable assets in case of a failure. Prior to plunging into the turbulent sea of capital markets, municipalities need to develop the capacity to understand and assess those risks.

Second, there is no one single mechanism or instrument that would best address municipal long-term finance needs. Application of the instrument is determined by the nature of the investment to be funded, by the specific circumstances of a municipality, and by national regulations. There are always statutory limitations restricting the capacity of sub-sovereigns to use market-based capital. There may be more advanced financial instruments that smaller municipalities will never be able to apply. The use of hybrid instruments is encouraged. Overall, a progressive approach is recommended when municipalities move from simpler financial instruments (e.g., term loans) to more complex tools, such as SPV-based structured finance and bond issues.

Third, access to capital markets requires much more robust public financial management systems than most municipalities currently have. This includes proper revenue planning and administration, capital investment planning, and financial strategy development, to name just a few key conditions. Developing business acumen and the capacity to run municipalities as businesses is part of the process of local government re-engineering presently underway in a number of LDCs.

Fourth, obtaining a term loan, let alone issuing a bond, concludes a long process involving significant specialized expertise, which municipalities are in many cases unlikely to have. Hence, developing such expertise internally or ensuring ready access to external expertise becomes a critical issue.

Finally, getting access to long-term finance is not the end of the journey but rather a beginning. Debts, in whatever form they are incurred, must be repaid. Monitoring debt servicing and taking timely corrective actions to avoid default are critical for continued access to capital markets on favourable conditions in the future.
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Managing rapid urbanization is a primary challenge facing many cities, and particularly pressing is the need to provide adequate infrastructure in transportation, water treatment, housing, sewage, and solid waste. However, many local governments—particularly in small and medium-sized cities in developing countries—lack the organizational structures and authority to undertake infrastructure development initiatives. For example, they might lack properly staffed departments of finance, and the proper mechanisms and regulations for public–private investment are often not in place. Similarly, many cities lack the capacity for financing these investments, even when these assets have the potential to become sources of revenue generation.

There are a variety of ways local governments can finance infrastructure development. These include tax increment financing and municipal bonds as well as other land value capture mechanisms. In many cases, land use
planning regulations require developers to fund infrastructure construction as a condition for receiving permits to undertake residential or commercial building projects. The primary problem for small and medium-sized cities in developing countries is the large time lag between the initial investment in infrastructure and the return on this investment in the form of development fees and tax revenues reaped from infrastructure-enabled economic growth. In the case of large-scale water and sewage facilities, this lag can be especially long—10 to 20 years. Particularly in developing countries, it is difficult to secure the necessary interim financing because local governments have neither the credit rating, nor a history of responsible fiscal management, nor appropriate legal or institutional mechanisms (e.g., development levies, betterment taxes, development corporations).

The challenge lies not in the invention of new municipal finance models, but rather in creating the specific local government institutional mechanisms needed to undertake local government–led infrastructure development.¹

This chapter provides background on city-led infrastructure development and presents a practical framework for how local governments can create the conditions for mobilizing private sector resources to finance infrastructure and construct the appropriate facilities. This framework includes feasibility analysis to determine how infrastructure development can be designed to be feasible in a given city; legislation that sets and enforces standards and that provides legal mechanisms for local government to finance infrastructure construction; financing strategies; and organizational platforms for local development (e.g., legal subsidiary entities/development companies) that have the professional capacity to manage these complex projects.

**Mandate for local government in infrastructure development**

The provision of adequate infrastructure and services is necessary to provide both a high quality of life and an environment conducive to business. This includes everything from safety in the streets, proper sewage drainage, and quality schools to health care, roads, and public parks.

Adam Smith, who laid the intellectual foundation for free-market capitalism, clearly argues on behalf of governmental responsibility for critical infrastructure, writing that among government’s fundamental duties is “erecting and maintaining certain public works and certain public institutions which it can never be for the interest of any individual, or small number of individuals, to erect and maintain; because the profit could never repay the expense to any individual or small number of individuals, though it may frequently do much more than repay it to a great society.”²

While infrastructure provision has traditionally been the job of national government, the complexities, nuances, and dynamics of urban life have led local government to play an increasingly prominent role. Yet, local governments are still often without the legal mandates, the organizational structures, and financing capacity needed to take on these functions. Especially in developing countries, local governments do not usually have the local ordinances and related legislation that enable them to collect development fees and other taxes that serve as the foundation for financing infrastructure development. Nor do they have suitable organizational frameworks that can function in an entrepreneurial manner necessary to carry out the complex tasks of project management and fiscal management of infrastructure development.
The action strategy

The main challenge facing local government is how to create the conditions for mobilizing private sector resources to finance infrastructure and construct the appropriate facilities. This is not an abdication of public sector responsibility—quite the opposite, in fact. Local governments need to set standards, develop enforceable procedures, and anchor development fees/levies in specific by-laws/ordinances. They must establish dedicated organizational and institutional frameworks to manage infrastructure development in a way that enables them to harness often-hidden local economic resources.

Developing and implementing such a strategy of action should have four primary components: a feasibility analysis, authorizing legislation, financing strategies, and organizational platforms for local development.

Feasibility analysis

A feasibility analysis determines not whether infrastructure development is feasible in a given city, but rather how it can be designed to be feasible. This type of analysis involves:

- Assessing the scope of need of different types of infrastructure (roads, sewage treatment, water treatment, waste disposal, power generation, etc.). This needs to be based upon population projections, the number of housing units, and existing infrastructure capacity. This assessment must also identify the city’s strategic assets and assess what types of infrastructure are needed to link these assets to each other and to different population groups.

- Assessing the economic capacity of the different populations moving into the city. This entails determining how much different communities can pay for housing and related infrastructure, what share of the housing costs would go towards infrastructure, and what part of infrastructure costs residents should pay versus what part should be transferred to the business sector.

- Determining the standards and technologies best suited to meet the demands for urban growth for both residents and businesses.

- Estimating the overall costs for the different types of infrastructure required, as well as specific costs for different geographic and socio-economic areas.

It is important to ensure that the municipal level of infrastructure planning dovetails with regional- and national-level infrastructure projects. This is critical both for ensuring that infrastructure development is coordinated and to properly divide the different levels of funding responsibilities.

Authorizing legislation

In the past, infrastructure solutions—septic tanks, wells, runoff drainage, and even dirt roads—were tenable at the household level. But this is no longer feasible given today’s rapidly growing urban areas. Although there are regional/county-level initiatives for water purification, sewage treatment, and other types of infrastructure, the legal authority for local government to set and enforce standards is often weak. Equally, if not more critically, there are often no legal mechanisms for local government to finance the cost of infrastructure construction. (For example, there are no legislated provisions for deficit financing or for entering international financial markets.) In many instances, there are no legal statutes that give local governments the authority to make provision of infrastructure, or payment for the provision of infrastructure (through development fees), a condition for approval of building permits.
The transition here is not only one of setting and enforcing standards, but a change in the position and role of local government. It places the burden of infrastructure provision on the municipality and necessitates that it has the authority to finance infrastructure development. In the reality of devolution, local government today is often already accountable to the residents, but without the tools to deliver.

Passing a bill for the levying of development fees is one possible legislative remedy. Such a bill would not only integrate the different legal anchors, but also give the municipal government a mechanism for enforcement. Local government legislation (ordinances or bylaws) is needed to mandate development fees and give local government the authority to do the following:

1. To make granting a building permit conditional upon payment of a development fee or provision of the infrastructure as set by municipal standards (secured by some form of collateral or bank guarantee).

2. To give the municipality the authority to levy development fees for roads, water supply, sewage treatment, and drainage, and for these fees to be paid to the local government in a closed account (specifically for the given area of development or the related regional system) in keeping with the pace of infrastructure construction. This is to be done in stages and kept in accounts separate from the regular local budgets.

3. To give the municipality the power to finance infrastructure through different mechanisms—bank loans; bonds; joint ventures; build, operate, transfers (BOTs)—that are based upon investment today against future generation of revenues. This type of legislation also needs to include the institutional safeguards and economic guarantees that provide investors with the security needed to protect their investment.

The intention here is not necessarily for local government to go into the business of infrastructure construction across the board, but rather to give it the authority to do so when private developers do not meet standards. Private developers may very well be the ones to construct community sewage treatment or lay pipes to connect to regional sewage treatment systems, but a municipality needs to have the option to contract out for the construction of infrastructure when the developers cannot provide adequate solutions or when the solutions are required at the regional or sub-regional level. Developers will need to pay the municipality a development fee for those infrastructure components that they themselves are not providing.

**Financing strategies**

Infrastructure development requires a comprehensive approach. Cities are far from homogeneous; different socio-economic circumstances greatly influence citizens’ and businesses’ ability to pay for infrastructure costs. Additionally, many elements of infrastructure cut across geographic and demographic boundaries. Likewise, different groups have different levels of use even of the same type of infrastructure. This requires mixed funding sources and differential fees that are equitable and progressive (see Table 1).

Funding sources can in part be based upon the ability of economically wealthier populations to contribute, especially with regard to regional-level infrastructure such as water and sewage treatment.
plants or trunk roads. At the same time, donor funds or national development budgets can help close the gap between actual costs and economically weaker populations’ ability to pay the full amount.

Not only is there a need for differential funding sources, there is also a need for different tracks of implementation. Take the example of a water treatment plant:

1. The local government (or local infrastructure authority or other development entity) can provide the necessary infrastructure using the income from a development levy to construct a new plant or expand central systems.

2. A private developer (housing estate or business centre) could construct a neighbourhood treatment facility under local government supervision/regulation, and the water treatment development levy would be reduced by the value of the treatment facility built by the developer (e.g., by 70–80 per cent). The remainder of the fee would cover other costs beyond the neighbourhood level for water supply.

3. The development levies serve as the source of funding for build, operate, and transfer (BOT) of a regional water treatment facility that could also include an operational income and management component.

The underpinnings of this overall infrastructure financing and development strategy are well established in many cities throughout the world, but almost exclusively in developed countries where there is a longstanding practice of municipal government having the mandate and statutory authority to provide infrastructure. In such localities the economic model is straightforward. The local government invests in planning, which delineates scope, location, technologies, stages/timing, and costs of different infrastructure components. Based upon these plans it is possible to set development fees or taxes to be paid by developers of housing projects or commercial ventures. Once these steps have been taken there are many ways of securing interim financing, ranging from municipal bonds to commercial bank loans. Thus infrastructure provision can be ensured.

There are already a number of variations on this theme that can be adopted and adapted. They range from full privatization of certain local government functions (as is often the situation with solid waste and liquid waste management) to contracting out for very specific planning or construction projects where the local government purchases services from private sector vendors.

Table 1. Metropolitan and local finance systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government level</th>
<th>Sectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State/province/regions</td>
<td>Health, inter-urban trains, bulk electricity generation, water management, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro-level cross-local government (e.g., city regions)</td>
<td>Education, metro rail, water supply/sanitation, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development area/corridor authorities</td>
<td>Area/corridor transport and urban renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government</td>
<td>Solid waste, local roads, parks, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Collection yield refers to how much of the tax/fee due is actually collected.
** Systems refer to best-practice and technology supports available to maximize efficiency of use and yield.
*** System upgrades to minimize “leakage” in collection and maximize transparency/accountability.
However, the challenge facing local governments in developing countries is more complex. They have neither the credit ratings nor the funds for planning infrastructure development as a financially secure venture. In this situation there needs to be a more explicit linking of the economic potential inherent in urban development and the financing of infrastructure.

One of the main concerns of financing institutions is the ability of local governments to provide guarantees against loans. Similarly, they need a clear business plan that clearly presents the risks and opportunities of specific infrastructure projects. Although as mentioned local governments in developing countries do not usually have such resources, many private developers who need infrastructure to undertake their business projects (housing estates, industrial parks, or commercial ventures) can provide the types of guarantees needed to secure the financing of infrastructure.

By linking the granting of building permits to the provision of bank guarantees (plus partial payment of development fees) for the cost of infrastructure (as set out in local legislation described in the previous section), local governments can leverage such guarantees to meet the requirements for commercial loans, municipal bonds, or other investment mechanisms.

Furthermore, once these financing components are in place investors can weigh the costs of funding the planning stage of projects as a part of a much larger investment with good rates of return from the financing of a full infrastructure project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue sources for</th>
<th>Collection yield*</th>
<th>Systems**</th>
<th>Systems to maximize net revenue***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital expenditures</td>
<td>Operating expenditures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General taxes (e.g., income &amp; VAT), bonds, project loans</td>
<td>User fees, taxes</td>
<td>Rarely fully cost recoverable, but relatively easy to police payment</td>
<td>Health cards, smart grid, water auctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares of general taxes, property tax levies, bonds, project loans</td>
<td>User charges, CSO transfer revenue</td>
<td>With the exception of water supply, rarely cost recoverable, but more difficult to police access</td>
<td>Integrated ticketing, smart metering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property taxes, project loans</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>Commercial basis; corporation should be in surplus</td>
<td>Eminent domain, area-based tax surcharges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As above, plus limited bonds, transfers</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>As for metro level</td>
<td>Cost recovery pricing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Platforms for local development

The role of local government as a universal service provider and enforcer of regulations almost by definition requires a formal bureaucratic organizational structure with sets of standardized procedures. Such a structure is poorly designed for the tasks of leading, developing, and responding to the demands of rapid urbanization. The principle of serving people equitably has come to mean providing the same standard of service to people regardless of who they are. This lack of flexibility is intended to prevent corruption or biases. Even though the reality is often quite different, the underlying principle is an important tenet of government. Yet this very tenet limits the abilities of government—and local government, in particular—to act quickly and flexibly, so as to capture opportunities. For example, procurement procedures designed to open opportunities to all contenders may prevent joint ventures initiated by the private sector. In addition, budgetary deficits are a bottomless well that can easily “absorb” any new revenues.

One way to reduce such difficulties and change the mode of bureaucratic operation characteristic of local government is by establishing subsidiary development and management platforms. One such platform is a sustainable urban investment fund (SUIF). An example of a SUIF is depicted in Figure A.
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Figure A. Example of a sustainable urban investment fund

1. Local government (LG) (municipality or county)

2. Municipal local development or development corporation (MDC)

3. Sustainable urban investment fund (SUIF)
   - For feasibility studies of infrastructure and assets development (potentially for co-finance)
   - Revolving fund

4. Private management company (PMC)
   - Planning (engineers)
   - Financial management
   - Legal structures and legislation (levies and fees)
   - Bids, management, coordination, and supervision of contractors

5. Private developers (PD)
   - Housing
   - Offices
   - Commercial space

6. Investors
   - Private equity funds
   - Commercial banks
   - Development banks for large projects

7. UN-Habitat
   - Creation of MDC
   - Assessment, venture structure (TOR), integration, monitoring

8. Development banks (and foundations, donors)
   - Contributions to SUIF fund to start process

Functioning scheme

1. Local government (LG) creates or strengthens a municipal development corporation (MDC). LG requests support from UN-HABITAT or development bank.

2. UN-HABITAT helps the local government establish the technical capacity and find the resources necessary for the MDC to operate.

3. The sustainable urban investment fund (SUIF) is created. This fund should be replenished by the income and revenues generated by development levies from the infrastructure projects. Revenues can also come from urban integrated projects and/or the associated infrastructure itself that comes from land value capture, taxes, and others. This is a revolving fund that is replenished by the constant flow of funding from private developers.

4. The MDC uses the resources from the SUIF to prepare terms of reference and call for private management companies (PMC). The PMC will manage the bidding process and select and supervise private developers.

5. The revenues obtained from private developers go to the MDC, which uses the funding for proper revenues, replenishes the SUIF, and pays agencies (UN-HABITAT, consultants, etc.).

6. The revenues are paid in stages in keeping with the actual construction of the infrastructure. These payments go to the MDC, which reinvests them in the SUIF.
The mandate for a SUIF

Setting up a carefully constructed organizational framework with a dedicated mission, such as a SUIF, can provide the means for local government to meet challenges of urban development. In most countries local government has the authority to create such entities. The case of Kenya, which is in the process of devolution, provides a good example. The County Governments Act 17 of 2012 states, “To ensure efficiency in the delivery of service or carrying out of a function for which the county government is responsible, the county government may establish a company, firm or other body for the delivery of a particular service or carrying on of a particular function.” Thus we can clearly see the authority for setting up a separate legal entity by the local government alone or in partnership for the purpose of carrying out its responsibilities.

Goals of a SUIF

A SUIF combines social goals with economic viability and sustainability. Because this type of framework is an economic entity, the income and expenditures are focused on ventures within a local development and revenue enhancement strategy. Income generated is aimed at the achievement of development goals. Because this is a separate entity, its activities and financial management can be more easily monitored. Such transparency is critical for instilling trust. A SUIF typically has a mandate to:

1. Undertake development projects on behalf of the municipality
2. Enter into contractual relations with private bodies for the achievement of its development goals
3. Manage and develop public assets
4. Purchase and sell goods and services related to the development goals
5. Own and manage land-based development projects

On the one hand it is intended to be the integrating mechanism for coordinating the initiatives of the different bodies within the local government—and on the other hand, it is the legal entity that can enter into partnerships and finance projects with the private sector.

Business strategy of a SUIF

A SUIF, though not immune to business difficulties, needs to operate on the basis of its public mandate. The business strategy is essentially one of low-risk ventures that rest primarily upon leveraging publicly owned lands and other assets. As such, the primary function of a SUIF is the transformation of public assets into economic ventures through various types of partnerships and financing and/or legal mechanisms.

Investments for these ventures can come from development agencies, income from current or future levies/taxes grounded in bylaws/ordinances, development fees, rents from facility/property management, and fees for development services.

Likewise, the SUIF can serve as the vehicle for entering into public–private partnerships in which it brings public assets to the partnership and in which private partners bring financial investments and professional expertise.

There are two generic development strategies that a SUIF can adopt:

1. A SUIF can manage the development of local infrastructure (roads, sewer lines, streetlights, etc.) that would be funded primarily from development fees.
   - Payment of development fees would need
to be a precondition for granting a building permit, combined with bank guarantees by private developers for completion of payment as infrastructure is constructed. This type of infrastructure development can be done directly by the SUIF or with private sector partners.

- Additional income can come from land rates and betterment taxes that are based upon the increased value of lands that have resulted from infrastructure development.

2. A SUIF can develop and manage publicly owned properties/lands by using the rental income to finance asset development and for promoting other development projects.

- The SUIF can leverage the land ownership/use rights and develop tailored-made buildings to suit the businesses or residents. The financing would be based upon leasing agreements that can ensure income to cover the costs of asset improvement.

- The SUIF leverages land owned by the local government at its market value in partnership with a private investor/developer (its equity position is equal to land value in relation to overall development costs). These types of joint ventures are an effective structure for financing projects aimed at leveraging local government assets.

In short, a SUIF can improve local government’s ability to enter into contractual relations on a partnership basis and/or as a developer with other public and private bodies in a flexible manner. Its significance is in its unique position as being an arm of local government while at the same time being able to act as a dedicated development platform whose monies and financing mechanisms are not part of the local government apparatus. In this manner it can contribute to the development of local infrastructure, improve local government-owned assets, enhance the revenue base, and contribute to the conditions that foster local economic growth.
Conclusion

Due to global trends towards devolution, the role of local governments has greatly expanded. They are now responsible for numerous development initiatives, including infrastructure development. However, local governments, particularly those in developing countries, lack the authority to finance and coordinate infrastructure development through levying development fees, issuing municipal bonds, and mobilizing private sector resources. In order to increase the provision of sustainable urban infrastructure, however, this must be altered so municipalities are empowered to finance infrastructure through various mechanisms.

As a result of the large time lag between the initial investment in infrastructure and the associated return on the investment, securing interim financing from municipal bonds or commercial bank loans can be difficult. For local governments in developing countries, this is extremely challenging, as most have neither the credit ratings nor the guarantee to secure loans. Regardless, there are other mechanisms that allow local governments to secure interim financing. For instance, most private developers who need infrastructure to undertake their business projects (housing estates, industrial parks, or commercial ventures) can guarantee loans. By linking the granting of building permits and other permits to the provision of bank guarantees for the cost of infrastructure, local governments can then meet their guarantee requirements.

The resources of the private sector should also be adequately mobilized to finance infrastructure development. One way of doing this is through a sustainable urban investment fund (SUIF), which is a subsidiary development and management platform. As a separate entity, a SUIF is charged with undertaking development projects by managing and developing public assets on behalf of the municipality. It enters into contractual relations with private bodies for the achievement of its development goals and serves as the vehicle for entering into public–private partnerships in which local governments bring public assets and private partners bring financial investments and professional expertise.

Local governments, particularly those in developing countries, lack the authority to finance and coordinate infrastructure development through levying development fees, issuing municipal bonds, and mobilizing private sector resources. In order to increase the provision of sustainable urban infrastructure, however, this must be altered so municipalities are empowered to finance infrastructure through various mechanisms.
**Case Study 1: Megiddo Regional Council (a small local regional government in Northern Israel)**

**The context**

Like most local authorities, the goal of the Megiddo Regional Council was to develop an industrial park as part of its economic development strategy. The financing was to come from the national government to prepare a statutory zoning plan, build the roads, and put in a sewage system, electric lines, drainage, etc. This would then provide an attractive site for expanding local businesses and attracting new businesses, and would similarly be a significant source of land tax income to improve services.

The local government was successful in having the national government cover the costs of a land use plan. However, for over five years after the completion of the plan, the Megiddo Regional Council was not successful in receiving the necessary national government funds for infrastructure development. This led the mayor to consider a more entrepreneurial strategy.

**Interim financing alternatives**

A preliminary feasibility analysis concluded that the cost of the infrastructure, approximately US$20 million, could be covered from development fees over a 10-year period.

Initially there were three possible finance alternatives:

- **Bank loan**: This would carry an interest rate of at least 6 per cent and would require national government approval. The primary source of revenue would come from the payment of development fees paid by the businesses as they requested building permits.

- **Municipal bond**: This would be an approximately 5.5 per cent interest-bearing bond to the public, which would cost less to the municipal government but would also require national government approval. Furthermore, this option would be a precedent with all the related complexities and bureaucratic procedures of being “first.”

- **Joint venture with a private developer**: This option was designed as a bid to a private management company (PMC) that would be given the rights to undertake the infrastructure development. The PMC would take on the burden of interim financing and in return would receive all of the development fees and a per cent of the land tax revenues for 10 years.

**Taxing the national government as “landowner”**

After a series of considerations, a strategic decision was made by the Regional Council to radically change the local government–national government relationship by fully using the statutory regulations mandated to local government, giving it the authority to levy development fees for infrastructure construction to be paid by landowners. Rather than request a development allocation for the industrial park from the national government, the local government taxed the national government US$20 million as the “landowner.” (In Israel, the national land authority is the primary owner of lands, which are leased to residents and businesses on a 49-year renewable basis.)
Most development fees in Israel are billed to landowners based upon a fixed rate per square metre of buildings constructed on a plot of land. Thus the problem of interim financing still remained. The solution that led to the actual development of the industrial park came in the form of restructuring the bylaws to levy development fees on developed land (land with infrastructure) rather than upon the construction of buildings.

The outcome

From the revenues generated by the development fees, the municipal industrial development company not only covered the development costs, but also made an operational profit (which has enabled the development corporation to initiate other new ventures). Additional revenues are being generated by an expanded tax base:

• **Betterment tax** that is levied against the increased market value of the property as a result of the infrastructure improvement (beyond the direct costs)

• **Annual land tax** that is based upon the size and type of land use (commercial, high tech businesses, manufacturing, and other industrial concerns)

In the long term there will be both job creation with new career tracks and secondary businesses that grow around the newer big businesses.

Aerial view of Megiddo, Israel © Wikipedia
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Crosscutting Issues
Financing Investments in Slums and Informal Settlements

Introduction

Slums and informal settlements remain a significant challenge for many urban centres around the world, and the implications for municipal and local governments are profound. In many regions, the numbers of people living in slums are growing—a trend with significant implications for urban sustainability. Around one-quarter of the world’s urban population lives in slums, and since 1990, the number of people living in slums has risen by 213 million, to close to one billion.¹

Over 90 per cent of urban growth is occurring in the developing world, and an estimated 70 million new residents are added to urban areas of developing countries each year. Over the next two decades, the urban population of the world’s two poorest regions—South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa—is expected to double.² This suggests dramatic growth in the number of residents of informal settlements and slums in these regions.³
In sub-Saharan Africa, in 2014 over half of the urban population (55.9 per cent) lived in slums, and by 2050, Africa’s urban dwellers are projected to have increased from 201 million in 2014 to 1.2 billion. In Asia, home to half of the world’s urban dwellers (53.2 per cent in 2014), about 27 per cent of the urban population resides in slums. Globally, if no immediate action is taken, the number of people without adequate housing living in slum conditions will triple to three billion by 2050.

The challenge posed by a growing global slum population is compounded by the fact that an increasing number of countries and cities struggle with the effects of conflict, natural disasters, or environmental degradation. These calamities have resulted in 40.8 million internally displaced persons (IDPs) and 21.3 million international refugees, who mainly settle in camps along the city periphery or in cities themselves. In addition, recent large-scale urban development projects have forcibly displaced 65.3 million people, pushing them into socially, culturally, and economically vulnerable situations. Integrating IDPs, refugees, and forcibly displaced persons into the urban fabric and providing adequate support poses significant challenges for many city administrations.

Slum upgrading is essential for the quality of life and social and economic future not just of those living in slums, but of all city inhabitants. This is because widespread slums and informal settlements undermine the prosperity and sustainability prospects of all urban residents—even the comparatively wealthy living in the developed portions of the city. It is thus necessary to rethink municipal financing priorities and approaches in order to reduce urban poverty and achieve more inclusive and sustainable urbanization.

Slums and informal settlements remain a significant challenge for many urban centres around the world, and the implications for municipal and local governments are profound.

This chapter explains how financing participatory slum upgrading promotes inclusive urbanization, adequate living conditions, and prosperity for all. The chapter begins by explaining the need for large-scale, well-targeted investments to finance inclusive and sustainable urbanization. It then analyzes various instruments for ensuring up-scaling of participatory slum upgrading through creating an enabling environment for local authorities and communities. These tools include national urban policies, people-centred citywide strategies, and locally managed funds and partnership strategies. The chapter concludes by examining a promising template, UN-Habitat’s Participatory Slum Upgrading Programme, and detailing its financing models and partnerships.

**The need for large-scale and well-targeted investments to finance inclusive and sustainable urbanization**

Investment in both slum upgrading and adequate housing has been neglected in many world regions in the last 20 years, despite having been identified as a global development priority by the Millennium Development Goals. The Sustainable Development Goals—which seek to, among many other things, “ensure access for all to adequate, safe and affordable housing and basic services, and upgrade slums” by 2030 (Target 11.1)—provide opportunities to address this unfinished business. So too does
the New Urban Agenda, which places municipal and local government in a key role for promoting partnerships and governance structures for sustainable urbanization. It also calls for innovative and partnership-based financing arrangements and for governance arrangements that promote a range of financing options—both top-down and bottom-up.

For a number of countries, the scale of the challenge has been a barrier in addressing this issue. Not many governments can manage the levels of investment required, nor do they have the legal supporting framework in place or show political will to prioritize this. In particular, many local authorities are not financially or institutionally empowered to respond directly to the challenge, and many still lack inclusive governance systems that connect slum dwellers to the formal city.

Remedying this is especially important because slums and informal settlements generate a large majority of economic activity in cities and towns. In many countries, this share is around 90 per cent. Furthermore, although slum dwellers might not pay fees such as property tax and land tax, they do contribute to the overall national budget through their often low-paid work and the fees they pay (such as market fees and value-added taxes on goods). In addition, slum dwellers often pay 10 times more for basic services—such as water supply, for example—than residents of the formal city. In short, slum dwellers play a significant role in broader urban economic dynamics in many towns and cities—a role that could be enhanced through investments in slum upgrading.

Financing slum upgrading, then, is as much about direct investment in urban infrastructure as it is about providing a “leg up” to slum and informal settlement dwellers so that they can overcome poverty, benefit from living in an intact urban environment, and contribute even more fully to the urban economy.

Moreover, investing in improving slum dwellers’ lives is an investment in human rights reflective of globally agreed-upon frameworks that say all urban dwellers must be engaged and included. It is also critical for the urban sustainability agenda. No country has ever achieved economic growth without urbanizing, and those urban areas that engage and include slums and slum dwellers are more likely to be prosperous, equitable, and socially sustainable.

Furthermore, it is important to note that practices such as forced evictions, unlawful re-locations, or the “do nothing” approach ultimately cost towns and cities money and entrench negative spatial and social divides in urban areas that result in dangerous health and security risks. In other words, not investing creates a larger, more intractable challenge, which ultimately demands more investment and risks social unrest.

In many countries and for many national and local governments, this broader approach to financing slum upgrading is a significant departure from conventional understandings—but an important one. While national governments play a key role in policy, legislation, and financing of urban development and even slum upgrading, local governments often lead efforts to address the growth of slums and to integrate slum dwellers into the city (see Case Study 1). Addressing slum upgrading must be seen as part of the local investment agenda for social, economic, and environmental sustainability—and not as a one-off project unrelated to other major municipal goals.
Case Study 1: Upgrading housing with resilience and sustainable finance in Lima, Peru

CLIMAsinRiesgo, a joint project between the Development Planning Unit of the University College of London (UCL) and the Urban Economy Branch of UN-Habitat, aims to improve living conditions in two major neighborhoods in Lima, Peru: (1) Barrios Altos (BA), a highly regulated area due to its high historical value that is suffering from depressed private investment and absentee landlords, both of which have created an environment in which slums could develop, and (2) José Carlos Mariátegui (JCM), located in the periphery of Lima, which faces challenges such as unplanned development and rapid growth. The project, which is currently in the planning phase, has two main objectives: (1) identify the variables that produce risk traps for vulnerable inhabitants in the area, and (2) develop tools to prevent risk traps.

In an effort to improve housing infrastructure in these two areas, the Urban Economy Branch of UN-Habitat has developed a financial scheme built upon the premise of providing adequate housing in a sustainable way for both the investors and the inhabitants. This means that housing finance alternatives include subsidized down payments or interest rates; incremental upgrades (loans according to the payment capacity of the households); and a community mortgage. The financial scheme covers six main areas: lot acquisition, titling, land flattening, house structure, public services, and daily risk reduction. The costs were estimated according to actual housing conditions, and the feasibility to pay back house improvements was estimated according to inhabitants’ everyday socio-economic restrictions. It is within this context that
the different financial alternatives were developed, leaving space for interventions from both the private and the public sector.

Moving forward, UN-Habitat and UCL plan to partner with a local financial institution in the implementation of this project, which will impact more than 3,000 people with limited access to the traditional banking sector, and who live in an environment typified by rock slides, unauthorized access to houses, and a high propensity for contracting diseases (respiratory diseases are the most common, with cases in more than 30 per cent of the houses). A house upgrade will cost on average PEN11,267.41, which is approximately US$3,390—an amount that a household will not be able to access in the traditional financial sector or through community saving schemes, and which will represent a huge expense for the municipal or national government.

Financing must be considered in terms of capital investment but also in terms of other resources—labour, time, and other community assets. Financing is needed not only for physical improvement but also for capacity building, legislative adjustments, and institutional changes. The latter are usually much smaller amounts but tend to be forgotten in budgeting and work plans for slum upgrading. Financing must also—and perhaps most importantly—be considered in terms of a mindset requiring governance and institutional arrangements that can support a “financing approach” to improving the lives of slum dwellers.

People-centred citywide strategies for slum upgrading

Investing in slum upgrading is clearly necessary for social, economic, and environmental sustainability. As local governments undertake these investments, it must be acknowledged that slums and informal settlements cannot change overnight. Such a wide-scale transformation requires long-term engagement and calls for sustainable incremental transformation in several neighbourhoods at the same time (see Case Study 2). Too often national and city leaders seek quick solutions like resettlement, eviction, large investment in one particular neighbourhood that then becomes unaffordable to most of its residents (resulting in gentrification), or city beautification that hides the reality of slums through walls or other barriers. All of these approaches exacerbate social divides, exclusion, inequality, and urban poverty and increase the costs of overcoming these societal ills at later stages.

Investing in slum upgrading is clearly necessary for social, economic, and environmental sustainability.
Case Study 2: Brazil’s Growth Acceleration Programme

Brazil’s Growth Acceleration Programme is a good example of how slums and marginalized populations can be addressed with an investment perspective and a strategic approach for long-term socio-economic transformation.

In 2007 the Brazilian government announced the Growth Acceleration Programme, the world’s largest slum upgrading programme, with an average annual investment of US$4.3 billion (for a total investment of US$30 billion) that aimed to reach 1.8 million families. In a very innovative approach, slum upgrading was considered as part of an economic growth package that included investments in the infrastructure of the country as a whole. This was a major breakthrough because it caused slum upgrading to be viewed as fundamental to the country’s economic and social development. Slum upgrading was now recognized as an investment and not solely as a social expenditure.

One of the programme’s key ideas was to keep the slum population on the land they already occupied, near facilities and workplaces. The programme’s goals were to (1) promote urban integration through infrastructure investment, (2) achieve “decent” housing through house improvements or resettlement/purchase of existing houses when relocation is necessary due to construction needs or risks, (3) integrate land titling regularization into housing interventions, (4) raise the environmental awareness of the target population through sanitary and environmental education plus interventions for environmental recovery when needed, and (5) foster social inclusion through the social work program component.

Brazil’s experience in slum upgrading shows a clear evolutionary trajectory, from a unidimensional approach focused on individual urban components to a multidimensional approach where different urban components are integrated, and where socio-economic and institutional dimensions also gradually gain more centrality.

Forced evictions and unlawful relocations have major impacts on slums and slum dwellers. These include the interruption or destruction of socio-economic networks—consequences that negatively affect not only individual livelihoods, but also potentially the entire city.

Therefore UN-Habitat promotes inclusive pro-poor policies and participatory citywide slum upgrading and prevention strategies which emphasize in-situ upgrading. The concepts discussed in this section enable linkages to broader economic goals and to community investment and improvement programmes undertaken at various levels of government. Furthermore, they help to leverage the potential of the whole city and enable inclusive growth and development. Additionally, they allow for more-focused prioritization and the engagement of diverse investment partners.

Benefits of a participatory, citywide approach

To achieve sustainable transformation, city leaders should take a participatory citywide approach that engages all relevant stakeholders. This allows for joint agreement on principles, aims, and strategies and fosters mutual understanding of the abilities and limitations of each stakeholder. This approach secures commitment from all stakeholders at the outset and makes everyone part of the process, which fosters shared risk-taking. By enabling citizens to take on public responsibilities, it also promotes democratic values. Furthermore, a participatory citywide approach has the potential to trigger engagement of often underrepresented groups, such as women and youth, in urban development and management processes.

A people-centred approach to slum upgrading also fosters economic, social, and environmental resilience among individuals and communities. It identifies the barriers to prosperity communities face and increases their economic potential by providing services and infrastructure, thereby improving the business environment and linking slums’ economic activities to those in the rest of the city. It strengthens social connections by creating a sense of ownership among citizens. And it improves environmental conditions by reducing the potential for damage by floods, landslides, and hurricanes, which can upend several years of development for people and communities in minutes or even seconds.

Multi-level governance coordination mechanisms and capacity development

A people-centred approach to slum upgrading should be complemented by multi-level governance coordination mechanisms and capacity development. In the past, national governments often took the lead in implementing slum upgrading programs. For example, previous slum upgrading programs such as Cities Without Slums in Morocco, the Kenya Slum Upgrading Programme (KENSUP), and Minha Casa Minha Vida in Brazil were national schemes rather than city-specific undertakings. Increasing human and financial capacity as well as progressive decentralization and devolution have enabled many cities to take the lead in urban development and management processes, including slum upgrading. Therefore, creating a strong link between national and local government for developing and implementing slum upgrading is essential. In addition, local development committees can support the process by highlighting the issues that need to be addressed, proposing indigenous solutions, and taking part in implementation.

Using the comparative advantage of every level of government has the potential to create complementary top–down and bottom–up efforts to efficient-
ly address slum upgrading. Central governments should ensure national laws and regulations are in place to facilitate slum upgrading, such as land acts, national housing finance schemes, planning regulations, and building codes. Often they are also able to set aside funds for slum upgrading based on general tax revenues and other central government revenue sources, which can then be distributed to local governments. They are also often the stakeholder that negotiates with international development partners for grants and loans. For their part, local governments should ensure that local development plans and strategies address the city-specific issues pertaining to slums and ensure there is sufficient capacity to address them. Local government should also be the main body to coordinate a participatory approach that facilitates exchange among all stakeholders. Their local knowledge of the situation and of the abilities and liabilities of stakeholders is vital to the success of a citywide slum upgrading approach. This also includes ensuring the participation of service providers, which (depending on the country) can be governmental, parastatal, or private entities.

In addition, capacity development and community empowerment are necessary to facilitate full participation in community-driven socio-economic transformation and to leverage local knowledge and experience. Capacity development encompasses, among other things, participatory planning and human rights; community organization; neighbourhood planning; community-driven projects; community data collection, analysis, monitoring, and evaluation; inclusion of vulnerable groups and their particular needs; incremental housing; and strategic projects that build resilience in communities (see Case Study 3).

Women should play an integral part in the capacity-development process, as women are crucial to families’ livelihoods in slum communities. Many households are headed by single women with children and are particularly vulnerable. Special attention should also be given to youths’ potential to boost prosperity and adapt quickly to change and economic opportunities.

---

**Case Study 3: Harnessing “people power” to create inclusive microfinance mechanisms in Thailand**

The success of the Government of Thailand’s Baan Mankong program, implemented by the Community Organizations Development Institute (CODI), illustrates that small-scale micro-financing efforts and networks can be harnessed and turned into effective tools to finance citywide slum upgrading.

Baan Mankong centres on providing infrastructure subsidies and housing loans to low-income communities to support slum upgrading in situ wherever possible. Support for projects is provided not only to community organizations formed by the urban poor but also to their networks. This allows them to work with city authorities and other local actors and with national agencies on citywide upgrading programmes. It seeks to “go to scale” by supporting thousands of community-driven initiatives within citywide programmes designed and managed by networks working in partnership with local actors. With regard to financing, Baan Mankong provides micro-financing through the local community networks that became part of
CODI, which managed the roll-out of the community-led micro-financing mechanism.

The Thai experience highlights how local savings and credit activities teach vulnerable communities to manage their own savings and public finances. This helps ensure that knowledge and capacity are strengthened and that the people themselves become key actors in the development process. The case also shows how the networks and institutions required to implement slum upgrading can be broad and inclusive and have a strong degree of management and input by the community and slum dwellers themselves.


Enabling new partnerships and innovative financing mechanisms

Slums and urban poverty present a significant financing challenge requiring new ways of thinking about urban financing, new partnerships, different approaches, and innovative technical solutions. Partnerships with communities are essential as well; they are key for accessing financing, reducing the costs of investments, and finding locally adapted solutions.

Local funds are an effective instrument for financing sustainable improvements and are often the only feasible way to address large-scale slum issues. One example of a complex but sustainable local financing mechanism following a people-centered approach is a community revolving fund, which acquires small financial contributions from community members themselves. In general, a revolving fund is a longer-term financing mechanism that aims to fully recoup the investment and therefore allows for cycle-like financing, maintaining the fund contributions as a “credit” source. Having the community in the centre of such a revolving fund is a powerful tool to strengthen community decision-making processes and create sustainable, well-targeted business models that can be replicated in other neighbourhoods and are fully driven by the local community with little input from national authorities. It is therefore an attractive solution in environments where government systems are weak. Further, revolving funds are built on existing social capital, enabling localities to overcome systematic barriers that hinder up-scaling. In particular, community revolving funds provide an opportunity to finance infrastructure that would have otherwise been impossible to finance. Due to the nature of the fund, care must be given to the
type of investments made, and priority should be given to projects that generate income, such as the upgrading of local markets whereby the fund will profit from market fees.

Citywide slum upgrading also provides entry points for diverse investment partners. It provides direct, highly visible investment opportunities. This assists in mobilizing private sector investments as well as attracting multilateral and bilateral financing partners. For example, the European Commission has expressed interest in piloting the EU’s blended financing mechanism for participatory slum upgrading in countries in Africa, the Caribbean, and the Pacific islands. The innovation of the EU blending mechanism is to combine EU grants with loans or equity from public and private financiers. The EU grant element can be used in a strategic way to attract additional financing for important investments in EU partner countries by reducing exposure to risk.

A further interesting new partnership can be built with the insurance sector. Various maladies that affect slums—such as crime, pollution, and deteriorating infrastructure—also negatively impact this sector. For this reason, the insurance sector has realized that it can ultimately be less costly to proactively invest in preventing some of these scourges from occurring in the first place.

**UN-Habitat’s Participatory Slum Upgrading Programme, its financing model, and its partnerships**

A promising template that exemplifies many of the concepts discussed in this chapter—one that has mobilized partnerships in implementing participatory slum upgrading to achieve inclusive urbanization, adequate living conditions, and prosperity for all—is UN-Habitat’s Participatory Slum Upgrading Programme (PSUP). It was designed over 2008–2016 through continuous learning. It is based on a tripartite partnership initiated by the Secretariat of the African, Caribbean, and Pacific Group of States, as well as the European Commission as financing partner and UN-Habitat as implementing partner.

Two fundamental concepts are at the core of PSUP: A mix of instruments is necessary to address the strategy’s variety of needs, and at the city level no single stakeholder has the capacity (financial or otherwise) to address slum upgrading alone.

PSUP uses and recommends a variety of tools and approaches to finance slum upgrading. In particular, it takes a participatory approach, which has implications for financing opportunities. A participatory approach makes all urban stakeholders aware of the challenge, builds capacity for addressing city-specific issues, fosters mutual understanding of all partners’ abilities, creates partnerships, determines ownership, and opens up collaboration opportunities. The creation of a sense of common ownership of the process and the outputs is key for discussions on financing the slum upgrading intervention (see Case Study 4).

**Two fundamental concepts are at the core of PSUP:** A mix of instruments is necessary to address the strategy’s variety of needs, and at the city level no single stakeholder has the capacity (financial or otherwise) to address slum upgrading alone.
PSUP addresses the ownership question through early co-funding requirements on the part of local and national governments. This is in line with the programme’s sustainability principle, which holds that interventions should be planned in a manageable way and should first rely on locally and nationally available resources. Basing slum upgrading on locally available funds also ensures planning interventions that are later able to be maintained by the local government, the community, or other local mechanisms are in place, which contributes to the sustainability of the interventions. The co-funding discussion with national and local governments is important for lobbying within the national and local budgeting process. Also important is the creation of a budget line for slum upgrading, an expenditure that many ministries and local governments overlook. National and local governments must also be ready to receive, administer, and spend funding received for slum upgrading, which PSUP’s experience has proven not to be a given. Therefore PSUP supports governments’ attempts to remedy this weakness and releases funds for programme implementation to national accounts where possible.

A successful slum upgrading strategy also requires institutional and policy interventions to be identified early in the process. Some activities, such as policy and regulatory reviews, can be scheduled in regular work plans and budgets of ministries and local governments. An important financing strategy for addressing required institutional changes such as capacity building, restructuring, and infrastructure improvement is strategic partnerships. As the issues at hand are mostly very concrete, time-bound, and visible, this presents an opportunity for city-to-city partnerships, corporate social responsibility activities, and philanthropic contributions whereby the partner can gain visibility. Often the financing of physical infrastructure is the largest and most challenging issue. Therefore the strategy has to be two-fold: (1) finding options that are adapted to the city situation and are cost realistic, and (2) identifying the right financing mechanism. Depending on the ability of the city, there are plenty of available mechanisms, including redistributive taxes/charges, lending, blending, and drawing together sector budgets into one common project/program budget.

A last point on slum upgrading finance is to look at the way projects—especially physical projects—are implemented. There are a variety of options, ranging from large-scale international contractors to national companies to community-managed funds. They have their advantages and disadvantages in terms of management and financial implications. PSUP advocates implementing a capacity-building approach by working together as much as possible with national institutions, NGOs, consultants, and the community. It is advisable to implement a pilot project, wherein a process driven by the national or local governments with significant involvement of the target community is implemented. This addresses capacity building on the three governance levels, often proves more cost-effective, creates a link between indigenous solutions and livelihoods, and builds trust among stakeholders for larger-scale undertakings.

"Basing slum upgrading on locally available funds ensures planning interventions that are later able to be maintained by the local government, the community, or other local mechanisms are in place, which contributes to the sustainability of the interventions."
Case Study 4: Cameroon’s experience with PSUP

The Government of Cameroon has partnered with the UN Secretariat of the African, Caribbean, and Pacific Group of States; the European Commission; and UN-Habitat on PSUP since 2008. Initially the country undertook no slum-upgrading activities, nor did it allocate funds for this purpose. Further, eviction seemed to be the country’s only approach towards slums. Since 2008 the PSUP approach, including the financing component, has been fully institutionalized. Slum upgrading has been delegated to local authorities through a review of legislation, a pro-poor urban policy is on the way, and most importantly a diverse resource base for slum upgrading has been established.

At the national level the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development allocated funds for policy and legislation review, as well as for technical support to local authorities for PSUP. Further, it lobbied the Ministry of Finance and FEICOM, a national financing institution that aims to equip local authorities with financing for sustainable development. PSUP was selected as a funding priority, which enabled the approach to be replicated in two more cities. Further, a broad coordination mechanism was established with representatives from several national and local authorities, NGOs, residents, and the private sector.

PSUP has therefore managed to foster ownership and investment among all parties. All local authorities have allocated funds for slum upgrading. NGOs have provided in-kind co-funding and other investments in the slum neighbourhoods, and most importantly have assisted in leveraging financial contributions from community members. For example, a trash collection and recycling service was established by youth. The local authority provided the public equipment for the service, including specially designed vehicles to access the dense slum neighbourhood in Yaounde. The community pays around US$2 per household per week for trash collection. PSUP provides the potential for communities to invest in small-scale business initiatives such as these.

In addition, the private sector was mobilized from the beginning and has been made responsible for providing infrastructure. In return, it will be able to sell services, such as water and electricity.

Further, a high priority for communities has been to create local economic mobility by connecting the neighbourhood to the formal city and by creating public space for economic activities. Women in particular have benefited; it facilitates care for their children as well as small-scale economic activities within the city (products are often bought in the formal city and sold in smaller, more affordable amounts in the slum neighbourhood).

Thus Cameroon has leveraged participatory slum upgrading to create financial engagement at all governance levels and to respond to community needs through a bottom-up approach.

Source: Sipliant Takougang, UN-Habitat Participatory Slum Upgrading Programme implementation experience and report
The following unique features of PSUP have helped it to facilitate diverse financing partnerships:

- PSUP’s guiding principles, such as securing early co-funding through a formal agreement, allow for the inclusion of slum upgrading in national budgeting processes and enable sector ministries to more successfully negotiate with the Ministry of Finance. The creation of a budget line in general is also important for having the institutional means to receive money from other partners for slum upgrading. Also important is testing the financial procedures of countries for receiving and disbursing funding for slum upgrading.

- PSUP gives priority to developing capacity and investing in human capital through training, community-managed funds, and local-level projects—which all build upon the initial investments.

- PSUP created the enabling environment and pre-conditions for the EU “blended approach” to slum upgrading, which requires different levels of government—international, national, and local—to work together.

- PSUP emphasizes the requirement to link with other key urban developments and plans.

- PSUP fosters the creation of a multi-stakeholder country team working on slum upgrading, which encourages actors to point out successful funding mechanisms that can also be transferred to other sectors.

- PSUP blends political will and financing commitments.

- PSUP conceives the citywide slum-upgrading strategy as a long-term vision for guiding prioritization and future investments in an efficient way.

Through PSUP, in 32 out of 35 countries slum upgrading has become a national priority and new financing opportunities have arisen. This is due in no small part to the establishment of national and municipal budget lines and country-specific partnerships with non-governmental organizations, the private sector, donors, and development banks.
Conclusion

Overcoming inequality, exclusion, and inadequate living conditions in slums requires inclusive governance systems. This demands the full engagement of national governments through participatory slum upgrading and affordable housing programmes, municipal leadership guided by citywide slum upgrading strategies, and people-centred approaches strengthened through locally managed funds and community upgrading plans.

Resources for slum upgrading remain scarce; therefore, a strategic, multi-level governance, and multi-partnership approach is absolutely essential. While this approach requires a larger input in time and human resources, it provides the opportunity for up-scaling and replication. An inclusive citywide slum upgrading strategy is therefore a key instrument for integrating the informal city with the formal city and for targeted and efficient long-term engagement and investment.

Locally managed funds, participatory budgeting, and community-led projects are particularly important, and are new recommendations for sustainable transformation and slum upgrading. Locally managed funds have the potential to overcome barriers to citywide transformation and large-scale investments, thereby enabling large-scale and long-term transformation through replication and up-scaling.

Additionally, community-driven resource implementation reduces costs. “Authentic partnerships” are the most feasible set-up for long-term transformation and incremental improvements in line with the financial capacity of slum dwellers in developing countries. In short, participatory approaches pave the way to achieve more with limited resources.

However, in tandem with the creation of bottom-up investment, it is important to create innovative large-scale financing mechanisms with long-term vision in order to facilitate citywide transformation and full integration of marginalized and poor neighbourhoods. Large-scale financing mechanisms that enable multi-sectoral investment and basic infrastructure projects are needed, and the international community and development banks as well as the private sector need to fulfil their roles in providing required funds to transform slums and the lives of slum dwellers in a sustainable manner.
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4 UN-Habitat, World Cities Report (Nairobi, UN-Habitat, 2016).

5 UN-DESA, World Economic and Social Survey 2013 (New York, UN-DESA, 2013).


8 A risk trap is associated with the economic concept of a poverty trap, in which everyday hazards and episodic, small-scale disasters accumulate.
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Urbanization reflects transformations in national economies—most notably growing numbers of people moving away from working directly with natural resources and towards industry and services. Indeed, 70 to 80 per cent of economic activity is generated in cities. Thus, urbanization is associated with increasing prosperity and enjoyment of social, economic, cultural, civil, and political rights for men and women. In this sense, urbanization is also associated with the right to an adequate standard of living.

However, urbanization does not necessarily translate into an adequate standard of living for all. In some countries, it is generally associated with inequality, exclusion and segregation, a spike in urban poverty rates, growth of slums, and unequal access to the services and benefits of urbanization. The challenges of urbanization, such as rising inequalities,
inadequate housing conditions, and the proliferation of slums, are symptoms of a larger deficit of the realization of human rights in cities. Only when all dimensions of the right to adequate housing and other human rights are respected will urbanization realize its full transformational potential.

The cross-cutting issues of human rights, gender equality, and youth are key to wealth and employment creation in cities and towns that realize their full potential as drivers of economic development, and where all residents can contribute to urban life. In view of the 2030 Agenda’s call to “leave no one behind” and “reach the furthest behind first,” these cross-cutting social safeguards seek to ensure inclusion of all urban residents as contributors to urban life and the urban economy.

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and Urban Economy

Via the 2030 Agenda, the UN member states have declared their vision of “a world of universal respect for human rights and human dignity, the rule of law, justice, equality and non-discrimination; of respect for race, ethnicity and cultural diversity.” Strong emphasis is put on the importance of promoting gender equality, as well as establishing specific targets directed towards women’s and girls’ empowerment in the pursuit of gender equality. Youth-responsive approaches are also highlighted throughout the agenda.

Many of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development are of relevance for city leaders engaging in urban financing policies and interventions (see Box 1). The agenda and its goals emphasize that development should focus on and prioritize marginalized, disadvantaged, and excluded groups, in an effort to reach the furthest behind first. Those most often left behind in urbanization processes include, but are not limited to, the urban poor, residents of slums and informal settlements, homeless persons, people experiencing—or under the threat of—forced evictions, children, youth, the elderly, persons with disabilities, refugees, migrants and displaced persons, indigenous peoples, persons with HIV/AIDS, persons of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities, and women. Many persons will experience intersecting forms of marginalization and disadvantage as a result of overlaps in their identities, e.g., young poor women or indigenous youth with disabilities.

Urbanization is associated with increasing prosperity and enjoyment of social, economic, cultural, civil, and political rights for men and women.
Box 1: Some of the Sustainable Development Goals relevant for city leaders

**Sustainable Development Goal 5: Gender equality**
- Target 5.1: End all forms of discrimination against all women and girls everywhere
- Target 5.5: Ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision-making in political, economic, and public life
- Target 5.9: Adopt and strengthen sound policies and enforceable legislation for the promotion of gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls at all levels

**Sustainable Development Goal 9: Infrastructure and industrialization**
- Target 9.1: Develop quality, reliable, sustainable, and resilient infrastructure, including regional and trans-border infrastructure, to support economic development and human well-being, with a focus on affordable and equitable access for all
- Target 9.4: Upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them sustainable, with increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and environmentally sound technologies and industrial processes, with all countries taking action in accordance with their respective capabilities

**Sustainable Development Goal 11: Sustainable cities and communities**
- Target 11.1: Ensure access for all to adequate, safe, and affordable housing and basic services, and upgrade slums
- Target 11.3: Enhance inclusive and sustainable urbanization and capacity for participatory, integrated, and sustainable human settlement planning and management in all countries
- Target 11.5: Support least-developed countries, including through financial and technical assistance, in building sustainable and resilient buildings utilizing local materials

**Sustainable Development Goal 16: Peace, justice, and strong institutions**
- Target 16.3: Promote the rule of law at the national and international levels and ensure equal access to justice for all
- Target 16.5: Substantially reduce corruption and bribery in all their forms
- Target 16.6: Develop effective, accountable, and transparent institutions at all levels

**Human rights**

Human rights are universal legal guarantees that protect individuals, and to a certain extent groups, from interference with their freedoms. Human rights are inherent to all human beings and are designed to protect the human values of freedom, equality, and dignity. They are grounded in international norms and standards and are legally binding for states upon ratification of human rights treaties.

**What human rights are relevant for city leaders?**

Human rights relevant in the context of urban economy include, but are not limited to:

- the right to an adequate standard of living;
- the right to adequate housing;
- the right to water and sanitation;
- the right to work;
- the right to health;
- the right to education;
- the right to access to information;
- the right to hold property; and
- land rights.
The added value of a Human Rights–Based Approach to municipal finance

The Human Rights–Based Approach (HRBA) is composed of programming principles that can be used by city leaders to seek to ensure that their decision-making contributes to sustainable and inclusive urbanization processes. HRBA seeks to address capacity gaps of decision-makers such as city leaders, mayors, local government officials, and ministry officials so they can fulfil their human rights duties, and so urban residents can enjoy their human rights entitlements.

The benefits of a Human Rights–Based Approach include the following:

- Financial policies take into account the knowledge and experiences of all urban residents with increased potential for success, sustainability, and cost-effectiveness.
- Tax policies can be developed in a way that promotes equality and combats exclusion.
- Financing schemes include and yield benefits for all, including urban residents who might be left behind in urban processes.
- The participation of both decision-makers and urban residents in the decision-making process enables holistic analyses of financial challenges.
- It provides communities ownership and understanding of the intervention, which builds trust. This increases the chances of acceptance of the process and outcomes, and successful completion of the intervention.

The duties of city leaders in the protection and promotion of human rights

A human right can be understood as a relationship between individuals or a group who has human rights entitlements, and decision-makers and others with corresponding human rights duties or obligations (see Figure A). Urban residents with human rights entitlements are in this way “rights-holders.” Rights-holders include those living in slums and informal settlements without security of tenure and availability of services, as well as those living in formal settlements. Rights-holders include people of different sexes and ages. People in situations of vulnerability are also rights-holders, including the urban poor, persons experiencing (or under the threat of) forced evictions, homeless persons, persons with disabilities, indigenous peoples, minorities, refugees, migrants and internally displaced persons, persons with HIV/AIDS, and persons of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities.
Those with corresponding duties, such as city leaders, mayors, local government officials, national government officials, and ministry officials, are “duty-bearers.” Human rights do not only entail obligations for the state at the national level, but also at the local and municipal levels. In particular, city leaders deal with human rights issues on an everyday basis as a result of their close proximity to urban residents.16

Human rights obligations of municipal governments follow the classical tripartite typology of states’ human rights obligations, namely, the duty to respect, the duty to protect, and the duty to fulfil.

*Figure A: The relationship between decision-makers (duty-bearers) and urban residents (rights-holders)*
The duty/obligation to respect means that city leaders should refrain from interfering with the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms of all persons within their jurisdiction. For example:

- Specific barriers to women’s access to finance must be eliminated, and women and girls must have equal access to financial services, and the right to own land and other assets.\(^{17}\)
- City leaders need to ensure that taxes and fees are not beyond people’s capacity to pay and will not have adverse impacts on their ability to enjoy their human rights to adequate housing, water and sanitation, education, etc.\(^{18}\)
- City leaders need to assess how financial instruments affect various groups. For example, if property valuation undervalues expensive properties systematically, it can place an undue burden on poor urban residents in comparison to higher-income households.

The duty/obligation to protect requires measures to ensure that third parties do not violate the rights and freedoms of the individual. For example:

- City leaders are required to ensure that businesses do no harm to the individual. In working together, city leaders and businesses should subject public–private partnerships to human rights safeguards and due diligence, including human rights impact assessments.\(^{19}\)
- People should have access to fair judicial proceedings regarding the payment of taxes and fees.

The duty/obligation to fulfil requires the adoption of appropriate legislative, administrative, budgetary, judicial, promotional, and other measures towards the full realization of human rights. Also, city leaders should strive to ensure universal and transparent access to affordable and appropriate financial services across income levels, genders, geographical divisions, ages, and other groups.\(^{20}\)

For example:

- City leaders need to ensure that adequate local revenue generation can be spent on the progressive realization of housing, water, sanitation, etc.

### The added value of participatory budgeting processes

The distribution of public spending can promote the realization of human rights, and city leaders need to assess how financial instruments affect various groups so as to ensure that certain individuals or groups are not affected adversely. The United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat) is working with participatory approaches to promote inclusive and transparent budgeting processes, where the communities themselves set priorities together with decision-makers (see Case Study 1).

Participatory budgeting processes add value in these ways:

- The lived experiences by the community members inform the process and increase the relevance of public spending or development of the financial instrument, and identification of cost- and time-saving strategies.
- The processes build trust and increase sense of ownership, which increases the likelihood that decisions on tax collection, financial instruments, and public spending will be accepted by the targeted communities.
- The processes increase the likelihood that the communities will protect and take care of the products built or installed.
Case Study 1: UN-Habitat local participatory budgeting in Democratic Republic of Congo, Mozambique, and Senegal

UN-Habitat’s programme “Capacity Building for Local Participatory Planning, Budgeting, and Gender Mainstreaming,” carried out in collaboration with the Government of Spain, focused on developing capacities of local councilors, municipal staff, non-governmental organizations, community-based organizations, and local training institutions to carry out strategic planning and budgeting in a participatory manner. The programme combined and applied a number of participatory planning tools and governance methods in a sequential manner to best serve the needs identified in eight municipalities in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Mozambique, and Senegal. To ensure a gender perspective, gender considerations were mainstreamed in decision-making and implementation, with a focus of enhancing the capacities and roles of women in the processes.

Participatory budgeting committees were put in place, and the participation of residents of the municipality was ensured, as was the representation of women. Through the committees, a participatory planning and budgeting process was established to contribute to preparation, participatory budgeting formulation, resource mobilization and budget adoption, budget execution, monitoring, and evaluation. In this way, strategic projects were selected by the residents and local decision-makers, who promoted infrastructure and public space projects, and the progressive realization of the human rights to water and sanitation, work, and adequate housing.

The benefits from the participatory budgeting process included the following:

- Gender inclusivity and sensitivity to local cultural practices was achieved.
- Co-funding from the participating municipalities was triggered.
- Participating municipalities contributed towards the execution of the projects.
- Local counterparts assumed a high level of ownership.
- Accountability of local and national policymakers was reinforced.
- The programme contributed to democracy and decentralization.  

How human rights principles can benefit financial processes

To ensure that financial policies contribute to inclusive and sustainable cities and towns where human rights are realized for all, human rights principles should guide all phases of the policy process. Human rights principles—such as interdependence and indivisibility, equality and non-discrimination, participation and inclusion, and accountability and rule of law—represent the procedural safeguards to ensure that financial processes integrate a human rights perspective. According to the Human Rights–Based Approach, equal attention needs to be paid to both processes and outcomes.
Human rights principles add value to municipal financial processes in the following ways:

- By acknowledging human rights, city leaders contribute to the sustained, positive changes in the life and standard of living of urban residents. Through the progressive realization of the right to adequate housing, for example, local decision-makers can also promote the right to an adequate standard of living, the health of urban residents (the right to health), their ability to contribute to economic life and work (the right to work), children’s capacity to study and live close to schools (the right to education), and so on.\(^2\)

- Taking into account and catering to the differences and specific needs of groups that generally face particular challenges and disadvantages, city leaders can promote equality and non-discrimination by carrying out assessments to ensure that policies do not have unintended discriminatory effects.\(^3\)

- Having ensured that the people who are targeted by financial policies have been participating in a free, meaningful, and active manner can increase the chances for financial policies to be relevant and produce sustainable results in the long term.\(^4\)

- Transparent financial processes where accountabilities are clear and rule of law is respected can ensure more clarity in revenue and expenditure assignments, promote efficient use of economic resources, and be important in combatting corruption.\(^5\)

One major way local governments can promote these human rights principles is through their inclusion in the local legislative framework (see Case Study 2). The establishment of such local human rights mechanisms gives visibility to the role of local authorities in human rights protection. In order for them to effectively discharge their functions, these should be provided with sufficient human and financial resources and be accessible to everyone within the respective locality.\(^6\)

---

**Case Study 2: Municipal Code of Guatemala**

The Municipal Code of Guatemala establishes the obligation of local government to convene different social sectors of the municipality to participate in the development and institutionalization of municipal public policies and plans for urban and rural development. It also stipulates the preservation and promotion of rights of communities to their cultural identification according to their values, languages, traditions, and customs. The code also authorizes the establishment of commissions for compliance.\(^7\)

An outdoor market in Chichicastenango, Guatemala © Wikipedia
Gender equality

Within the current urban environment, women face unique challenges due to gender-based discrimination. For example, urban settlements are associated with increased incidence of public space gender-based violence (GBV) and challenges in mobility due to gender-neutral urban planning, which fails to acknowledge and accommodate the informal and care economies. Specifically, urban poverty has distinctive gendered dimensions, aggravated by the gendered-division of labour, poor representation in urban governance, and unequal access to public spaces.

Therefore, urbanization’s potential to deliver sustainable development and an adequate standard of living for all depends on an intersectional approach that recognizes that the urban poor, and especially women, face daunting challenges in the form of environmental hazards, inadequate shelter, insufficient provision of water and sanitation, and limited access to services, resulting in the overall challenge that their human rights are violated or at risk of being violated. In order to meet these challenges, city leaders will have to draw on tools for socially inclusive urbanization, which recognize the participation and rights of all.

Gender equality and women’s empowerment (GEWE), and gender mainstreaming

The implementation of sound and inclusive municipal finance will define the achievement of the 2030 Agenda in cities and the New Urban Agenda (NUA). In short, transparent, effective municipal finance will be the source for financing for SDG 11 and the NUA. In the same vein, it is paramount to recognize that women’s livelihoods are key drivers of the urban economy, and essential to effective finance and implementation of sustainable urban growth.

Women’s crucial role

“The subordinate role of women … enables the minimal maintenance of [the city’s] housing, transport and public facilities … because women guarantee unpaid transportation, because they repair their homes, because they make meals when these are no canteens … because they look after others’ children when there are no nurseries. … [I]f women who ‘do nothing’ ever stopped to do ‘only that’, the whole urban structure as we know it would become completely incapable of maintaining its functions.”

At its core, GEWE is about behavioral change and an overarching long-term development goal. Empowerment relies on a woman’s ability to plan and control her own life. Therefore, in order to become empowered, women must not only have equal capabilities (i.e., education and health) and equal rights and access to resources and opportunities (i.e., land and employment), they must also have the agency to deploy those rights and capabilities and to be included in societal decision-making processes (i.e., through leadership and participation at the institutional levels).

Gender mainstreaming is the process of assessing the implications for women and men of planned actions in all areas, and at all levels (for a specific example, see Case Study 3). Therefore, all activities should be defined so that gender differences can be diagnosed; gender-neutrality is never the case. Gender mainstreaming is the main international approach to promoting equality between men and women.
Its objective is to make women’s and men’s needs and experiences an integral dimension of the design, execution, budgetary process, and audit of policies and programmes in all political, economic, and societal spheres. In order for this to be achieved, women’s participation at all levels of decision-making must be broadened and fulfilled, in line with SDG 5.5. In the long term, gender mainstreaming aims to transform discriminatory social institutions, laws, cultural norms, and community practices, such as those limiting women’s access to property rights or restricting their access to public space.

Finally, there is a continued need to complement gender mainstreaming with targeted interventions for women’s empowerment, particularly where there are instances of persistent discrimination against women and inequality between women and men. Hence, gender mainstreaming does not replace the need for targeted, women-specific policies and programmes or positive legislation.

Supporting gender mainstreaming to mitigate gender-neutral macroeconomic analysis

Gender mainstreaming requires sufficient human and financial resources. If these are not made available, gender-responsive policies cannot translate to on-the-ground realities. For this reason, gender-responsive budgeting (GRB) is essential to ensure that human and financial resources are available for gender mainstreaming and empowerment activities. As a point of departure, it is paramount to take into account that macroeconomic analysis is oftentimes gender-neutral for the following reasons:

- **Economic institutions carry and transmit gender biases:** Often, economic institutions ignore male biases in employment legislation, property rights, and inheritance laws, all of which restrict and determine the economic activity of women.

---

**Case Study 3: Mainstreaming gender in Ethiopia**

In 1993, in Ethiopia, a National Women’s Affairs Policy was adopted. The policy established Women Focal Points in each ministry at federal and state levels. The main purpose of these focal points is to mainstream gender into the activities of each sector and authority, which includes engendering the budget. There is also a Women’s Affairs Committee in parliament that is one of nine standing committees. The role of this committee is to ensure that every piece of legislation passed by parliament has incorporated the proper gender balance. In addition, the committee tries to monitor how effective the activities of various ministries and agencies are in gradually ensuring real gender equality.

Urban poverty has distinctive gendered dimensions, aggravated by the gendered-division of labour, poor representation in urban governance, and unequal access to public spaces.
- The cost of reproducing and maintaining the labour force is invisible because economic analysis does not consider unpaid labour: Women are disproportionately burdened with care-work responsibilities; although it is unpaid, it is vital for maintaining and reproducing the labour force.

- Gender relations play an important role in the division of labour and the distribution of employment, income, wealth, and productive inputs: There are a number of occupations dominated by one of the genders, and regardless of education or skill level required, occupations dominated by women usually have lower earnings than those dominated by men.

In order to remedy these gender-neutral dimensions in macroeconomic analysis, there are three important phases to consider in gender mainstreaming in budgets:

- Raise awareness and understanding of gender and impacts of budgets.

- Ensure governments are accountable for upholding commitments to gender budgets and policy.

- Amend and reform budgets and policy to promote gender equality.

The feminization of urban poverty and gender dimension of labour markets

It goes without saying that urbanization engenders changes in national economies, with growing numbers of people moving away from employment in the primary sector and towards the secondary and tertiary sectors. As noted previously, at present, 70 to 80 per cent of economic production is generated in cities.

However, urbanization does not necessarily translate into an adequate standard of living for all. In some countries, it is generally associated with inequality, exclusion, segregation, increased urban poverty rates, slum proliferation, and unequal access to the services and benefits of urbanization. Currently, 54 per cent of the world's population resides in urban settlements. This is expected to rise to 66 per cent by 2050 and surpass the six billion mark by 2045. Since urban economies are heavily associated with the secondary and tertiary sectors, wage labour dominates the means for meeting essential needs. Therefore, urban poverty has a distinctive gender dimension, as it puts a disproportionate burden on those members of communities and households responsible for unpaid care-work: predominately women.

Consequently, combined with unequal rights to adequate housing, to minimum economic welfare, to vote, and to freedom of movement in public spaces, efforts to balance paid work and unpaid care-work disproportionately affect women, and in some case, even girls.

This reality raises concerns about the growing feminization of urban poverty and the inability of national and local governments to provide services to all the residents of their growing cities. Consequently, women’s poverty is directly related to the absence of economic opportunities and autonomy; lack of access to economic resources, land ownership, and inheritance; lack of access to education and support services; and their minimal participation in decision-making processes. In this sense, SDG 1, SDG 5, and SDG 11 are inextricably linked.

As a result of the disproportionate burden of care-work, women are vulnerable to time-poverty, and this can cause a crowding of flexible work economies (i.e., home-based, flexible working hours), which are predominantly associated with the informal sector. In short, women’s care-work responsibilities—the result
of gendered division of labour—can cause women to crowd the informal sector in search of flexible work arrangements. Indeed, addressing and engaging the informal sector is oftentimes a challenge for local authorities; therefore, engaging with women’s grass-roots organizations and civil society organizations is paramount.

In light of women’s position in the urban economy, and their relative position in the reality of urban poverty, it is fundamental that urban finance managers consider GEWE as paramount in strategic plans and budgets, thus bringing together SDG 1.4 (“[to] ensure that all men and women, in particular the poor and the vulnerable, have equal rights to economic resources…”), 5.a (“[to] undertake reforms to give women equal rights to economic resources, as well as access to ownership and control over land and other forms of property, financial services, inheritance and natural resources, in accordance with national laws”), and SDG 11 (“[to] make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”).

**Transparent municipal institutions via GRB: Achieving SDGs 1, 5, and 16 in cities**

Recent trends in municipal finance have led to increased recognition of the different needs of men and women in financing and budgeting. These trends include decentralization policies to ensure more efficient public service delivery; greater emphasis on land property taxation to raise revenue and implement urban development; growing popularity of public–private partnerships; and increasing demands for accountability and transparency of local governance, including increased implementation of transparent participatory budgeting methods.

Institutional transparency denotes the availability and accessibility of information to citizens on all decisions and actions made by government; as such, budgets are an ideal area to focus on governance and accountability. The inclusion of a gender perspective in decision-making enhances the legitimacy of governance, in line with SDG 16.7 (“[to] ensure responsive, inclusive, participatory and representative decision-making at all levels”) and 16.b (“[to] promote and enforce non-discriminatory laws and policies for sustainable development”). It enriches political processes by contributing new skills, styles, and visions (see Case Study 4).

---

**Case Study 4: Including women in decision-making processes**

In Bacolod city in the Philippines, the NGO Development Through Active Women Networking (DAWN) Foundation first helped women stand for and fight local elections. As a result of DAWN's activities, the number of women councilors increased. The executive director of DAWN was one of the new councilors. She and her colleagues recognized the importance of budgets, and worked together with gender activists from two other cities in a GRB initiative. Soon after the research was finished, a leading member of DAWN (who was one of the budget researchers) became the city administrator—the top official in local government. She and her colleagues in DAWN and the administration are now working to implement the gender-sensitive policies and budgets that they advocated in their research.
As a means to promote transparency, GRB initiatives are able to provide a way of assessing the impact of government revenue and expenditure on women and men, girls and boys. Therefore, these initiatives can help to improve economic governance and financial management, while providing feedback to government on whether it is meeting the needs of different groups. For those outside government, GRB can be used to encourage transparency, accountability, and people’s ownership of the development process. Fundamentally, GRB initiatives provide information that allows for better decision-making on how policies and priorities should be revised to achieve SDG 5.54

Moreover, GRB initiatives align with a number of international agendas and agreements, and can ensure the fulfillment of SDG 16.6 (“[to] develop effective, accountable and transparent institutions at all levels”). For local authorities in particular, GRB initiatives can also become a means of meeting SDG 1.4, 5.5, and 5.a, as well as SDG 11.3. In addition, these initiatives align with the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW, promulgated in 1979)55 and the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (promulgated in 1995).56

It is important to note that GRB initiatives are not about dividing government money 50–50 between the genders. Instead, they look at the full government budget from a gender perspective to assess how it will address the different needs of women and men, girls and boys, and different groups of women and men, girls and boys.57 Specifically, GRB entails the adoption of precise goals, indicators of achievement, data collection, and effective auditing. GRB initiatives have a number of tools for application to ensure effective budgeting (see Figure B); these can be implemented on a stand-alone basis, or integrated into the entire budgetary process. A gender analysis of budget revenues and expenditures can be conducted at the budget preparation phase, to assess baselines and set goals; in the budget monitoring phase; and at the budget audit and evaluation the budget phase.58

For in-depth examples of using GRB in municipal finance, see Case Studies 5, 6, and 7.
Figure B: Applying GBR in municipal finance, and expected outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Where to apply GBR</th>
<th>Analysis of whole budget</th>
<th>Study of impact on gender equality and beneficiaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole budget</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific unit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme design</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue source</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law/policy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes of GBR</th>
<th>Analysis of new legislation or policy</th>
<th>Study of impact on gender equality and beneficiaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender neutral</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender-responsive</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowers women</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformative</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where to apply GBR:
- Whole budget
  - Analysis of whole budget
  - Study of impact on gender equality and beneficiaries
- Specific unit
  - Analysis of specific ministry, department, or programmes
  - Study of impact on gender equality and beneficiaries
- Programme design
  - Analysis of budget allocation to new programmes
  - Study of impact on gender equality and beneficiaries
- Revenue source
  - Analysis of impact of different revenue sources on men and women
- Law/policy
  - Analysis of new legislation or policy
  - Study of impact on gender equality and beneficiaries

Outcomes of GBR:
- Gender neutral
  - No impact on existing gender relations
  - No sex-disaggregation of data or analysis
- Gender-responsive
  - Budget takes into account men and women's different needs and priorities
  - Specifies gender of target stakeholders
- Empowers women
  - Budget includes women empowerment activities
  - Funds set aside specifically to close gender equality gap through women's empowerment
- Transformative
  - Budget aims to promote gender equality
  - Gender equality mainstreamed across all funded activities
Case Study 5: Strengthening local councils in Cameroon to respond to women’s and girls’ needs

In Cameroon, UN Women provided support to a local civil society organization, Municipal Development Counseling Group (MUDEC), for institutionalizing GRB in local councils. Building on previous work, the project provided support to improve the technical capacities of local councils to integrate gender priorities into the planning and budgeting processes. MUDEC also contributed to developing the capacities of women’s groups to monitor and enforce output-based budgets in councils.

As a result of these efforts, municipal decisions bearing on increasing financing for gender equality have been adopted in 10 out of the 16 targeted councils. The project facilitated the creation and functioning of women foundations for inclusive governance (WOFIG) and gender committees in 16 councils. At least three WOFIG members in each council area were elected as councilors during the 30 September 2013 local elections.

In addition, seven WOFIG members were elected as alternate members of the National Assembly (MPs). These members now play a key role in local decision-making, especially on the allocation of resources and budgets.

To strengthen accountability and transparency towards gender equality in targeted councils, data on allocations for gender equality was collected and widely disseminated to ensure that the local administrators openly commit to increase the levels of financing for gender equality. Support was provided to WOFIG members to strengthen linkages with the gender committees for continuous lobbying on increasing accountability for financing gender equality. The project also facilitated gender public hearings and other engagement forums (face-to-face discussions) between the electorate and the elected within the project area.
Women-led civil society organizations (CSOs) play a crucial role in gender responsive budgeting processes, and this fact has been the motivating force behind the project led by Association Fenomena in Serbia. Association Fenomena led an initiative in 2013 that contributes to strengthening the role and engagement of women’s organizations from less-developed areas in Serbia to influence local policies and advocate for local GRB processes. It worked with eight women’s CSOs from seven towns/municipalities in western, central, and southern Serbia (Novi Pazar, Kraljevo, Kragujevac, Užice, Kruševac, Niš, and Leskovac).

The targeted municipalities focused on a wide range of sectors and issues that pertain to women’s needs and demands. For example, in Prijepolje and Novi Pazar, the focus was on gender analysis of funds allocated to sports to address women’s needs and to assess whether women and men benefit equally from current budget allocations. In Kraljevo, a gender analysis of the municipal budget assessed aspects of transparency in budgeting processes, including budget preparation, implementation, and reporting. In Kragujevac, a gender analysis of budget allocations for welfare services addressed the needs of survivors of violence against women (VAW).

Leveraging the existing potential and experience of Serbia’s women-led CSOs, Fenomena brought a common agenda to influence local policy and GRB processes more effectively at the targeted sub-national level. The approach also accounted for the need to develop the capacities of the network to demand and monitor financing for gender equality as a common concern of western, central, and southern Serbia.

These efforts contribute to increased accountability of the local government in targeted areas to increase financing for gender equality by promoting gender-responsive planning and budgeting. The project strengthened advocacy skills of women’s organizations on gender responsive investments and financing in their respective municipalities. The project built crucial partnerships among local actors and strengthened networks of women organizations from targeted towns and municipalities. It brought together local authority representatives including finance officers; local gender equality council representatives; and stakeholders from the national level, such as the ministries of Finance and Labour, Employment and Social Policy, and the Gender Equality Directorate.
Case Study 7: Morocco’s successful experience with implementing gender responsive budgets

Morocco has a long history of gender responsive budgeting work with sustained, high-level political will to address gender equality. Since the adoption of a new finance law in January 2014, the needs of women and girls are increasingly being reflected in how governments spend, and gender priorities are integrated throughout the budgeting process.

Ongoing efforts have resulted in GRB being progressively anchored in Morocco’s budget reform process. Experience with results-based and gender-responsive public finance management for more than 10 years in Morocco resulted in the adoption of the new organic law of finance, by the Council of Government, which legally institutionalizes gender equality throughout budget processes. Taking the GRB processes a step forward, the new legislation explicitly mentions that gender equality must be taken into account in the definition of objectives, results, and indicators of performance of the line budgets. The new organic law also institutionalizes a gender report as an official document that is part of the annual finance bill—an important achievement.

Annually, Morocco produces a gender report that contains information on the work conducted by each sector disaggregated by gender (where data allows), which has become an important accountability and monitoring tool, advancing implementation of GRB from one year to the next. By 2012, a total of 27 departments joined the report, corresponding to more than 80 per cent of the state’s overall budget. The report is successful in requiring reporting from more traditional sectors (for GRB), such as health and education, as well as non-traditional sectors, such as ministries of infrastructure and transport.

The Department of Literacy now conducts budget planning of its programmes based on its “targets,” which are largely women, who now constitute 85 per cent of the beneficiaries of such literacy programmes in Morocco. This approach, which began in 2009, has allowed the department to better adapt to the needs of its beneficiaries. As a result, several different programmes are also being developed according to age (15–24, 25–45, and 45+), as well as employment status (employee or looking for employment).

Another breakthrough was the inclusion of provisions in favor of gender equality in the country’s new constitution in July 2011. Article 19 explicitly enshrines gender equality in the enjoyment of civil, political, economic, social, cultural, and environmental rights. The new constitution also introduces the principle of gender equality in fact through several articles that mention the commitment of governments to work towards the creation of conditions to allow the achievement of gender equality and equal representation of women and men in all areas, and access to decision-making bodies.
Youth

Youth\(^{63}\) as a cross-cutting issue is fundamental to ensuring sustainable urbanization in cities for several reasons. First, youth constitute the majority of the population in a number of cities. Urbanization, as represented in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, in particular Sustainable Development Goal 11,\(^{64}\) is the engine that propels the world towards economic and social prosperity in the 21st century, and youth are its engineers. The “youth bulge,” a manifestation of reductions in infant mortality simultaneously with high fertility rates, creates a stage of development where a majority of a country’s population are children and young adults. Most developing countries now have more people under the age of 25 today than ever, totaling nearly three billion, or almost half of the total global population; 1.8 billion of that total are between age 12 and 24. They represent a group of change agents—the most active and dynamic, yet the most volatile and vulnerable segment of the population.

Most of these youth live in cities and towns; the cities of the developing world account for over 90 per cent of the world’s urban growth, and youth account for a large percentage of those inhabitants. It is estimated that as many as 60 per cent of all urban dwellers will be under age 18 by 2030.\(^{65}\) Based on these statistics, youth is evidently an untapped economic resource and needs to be viewed and treated as an asset and driver of safe, resilient, and sustainable cities.

Municipal finance for and by youth

Municipal finance can be defined as a model for financing the process of urbanization in a sustainable way in cities. Contrary to challenges that cities face, the new model of urbanization hopes to create cities and human settlements that are inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable. As a result, local authorities should embrace urbanization as not only an outcome of development, but also a formidable engine to achieve development in cities.

Youth can play a key role in realizing this promise; in many instances they have risen above the challenges facing developing cities and provided urban solutions that could improve the social, economic, and environmental conditions of cities. However, this is only the case in inclusive cities\(^{66}\) that provide youth with equal opportunities. It is important to mobilize their talent for the benefit of society as a whole.

However, the fundamental problem confronting most local authorities, especially those managing cities in developing countries, is the widening gap between the availability of financial resources and municipal spending needs. One of the main reasons for this increasing fiscal gap is the rapid growth of urban populations, which creates an ever-increasing demand for public services, new public infrastructure, and its maintenance.

This therefore creates a rift between different parts of urban centers in developing countries, hence creating a mix of relatively wealthy areas and poor areas, leading to growing disparities in the level of service and provision across the city. Due to having low or no income, among other challenges, the majority of youth live in informal settlements. Informal settlements\(^{67}\) are inviting to the urban poor and especially youth, as they offer affordable but substandard housing and mostly lack basic services. Consequently, informal settlements host most of cities’ social injustices but are also laboratories of innovation, as residents seek solutions to
their urban challenges. If these solutions are discovered, analyzed, up-scaled, and replicated in the city context, they would not only be models of generating revenue for municipalities, but also models of expenditure in providing services to city inhabitants.

**Role of youth in financing of cities**

**Youth in informal settlements**

Municipal revenue is mostly untapped among the urban poor, especially youth, who are trapped in an informal and “illegal” world—in slums that are not reflected on maps, where waste is not collected, where taxes are not paid, and where public services are not provided. Officially, they do not exist. Although they may reside within the administrative boundary of a town or city, their local authority may well be a slumlord, mafia leader, or cartel member rather than city council staff, who often no longer attempt to assert their jurisdiction or even enter the informal settlements. As illegal or unrecognized residents, many youth living in informal settlements have no property rights, nor security of tenure, but instead make whatever arrangements they can in an informal, unregulated, and in some respects, expensive parallel market. This forms local governance structures in cities (see Case Study 8).

Youths in Honiara, Solomon Islands © UN-Habitat/Bernhard Barth
Case Study 8: The profitability of slum business

Nairobi City houses Kibera, the biggest slum in Africa. The city is one of the most important economic hubs of the continent and contributes 60 per cent of Kenya’s GDP (which had an annual growth rate of 5.6 per cent in 2016). Youth and children constitute a large proportion of Kenya’s population, with those between 15 and 34 years accounting for 7.9 million, of whom 2.6 million live in urban areas (32.3 per cent). Of this latter group, some 49 per cent live in poverty in urban areas, and youth in this group live in slum communities.

This is a case study of the top services offered in informal settlements in Nairobi. The study discusses income generated from the housing sector, provision of basic infrastructure services, and private service providers.

Housing sector

Informal rental housing in Nairobi is dominated by large-scale landlordism. In Kibera, six per cent of all landlords own 25 per cent of all rooms. This indicates a high degree of ownership concentration. Furthermore, increasing densities in Nairobi’s slums suggest that structure owners, bypassing official regulations, maximize their income by constructing an increasing number of units on plots. As a consequence, densities in Nairobi’s slums have reached 250 units per hectare. Additionally, the rampant illegal construction of extensions in plots and the resulting problems of providing basic services have turned many of the formerly planned low-cost estates in Nairobi into slums. Particularly in light of the poor quality of housing, rents are high: Slum households pay on average a monthly rent of 790 Ksh (US$11), accounting for 12 per cent of the average monthly income. If Kenya’s Rent Restriction Act were applied effectively in Nairobi’s slums, “rents would decrease by 70 percent.” This “high cost low quality trap” allows landlords to make a 100 per cent (tax-free) return on rental investment in only three years.

Provision of basic infrastructure services in Nairobi’s slums

Access to basic public services in Nairobi’s slums is far lower than Nairobi-level data suggests. Less than one-fifth of slum households have access to piped water (i.e., private in-house connections or yard taps). The vast majority of slum dwellers rely on water kiosks to buy water from private providers. By comparison, studies reporting data for Nairobi as a whole place the proportion of households with access to piped water at 71 per cent. The inequality in access to basic services also applies to electricity connections: One in five households in Nairobi’s slums (22 per cent) is connected to electricity and uses it as a lighting fuel. In contrast, in the city as a whole, 52 per cent have electricity connections. Despite the negative externalities of garbage, less than one in 100 slum households (0.9 per cent) is served by a publicly provided collection system. The vast majority of the households in informal settlements dispose of solid waste by dumping, burning, or burying it. On the level of Nairobi province, six per cent of the households are at least infrequently served by a publicly provided garbage collection system.
Private service providers

Water kiosk owners, in particular, can earn high revenues. Like many other cities, Nairobi’s public network provides water below full-cost-recovery prices, justifying this by the importance of access to water for the poor. Slum households pay on average Ksh 100/m$^3$ (US$1.33/m$^3$) at water kiosks. This is eight times the price of the lowest tariff block for domestic connections. Thus slum households pay full-cost-recovery-level prices in contrast to residents of higher-income areas and water kiosk owners who obtain water from the public network. The exploitation of high rents is also possible because of the concentration of sales within a small number of kiosks. This suggests that public officials who control the entry to the water market restrict access to their clients and take the opportunity to extract bribes. In part the profits of kiosk owners are negated by the high costs of installing kiosks. Additionally, public officials capture some of the profit. Water vendors report that at least a quarter of their initial investment is in the form of bribes to facilitate a connection. Furthermore, they are required to make on-going unofficial payments to utility officials in order to stay in business.

However, the high price of water is also the result of rent seeking. Water vendors have reportedly taken advantage of temporary water shortages to make rapid profits. Usually these shortages are due to general problems at the utility. Nevertheless, artificial shortages are sometimes created through collusion with utility officials.

Lessons learned

Informal settlements have a high degree of untapped potential for achieving city goals. This includes legal and financial regulations of service delivery mechanisms in the housing sector and provision of basic infrastructure services. This emphasizes the urgency of mapping informal settlements in efforts to bridge the fiscal gap while also ensuring social safeguards are met in cities.

In this regard, city leaders are encouraged to adopt youth-led innovative solutions, which can help meet basic necessities more efficiently. Despite cities having limited influence over some basic services due to privatization, city leaders need to create an enabling environment for private–public partnerships while also encouraging private investment in infrastructure and public services to achieve their existing goals.
Youth as a force of innovation and production

Youth are at the forefront of change for a society, and their innovative ideas and energy can be a force for social and economic change. In cities, the youth are best positioned to take advantage of the economic benefits of urbanization, as cities create a pool of ideas, talent, and activities that drive innovation and social change. The sheer scale of cities increases the number of opportunities and creates an urban advantage that makes wealth generation and the pursuit of economic opportunities easier. By tapping into the economies of scale of cities, the inherent potential of youth can be leveraged to generate wealth and jobs. Youth today are migrating to cities because they provide the opportunities and resources for upward mobility that are not available in rural areas. The current challenge is to try and direct the economic power of cities to serve the needs of youth and ensure that the dividends from economic growth are equitably distributed.

Innovations result from entrepreneurship, and cities have all the essential elements for launching a successful enterprise: a dense network of consumers and labor, a surplus of goods and services, infrastructure, and institutions.

There are significant benefits to promoting entrepreneurship among youth beyond the creation of economic opportunities for the unemployed. From a social perspective, entrepreneurship addresses some of the socio-psychological problems and criminal activity that result from unemployment. Entrepreneurship also re-integrates marginalized and disaffected youth into the economic mainstream of their cities; youth who were previously forced into the margins of society gain a sense of meaning, self-worth, and belonging.

From an economic perspective, youth entrepreneurs are dynamic; they learn and adapt quickly. As a result, they deliver a large number of independent experiments on how to do business. In areas with higher startup rates and entrepreneurial culture, economic resources are used more efficiently and economic growth is higher.

It is therefore essential to foster the creation of small and growing businesses, which create economic value and spur growth. Supporting youth, the fastest-growing and most dynamic population, to become entrepreneurs is the best means of achieving this goal. See Case Study 9 for an example of youth-led entrepreneurship that addresses a pressing urban challenge: collecting revenues.
The Innovation Marketplace is aimed at harnessing three key dynamics in our world today: the growing number of young urban citizens, information and communications technology (ICT) proliferation, and the de-volution process. UN-Habitat, in consultations with local authorities of participating counties, youth groups, and the private sector, identified collection of revenue from the public transport system as one of the most pressing urban challenges facing Kiambu County, Kenya. Various urban challenges were formulated into challenge statements, which were used to inform a two-day innovation “hackathon.” The “hackathon” aimed at getting youth and local government representatives to work together to identify ICT innovations to support local governance.

MatQ, a digital queue management and revenue collection system, was selected as the winning innovation. The innovation aims to improve the transport system for Kiambu County, which is crucial given the millions of residents residing in the county but working in Nairobi. MatQ provides an accountable revenue collection system for the local authority, in contrast to the ineffective analog terminal management and fee collection vulnerable to manipulation by route managers and drivers. The operationalization of the system involves the following: A Matatu (a privately owned public service vehicle) checks in its designated terminal and the route manager, through the system, queues it. Depending on the number of check-ins, each Matatu is supposed to pay a fee to the route manager (as stipulated in the municipality’s by-laws) and remit the amount collected to the respective Savings and Credit Cooperative Society (SACCO). The SACCO in turn remits tax to the local authority. Through the app, the Kiambu residents are able to locate their favorite Matatus, book seats, and view their locations in real time.

**Lessons learned**

Cities need to provide public services more efficiently while at the same time supporting sustainable and long-term economic growth. The latest thinking suggests that the best way to do this is by becoming “smart.” This generally means using new technology (mainly information and communication technologies) and data to improve service delivery and address various economic, social, and environmental challenges.

MatQ illustrates the innovative power of youth and can be defined as a smart mechanism that can be leveraged to improve efficiency of financial flows, strengthen accountability systems, and improve service delivery in municipalities. Such interventions could potentially transform how city inhabitants live, play, and do business. City authorities benefit most when they integrate such initiatives within their existing economic development and public service plans and identify how new technologies can help them achieve their goals.
Need for youth empowerment as an enabler of municipal financing

Evidently, it is imperative for local authorities and other relevant stakeholders to consider the needs of young people with an aim to not only generate revenue and expenditure in their municipalities, but also to empower them as enablers of financing. Young people have raw entrepreneurial talent, but launching and building a successful business that can add economic value requires technical skills, knowledge, networks, and resources that many youth do not have access to. It is therefore essential to create an entrepreneurial ecosystem that promotes a thriving entrepreneurial culture that can drive innovation, production, and employment. There are three essential elements to creating this ecosystem: strengthening educational systems with a focus on entrepreneurship training; developing a supportive and enabling environment that makes it easier to launch a business, particularly via financing businesses owned and operated by youth; and strengthening accountability within systems.

Access to credit and capital alone is far from sufficient to leverage the opportunities of youth-owned businesses. Youth entrepreneurs must develop the skills to run modern, sustainable businesses that can compete and grow in a competitive environment. Formal training in such areas as business plan development, management, financial management, and opportunity identification and capitalization provide the foundation for launching and growing successful enterprises. Education programs also need to focus on transferable and marketable entrepreneurial skills that can be directed towards the creation of new and small businesses that leverage the benefits of the urban economy.

It is also essential to create an enabling environment with rules, policies, and regulations that make it easier for youth to launch businesses. These policies should include implementing legislation to encourage young entrepreneurs to become involved in social and economic development and increasing the ease of doing business through easier business registration and set-up processes. A youth-centric regulatory environment that is conducive to innovation and experimentation with low discovery costs is essential.

In addition, youth entrepreneurs lack the collateral to obtain loans and are usually unable to obtain anything more than microfinance loans, which may not be sufficient to meet the needs of a new and growing business. The lack of long-term business histories, which are often required by risk-averse creditors seeking to make loans or investments, acts as a further significant barrier keeping youth from launching businesses. Access to financing for youth entrepreneurs needs to be expanded, and government-supported capital is needed to supplement private sources of funding. Investing capital in new and innovative youth-owned businesses could also have a multiplier effect on development.

Transparent and accountable municipalities through youth mainstreaming

Governance determines how efficiently costs are shared throughout the metropolitan area, how service delivery is coordinated across local government boundaries, how effectively local residents and businesses can access governments and influence their decisions, how accountable local governments are to their citizens, and how responsive they are to their demands. It is therefore evident that for a city to succeed economically and socially, youth should be mainstreamed. In other words, owing to their multi-disciplinary and trans-sectoral nature, youth should be considered and integrated into all programmes and initiatives (see Figure C).
This means building social accountability mechanisms at city levels where citizens and civil society, particularly the poorest and most marginalized, play a decisive and formal role in the monitoring and accountability system. This relates well with the youth in cities. In doing so, leaders will be giving a voice to those traditionally excluded from development processes whilst strengthening government’s own monitoring efforts, especially when addressing gaps in the implementation of policy affecting youth. To achieve institutionalized youth mainstreaming, city leaders should consider practices that are youth specific and that address and are responsive to specific youth needs (see Box 2) in achieving transparent and accountable mechanisms.

Youth entrepreneurs lack the collateral to obtain loans and are usually unable to obtain anything more than microfinance loans, which may not be sufficient to meet the needs of a new and growing business.
Box 2: Youth-specific practices for achieving institutionalized youth mainstreaming

- Enact policies and practices that support youths’ ability to realize their duties, rights, and access to services as citizens.
- Ensure effective legal and judicial systems address youth status and protections under the law.
- Ensure public expenditures reflect governments’ explicit youth goals and target high-quality services for all citizens.
- Design structures and implement processes that ensure the effective participation of youth in governance, and that ensure political decision-making processes include youth in critical numbers in key institutions (e.g., parliaments and local governments).
- Ensure delivery of services in key sectors enhances participatory and transparent decision-making, institutional accountability, and responsiveness to youth-specific needs.
- Set up youth-specific monitoring and evaluation systems.

Conclusion

The implementation of sound and inclusive municipal finance is crucial for the achievement of the 2030 Agenda in cities and the NUA. Transparent, effective municipal finance will be the source for financing for SDG 11 and the NUA. In the same vein, it is paramount to recognize that cities’ often-marginalized groups are key drivers of the urban economy, and are essential for effective finance and implementation of sustainable urban growth.

Urbanization offers the potential to improve people’s lives but, with inadequate urban management, based on inaccurate or biased perceptions, opportunity can become mischance. In order to fulfil the potential of urbanization, is it paramount to pursue socially inclusive strategies that reduce alienation and exclusion and pave the way for empowerment and engagement of all social groups, particularly the most marginalized. These efforts will be the cornerstone of the 2030 Agenda as it promotes the right and ability of every individual to influence and/or participate in the decisions that affect their lives.

Human rights are inherent to all human beings and are designed to protect the human values of freedom, equality, and dignity. City leaders can address capacity gaps and ensure that their decision-making contributes to sustainable and inclusive urbanization processes by applying the Human Rights–Based Approach (HRBA).

A participatory approach to the distribution of public spending has benefits such as increased relevance of financial instruments, increased sense of public ownership, and increased likelihood that communities will protect and maintain products built or installed. Municipal finance should be transparent, participatory, and human rights–based. Financing
strategies, fiscal policies, tax systems, subsidies, development plans, and budgets should benefit the poorest and most marginalized, and should be the product of transparent and participatory processes. They should also be supported by laws that protect human rights, including in the economic sphere, and by public institutions that are non-discriminatory, inclusive, participatory, and accountable for financial policies and strategies.

It is also paramount to recognize that women’s livelihoods are key drivers of the urban economy, and are essential to the implementation of sustainable urban growth. Women’s participation in the labour force is proportionally higher in urban centers, as compared with rural areas. Therefore, developing a productive and inclusive urban economy supports national growth and financing mechanisms.

As a means to promote transparency and people’s ownership of the development process, GRB initiatives provide a way of assessing the impact of government revenue and expenditure on women and men, girls and boys. These initiatives can help to improve economic governance and financial management, and provide feedback and data to government on whether it is meeting the needs of different groups. As a result, GRB initiatives provide information that allows for better decision-making on how policies and priorities should be revised in order to achieve SDG 1, 5, 11, and 16 and fulfil the commitments of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW, 1979) and the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (1995).

Moreover, it is evident that youth are a valuable asset in achieving resilient and sustainable cities. Investing in youth will help finance the ever-increasing demand for public services, new public infrastructure, and its maintenance. Cities’ economic and social growth is buttressed by young people’s ability to provide sustainable solutions to existing urban challenges. In this regard, empowering young people to hold governments accountable is one of the most important means of implementation of an agenda that “leaves no one behind.”

If the above recommendations are taken into consideration by city leaders, then municipal governments will not only invest in revenue-generating systems and solutions, but also improve the living conditions of all city inhabitants through the three arms of the NUA: urban regulations, urban planning, and urban finance.

It is crucial for city leaders to craft policies that are informed by a commitment to human rights, gender equality, and youth empowerment. Doing so will help fulfil the 2030 Agenda and ensure the inclusion of all urban residents as contributors and beneficiaries of urban life and the urban economy.
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Economies of agglomeration and economies of scale are the two major benefits of urbanization, but despite a global trend towards urbanization, high population density—a key condition for realizing economies of agglomeration—is far from ubiquitous. Even the cities that do experience a rapid rise in density could suffer from negative externalities such as traffic congestion, environmental degradation, crime, violence, and slum formation. Likewise, unsustainable levels of density constrain cities from reaping the benefits of agglomeration and make provision of services inefficient and expensive. For cities with high population density to remain competitive and relevant, there is a growing need to devise plans to boost efficiency and supplement existing infrastructure, while cities with low populations must promote sustainable
expansion. This calls for policy interventions to help ensure that cities grow in a spatially and economically efficient and sustainable manner.

Dense, compact, and connected cities are hubs of ideas, knowledge, and investments. By facilitating interactions among people, they stimulate job growth, wealth, and innovation, which in turn enhance the quality of life of their residents.¹ Increasingly, cities are asserting themselves as major nodes for global supply chains, and competitiveness of a city is often defined by its level of connectivity. Some cities are gradually upending the conventional economic hierarchy by exerting more influence in the global economy than many countries. Cities can increase their influence by creating a business climate more conducive to investment and growth, and by implementing various development and planning tools to ensure this growth is sustainable and inclusive. Unfortunately, many fall short of fully integrating relevant economic dimensions into the urban planning process.

Previous chapters have focused on ways to diversify financing in order for local governments to provide better infrastructure and services. This chapter introduces an innovative local economic development (LED) methodology to help city leaders spur economic growth and generate jobs. Productive and competitive cities have demonstrated higher propensity to retain existing enterprises and talents while attracting new investors and skilled labour. A thriving local economy expands and diversifies the municipal tax base, which fosters sustainable local financial management. To this end, we propose an integrative approach of combining productivity analysis with spatial analysis to maximize the benefits of agglomeration while pursuing spatial sustainability.

What is local economic development?

Local economic development (LED) is a participatory process in which various local stakeholders combine their efforts towards building a vibrant, resilient, inclusive, and sustainable economy by creating jobs and improving quality of life for all. LED is not a silver bullet or about “quick fixes”; rather, it is a strategic planning exercise that requires a long process of developing a deep understanding of a city’s economic assets and potential, identifying strategic growth industry sectors and their champions, and designing strategies and efficiently allocating resources to improve the competitiveness of the targeted sectors. The scope of the approach is broad and inclusive in nature; it engages both public and private, and formal and informal sectors of the economy. It aims at increasing the rate of economic growth and enlarging the size of the economy, while leveling the playing field for investment and generating productive employment opportunities for all.²

For cities with high population density to remain competitive and relevant, there is a growing need to devise plans to boost efficiency and supplement existing infrastructure, while cities with low populations must promote sustainable expansion.

LED strategy complements a national government’s urbanization strategy. While national governments often use a country’s urbanization strategy to provide coordinated guidance and common vision for all actors, local governments have the best assessment of their own economic assets, and their potential and limitations. By targeting industries that are conducive to growth and job creation in one’s specific urban configuration, this bottom-up approach promotes sustainable economic diversification and more efficient systems of cities.

Sustainable development of cities could be a daunting task for many developing countries, especially in South Asia and Africa, regions where populations are projected to double within the next 20 years. In an ideal world, a city would develop a wide spectrum of foundational infrastructure to increase productivity and competitiveness. In reality, however, governments struggle with limited resources and are in need of strategies to unlock growth potential efficiently. This is where the LED approach brings strategic, targeted, and resource-efficient planning processes that complement the broader national economic development strategy.

The LED methodology consists of two major components: 1) productivity analysis of value chains and supply chains, and 2) spatial analysis.

**Productivity analysis**

Cities are the primary platform for production, innovation, and trade, while industries are the engines of economic development and job creation. Cities promote mobilization of resources such as labour and capital; the resulting industrialization has transformed the landscape of many cities. Many cities have demonstrated how economic development policies backed by sector-specific strategies could deliver economic growth (examples include the software industry in Bangalore and Silicon Valley, trade and tourism in Dubai, or the shipping industry in Rotterdam). Productivity analysis helps identify an industry sector with potential for growth and creates a business-enabling climate to support the targeted industry sector to become more productive and competitive. By doing so, a city will be able to both expand and consolidate forward and backward linkages, creating more jobs across the sector value chain.

Well-connected cities are also vital nodes for global markets (see Figure A). It is now conventional wisdom that openness to trade has a strong correlation with growth and opportunities. Although trade is considered imperative for economic development, many developing countries are stymied by various endogenous factors. In this light, the productivity analysis approach also aims at making inroads into the global value chain by making the targeted sector more competitive and efficient.
Figure A: Air connectivity and participation in the global value chain

The graph demonstrates a strong correlation between air connectivity and participation in the global value chain. As connectivity increases, so does the share of exports composed of parts and components. This finding provides a basis for countries and cities to improve their logistics and connectivity to global networks while mitigating inefficiencies.

Source: Arvis and Shepherd 2013.

Value chain analysis and supply chain analysis

Productivity analysis takes into account both value chain analysis (VCA) and supply chain analysis (SCA). In general, a value chain/supply chain is considered more competitive if it can deliver high-quality goods and services at the lowest cost and in the least amount of time.

VCA is an accounting tool that deconstructs how value is created and added as a product flows from raw material to final product (see Case Study 1 for a specific example). It is one of the most powerful tools in today’s globalized economy for creating an enabling business environment. By dissecting and analyzing how much cost and value is added at each segment of the production process—from the raw materials stage until a product reaches end consumers—it allows us to measure the efficiency of each of these stages. VCA also identifies distortions caused by policies, regulations, and market and human resources that hinder industries from becoming more competitive.

The process of VCA can be simplified into three stages:

1) Map out the industry value chain ranging from raw material to end users in qualitative and quantitative terms.

2) Set benchmarks against international competition and best practices in order to understand which specific segment of the value chain or policy is presenting challenges vis-à-vis the competition.

3) Combine this knowledge with the understanding of the institutional and regulatory factors that underlie performance measures to enable both the public and private sector to design strategies to mitigate hindrances while enhancing competitiveness.

Some identified constraints may be industry-specific, while others may be cross-cutting across all industries. A proper VCA’s scope goes beyond industry to integrate aspects of the policy and regulatory environment that bind enterprises’ operations (as mentioned above). Hence, the analysis has significant implications for both the public and private sectors in designing strategies for growth and competitiveness. Thus, this calls for a participatory and integrated approach engaging a wide range of stakeholders.
Case Study 1: Productivity and competitiveness in Lesotho versus Kenya, sector level

Tool to Measure Productivity and Competitiveness Between Countries

Low Labor Productivity and Skills
Average labor output/worker/day (T-Shirts):
Lesotho: 16
Kenya: 20-25
Production supervisor (supervisor/line)
Lesotho: 1/4
Kenya: 1/6
In-line defect rate: 2-3% (<1% in Kenya)
Increasingly high incidence of HIV/AIDS related worker death

High number of expatriate supervisors
The above figure provides an example of a value chain analysis map for the production of t-shirts in Lesotho for the U.S. market. As the figure indicates, the production of a t-shirt takes place in eight value-adding stages, namely import transaction cost (importing cotton material), cutting and layering, sewing and assembly, finishing and washing, packing and loading, in-factory inspection, administrative overhead, and export transaction cost (rail cost to Durban port, and shipping cost to the United States). The VCA map shows that sewing and assembly (highlighted in red) is the biggest cost driver for the production of a t-shirt, followed by finishing and washing (yellow highlight), and administrative overhead costs (green highlight). When each of these key cost drivers are further disaggregated, the analysis draws attention to the weak labour skills associated with t-shirt production, which are undermining labour productivity (workers in Lesotho produce, on average, 16 t-shirts/person/day, while workers in Kenya producing the same t-shirt average about 20–25 t-shirts/person/day). This suggests that targeted training in skills development specifically for sewing and assembly, and finishing and washing would improve the competitiveness of the garment sector in Lesotho. Such analysis helps focus the attention of policymakers and private sector operators on specific interventions to help improve sector competitiveness.6

Source: Global Development Solutions, Measuring the Cost of Trade Logistics on Agribusiness (Reston, Va., Global Development Solutions, 2013).

Cities are the primary platform for production, innovation, and trade, while industries are the engines of economic development and job creation. Cities promote mobilization of resources such as labour and capital; the resulting industrialization has transformed the landscape of many cities.
While VCA helps us to understand the cost efficiency at each value-adding segment along a production system, supply chain analysis assesses the efficiency of the flow of goods and services from producers of raw inputs to end consumers both within and out of the country. A supply chain is an institutional arrangement that links a set of activities in which firms engage in a specific industry as they move from producers, packagers, marketers, and to consumers. It is a conduit through which products, services, information, and capital move from one segment of the chain to another until they reach the final consumer. For example, a supply chain mapping exercise captures the flow, cost, time, and efficiency of an agricultural crop from farm gate to the final consumer. This exercise provides insights into specific trade logistics constraints hindering competitiveness, and helps identify both policy- and market-based interventions to improve efficiency and competitiveness. Supply chain efficiency is bound by both physical and trade logistics infrastructure, which are often defined by urban planning.

Many consider improving functions of supply chains and logistics as central to global value chain participation and economic growth. Based on the findings from the value chain analysis, one can identify particular value-adding segments or a sector that could be plugged into the global value chain. The objective of this exercise is to improve logistical performance on the premise that strong correlations exist between connectivity and global value chain participation. However, supply chains are often fragmented, especially in developing countries. Fragmentation results in, among other things, waste, income loss, increased product price, and lack of product availability in the market. For example, one can witness a domestic market importing agricultural products despite having farmers available domestically.

The proposed methodological framework highlights key factors that affect cost, time, and quality of goods and services required for operating a competitive sector. The entire flow from raw material to the arrival of final products and services into the hands of both domestic and foreign consumers needs to be considered in conducting the analysis. The process entails finding out the economic cost of each step along the flow. Figure B, for example, maps the logistical flow of imports/exports and the key factors involved in different geographies.

A supply chain is an institutional arrangement that links a set of activities in which firms engage in a specific industry as they move from producers, packagers, marketers, and to consumers.
Figure B: Import–export trade logistics framework

Source: Global Development Solutions, Measuring the Cost of Trade Logistics on Agribusiness (Reston, Va., Global Development Solutions, 2013).
The steps taken in the analysis parallel those of value chain analysis. Once the economic costs of key factors in the product flow are collected, we compare the efficiency of the targeted supply chain with competitors and global standards. Prior to designing strategies to overcome supply chain bottlenecks, developing a thorough understanding of institutional and infrastructural frameworks is crucial.

Likewise, developing a thorough understanding of how well a value/supply chain works demands primary and up-to-date information. Secondary desk research could suffice for understanding global and regional trends and demand. However, collecting data and information on domestic markets could be a great challenge, especially in developing countries due to limited data availability. It is both cost- and time-efficient to first look for already-existing relevant reports. In case such reports are not available or require updating, it is possible to build an estimate from scratch by conducting chain-wide surveys and interviews with stakeholders from relevant public and private institutions. In doing so, there are myriad factors to be taken into account.

**Variables to consider for value/supply chain competitiveness**

Value/supply chain analysis requires analyzing several variables that buttress a sector and, therefore, determine its competitiveness. They are broadly categorized into hard and soft infrastructure. The former includes:

- **Transport infrastructure**: There are three main modes of transport: land, air, and sea. A well-developed and connected network of roads, air links, and maritime shipping combined with an efficient trucking and cargo system will facilitate the movement of goods and services, while any poorly designed mode of transport will result in slow movement and higher shipping costs. The quality of transport infrastructure heavily influences the true economic distance along the value chain.\(^9\)

- **Logistics**: This refers to warehouses, refrigeration and distribution facilities, and cold-chain facilities. The importance of such facilities is greater for value chains that move time-sensitive and perishable goods, such as in agribusiness.

The following variables that fall under soft infrastructure are as critical to sector competitiveness as those of hard infrastructure:

- **Human resources**: This refers to labour skills (including both life skills and job- and task-specific skills) and wages, which determine labour productivity. It also includes formal educational institutions as well as vocational training institutions, which are responsible for disseminating technology, technical and managerial skills, and knowledge. Without strong support of these institutions, a sector will not be able to compete, even with advanced transport infrastructure.

- **Financial institutions**: While physical infrastructure is crucial for moving goods and services from producers to consumers, the financial sector plays a pivotal role in the efficient allocation of resources and in facilitating payments. The financial services industry consists of five broad categories of services: banks, insurance, securities, asset management, and financial information. The importance of financial services becomes amplified if an industry engages in international trade; these services are also important for the growth of enterprises.\(^11\)

- **Customs and freight forwarding**: Moving goods from producers to consumers along the supply chain also depends on the quality of transport and associated services, such as customs and freight forwarding.\(^12\)
Legal/regulatory framework: Governmental institutions provide services or set regulations that impact the competitiveness of trade logistics. Also, anticompetitive behavior and restrictive regulations towards transport services and infrastructure could increase transport costs and ultimately may undermine trade and market share. The private sector could play a major role in infrastructure investments as well as services, provided it gets the necessary credit for investments. Access to affordable credit by the private sector is particularly low in developing economies due to lack of strong institutions, poor enforcement of contacts, and weak rule of law. A weak regulatory framework makes investors apprehensive to invest in places where investments are most needed.\textsuperscript{13}

Information and computer technology (ICT): ICT is a cross-cutting issue that facilitates information and knowledge sharing along the value chain. For example, the development of computerized customs systems significantly lowers human error, corruption, and the length of clearance processes. Also, improved communication along the supply chain lowers inconsistency and unexpectedness while improving inventory management.\textsuperscript{14}

Business climate: In order for any sector to expand and grow, an economy needs investments and startups that could transform and support the development of existing and new products and services. In this regard, it is essential to have a business-enabling environment that promotes and rewards entrepreneurship and risk-taking.

Safety and security: Security is a key prerequisite for economic growth. When there is an actual or perceived risk in security arising from military forces, terrorism, or religious fundamentalists, there is less likelihood for any future investment commitment. As the cost of doing business in an unstable environment is high, very little, if any, investment will flow in.

In addition to the aforementioned endogenous variables, there are other factors, such as geography and climate change, that fall beyond the jurisdiction of city or national governments and that also affect supply chain and trade efficiency. Although the effects must not be overlooked, improving on the above endogenous variables will bring significant improvement to a city’s supply chain and logistics performance. An efficient supply chain and logistics within a country is the gateway for participation in a global value chain.

Action-oriented participatory process

As the saying “a chain is as strong as its weakest link” suggests, components of the same value/supply chain are highly interdependent. The efficiency of one segment heavily influences the competitiveness of another. For example, if a leather tannery produces leather sheets at high cost, leather shoe manufacturers are likely to increase the market price for their finished leather shoes. Overall coordination that generates trust and predictability along the value/supply chain also enhances the efficiency of a sector. This gives supply chain–wide incentives to collaborate to bring about a more integrated value chain approach. Thus, from the outset, it is important to engage the wide range of members of the value chain and supply chain from both the private and public sectors. This will allow the sectors to develop a common vision and thus bring about an integrated, sustainable, and competitive value chain and supply chain.

Analyzing a sector through a value chain and supply chain lens allows us to identify and plug the gap along the chain. Combined with the findings from global and regional trends and demand, local sectors
could explore opportunities for value addition or expand their market share. In today’s globalized economic landscape, specialization of a competitive sector or a segment of a sector could allow a city to plug itself into a global value chain while productively connecting its people to the world.

Spatial economic analysis

The principal objective of spatial analysis is to help cities design an urban layout that is compact, integrated, and connected. Urban reconfiguration brought about by ongoing urbanization has put local governments under pressure to provision essential services. Current research indicates that six out of seven cities in developing countries are undergoing a decline in population density, which incurs significant costs for governments. There is a growing need for better spatial allocation of services and infrastructure to enable cities to become livable and sustainable economic powerhouses.

The second component of our integrative LED approach examines the spatial and cartographic perspectives of a city and its key industrial sector. This not only allows us to develop a spatial understanding of a city, but more importantly, aids in improving cohesion among various infrastructure projects that connect and buttress industries.

Conducting spatial analysis

If productivity analysis is an exercise in uncovering the linkages among, and determining the efficiency of, stakeholders in a value/supply chain, spatial analysis is a visualization of the findings from the productivity analysis. This can be simplified into four stages:

1) Map the fundamental elements of the city, such as roads, ports, and warehouses.
2) View the findings of productivity analysis through a spatial perspective: Map out the sector players as well as the flow of products, services, and labour among stakeholders of the targeted sector.
3) Identify production hubs/clusters where there are concentrated business activities and enterprises.
4) Develop both immediate and long-term strategies to further integrate the supply chain and optimize the movement of production factors by combining the previous three steps with project-based urban expansion. For example, by identifying key production hubs to support, subnational governments can plan city extension around the region to accommodate population expansion, facilitate the supply of skilled labour, improve infrastructure, and provide public transportation.

Key factors to consider in spatial analysis

The following are three of the key factors to consider while conducting spatial analysis to optimize its use:

- **Mobility:** The goal is to maximize mobility of production factors—people and goods—while minimizing economic distance. The intricate linkages and the flow of input and output among value/supply chain members will be identified during productivity analysis. Mapping the flow of products and services by using geospatial tools enables us to understand distance traveled by inputs. This exercise begets numerous potential activities in respect to improving mobility. For example, it allows sector stakeholders to detect whether there are any economic opportunities being lost by proximate suppliers. By analyzing the trend, stakeholders along a value chain can efficiently increase business transactions among
local companies. As a result, a sector will witness growth in production while making the flow of goods more economically efficient.

The same concept applies to labour. Labour is one of the key factors of production, and the ease of mobility affects productivity of a city. Increased mobility of labour brings economy-wide productivity gain by enabling a higher degree of skills matching. Furthermore, on the premise of increased mobility boosting accessibility, less time spent commuting allows people to pursue other productive activities. In developing countries where public transportation could be a major constraint and having multiple jobs is common, increased labour mobility and accessibility could yield significant economic benefit for individuals and the economy.

Indicators such as accessibility to arterial roads, intersection density, land use mix, and the presence of dedicated and safe pedestrian spaces can contribute to measuring the level of labour and product mobility in a given urban layout.

UN-Habitat views sustainable mobility as a means of realizing accessibility rather than an end in itself. The notion of accessibility surpasses simple physical distance; it encompasses access to opportunities and empowers people to fully exercise their human rights.

- **Connectivity:** Connectivity of a city is measured by how central a city is to global markets and transportation and logistics networks. Connectivity is increasingly considered as one of the more powerful proxies for gauging a city’s development potential. Being better and more efficiently connected to or having access to big markets lowers economic costs. Moreover, the more connected a city is, the higher is the propensity to access new ideas, technologies, innovations, etc. While connectivity is often defined by geographic location, it does not necessarily determine competitiveness of a sector in a given location. Infrastructure also is a key variable, and spatial analysis allows us to assess the level of connectivity as well as identify areas for infrastructure investments and service provisions. There are indices, such as UNCTAD’s Liner Shipping Connectivity Index, that measure countries’ connectivity.

- **Inclusiveness:** One objective of spatial analysis is to promote inclusive economic growth. It has been demonstrated over the years that urbanization is a powerful tool for economic development. Without proper planning and efforts, however, such positive externalities of urbanization will not be shared equally and may fail to reach vulnerable populations. Application of spatial analysis ensures that the new configurations of expanding urban areas are well-integrated into the existing urban network and are not alienated from the urban economy and basic amenities.
Spatial analysis for future projections

Spatial analysis is not only vital for assessing the status quo, but also for making projections and future plans. A study of 120 sample cities shows that, on average, the growth of built-up urban areas has been outpacing that of population, leading to lower density in cities worldwide between 1990 and 2000. The trend is projected to continue. In addition to urban population doubling between 2010 and 2050 in developing countries, urban land will explode; land consumption rates per capita will increase due to lower transportation costs and economic growth. A mere one per cent increase in land consumption per capita per year will result in a tripling of urban land in developing countries. The effect will be even more dramatic for sub-Saharan Africa, where the same one per cent increase will result in a six-fold rise in urban land. Besides, policymakers must anticipate additional land and jobs being required to maintain available and affordable housing, to ensure quality of life is high, and to keep the unemployment rate low.

Overlooking this continued urban expansion and the need for evidence-based planning will have negative effects not only on urban mobility and connectivity, but also on urban productivity. Numerous cities are already experiencing the adverse effects of limited urban policy actions. Table 1 shows lower-than-average urban layout performance indicators for many African cities. Subnational governments will struggle to provide basic infrastructure and services in the face of ongoing low-density urban land expansion. Unchecked expansion in developing-country cities will aggravate already-poor connectivity and mobility.

Table 1: Urban layout in Africa and Riyadh: Street networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City / Region</th>
<th>Share of Built-up Area Occupied by Roads &amp; Boulevards</th>
<th>Average Block Size (Hectares)</th>
<th>4-Way Intersection Density (Number per Hectare)</th>
<th>Walkability Ratio</th>
<th>Average Plot Size in Informal Land Subdivisions</th>
<th>Average Plot Size in Formal Land Subdivisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accra</td>
<td>17 ± 3%</td>
<td>3.7 ± 1.0</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>949 ± 287</td>
<td>905 ±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addis Ababa</td>
<td>25 ± 4%</td>
<td>3.9 ± 1.7</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.10</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>239 ± 365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arusha</td>
<td>14 ± 3%</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.16 ± 0.06</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>289 ±</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibadan</td>
<td>13 ± 1%</td>
<td>5.1 ± 3.4</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.07</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johannesburg</td>
<td>18 ± 3%</td>
<td>7.5 ± 3.0</td>
<td>0.16 ± 0.08</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>191 ± 96</td>
<td>291 ± 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagos</td>
<td>14 ± 2%</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.2</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luanda</td>
<td>15 ± 2%</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.16</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>403 ± 192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo</td>
<td>26 ± 4%</td>
<td>5.3 ± 1.8</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.34</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>672 ± 187</td>
<td>418 ± 1,953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riyadh</td>
<td>34 ± 4%</td>
<td>6.0 ± 2.5</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average World</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In tandem with conducting urban expansion projections, cities may include arterial road grid plans in the urban development. The exercise maps out major transport infrastructure such as urban and intra-urban roads and public transport (see Figure C). The objective is to provide equitable access and connectivity among the entire projected area of expansion. Well-planned transport infrastructure could significantly increase connectivity of a city and the movement of products and services along the supply chain.

Figure C: Urban land expansion in Accra, Ghana, and the arterial road grid for Ahmedabad, India


More often than not, government economic and urban planning functions occur in silos. Economic development projects tend to ignore the spatial dimension, while the economic perspective is consistently left out in many urban planning processes.
Conclusion: An integrative approach

More often than not, government economic and urban planning functions occur in silos. Economic development projects tend to ignore the spatial dimension, while the economic perspective is consistently left out in many urban planning processes. This integrative LED approach brings together the two critical dimensions of urban development. On the one hand, it conducts more of a conventional economic competitiveness assessment using value chains and supply chains to identify key players in a targeted sector and factors constraining it. The analysis then puts forward regulatory and sector policy recommendations to address the identified bottlenecks. On the other hand, the approach applies the spatial element of urban planning to visualize the functional aspect of the value/supply chain and to explore ways to harness the expansion of urban population and urban land consumption to be of the optimum use to industries and the economy.

By integrating economic and design aspects of urban development, the proposed LED approach surveys urban competitiveness and sustainability in a comprehensive manner that very few existing development tools can match. It provides a participatory framework for the public and private sectors to collaborate from the stage of problem identification to solution implementation. More competitive and integrated sectors will benefit the private sector and city inhabitants by creating value-adding jobs and fostering a vibrant local economy. It also benefits local governments by providing a sound foundation for evidence-based policymaking, enhancing local governance, and by expanding opportunities for revenue enhancement.

The discussed LED tool proposes a sector-specific approach to enhancing local economic competitiveness and spatial sustainability. As opposed to spreading subnational governments’ limited budget thinly across multiple industries, a sector-specific approach delivers greater impact in a more efficient manner. However, the question around sector identification is critical. Cities have to identify an emerging sector prior to applying the proposed LED toolkit. Although the identification process is a critical prerequisite for successful LED implementation, it may not be a trivial task for subnational governments, requiring technical analysis and a joint effort from the private sector. This can be done by combining trade data, sector value-added statistics, and labour intensity data; however, this information is not always available. Describing and developing this approach is beyond the scope of this chapter, but is part of an upcoming study by UN-Habitat.
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Endnotes


2 UN-Habitat, Promoting Local Economic Development Through Strategic Planning (Nairobi, UN-Habitat, 2005).

3 VCA is often used interchangeably with supply chain analysis. The minor difference resides in the fact that supply chain analysis focuses on the movement of products, materials, services, and information, from one point of value addition to the next, while VCA focuses specifically on accounting for each stage of value addition for a good or service.


6 Since the analysis was conducted, skills development programmes were introduced in the garment sector in Lesotho, which has contributed greatly to improve sector competitiveness, and Lesotho continues to be the second-largest exporter of garments to the U.S. market under the African Growth and Opportunity Act.


9 Economic distance is the time and cost of transporting goods between departure to destination. It could be measured by the costs incurred or the time required.

10 Global Development Solutions, Measuring the Cost of Trade Logistics on Agribusiness (Reston, Va., Global Development Solutions, 2013).

11 Global Development Solutions, Measuring the Cost of Trade Logistics on Agribusiness (Reston, Va., Global Development Solutions, 2013).
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13 Global Development Solutions, Measuring the Cost of Trade Logistics on Agribusiness (Reston, Va., Global Development Solutions, 2013).

14 Global Development Solutions, Measuring the Cost of Trade Logistics on Agribusiness (Reston, Va., Global Development Solutions, 2013).


17 Mobility of capital is also crucial for the reasons mentioned in the financial institutions section under value chain analysis.


20 There are a number of ongoing studies and platforms for urban spatial data and analysis that can be accessed by the public. City leaders are encouraged to explore platforms such as Lincoln Institute’s Atlas of Urban Expansion and World Bank’s Platform for Urban Management and Analysis (PUMA) to understand global urbanization trends and to compare urbanization across countries and cities.


